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This Study Guide has been written with considerable assistance

from personnel of the University External Studies Program, especially

curriculum specialist Charley Lyons. His perceptive and challenging comments

have markedly improved this Guitie. Also, the professional reviewers: Ardene
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Hopson, Joseph Farrell, Mrshall Bond, and Doris Gow helped establish the

objectives and gave many valuable insights. The first class to be exposed to

the course, in Winter 1977, were properly critical and helpful in testing

the material and providing illustrations.

Clifford Ham
June, 19??



PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 816: PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY

COURSE GUIDE

ItiThODUCTION

This course will examine the concept of accountability as applicable

to public officials. Citizen participation and decentralization are

discussed as two policies and methods which can be used to enhance public

accountability. The course surveys five skills which public officials can

use to maintain contact with citizens and to improve accountability. Citizens

also can use these skills in organizing their areas, neighborhoods, or communities.

Some techniques are presented to enable citizens and officials to evaluate

accountability, the level of participation, and the effectiveness of decen-

tralization. The last module focuses on the role of public officials in

administering programs of participation and decentralization with the

ultimate objective of improving accountability.

This course is intended to help students to establish a practical

perspective from which to consider the following issues as well as to develop

some proficiency in the skills needed to address them:

0 offering a middle position between the two extremes
of (1) total government provision of services with
little required accountability and (2) mainly indi-
vidual provision of services with accountability
to self but lacking social provision of needed

services.

0 demonstrating accountability through involvement with
citizens.

0 meeting the requirements for citizen participation or
public involvement in federally funded programs.

0 easing the difficulty of policy-making decisions.

0 reducing the burden of decision=making by decentraliza-

tion and reassigning responsibilities.

0 establishing better relations in the community.

0 improving delivery of service.

strengthening the communication process.

0 avoiding citizen protests and disruptions of government.

Since this course is general and provides an exploration of the concept

of accountability including approaches, strategies, tactics; and skills related
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to achieving accountability, it would be useful.as part of the pre= or in-

service preparation for individuals interested in public service careers.

Given its practical orientation, this course would be well suited to public

administrators who are concerned with more clearly defining their position

regarding accountability and with identifying and developing appropriate

tkillt. This course would also have interest to citizens concerned with

or actively participating in public policy decision-making and implementation.

COURSE- ORGANIZATION

This course is divided into ten MOdUlet of study plus an Epilogue which

cover the following topics:

1; Accountability:: The concept of_accountabiljty,is introduced
and then discussed within thecontext of twentieth century
urban America. The question of to whom an official is
accountable is addressed. Finally, citizen participation
and decentralization are identified as possible means for
assuring public accountability.

__ _

Citizen Participattam: Effective citizen participation is
presented as one way in- which officials_can demonstrate their
accountability. Strategies which groups -of individuals may
employ to achieve citizen_ participation are described;
Different types of citizen-_ groups are then identified and
related to the kinds of strategies they are likely to use

3; Decentralization: Decentralizationis discussed as- another
way of-achieving accountability on the part_of public
officials; it is also related to the concept of citizen
participation.i_Theoretical and practical justifications
for decentralization are reviewed. Several fOrMS of decen-
tralization are discussed ancLspeCifiC instances -of them as
they occur in many American cities are overviewed.

4. Knowing_lour_Comunity: Several meanings for the concept
of community are suggested_ before outlining the kinds of _

facts about a community that are needed by public officials
and representative_questions that officials may ask. Listen-
ing is identified as a key skill in finding out about a
community. The importance of knowing the leadership of a
community is stressed and several techniques for determining
the leaders are explored.

5. Communicating_for Accountability: The importance of good
communicationsis related to the concept of accountability.

iCommunication s described as a two-way process involving
four essential elements: sender, message, receiver, and
feedback. Several means of communicating which may be used
by public officials are then discussed and considered in
terms of their effectiveness as two=way communications.

ii
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. Meeting Citizens Face=to-Face: Face-to-Face contacts between
public officials and citizens are discussed as one of the
most effective means which officials can use to demonstrate
their concern for accountability. The need for faceto=face
contacts is stressed in an increasingly impersonal world of
large organizations. Some alternative strategies are suggested
for public officials whose time and energy are already heavily
taxed. Specific advice on hints are provided as guidelines to
officials for meeting with citizens, and possible results of
face-to-face contacts are suggested.

7. MeetIng_Citizens in Groups: Since public officials must
often meet with more than just a few individuals (face-

to-face contacts), it is necessary that they be prepared
to meet with larger, organized groups of citizens.
Various types of citizen groups are described, and some
ways to effectively meet with them are examined.

8. Public Assemblies: Public hearings represent a formal
and frequently required form of contact between officials

and citizens. As such, public hearings are characterized
as an important and often culminating step in the process

of demonstrating accountability. Public meetings and public
forums, which represent the middle and other end of the
continuum, respectively, of organized public assemblies,

are described. The purposes of each of these forms of
public assemblies are explored, and guidelines for

conducting them are suggested.

9. Evaluating Accountability, Participation_and Decentralization:

Levels of citizen involvement in public policy and decision -__

making are described as indicators of the extent to which public

accountability has been realized. Means and criteria for

assessing the accountability of officials are suggested and

related to the levels of citizen involvement in citizen

participation and decentralization efforts.

10. Administering=for_Accountabiliity: The :problem of the "efficiency"

Of centralized management versus_the_"delays and encumbrances"

Of decentralized management forms the context -for this con=

eluding- Module. But since_theday of_the_citizen_is here and

the influence of the citizen must be accepted, means for _

managing decentralization and_securing citizen participation

must be examined. Sugge.stions_are presented, therefore, to

ease theitbeiflict_between_geographical and functional concerns,

to facilitate decision-making.

Epilogue: This brief summary of the major foci of the course attempts to re-

establish the_ perspective for considering the materials in_the_pre-

Ceding ten tOdUlet and_to indicate some directions and concerns for

further study and consideration.

A graphic display of these topics, the corresponding modules, and their

interrelationships is presented in the following diagram.

if; 6
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TEXTS

This Study Guide is the only required textbook for this course. However,

in addition to this Study Guide; two supplemental publications are recommended.

They are:

0 Special Issue: Public-Administration Review, Volume
xxxii, "Curriculum Essays on Citizens, Politics,
and Administration in -Urban Neighborhoods."
American Society for Public Administration,
October, 1972:

40 Zimmerman, Joseph F., The Federated City, St. Martin's
Press, 1972:

NORKSHOn

The initial workshop will present an overview of the course content,

organization, and rationale. There will be an explanation of the objec-

tives of the course and the expectations for student performance as well

as some group activities designed to experientially introduce you to the

issue of public accountability and which will assist in preparing you to

begin your course of study. The subsequent workshops will continue to use

411
both large and small group techniques, supplemented with selected audio-

visual aids, to address concerns identified in the modules of the course

and areas of student-identified difficulties.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS AND GRADING

There are no examinations or tests required. Your grade will be based

on the Module Assignments which you send in to the instructor. Each Module

Assignment will be given a letter grade and will be returned to you with

detailed instructor comments. If you are not satisfied with your grade on

any assignment, you will have the option of one resubmission for each Module

Assignment. The Module Assignment for Module 10 (the final module) has

been designed in such a way as to require that you synthesize most of the

important concepts which have been developed throughout the course. The

assignment for Module 10, therefore, will be weighted more heavily than the

other Module Assignments. The relative weightings for each of the assign-

ments will be as follows:

Assignments for Module 10 equals one-third (1/3)

of the course grade.

0 Assignments for Modules 1 through 9 equal two-
thirds (2/3) of the course grade.

8
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STUDY_SUGGESTIONS

The modules have been desgined for use by individual students without

the direct supervision of a teacher as occurs in a traditional classroom

setting. Provisions have been made for instructor feedback to students on

their performance of each of the Module Assignments.

plan.

All modules share a number of common components and follow a similar

I. Key Terms and Concepts: Terms which are considered important for
Studying and understanding the materials presented in

the module are listed in a box in the beginning of each

module.

2. Introduction: The beginning of each module briefly describes
the topics and major concerns which will form the focus of

the module.

3. Objectives: The Objectives provided explicit statements about

the concepts and ideas which you are expected to master from

your study of the module readings and questions. These
Objectives define the content which will be tested in the

Module Assignment.

4. Overview: This table is provided as a mechanism for assist-
ing you in studying by pointing out which specific grouping

of study questions and readings directly relate to respective

module objectives. It is expected that by presenting a clear
association between (a) several of the study questions that

bear on a similar issue, (b) the - readings which treat this

issue, and (c) the specific module objective to which LhEy
contribute; you will have an operational means for attaining

the module objectives.

5. Module Read-ings ,: A series of original essays have been written

expressly for this course which introduce and explain the
important concepts, skills, and methods dealt With in this

course. Illustrations from personal experiences of the author

and from other authorities are cited. Additional readings by

other authors are included where appropriate to round out the

presentation of the concepts and their applications.

6. Study Questions: After each section of the readings, a series

of questions are presented to assist you in organizing and

studying the information in the preceding section. Keep

these questions in mind as you read thesectian, then draft

your answer. The Study Questions require knowledge of the

readings and some originality in forming the answer.

vi



7. Module Assignment: An original assignment which normally
requires that you apply the information studied in the
module is included at the end of each module. Each assign-
ment has been prepared to encourage the thoughtful use of
much of the module information. The final Module Assignment
expects that you will integrate much of the information
from all of the modules.

8. Selected_Bibliography:__A selection of_rengs.which_will
supplement the module and .which are generally easily. obtainable
isincluded.withimostimodules, The:list_is.notiintendedt0 be
inclusive but:rather:to contain publications.WhiChithe author
considers to be significant to the tOpids ditcussed in the
module.

10
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ACCOUNTABILITY

MODULE 1: ACCOUNTABILITY

TERMS AND CONCEPTS

40 Public Accountability

Citizen Participation

Decentralization

INTRODUCTION

The concept.of public accountability is introduced in this first module.

The term is defined, explained, and then dismissed in_the qontext of-

twentieth century urban America. One important question proposed is:

whom is an official accountable?

A second section reviews changes in society which have brought about

increasing demands for accountability. Several reasons for more emphasis on

accountability are suggested and discussed; these include the change from

direct democracy to representative government; technical developments with

their own evaluative measures; the politics of protest and taxpayers' revolts;

and the problems of urban governments, such as New York City.

A brief review of Rawls' A Theory of Justice
1
suggests a new basis for

accountability.

2Roger Starr distinguishes among three uses of the term "people," and

raises questions about public officials accountability to individuals but

stresses obligations to "The People" collectively. This may be an argument

against some types of "participatory democracy" and also against Rawls' theory

of justice.

In a brief case study on the San Francisco Bay, which concludes the

readings for this module, one can identify various kinds of public account-

., ability. Someofficials or agencies were obliging and accountable; but one

may ask: were the officials so accountable before the citizens applied

pressure?

igi



PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

When you have completed the readings and assignments for this module,

you should be able to:

1. Define public accountability in your own words.

2. Explain to whom public officials are accountable.

3. Describe changes in society which have brought about in-
creasing concern for accountability.

4. Tell how citizen participation and decentralization are means
for assuring public accountability.

5. Explain the relationship between democracy and accountability.

6. Explain whether you agree or disagree with the theoretical
justifications given for public accountability.

7. Give at least one example from your own experience of_citizen
action in demanding accountability. Analyze the officials'
responses to the citizens' action, and suggest ways in which
the officials were and/or could have been more accountable.

I

XII.1.2



ACCOUNTABILITY

OVERVIEW

Objectives Tatkt Resources Evaluation

Define public
accountability :

An your Om words

Study Questions

1, and 2

Module Reading: ik Self

. Explain to whom
public officials
are accountable;

StudY Questions

3, 4, and 5

Module Reading: A

Your own experience

Self

3. Describe changes in
society which have
brought about in-
creasing concern for
accountability.

Study Questions

6, and 7

MOdUle Reading: Self

4; Tellihow citizen
participation_and
decentralization are
means for assuming
public account-
ability.

Study- Questions

8- 9, and 10

ModUle Reading: B

.

Self

S. Explain the :

relationship:between
democracy and ac-
countability.

Study Questions

Ili 12i and 13

Module Reading: C Self

.

6. Explain whether -you
agree or disagree _

with the theoretical
justifications for
public account-
ability.

Study Questions

14; 15i 16, 17,
18, 19; and 20

(Review Study_
Questions 5=9)

Module Reading: E,D

(Review Module
Reading: B)

Self



PUBLIC ACCOUNTIBILITY

Objectives Tasks Resources Evaluation

7. Give at least one ex- Study Questions Module Reading: E Self
ample from your own
experience of citizen

21, 22, and 23 (Review other

action in demanding
accountability.

Unit Assignment. Module Readings.)

Your own experience
Analyze the officials
responses to the
citizen action, and
suggest ways in which
the officials were
and/or could have
been more accountable



A. WHAT IS ACCOUNTABILITY?

ACCOUNTABILITY

"Re4pon4sibaZty .46 the product
of dainite Aoeiat arcAangement4.

Chante4 FAanket

Accountability is defined by one dictionary as "The quality or state

of being accountable, liable or responsible." Public officials are

accountable in that they must explain to their constituency their actions

and their reasons for taking these actions. They are liable, legally and

morally, for omissions or commissions of duties entrusted to them. They

are responsible in a larger sense; they have, in trust, the health, safety,

and general welfare of the citizens in their charge. They are responsible,

as well, for other resources: land, water, air, non-human resources, and

more abstract assets, such as reputation, integrity, reasonable efficiency.

All of these resources may be said to reside "in the public trust."

Public accountability must mean responsibility to all members of the

410 society of the group represented. Certainly it is no longer appropriate

(or just) to serve a small proportion of the populace. Too often decisions

have been made in favor of the well-to-do. In almost any urban area, for

example, most of us can cite examples of roads built or urban renewal

projects planned and carried out largely for the benefit of upper income

persons. Yet, many persons were relocated and suffered hardships because

of these projects.

To be accountable is not an occasional event. Elected or appointed

officials must be responsible for all their decisions and all of their

actions. Infrequent elections are hardly satisfactory vehicles for deter-

mining accountability. New England town officials, for example; are

continually in front of their fellow townspeople. Town meetings allow

exposure and examination. Open public meetings are well attended. Fre-

quent published reports further amplify decisions and actions. "Sunshine

laws" (described below) are an attempt to accomplish by law what in small

communities is a way-of-life.

410 Here are some other examples of officially created procedures, positions,

and laws which are intended to be responsive to citizen needs for holding

elected officials and administrators accountable. As Charles Frankel said:



PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY

"Responsibility [read accountability] is the product of definite social

arrangements"; that is, citizens should institute defined procedures; laws,

requirements which do more than hope for official accountability. These

examples should help to clarify further the meaning of accountability.

AUditti bOth financial and program review: accountants or
other - experts review financial accounts yearly or on special
occasions. -- Increasingly audits also examine program
effectiveness as well as the legality of expenditures.

Recall and ImpeachMent:_recall_begins with citizen petitions
calling for removal of an official -from office. Impeachment

generally begins with the legislative branch. Neither process

has been much used.

Civil Service_Employment: officials and public employees
are hired through -the use of the "merit system" (examination,
competition; established_procedures) rather than by means

of a "spoils systen"patronage; political favoritisM.

Ombudsman: this is an official, often appointed for a long _

period of time; who investigates citizens' grievances against

administrative abuse.

Sunshine Laws: legislation is passed, usually at state level,

that requires all public bodies to: announce public meetings
well in advance; conduct meetings which are open to all members

of the public; eliminate or restrict the use of "executive" sessions";
make public decisions and publish agendas; reports, minutes and other
information responsive to "the citizens' right to know."

Sunset Laws: legal requirements are established to ensure the
periodic scrutiny of all public agencies, departments, and

committees to determine their usefulness. Zero-based budgeting

would accomplish a similar purpose.

Elections:_ the ultimate test of an elected official's

accountability or lack thereof is his or her ability to be

returned to elective office.

Some other non-official means of holding officials accountable should

also be briefly mentioned; namely;

Press (i.e., newspapers and to a lesser extent, radio, television,

and other media): the news media, among other services, frequently
provides public exposure of scandals, administrative misbehavior,

or other wrongs. The Watergate case is an excellent example of

responsible investigative reporting by the press.

18



ACCOUNTABILITY

Citizen Pressure: individuals or organized groups can insist
on accountability of officials. If no satisfaction is received,
citizens can use some of the official methods suggested in the
preceding list, such as recall or complaining to an ombudsman.
Ralph Nader and Common Cause are representatives of this approach.

Elected officials are not the only officials who are accountable. Many

non-elected officials such as government civil servants make decisions, some

of which are difficult to challenge. Even if the right of recall is avail-

able to remove incompetent or corrupt elected officials, it seldom is appli-

cable to appointed persons, especially if they serve under Civil Service

agreements. The use of the "ombudsman" provides one means of redressing the

complaints of citizens or, in other words, holding officials "accountable".

Most public officials, we shall assume, really want to "do the right

thing", to be accountable, to be "public servants." They want to provide

services and to aid their constituents. But part of the problem in being

accountable is knowing how to judge responses to their activities. Are the

citizens pleased with services?...or they are they dissatisfied? Are the

services actually reaching those intended?...or are only a limited number

getting well-served?

Public officials must also properly ask: to whom am I accountable?

There are many "publics" to be served and other groups which must be

satisfied, examples of which include:

State and Federal agencies/officials who supply funds,
interpret legislation, oversee, and evaluate sub-
sequent expenditure of funds;

Private funding sources, e.g., foundations;

Political influences, parties;

The local administrative "hierarchy;"

Business and labor (sometimes tightly organized and a

strong pressure group; other times individuals,

businesses, or unions);

Citizens, organized or unorganized;

Special interest groups of citizens (aged, youth, poor,

minorities, etc.);

The "media". 19



PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY

Accountability, while it relates to each of these groups, applies

most of all to the citizenry. Only occasionally are citizens well-organized

and powerful enough to demand their rights or get their desires fulfilled.

Only a few groups, such as Common Cause or the Sierra Club; have enough

"clout" to win battles once in a while. Yet, the concept of accountability

should mean to officials that the needs or desires cf citizens are taken

care of, as far as possible, before the concerns of organized interest

groups. Most of all, using the theory of justice concept, to be described

next, no one should be hurt, no one should lose, in order that others benefit.

STUDY QUESTIONS

I. Define accountability, first; using a dictionary, then using the
introduction, and finally in your own words.

2. Describe several official ways in which: an official may be held
accountable.

3. Why may it be difficult for a public official to be accountable
to "the public"?

2(1
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ACCOUNTABILITY

4. Out of your own experience; recount an example of public account-
ability on the part of a public official.

5. What are some important groups to whom a public official should
be accountable?

WHY ACCOUNTABILITY?

Why discuss public accountability? Why are public officials concerned

about accounting to citizens, on the one hand, and to other levels of

government on the other? What indications are there that citizens are

410
demanding accountability from officials?

Many examples demonstrate broad movements demanding increased public

accountability:

Federal revenue sharing concepts of "new federalism,"
the politics of protest, halting of large projects
by citizen groups; widespread use of public opinion
polls, reports of experiments in decentralization;
demands for "sunshine laws," stricter regulations
for elections and campaign spending, media exposures
of instances of malfeasance or non-responsive govern=
ment, increased government auditing and evaluation of
services.

Underlying the Constitution and the practice of American government

is a philosophical basis for widespread citizen participation in public

affairs. As the country has grown; however, representative government has

tended to replace direct decision-making. Thus, we have Congressmen,

mayors, and City Councilmen making laws rather than citizens in town

meetings. Early public officials were neighbors, people whom you met in

410
town meetings and whom you expected to be accountable. As towns grew to

become cities, officials became further removed from the "neighbor"

relationship. Technical abilities and knowledge often substituted for

personal acquaintance. Today .a mayor or City Cprilman may know very
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few citizens personally; appointed officials may be selected on merit

and not even live in the city or town. Still these "strangers" are

responsible for providing services to communities. Rather than in-

dividual citizens providing their own facilities or sources, they aref

dependent upon officials. The individual citizens must look to the

official for "accountability."

The emphasis on technical skills, qualifications, and technology

brings with it demands for efficiency and economy. One of the reasons

for providing services publicly is efficiency or "cost effectiveness."

With technology, generally, come measures of effectiveness. Strangely,

1V- their own measures publicly-provided services are not always cheaper.

As city size increases the cost of services increases even faster. Evalu-

ation measures rarely demonstrate conclusively that services or programs

meet their goals or serve the population intended. Paradoxically, the

same technology which leads cities to provide a broad range of public

services brings with it measures and evaluations which are critical of

those services. Persons providing services for themselves will hardly

be so critical.

There exists today the "politics of protest," a powerful force in

American life protesting decisions of "the establishment," the powerless-

ness of the ordinary citizen, the threats of bigness and continued growth.

Whether related to this protest movement or not, it is certainly true that

there is "a crisis of confidence" in American institutions. The rank-and-

file of U.S. citizens mistaist government from the White House to the

local precinct captain, from national news media to the leaders of local

organizations. Consumers question the ethics and the choices of manu-

facturers. Groups, especially minorities, women, youth, and the aged

express dissatisfaction with their situation. This latter demand for

accountability we label the "politics of protest."

Related to the "politics of protest" are taxpayers' revolts. Com-

plaints about high rates of taxes, combined with dissatisfaction with

services, have led to cost-cutting, economy moves, and, in a few cases,

as in the city of Pittsburgh; actual tax cuts. Voters have recently re-

jected many bond issues for new facilities and services. Certainly much

22
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ACCOUNTABILITY

objection is raised about costs of welfare services, the mounting costs

of education at all levels, and escalation of medical bills. Again the

public is demanding accountability for the decisions and the actions of

officials.

Perhaps the starkest example of demands for accountability is the New

York City case. Many explanations for the fiscal dilemma of New York have

been presented. Still, protesters from the President of the United States

to the man-on-the-street demand accountability and careful spending on the

part of New York City officials. And, as New York checks its own spending,

so the course for other cities may be set.

It is in this context that a study of public accountability is appropriate.

To meet the demands of citizens, the protests of groups, in a society which

expects complex programs and projects to be carried out by government (rather

than the more simple guardianship and "housekeeping" demands of the past),

public officials increasingly look toward decentralization and citizen

participation as means of demonstrating accountability. Officials use

1110
these approaches to keep in touch with citizens, to ascertain needs and

desires, but also to account to them for their decisions, actions, or inaction.

No longer can public officials operate in a closed backroom, indeed, if

ever they could!

Citizen participation, which will be discussed more in Module 2, can be

utilized to enable public officials to account to citizens. It helps

officials establish interpersonal relations in the community. It may avoid

citizen confrontation. Participation provides an indicator of citizen

satisfaction with projects; services, and programs.

Decentralization, which will be discussed in Module 3, is a planned

effort on the part of public officials to be responsive to the needs and

concerns of citizens. As such, it is also a means for public officials

to demonstrate accountability. Administrative decentralization puts some

decisions and work projects or programs closer to the citizens. It allows

direct communication among officials and citizens. Like participation

it can measure and react to citizen satisfaction or dissatisfaction with

410
municipal services.
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6. Distinguish between the accountability of elected officials in a
New England town and in many large cities.

7. What are some movements in society which illustrate increased

demands for public accountability?

8. Briefly define "citizen participation" and "decentralization" as

they are introduced in this module. (More discussion of these

concepts will appear in subsequent modules).

9. Give some reasons why citizen participation may be related to

accountability.
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. What can decentralization do to help public officials be more
accountable?

C. A THEORY OF JUSTICE AND ACCOUNTABILITY

John Rawls argues4 that the classical utilitarian basis for govern-

ment and justice is inappropriate today. His basis for democratic govern=

meet assumes that general improvement in "utility" or the total satisfaction

of the citizens may not be just, especially if some members of society

lose in the face of gain by the total society. Similarly, even if the

"average utility" improves, or on an average all citizens gain in satisfactions,

when some persons lose out the system is unfair,

Justice as fairness, on the other hand, assumes two premises as a

base for a just society. First, every person is guaranteed basic rights

and liberties; second, decisions must not jeopardize the social satisfactions

of any person. If this results in loss to any person (unwillingly); the

decision is unjust even if the social order were to benefit from a decision.

One cannot help but think of decisions like highway construction where a

few people are forced to relocate for the supposed benefit of the larger

group. Decisions should be worked out so that everyone benefits, not just

a majority.

The underpinnings for this theory of justice are intriguing. It

assumes that there is a four stage sequence in establishing a social order.

First, the "original position" demands that "no one know his place in

society, his class position or social status, or does anyone know his

fortune in the distribution of natural assets and abilities, his intelli=

gence, strength, and the like--the principles of justice are chosen behind

a veil of ignorance."

25
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On this basis no persons will select principles of governance which

might potentially be harmful to them, or even which might be advantageous

if they were in a favored role. Because these hypothetical persons do not

know their status, because they are behind the "veil of ignorance," they

can only opt for the most equitable principles. If persons do know their

status, roles, options, they obviously will struggle for a framework which

would benefit their status. Rawls, then, presumes that the basic principles

of society can be developed--should be developed--as if all persons were

completely unaware of their poiitions.. All begin in an equal position.

Second, a convention is held based on the principles of equality to

develop "the most effective just constitution." A little more knowledge

of one's status is acceptable here. But a just process should lead to a just

outcome and would be tested by the principles of justice.

Third, a legislative process develops after the "just constitution"

has been prepared. And fourth, rules may be applied to particular cases

after the veil of ignorance has been lifted, but also after the

principles of justice are firmly embedded in the constitution and the

laws

Rawls clearly supports the concept of participation and assumes that

citizens participate on a basis of equality. His writing provides justifica

tion for broadscale participation beyond many of the classical authorities.

Rawls asserts that "social contracts" should be made under the veil of

ignorance, not from unequal positions within society.

One of the principal tenets of "a theory of justice" is that no

citizen should lose his or her benefits in the social order even if the

rest of society should gain. There should be no loss for anyone, only an

improvement for all. The reader may question if any change is possible

given these constraints. Rawls, obviously, assumes change can take place.

All citizens are guaranteed a basis in equal liberties and rights.

Beyond this there must be a fair distribution of other goods, rights,

powers, and opportunities.

Rawls sees the obligation of public officials as protecting the

rights of the individuals and ascertaining their needs. "The principle

26
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of participation compels those in authority to be responsive to the felt

interests of the. electorate." While representatives are necessary; and

these representatives are not "mere agents of their constituents," they

must attempt to improve the condition of their constituents and (pre,

sumably) never allow the social condition of their citizen clients to

deteriorate

Rawls makes clear that "all citizens are to have an equal right to

take part in, and to determine the outcome of, the constitutional process

that establishes the laws" which they must obey. Furthermore, citizens

must approach the tribunals with approximate equality; it is not just if

some citizens have more wealth, more abilities, more access to representa-

tives than other citizens.

While encouraging both accountability by officials and participation

of citizens, Rawls posits three limitations. First, majority rule is

essential, under the preceding conditions. Therefore, a minority should

not be allowed to frustrate the will of the majority. Again, though,

the minority must retain its rights and not lose by any decision of the

majority. Second, the one-person, one vote precept must not be violated.

Each individual counts and equally with others. Third, unequal resources,

must not be devoted to securing rights or privileges for individual citizens.

Participation, for Rawls, is not solely a means to an end. Such

freedoms "strengthen men's sense of their own worth, enlarge their

intellectual and moral sensibilities, and lay the basis for a sense of

duty and obligation upon which the stability of just institutions depends."

What can we learn from Rawls? He suggests a new basis for determining

justice. If any citizen loses social benefits the whole order suffers.

The utilitarian principle of improved benefits for most or an average of

the citizens no longer holds. Furthermore, Rawls states strongly that

access to officials and representatives should be equal. Because one is

rich or educated or powerful is no justification for greater control over

decisions. Again, Rawls feels that participation on a just basis (and not

necessarily implying that everyone participates in every issue) will

410
strengthen both the individual citizens and society.

,
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Accountability may be considered a key issue in Rawls. While he may

not use the word as it is used in this course of study, the requirements

of liability and responsibility for the good of all persons permeate his

discussion. The good official will be concerned about the involvement of

all persons, about their rights; and about their social satisfactions.

The official cannot be complacent if some of the constituency suffers from

a decision even if a majority will benefit. Few philosophers have ventured

this far in accountability. Rawls has attracted many admirers, however;

increasingly public officials may have to avoid projects like urban

renewal or highway building through cities which hurt some citizens even

though helping others. Pure justice may be hard to achieve, but Rawls

is suggesting new principles to move us closer.

11. Name and describe the four stages suggested by Rawls in es-
tablishing a social order?

12. What two basic premises does Rawls present to achieve "justice
as fairness"?

13. Differentiate between the "utility" theory and the theory of

justice.
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14. Suggest a particular decision or project from your own ex-
perience where Rawls' ideas could have altered the decision or
its implementation. Tell how it could have affected the decision
or project and/or what the public repercussions might have been.

15. How would you relate Rawls' theory of justice to the concept
of accountability?

D. THE PEOPLE ARE NOT THE CITY

The iottowag pages in th:i.6 section keptuent a zummat4 of and /Le-

zponze to an addte44* made to a contietence city peanneu in Phadeephia

(1966) by Roger Statt, then Executive.aaectot o 5 the Citizens' Housing

and ?Tanning Counca o6 New Voth.

Starr speaks, in some respects, for those who repudiate the idea of

"participatory democracy." Such critics would deny the necessity for govern-

ment officials to pay special attention to the demands of individual citizens

or organized groups. The city, suggests Starr, is comprised of many people

and is larger, more complex, and more important than the individuals or

groups which collectively make up the city. The acCountable city officials,

according to Starr, would consider the needs of all the people, in total,

in order to carry out their tasks.

*Roger Starr, "The People Are Not the City," Planning 1966, September
1966, pp. 125-136.
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In his cleverly written addrets Starr differentiates among three

fundamental meanings of the word "people".

I suggest that we should carefully distinguish
between a people==the noun with the indefinite article-=
and the people--the very same noun, except that the
indefinite - article has been replaced by the definite
article. Finally, there is the usage: people, without
either article, and conveying a meaning different from
both other uses.5

Pointing out that the use of the article seems to be a "tiny"

difference, Starr suggests that the differences are really significant.

Let us take the uses of the word one by one _The_
noun with the indefinitarticle, "A People," means a group

or generality of human beings who share one or more
common attributes. This usage is dying out today,
having the flavor of the Fourth of July orator; it is
appropriate to the mood in which one unveils a statue.
I find it difficult to writea sentence in which "A
People" is followed by anything but "who." are

a people' who believe in the inevitability of progress- -

we are a peopte who believe that all men are created

equal. In the fog of generality that follows "A People"
wherever they go, individual faces and figures_get lost;

I might also add that in the same fog, institutions tend
to become blurred into invisibility. _To celebrate "A
People" we need bunting, which long ago tore in the wind

and was discarded. I need not ask you in 1966 to spend c
much time troubling over the significance of "A People."'

Starr then looks at the term "The People" which he states

crucial term in political theory."

The people means the men and women of the_nationi

state, or city taken as a collectivity._ It insists that

for the purposes of this collectivity or the power it

contrOlti there shall be no recognition of differences be-

tween the members based on race_hereditary statusi:or

religious eStabliShMent. As a collectivity; The People
is timeless, it referS_to the people living today as

it referred to:thote_living_at the time of the convention

that cast the Preatble to the American Constitution; whose
revolutionarY firtt three words_, "We, The People," were
indeed heard round the world. We, The People* includes

not only past and present persons, but the persons of

the future; who, like the Chi-istmas ghosts that visited

Marley; exert an unearthly influence on the decisions

made today]

3o
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Then Starr talks about "People" with no article at all.

People, with no article, connotes men, women, and
children viewed many at a time, but with implicit
emphasis on their individual characteristics. This usage
of the noun has become widespread during the past decade.
Peoge have become a substitute for that word spoiled by
a generation of radio announcers peddling boxtops: "Folks."
Fotk4 is now so drenched with sentimentality that it cannot
be gripped without rubber gloves. Unfortunately, some of
that sentimentality has also spotted the current use of the
word "people." To the extent that current users of the
word people would have their listeners believe that it is
possible to deal with large number's of persons simultaneously
without losing sight of the = divine inctimi.duat spark that
animates each separately, they are giving voice to an optical
illusion.d

Still, says Starr, "a fervent belief continues to grow in the possibility

of recognizing the individual needs of every single member of the collective.'9

Even a well-known city planner who wrote The City is the People began with

the idea that the future city should be determined by The People, "that

abstract holder of final authority and power. "lO By the time the book was

published Churchill had begun to talk about People, people as individuals,

people with individual tasks, references, and ideas.

But; states Starr, "not even The People, though sovereign, are the

city."11 He continues by Pointing out that cities include institutions as

well as persons and these institutions are vital to city life and continuity.

These institutions were created and developed by The People; it would be

foolhardy, believes Starr, to destroy or weaken those institutions, like

government or education, because the interests of some persons (People) con-

flict or compete. "The People is paramount, even though it has become un-

fashionable to say so.
.12

Starr also rejects the concept of uadvocacy planning" or "pluralistic

planning," the theory that different planners should be retained for com-

petitive groups within each city. Each planner or planning team would

prepare its own plans for the maintenance and development of its Iection of

the city, the plans would be approved by residents of the area, and,

subsequently, voters might decide by refereneum which plan was desirable.

Starr rejects this concept not on the basis of practical difficulties,

but on two philosophical problems.

31
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First, while citizens have a long list of rights, under state and

local legislation, including the right to object, to speak, and to be heard

..[there is] no acknowledged right to demand that one's views, as a private

citizen, must be followed by The People as a whole."13 The second objection

Starr posits is that ultimately any plan must override the objections of some

citizens, of some People, in order to carry out the desires of the larger

number. This is true of elections for representatives when a slight majority

of voters can select one candidate over another or vote for one policy in

preference over a competing idea.

Starr then discusses the Gettysburg speech of Abraham Lincoln approvingly.

Lincoln told his listeners that they were attempting to maintain government

"of the people, by the people, and for the people." Starr points out that

Lincoln did not speak of government of people, by people, and for people.

If Lincoln had said, and meant, government of people, he would have implied

the government of those people who happened to be living at a particular

period or those who were in control at that time not the sovereign power of

The People.

Finally, Starr talks directly to planners, urging them to remember

that "the collective will stands on a moral pinnacle at least as high as

that of the individual." They must create effective compromise between the

general and the specific; between the sovereign will of The People and the

demands of People, always recognizing the individual rights of citizens as

set forth in the law of the land. Planners must understand the basic needs

of people, individually, as well as fitting these into the collective needs,

and objectives of The People.

One cannot help but be intrigued by the arguments Starr raises. Without

question, the individual desires of some people cannot be allowed to over-

throw the structures of government, the services, the moral authority of

society which most of The People want. But when one begins to try to apply

Starr's analysis, one has difficulty in distinguishing the categories. Does

The People tend to be uncritically associated with the Status Quo? Does a

minority or ethnic group become "a people," "The People," or "People"? Should

decisions be made which adversely affect some People, even tholigh a majority

will benefit?

In terms of this course, one must apply the question of accountability.

Starr makes it clear that he would hold public officials accountable to The
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People, and not to specific individuals. Yet it is often those specific

individuals who are harmed by decisions or official projects. How would

Starr evaluate the accountability of an official to a minority group, an

ethnic group, or a small group of critics (People)? How can the "sovereign

will of The People" be ascertained?...and by whom? Does the "sovereign will"

remain constant or must it be constantly readjusted to the demands of people?

Starr makes us think. He challenges the idea that officials can listen

to all individuals or make decisions based on the demands of some citizens.

He would probably deny that "the squeaking wheel should get the grease."

But he seems to posit a form of elitism which may have been made obsolete

by the 1960s. Still, the questions hi raises remain critical: to whom are

officials accountable? and on what basis?

16. How does Starr differentiate among "People," "A People," and "The
People"?

17. On what basis does Starr argue that planners (and other officials)
should pay less attention to demands of "People"?

S
33
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18. Compare Starr's position with that of Rawls' theory of justice.
Which do you prefer? Why?

19. In Starr's view, to what group (or groups) should the planner be
accountable? Why?

20. What are some of the limitations to Starr's view of accounta-
bility?
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E. A CASE STUDY: SAN FRANCISCO BAY

Sao Francisco BayThe "Magic
of Concormid Citizen Action"*

In 1960, three women 'Wine in the

San Francisco Bay area decided to
try to do something about the plight
of the Bay,- -a magnificent natural re-
source. They were concerned about
its appearance and Jisappearance.
When California became 11:

1850, the surface of the Bay meas-
ured about 650 square miles._ By 1960,
it was down -to approximately 430
square miles, the *tilt of !Olin& dikf
ing and other development. Pending
**weals, the_ women knew; would
take another 59 square Mika of the
Bay;

The women discussed the prob-
lems of the Bay's future with constr.
vationists and other concerned eiti=
;ens, and a new Citizen organization
soon was established --the Save San
Francisco Bay Association;

The new group immediately under-
took two projects. It prompted a stogy
Of the Bay by the University of Cali-
fornia's Institute for Governmental
Studies at Berkeley. And it enlisted
the support of an influential state
senator. The study resulted in a book
in 1963- entitled "The Future of San
Francisco Bay." Aided by the study
and increasing public pressure gener-
ated largely by the SiVe the Bay As-
sociation, the state senator success=
fully _shepherded a bill through the
California legislature creating an offi-
cial commission to study the Bay.

commission, in turn, recom-
mended development of a regional
plan_to manage and protect the Bay.
A new legislative proposal was pre=
pared and subinitted to the California
legislature in 1565; It tailed for
-creation of the San Francisco _Bay
Conservation and DevelOpment
mission which would prepare a com-
prthentive and enforceable plan for
the conservation of the Bay's Water
and the development of its shoreline;

The group mounted a massive pub-
lic campaign in support of the bill to
establish the commission. Included
were mailings _of small hags of Sind
0 state legislators with this message:
"Yraill Wonder where the water went
if you fill the Bay With sediment."

The legislature passed the bill
creating the commission. It provided
a four-year period to_ complete the
work and to protect the Bay during
the study arid_planning period, The
commission was given unprecedented
Veto power over development proj-
eem The study was _completed in
1969, and a report was submitted to
the state recommending creation of a
permanent regional agency to plan
and regulate use of the entire Bay as a
unit.

NeW legislation was introduced to
implement the commission's recom-
mendations; Developrnen1 interests
nit- tempted to delaY Or weaken the bill;
and a major conservation battle en-
sued. The Save the Bay Association
and Other citizen organizations went
ink' action once again.

_They _applied "people pressure" to
state officials through letters, tele-
grams and personal visits; They ar-
ranged ter thousands of citizens to
visit the state capitol in support of
the proposed law. An editorial in the
San Francisco Chronicle expressed

ACCOUNTABILITY

the public's growing anger and if-

gressitfeneas, declaring: "It should not
be necessary to warn legislators rep-
resenting this region that the people
of the Bay area will he unforgiving
to those who fail in their responsibil-
ity to save the Bay from unwise ex-
ploitation, disfigurement and dimin=
ishment."

After several months of controversy
ill 1969, the years of effort to save
the Bay finally succeeded. The legs'-
lature passed, and the governor
signed the leeslation which created
a permanent Bay Conservation and
Development Commission with strong
authority to manage the Bay in the
public interest.

The new law_ was a landmark
achievement in effective management
of natural resources through land-use
planning and regional consensus. It
has been emulated in other states.

Commenting on the historic _law,
the San Francisco Chronicle said:
"All hail to it and to the thousands
whose work and perseverance carried
this legislation through the legislature
. . . Continued public interest and
demancEwhat has been called 'the
magic of concerned citizen action'
can keep it strong and effective."

*United States Environmental Protection Agency, "San Francisco

Bay- -The Magic of Concerned Citizen Action; " Citi-zeirl Action Can Get Results.

(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office; 1 p. 26.
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r21. What methods did "the people" use to protect San Francisco Bay?

22. What indications of public accountability are recounted in this
short article?

23. In your opinion should it have taken such public pressure to
preserve the Bay?

36
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ASSIGNMENT

The following questions should be answered as completely as possible

on separate paper. Two copies of your responses should be mailed to the

instructor. One copy will be returned to you with the instructor's comments

and the other will be retained as part of your cdurse record.

Setect one example oti a public deci4ion inva&ing a ptojeet,
ptognam, ot zekvice--pte6ettabey 15/tom a zituation in yout own
expetienceto uze icn thiz azz.Zgnment. Then,

1. Dezetibe enough detail:6 o6 the zetting, the ptobtem,
and the detiz.ion to make the example undetatandabZe
to the inztituctoic; (Uze the San Ftancisco Bay caze
as a guide.)

Anaeyze and tiat wayz in which the obSic,iat.6 were
at wete not accountable; and

3. at/tact &tom tkiz incident pozzible ztepz which
might have been taken by the olitiiaatz 4n the
intetezt oi public accountabitity.

38
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MODULE 2: CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

KEY TERMS AND CONCEPTS

41 Citizen

41 Participation

40 Strategies

4, Elites

Common Amateurs

40 Power

4, Decisions

INTRODUCTION

This Module relates citizen participation to public accountability.

Effective citizen participation is seen as one way in which officials can

demonstrate their accountability. (The next module, on decentralization,

suggests another vehicle for demonstrating accountability.)

Citizen participation is defined, and three major strategies, i.e.,

cooperation, competition, and conflict, are described.

Different types of citizen groups are discussed, with each one related

to one or another of the strategies.

Some case studies of citizen participation activities are then pre-

sented.
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

When you have completed the readings and assignments for this module

you should be able to:

1. Define the key words: citizen, participation, strategies.

2. State the role of citizen participation in public accountability.

3. Compare and contrast strategies used in citizen participation.

4. List some methods or tactics used in carrying out citizen
participation strategies.

5. Relate several types of citizen participation with corresponding
types of strategies used by those groups.

6. Describe the effectiveness of various strategies in achieving
public accountability.
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OVERVIEW

Objectives Tasks Resources Evaluation

1. Define the key woeds:
citizen, partici-
pation, strategies.

Study Questions
1, 2, 3, 7, 8

Module Readings:
A, C

Self

2. State the role of
citizen participation
in public account,
ability.

Study Questions
4, 5, 6, 9

Module Readings:
B, C

Self

3. Compare and contrast
strategies used in
citizen partici-
pation.

Study Question
10

0:4
Module Reading:
0

Self

4. List some methods or
tactics used in
carrying out citizen
participation
strategies.

Study Questions
11, 18

Module Readings:
0, F

Self

5. Relate several types
of citizen partici-
pation with corres-
ponding types of
strategies used by
those groups.

Study Question
12

Module Reading:
D

Self

6. Describe the effec-
tiveness of various
strategies in
achieving public
accountability.

Study Questions
13, 14, 15, 16, 17,

19, 20

Module Assignment

Module Readings:
0, E, F

Module Readings and
your experience

.._

Self

Instructor
feedback
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A. CONSTRUCTIVE CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

"The :idea oi citizen pvtticipatton i4 a tittte tike
eating spinach: no one 24 again4t it in ptincipte be-
cau4e it good ISon you."

S. Akn4tein, 1969

Citizen participation has been defined in many ways; in fact; each

citizen group probably has its unique description of the purpose, methods,

and ends of citizen involvement. As part of our attempt to define it;

let us begin with the term "citizen", which has often been taken for

granted. A citizen is a role in which a person does not derive most of

his/her income from the programs of concern nor from the participation

activities. In this sense "citizen" includes most city officials, members

of authorities, or consultants, except when their particular governmental

programs are considered. On the other hand, it would exclude those on

the payroll of a particular service or program when that program is being

discussed; or the community organizers themselves. This definition of

"citizen" is very similar to Rawls' idea of the "representative persons"

in their "original position"; that is, persons who make decisions unaffected

by knowledge of influence of their present position and who are represen-

tative; in a sense; of all other persons. (See Module I, Section C: "A

Theory of Justice and Accountability."] For example, police officers may

well be "citizens" when housing or highway programs are being discussed;

they change their role if crime or taxes are being discussed and then play

an "official" role.

Citizen participation may be described as the opportunity for citizens:

= to learn of proposals; plans, or programs of potential
interest;

- to express their opinion, advice or reactions to
proposals, plans, or programs either affecting
a neighborhood or a broader geographical area
of concern;

- to communicate directly to staff members of an
organization or city officials; and

- to expect to receive feedback and response to the
reactions expressed.
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Citizen participation may also be defined as the possession and

exercise of limited power over public decisions by non-office holding

residents.

Others have defined participation as a working partnership between

public officials and community leaders.

The Rousing and Community Development Act of 1974 established these

guidelines for participation:

40 citizens are provided adequate information;

public hearings are held;

citizens have adequate opportunity to participate
in the preparation of the application for
community development funds.

Desmond M. Connor defines "constructive citizen participation" as

"a systematic process which provides an opportunity for citizens, planners,

elected representatives, and members of relevant area agencies to share

their experience, knowledge, and goals and to combine their energy to

create a plan.11

Citizen participation as represented by these definitions requires

more than spasmodic voting. Participation may involve the concerned citizen

in activities such as public meetings and hearings , committee work,

communicating with politicans and other decision makers and finding out

about how decisions are made. Such a citizen will also keep informed about

issues, the decision-making process, other concerned individuals and-groups,

and ways of getting opinions heard. Citizen participation need not mean

attending meetings, for one can get opinions expressed and actions taken

in other ways, as for example, telephone calls or letter writing.

Desmond M. Connor suggests that constructive citizen participation

is happening when:

planners listen to residents concerning their attitudes,
goals; fears, and factual suggestions;

- citizens find early and convenient opportunities to make
positive contributions. ("Citizens" may include visitors
as well as residents, e.g., when tourists are part of
the public.)

AG
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- citizens learn from planners and others a broader and
deeper knowledge andlundepsianding of their environ-
ment, its potential and --its fragility;

- individuals, interest groups, and agencies are identifying
their own positions, recognizing those of others and
working towards, a win-win solution co-operatively rather
than becoming locked into a destructive win-lose or
lose-lose pattern;

- relationships between planners, politicans, and other
people are strengthened so that communication
barriers are breached and mutual trust increases
as a foundation for communities to function more
effectively in every way.2

On the other hand, Connor points out that constructive citizen

icipation is NOT:

selling a pre-determined solution
techniques;

- planning behind closed doors
shared;

- one-way communication, e.g.,
what is best for them;

by public relations

when information can be

planners telling people

- public confrontations between "people power" versus
. the bureaucracy;

- bypassing elected representatives or impairing their
freedom to exercise their decision-making responsi-
baities.3

part-

In this brief discussion of participation who have noticed several

important points.

I. A citizen is one who has an interest in some plan, program,
service or other policy decision, but whose interest is not
because the citizen is employed or otherwise benefitting finan-
cially from the pflicy.

2. Participation has been defined as "the opportunity" to learn,
to decide, to communicate, to act. There is no requirement
that everyone get involved in each issue.

3. Constructive or meaningful participation generally assumes two-
way communication and some response from officials. This implies
that the citizens will have some effect upon policy proposals.

47
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4. Participation is a process, not a simple act, structure, or
accomplishment. Participation assumes a process of planning,
decision-making, and development in which officials and citizens
continuously interact and where the products emerge from the
joint efforts.

STUDY QUESTIONS

I. From the readings define the terms: citizen; participation.

2. What is "constructive citizen participation"?

3. What are some of the requisites for meaningful or constructive
citizen participation?
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B. CITIZEN PARTICIPATION AND ACCOUNTABILITY

Citizen participation is generally viewed as a movement of grass-root

citizens toward government. As such, it represents an effort by citizens

to make government and public officials more accountable to them. For

example, citizen participation helps keep officials in touch with citizens

and their concerns. Citizens, meeting formally and informally with officials,

indicate problems, concerns, needs, and ideas. The official can respond

quickly, unhampered by the typical barriers of bureaucracy.

Citizens and officials meeting informally can exhange information

and ideas without "going on record." An official may be able to "sound

out" several possible projects, asking citizens to express personal views.

The citizens, also, may be unhampered by the need to get their organization's

approval. The meeting ground can be neutral and free from telephones,

files, and other workers.

Officials can demonstrate their concern and accountability by their

willingness to meet, discuss with, and respond to citizens. Clearly,

officials who hesitate to meet with their consituents suggest some lack

of responsibility.

Citizen participation mechanisms offer a middle way between extremes.

On the one hand, officialdom can supply many excellent services but

never have contact with the recipients. On the other, all services are

performed by citizens themselves. Participation suggests a sharing of

tasks, with citizens taking responsibility for some community tasks and

officials for others, and, especially, an exchange of ideas and concerns.

Other ways in which participation and accountability are linked may

be discovered in the following pages.

In addition to this relationship between citizen participation and

accountability, there are several reasons for considgring citizen

participation desirable. These various arguments or justifications for

citizen participation, which we shall now examine, may be classified as:

1. the philosophical justification;
2. the pragmatic approach;
3. the organizational theory argument; and
4. the view of man position. 49
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411
1. goes back to Rousseau,

English philosophers, such as John Stuart Mill, and founders of the

American republic, such as Thomas Jefferson. Dr. James Cunningham,

writing of this position* states:

Theclassical_ideal of_democracy went far beyond voting.
Itheld the vision of an _activei_informed, democratic
Citizenry involved -in the - development of- public - policy:
By -such participation would come_a gain in- knowledge
and understanding, a deeper senseof social - responsibility,
and an outlook broadened beyond the narrow_limits of
private life. This process would produce better men.
The Yankee Town- meeting where_all_voting citizens_would
sit for two days to debate_and decide on every road and
bridge repair and every item in the town budget was
an embodiment of the clastical version during the 18th
and 19th centuries. With the rise of cities in the -19th
century, this tradition died out for most citizens.4

2; Thpragmatic--orjiractical-akproach- tocitizen participation grows

out of the realization that "it works." Effective and meaningful partici-

pation allows government, with the cooperation of citizens, to expedite

necessary projects; Involving citizens is practicable and useful to

officals. Contrarily, failure to involve citizens in decision- making has

often resulted in delays or even halting of "essential" projects. Typical

have been successful moves at preventing or delaying interstate highway

construction through urban areas, halting dams and nuclear power plants by

conservationists and other concerned citizens, and the delay of the Alaskan

pipeline. In_other_words* thE practical politican_involves_citizens_in the

three phases of a project--planning, implementation, and evaluation--in

order that the best possible public program results.

3. Another reason for participation is emerging from new theories_of

organ_ization_, and especially the "human relations" approach to administration;

Increased dissatisfaction with "assembly line" production or football=field

offices has led-to studies and experiments focused upon increased worker

participation, team assembly units rather than long assembly lines, and

employee involvement in deciding upon working conditions and their changes;

Yugoslavia, with its worker-management system, has probably advanced further

than the United States in involving workers in detision-makihg..

Organizational theory tells us that the social needs of individuals are

as important or even more important than economic needs; Good communication,

Uz
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participating in decitions, and leadership opportunities keep workers more

satisfied and productive. Applying this concept to our municipalities, we

assume citizens also want the opportunity to participate in the important

decisions.

4. Another justification for participation is that it is inherent in

the_nature of man. Participation helps people to develop their abilities,

to feel needed, to take their share of responsibility, to become fully human.

In this view, government should aid in the education and development of its

citizen by helping them share in the tasks of governing. Furthermore, this

should not be a reluctant nor forced sharing, but, rather, it must be seen

as one way in which citizens and government are working together to help

shape and prepare more fully responsible, concerned citizens.

Not everyone accepts all of the foregoing arguments or rationales for

citizen participation. Before concluding this section, therefore, some of

the counterarguments to the need of citizen participation will now be

briefly outlined without comment. It will be left up to the reader to judge

the appropriateness of these objections. The reasons commonly cited in

opposition to the arguments for citizen participation include the following:

410 elected officials_have been selected to represent the citizens
and:make decisions; -to ask for more involvement by
Citizens diffuses the officials' responsibilityv

citizen participation requires the time and the concern of
officials;ft-leadsto-ineffictencies-and arguments; it
does not work;

the technical staff knows -What is needed better than the
citizens; citizens:really don't know what they need or
what is good for them; and

most citizens don't care and won't participate anyhow.

4. How does citizen participation relate to the basic concept of

account8ility?
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S. List the four reasons given for encouraging citizen participation,
and discuss each briefly, indicating which is most meaningful to
you.

6. Do you agree or disagree with the objections to citizen partici-
pation? Why or why not?

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS

The following reading, by James V. Cunningham, traces the history of

citizen involvement in controlling in and group -life from earliest

times to the present. It describes many kinds of organizations:in whith

people became involved; It defines "citizen participation" and other terms

such as 'power" and "decisions." Finally, it suggests four issues for our

era which you should be aware of.
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Citizen cipation in

James V. Cunningham, University of Pittsburgb

Everyday experience subjected to speculation
readily leads to a view of the human person as an
irrepressible controller. Whether exchanging
money for goods, ticking a mate, driVing an
automobile, or filling out a tax forth, the human
species can be observed maneuvering to maintain
choice and somehow to be the principal deter-
miner of outcome. An incessant struggle goes on
against domination by outside elements. Obvious-
ly, each person wants control over his or her life.
Perhaps the drive can be largely snuffed out at an
early age; but even when this has happened it
seems possible for the drive to recur:

Why; then; should citizen participation be
accorded the attention usually reserved for a
revolutionary innovation? Is is not merely an
application of a long-identified general principle of
human inclination to public affairs?

History; it seams; is a winding rale of frustra-
tion for alt but a few members of the human race.
Records of the past indicate that in most times
and places the ordinary human being has been
:dominated by-traditions and elites. The inclination
for self-determination has been largely stymied.
And especially in public affairs; that is, those
matters that go beyond individuals and families to
affect many members of a community. Conse-
quently; an outbreak of participation in any age
becomes a significant event. And, in our age the
phenomenon may be of special significance to
executives of public organizations, increasingly
puzzled by citizens who are not satisfied with

Written with the assistance of Fred Clark persistent
and aeadve research associate, School of Social Work,
University of Pittsburgh.

periodic voting in elections, but want some control
over the month-to-month policy decisions of
public organizations.

This essay will seek to summarize the nature
and impact of the participative phenomenon,
consider possible explanations for its existence,
and seek some understanding of its extraordinary
growth since the end of World War II. First, citizen
participation will be looked at Within a broad
context of human history. Second, the Main
elements of the U:S. experience will be examined.
Third, definition will be pinned down, and an
effort made to test the genuineness of the con-
temporary phenomenon. Fourth, a number of
possible explanations for the existence of partici-
pation will be considered. And, fifth, in analysis
of the contemporary situation will be attempted,
with some projection into the future.

Historical Background

We kno* little concerning control over "public
affairs" during-the -/ast, murky ages-of-prehistory,
before humant had settled down to making books
and cider. It is possible that choice of camp
Incations, crops to be planted and similar decisions
Were made jointly by many adult members of a
tribe or village. Some traces of communal assem-
blies among prehistoric peoples of India, Africk,
and elsewhere have survived (32). Most evidence of
the paleolithic and neolithic ages, however, points
to domination of human activity by the past and the
few. Excavations of some early western villages
reveal a single house larger than the others,
suggesting the residence of an "elite" village
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person. Artifacts indicate a strong influence of
religion, magic, and ritual.

By "elite" here is meant simply a dominant
person in a society; the more powerful; wiser;
richer, older, the more blessed. They are the "set
apart" or chosen feW Who control the-
Vilfredo Praeto has described elites u. "the
strongest, most energetic. and most capablefor
good as well as evil." It would seem logical to
ckduce that a drive to control one's own fate can
grow to become a drive to control the fate of
others. Such a drive seems to become realized
when supported by superior wealth, strength,
shrewdness. luck; personality, intellect, infornirt;
tion. or ability to organize.

With the speed up in human deVelciprriant and
bursting forth of "history" around 3000 B.C, the
new written record clearly identified elasi divi-
sions, and revealed elites firmly in place, with the
indication they had been in command for some
time. Both Egyptian and Sumerian documents
point to pharoahs and priest-stewards who; with
purported divine support. held sway over masses
of people. The ignorance of the masses and the
necessity for organization and discipline to insure
survival of human settlements apparently made
elite rule inevitable. Through half the period of
human history. in the known world Of North
Africa; Near East, and Aegean Sea, the record is
spread with the figures of patriarchs, Chieftaini,
kings, priests, warrior princes, and generals.

From the emergence of complex ciVilization in
the eastern Mediterranean to the planting of the
Anglo-Saxon branch in Virginia and MasSi.thuSetts
4600 years later; elites seem generally to have been
in charge; However, elites were under periodic
pressure from ordinary citizens who sought 16 -gain
some share in control. For most of this long period
the men set apart by wealth and Strength resisted
the challenge, but at least two breakthroughs
occurred. The first great surge Of Mass participa-
tion in public affairs came in the classical Greek
city-state, the second came in the growing towns
of medieval Europe and England.

A people with roots going back to Africa; Asia;
and Europe; the earliest Greeks lived on the land
in families where household gods were worshipped
and the patriarch of the family was obeyed as a
priest king. In time families came together in
towns. and eventually in cities; where relative
peace; prosperity, and diffused learning provided
milieu favorable to the human inclination for
autonomy.

CITIZEN 'PARTICIPATION

As Futtel de Cdulinges_has traced its unfolding.
the Greek city Was transforMed by degrees; The
number of _citizens increased as the younger
brarichei of families were admitted to positions of
equality._ Liter. freed clients were admitted to
cititenthip, "all that multitude which; during
centuries, had rernained outside the political and'
religiciut association, sometimes even outside the
sacred eneloiure Of the city, broke down the
barriert Which were opposed to them. and pene-
trated into the city, where they immediately
beanie the masters" (16, p.278). The break-
through was visible most dramatically in the
Eeilesia of Athens, a popular assembly open to all
free, male citizens 18 and older; It was a forum for
public debate, consensus seeking, and democratic
decision making, The Ecctesia had the basic
policy-making power, but was checked by a
council of 500 which screened the agenda, and by
a court which ruled On the constitutionality of
measures passed. The 500 were elected. Members
of the Court were -chosen by lot. Demagogues and
patricians, chirlatint and statesmen; all had their
opportunity. Leadership and participation seethed
to be compatible and reinforcing. Longevity at-
tested to the usefulness of the Ecriesik

Childe has reminded us that Athens was an
imperial city. made prosperous by the exploitation
of other peoples. "Thus the Athenian 'people' was
in a sense only an exceptionally large and diversi-
fied ruling class" (13; p216). C.M. Bowra sees
Athenian direct democracy, it least ix, its early
days; marked by an undeniably_ aristocratic
tone . . ." 135414.-But regardless of status
and tone; it was a government with direct involve-
ment of masses of amateurs. Rome, on the other
hand; was never more than an oligarchy with some
voting rituals (13, p.217).

With the decay and fragmentation of the
Roman Empire, the main path to Virginia and
Massachusetts became strewn with a hodgepodge
of aggressive tribes and small states each with its
chiefs; kings, bishops, and lords. Cone was the
relative peace, widespread learning, and urbanism
of the classical Society, within which participative
incliriatiOni had some outlet. The mass of medieval
people Were bound_ to the land by necessity and
law. Even fighting became an aristocratic occupa,
don, largely confined to the lcnight warrior who
held an estate sufficient to support horses (81).
During most of the middle ages in most places the
ordinary person's survival depended on his subser-

4ience to tradition and to members of the secular
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and religious hierarchies.
The mass of peoples lived in rural villages where

they did each year what they had done the year
before, "what their grandfathers and great-
grandfathers had done, time out of mind"(58, pp.
151-152). Even in the towns which revived or
unfolded anew around the 10th century, custom
was a strong influence on status and price.
(54, p. 179). Yet n with the Greeks power-
ful change forces came with urbanism.

Apparently, for the first time in history, con-
trol over some public affairs passed beyond the
religious-governmental complex as urban artisans
formed voluntary associations (guilds) to advance
and protect their crafts. This gave the members
increased control over some public matters vital co
their work. In some instances guilds came to have
a major influence on the government of towns and
cities (54) (58). Voluntary associations also came
into being to provide charity, education; and other
services.

Although more people shared control in towns,
this usually meant merely increasing the elites.
Burgesses, masters, landlords, and merchant-
capitalists, members of a rising urban, commercial
middle class, were added to the existing squires,
bishops, thanes, sheriffs, abbots, and rural land-
lords.

In some places classical direct participation
reasserted. itself. The city-states of Renaissance
Italy sought to restore the classical system, but in
time found it too unwieldy and resorted to
representative democracy. The same sequence oc-
curred in the English township, which as early as
the 9th century functioned through popular as-
semblies. In some Swiss cantons and communes
participative government became operative in the
13 century and has continued until the present
time, influencing the structure of the national
government (57, pp. 34-43) (74, pp. 41-51).
However, in most of Europe in the tater middle
ages, reality was in the rise of the absolutist
rational state.

The United States Experience

tt was from a diverse,changing Europe that the
seeds of a new social organization were implanted
in North America. In England, the direct source of
the new society, elitism was enthroned at the
national level. England, however, was the nation
which had created the Magna Carta in 1215,defin-
ing a new relationship of shared powers among

king and barons, and guaranteeing certain liberties
for cities and boroughs, as well as the right of due
process for 41 citizens. Moreover; most local
church congregations practiced self-rule:

The spirit of rights of the individual and shared
control provided the climate within which the
original Virginia and New England colonial settle-
ments were launchect Their ability to follow the
spirit was aided by 2,000 miles of ocean which
separated the settlements from the absolutist
inclinations of British monarchs. Virginians met in
their first assembly in 1619 to pass laws. The
following year the Pilgrims established a govern-.
merit of their own when 41 adult males met
aboard the Mayflower before going ashore in New
England.

Seemingly, English influence was paramount in
shaping the new society. But it was not the only
influence. From the beginning the colonists had
relationships with native Indians; some of e.-hz:,rn
customarily made important decisions at. "WI

councils of warriors; Spanish settlements in North
America sometimes used a cabildo abierto (open
council) (32; p. 236). And some of the black
people brought to North America were accus-
tomed to village assemblies; The. impact of the
Indian; Spanish; and African cultures on the
methods of decision making in the new synthetic
society that was to become. the United States are
beyond the scope of this may: It would make a
most important subject for extensive study;

The Town Meeting

In keeping with English tradition dating back to
the ninth century, confirmed by the Magna Carta,
the towns of the colonies held certain powers
which were exercised jointly by citizens through a
town meeting, a participatory form which spread
throughout New England and even into Wisconsin
(20). The town meeting was a_ kind of local;
latter-day successor to the Eccksix with a not
dissimilar set of restrictions on membership. Gen-
erally, the town meeting was limited to fret,
white, property-owning; male, adult citizens (84,
p. 19). However, it dealt with minor matters
compared to the weighty, sovereign questions of
war and justice debated in the Ecclesia. For
instance; records of the meetings in Lynn; Massa-
chuseta, in 1691 show concern for "Curing or
carrying away any wood of any part of the town's
Commons," and insuring that "... all swine be
sufficiently yoaked and ringed" (44, pp. 7-13).

In any town a sizable number were eligible to



nartieipate; but; as in ancient Athens, the town
meeting was often dominated by elite citizens: It
was an English tradition that wealthy, Successful
men dominate (55); Town government was demo-
cratic in form, but deferential in practice. It also
was neighborhood oriented; a focus most citizens
seem to retain to the present day.

The Jacksonian Revolution

In the 19th century there was a more general
broadening of dernocratic practices which has
contributed to the practice of power being shared
by the citizenry. This broadening took place at the
state and national levels, most notably during the
presidency of Andrew Jackson.

It became concrete in the states by the drop-
ping of property qualifications for the vote; at the
national level by the appointment of the self-
educated and rough-hewn to important public
offices. Jackson was the first President risen from
modest means. He rejected the indispensability of
the bat families and of established members of
the ani service.

The Jacksonian Revolution did not so much
create participation as improve the climate for it.

Voluntary Organizations

With rapid growth of larger urban areas, direct
participation in local government receded into the
background. Party and caucus leaders took more
pour (11). European peasant immigrants who
were unaccustomed to an active citizen's role
flooded into cities (31). Political party !cadets
iciiind profit in organizing and manipulating the
masses, often in concert with businessmen (3,
chapter 2). Asa solution to multiplying problems,
increasing numbers of city people turned to
voluntary associations: churches, charity organiza-
tions; settlement houses, or trade uniores.

De Tocqueville was deeply impressed with the
mighty array of voluntary associations he found
flourishing in the U;S; in the early 19th century:
He cxedited them to a confidence which "pervades
every act of social life. There is no end which the
human will despair of attaining through the
combined power of individuals united into a
society" (72, 1, pp. 198-199). The number of
associations has increased every year with many
citizens gaining some influence in public affairs
throuth thern, although the power and jurisdiction
of any single association is usually severely limited.

The U.S. Statistical Abstract for 1969 reported
10,299 "non-profit organizations of national

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

scope;" and 321;070 local churches with 124
million members. Arnold Rose has estimated there
are over 100,000 voluntary associations in the
United States exclusive of the governmental, the
church-affiliated, and the strictly occupational
(59; FE 218):.

During the early 20th century, and especially
during the 1920's, voluntary organizations con-
cerned with city planning emerged. Through the
Regional Plan Association in New York City;
groups of businessmen in Chicago, the Pittsburgh
Regional Planning Association; and similar organi-
zations, studies were done and projects launched
which affected the shaping of cities (86, Part 11);
To this day, elite citizen planning groups on
regional and city levels continue to be influential:
Increasingly; neighborhood councils have offered
masses of ordinary citizens the opportunity to
exert some control over local planning and com-
munity renewal;

There remain; however, large numbers of citi-
zens who belong to no associations (87). And,
only a few members of any association may be
genuine policy makers. By and large, the officers
and board members of associations are (or be-
come) elites (82, chapter X). For example; a study
of a large trade union has resulted in the conclu-
sion that, "the functional requirements for demo-
cracy cannot be met most of the time in most
unions or other voluntary groups, one reason being
that the structure of large-scale organization inher-
ently requires the development of bureaucratic
patterns of behavior" (42, p. 452).

Generally, the subject matter and amount of pow-
er involved are less important in voluntary organiza-
tions thin in government, but both represent oppor-
tunities for the human drive for control to be re-
alized.

Cooperative Extension Movement

Voluntary organizations pervaded rural areas. A
Massachusetts society for promoting agriculture
was underway in the 1790's. The National Grange
claimed 860,000 members in 1875. Governmental
support was given to rural betterment efforts by
the Morrill Acts of 1862 and 1890 which under-
wrote land grant colleges that specialized in
agriculture and other "practical arts;" and
launched field demonstrations to aid farmers.
Great impetus came to this movement in 1914
with congressional passage of the- Smith -Lever Act
setting up the Cooperative Extension Service
through which county agents went out from land
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grant colleges to educate and organize farmers and
their families (36). The federal government acting
to promote participation turned out to be a
historic step; Local people, working with the
county agent, initiated plans and carried them' ut.
"Participation and leadership were require& Plans
had to be mutually agreed upon" (12, p. 14).

Out of this model of participation came the
farmers committees which set local production
quotas and made other decisions for agricultural
programs begun with the New Deal. This principle
of decision by voluntary agreement rather than by
government appeared in other public affairs, such
as the business recovery programs of NRA.

Business and Industry

A major area of life where elitist rule predomi-
nated in the form of hierarchies was the factory.
Factories had been organized with strong top-
down control. Scientific managemerit with time
studies and piece work emerged. Starting on a
large scale in the 19th century, workingrnen's
associations fought to share some control over
vital matters including wages and working condi=
tions. In the 1920's and 1930's research by
industrial psychologists indicated that communica-
tion; participation, and leadership were factors in a
productive operation (24, chapter 4) (64). Some
Initinetses experimented with participatory proce-
dures in. their plants and offices; seeking greater
productivity (26) (40).

This so-callvl "1,....nian relations in industry"
movement has consisted mostly _of theories;
experiments, and demonstrations without giving
rise to general changes in factory practices; Some
critics look upon it as an exercise in co- optation and
manipulation (38). In any case it has not become a
major force in the United States as it his in some
European nations; Trade unions have remained the
principle instrument for participation in the
business sector. Many local unions practice direct
democracy, but generally the number of members
participating is small.

feral Support Since World War 11

During the first 300 years of the new society,
institutions for the management of public affairs
were shaped in part by the drive of ordinary
citizens to share control. This happened in spite of
the society's institutions being created and admini-
stered primarily by elites. By the time the
nation's single most powerful institution; the

national government; came to cake the pre-
eminent role in social and economic, life in the
1930's, citizen participation was a visible and
respected; but not important element in public
affairs. After World War II, when the national
government returned to domestic programs on a
grand scale; it did SO, as hittory indicated it might,
with certain participative aspects.

One after another vast new social program
directly reaching citizens in their home communi,
ties has been launched. These programs have
concerned urban renewal, juvenile delinquency,
poverty, manpower training, model cities; neigh-
bbrhood health centers, and community mental
health. Each program has followed the two-level
procedure used in Cooperative Extension: major
funds and guidelines offered from the national
leVel, with specific program determination, match-
ing funds, and execution at the local level. In most
Cases the actual locus of program implementation
has been the neighborhood. Participation has been
an aspect of each program given at least lip service
by the national government. And in each program,
efforts by ordinary citizens to exercise some
control at the local level have been met by
opposition.

Urban renewal; the tint of the post-war pro-
grams, was launched by the flowing Act of 1949.
A provision in the federal regulations in that Act
required participation (33). More than 1,300
towns and cities responded to the opportunity to
seek funds under the Act; and in most of these
some form of participation emerged. Whether or
not attempts at citizen control over urban renewal
decisions achieved results, they did serve as int-
Ant precedents for the programs which fol-

lowed. In some places the urban renewal exped-
trice' tgoinded a cadre of knowledgeable citizens
and professional organizers who were quick to
seize -opportunities for participation in other feder-
ally funded programs (47).

Participation was given general and widespread
thrust with the Economic Opportunity Act of
1964, which came in response to growing civil
rights pressures; and contained the well-known
"maximum feasible participation" clause. Many
citizens and professional organizers used it not
only as a mandate to seek citizen control for local
antipoverty programs, but to initiate wider efforts
toward gaining control over local welfare, educa-
tion, and public hauSing institutions.

Tales have floated about, in and out of print,
relating hoW various liberal machiavellians in the
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Executive Branch slipped in the "maximum feas-
ible" clause (39, chapter 5). Mayor Richard Daley
of Chicago told the author in an interview in 1966;
"I have talked to a number of congressmen and
they really didn't know 'what they were doing
when they passed the Act." In view of the U.S.
experience and the broader history of the hurl=
race, it is not surprising that such a clause should
be included. Given our inherited participatory
ethos; it might have been more surprising if the
Act had been silent on the subject Tradition, a
sometime enemy of participation; was here a
stimulant of participation; just as with the Swiss
canton (32, p. 232).

The Act unloosed federal money and local
organizers nationwide to create and broaden local
citizen participation in public affairs. Antipoverty
councils sprung into being, especially in bliek
neighborhoods. A relatively small percentage of
citizens actually participated; and most of those
who did found they had to battle esiablished elites
for power over decisions (17). A thorough analysis
of participation and the antipoverty program is
found in the essay by John Strange which is part
of this issue of PAR.

As citizen movements of the poor, the black
and others in old neighborhoods were perceived to
reallocate power and material resources, in other
groups the latent drive for control manifested
itself. Students, women; consumers, public em-
ployees; middle-class environmentalists, white eth-
nics; and prisoners are among the groups which
have come to demand more self-determination.
Within this ferment new social development pro-
grams have continued to flow out of Washington,
each one firmly wrapped in a participation ribbon.
Professor Raymond Vernon of Harvard estimates
that b& the outbreak of these contemporary
participation efforts, less thin five per cent of
citizens had real power over decision making in
public affairs. Today, he estinwes that up to 20
per cent may have such power with the proportion
increasing (76). ThiS, of course,_ means that over
80 per cent of the people are without participative
power.

We have examined in too few pages the large
swath of human experience forming a background
to contemporary developments in citizen partici-
pation in the United States. It is a story of elites in
command of public affairs incessantly challenged
by nonelites who occasionally succeed in their
quest to share command.

This experience tells us that even when the
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pressure of nonelites forces some sharing of
control in a society,' participation is limited. In the
Greek city-state, Swiss communes, and towns of
England and New England there were barriers of
age, sex, and status limiting status as a citizen; of
those eligible, only a fraction utilized participatory
opportunities. (Athens eventually had to offer a
fee to entice citizens to spend the day at the
Ecctesia.) Mottly, the public affairS vulnerable to
participation appear to haVe been local, that is at
the level where issues are concrete and most
encompaliabla for the ordinary individual.

Elitiim has tended to rise with size of territory
and population. In the New England town meet-
ing, for instance, representation replaced direct
Participation whenever towns grew beyond neigh-
borhood size. Scale and complexity seems gen-
erally to mitigate against participation.

One possible explanation for the dominance of
elites through history appears to be that self-
determination has not been the person's only
strong inclination. Seturity and material well-being
have been others. So ar, at least, attaining security
and material well-being has required organization.
Organization has begot discipline and hierarchy
even in democratic societies, as Robert Michels
stared in his often-quoted iron Law of Oligarchy:
". . the formation of oligarchies within the
various forms of democracy is the outcome of
organic necessity, and consequently effects every
organization" (48, p. 402). It is significant to note
that Micheli was not writing about governments,
but voluntary organizations.

In modern times, public affairs are shaped by
governmental, voluntary, and business organizaJ
tions. Participation seems possible in all three,
with occurrence more likely in voluntary organiza-
tions (78, pr. 436), which generally possess less
power and deal with the least important affairs. In
any czse; the nature of participation seems the
same whatever the type of organization. It_is the
same struggle for control by nonelites regardless of
the organizational arena. This becomes clear as
definition and clatsification are dealt with.

Some Definitions and Classifications

This essay began with a rather loose definition
of citizen parcipation in public affairs as posses-
sion by the ordinary person of some control over
thole matters that effect members of a com-
munity. This notion has been very much alive in
democratic political theory, but more as a vision
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of what could be than a chronicle of what is.
Political scientist David K. Hart reviews political
theory perspectives on citizen participation in
another essay in this issue; What is of concern here
is citizen participation as a contemporary social
phenomenon. What is it? How real is it?

From history; contemporary events, and the
blizzard of definitions available to us (2) (15) (51)
(53) (61), etc.; three essential definitional ek-
meats emerge: common amateurs. power, deci-
sions.

Common amateurs are members of the com-
munity without paid office, wealth, special in for-
madon; or other formal power source beyond
their own numbers. They are the nonelite citizens
whose gaining of some control springs from the
participation process itself. 15y community is
meant a body of people interrelated by locality or
organization.

Power is control: the ability of a person to get
others to think and act a4 that person wants them
to think and act. Participation occurs when such
control comes into the hands of common amateurs
and is exercised over decisions that affect several
members of the society;

Decisions are significant, substantive choices.
They are the action element of the participation
process. Common amateurs can possess power, but
if they do not exercise it, there is np participation.
"Significant" and "substantive" here indicate that
the matter being decided upon directly affects a
number of persons in important ways, and gener-
ally would exclude merely going into a polling
booth and casting a ballot to help choose an
official who later would make decisions on behalf
of the public.

Citizen participation, then, is defined as a
process wherein the common amateurs of a com-
munity exercise power over decisions related to
the general affairs of the community.

it is an advanced process within the democratic
idea and occurs when nonelite persons in large
numbers extend their policy-making role beyond
routine voting in elections. When this; or a similar
definition; is applied to contemporary under-
takings in citizen participation, it is possible to get
some measure of the authenticity of the phe-
nomenon.

First, the definition will be applied to the
federally supported urban renewal program._ Stan-
dard procedure in the nation's 1;300 urban re-
newal communities has been the formation of "an
active citizens advisory committee that is com-

munitywide and representative in scope, officially
designated by the mayor and/or council, in accor-
dance with local custom" (33, p; ) Generally
such committees have been made up of elitist,
uncommon members of a community. While they
have dealt with significant and substantive public
matters, they haife exercised no real power, made
no choices. They have, in fact, been only advisory.
Such undertakings do not meet the test. Robert
Dahl, after studying one such committee, termed
its activity "ritualistic" (22), a seemingly apt
label.

But such committees have not been the only
form of participation to emerge within urban
renewal. Citizens in some neighborhoods have
organized themselves to do planning and seek
urban renewal, and in others have organized in the
face of urban renewal programs already launched
in an attempt to control them. For instance, in the
Homewood-Brushton neighborhood of Pittsburgh,
citizens organizes through block clubs and a
central council to initiate renewal planning. They
largely controlled the decisions in the plan (18,
chapter 9). People of the Woodlawn community in
Chicago, through their organization, "intercepted"
an urban renewal plan initiated by the University
of Chicago and reshaped it to their objectives (10).
In both cases the undertakings were open to
whatever common amateurs chose to take part;
The amateurs did exercise power over decisions
important to their neighborhoods. The Home-
wood-Brushton and Woodlawn efforts seem to
have met the test, but they were the ekception,
the bulk of urban renewal decisions still being
made by elites. (However, new regulations on
"project area committees," issued in 1968, have
enhanced neighborhood participation in renewal)

Much more widespread citizen participation
came out of the antipoverty program, with a wide
array of citizen boards and neighborhood councils.
The boards have been limited in size and mixed in
membership with elites and nonelites; but they
have controlled large budgets and made important
decisions on programs and staff; Neighborhood
councils, on the other hand; have tended to be
made up of amateurs, and most seem to have had
little or no actual control over decisions, although
in some cities such as Durham and San Francisco,
great influence was exerted at times in the early
days (1965-66) of the antipoverty program (17),
These efforts meet the test only in part. The
overall result of the struggle for control between
elites and nonelites in the antipoverty program has
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been accurately termed a "itilertiate" OS/
The Model Cities Program has followed the

same pattern of mixed policy, boards (called
commissions) made up of a limited number of elite
and amateur members. Below them are various
neighborhood committees and councils that some=
times influence, but_do not-decide. The real power
to decide in the Model Odes Program is mandated
by law to the local governing body, usually a city
council. After studying the Model Cities Program
in nine cities, community theorist ROlarid
Warren has called it "a modest but meaningful
experiment in participation ; ; (which may bel
little more than a pageant in finny cities ..." (79,
p. 13). With the possible exception of a few cities
where model cities commissions have generated
sufficient power to have a virtual veto over
decisions. the efforts with model cities do not
meet the test of authenticity.

Other contemporary efforts at participation,
whether around neighborhood control of schools.
community health centers, or economic develop-
ment, reveal the same complexity and gradations.
Some efforts are pure ritual and meet the test of
citizen participation not at all. Occasionally, one
like Woodlawn hits the mark and demonstrates it
is possible to have authentic participation. Most
efforts seem to fall in between, involving some
Common amateurs, but usually in a limited way
throUgh systems of representation that may influ-
ence decisions, but rarely control them.

Ca.° e Pateman, a theorist whose work is bated
on industrial and political organizations, identifies
three types of participation: full, partial, and
pseudo. Fall participation exists when all members
of the body have equal power over decition;
partial is when some members have poWer, others
only influence; and pseudo is when some members
have no power (53).

An organizer with direct experience in many of
the contemporary efforts, Sherry Arnstein, has
formulated a "ladder of participation" which is a
more complex variation of the same three-part
typology. Her first two rungs ("manipulation" and
"therapy") are classified as nonparticipation. The
middle three rungs ( "infOrmation," "consulta-
don," and "location") are labelled tokenism; And
the three upper rungs ("partnership;" "delegated
power," and "citizen control") she calls degrees of
power. Arnstein calls her ladder "simplistic," stating
it might be possible to identify ISO rungs (4).

Others with compatible classifications include
David Austin, who has conducted extensive case
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studies of antipoverty programs (5, chapter 1), and
researchers Norman Johnson and Edward Ward
(34).

The conclusion that arises from application of
the definition-to /the-antemporarf scene is that
the post =war phenomenon is complex; with grac4-
tiOnt of genuineness in the participation that has
taken place. The drive for full participation ap-
peart to be real enough; but the result seems
mostly to be limited or pseudo participation.
(Some elite poverty officials have attempted to
pass off sample surveys of the poor and staff
appointments for the poor as participation.) Thit
evidence does not seem to back_ up Rayrriond
Vemon's sanguine statement that 20 per cent of
citizens have achieved power. Perhaps he meant to
say "influence."

We have not yet seen widespread authentic
participation in our time and we dO not know
what it would do to our society. Net. do "realists"
like Daniel Moynihan, who view participation with
alarm (50). As Roland Warren has put it: "Those
who contider resident participation to be out-
molded, unrealistic, a calamity, are doing so more
as an indicator of changing ideological styles and
climates than out of a valid basis for assessment"
(79).

Since it is all so difficult and discouraging; why
doet the drive persist? Having described this
Contemporary social phenomenon; how do we
account for it? If we can discover more about why
it persists, perhaps we will know more about what
this social phenomenon might mean for the future
of our society.

Alternative Theories

This essay began_ with speculatiOn abOut the
everyday behavior of people expressing a need for
self-determination. Such a view leans toward an
internal human drive as explanation for the exis-
tence of citizen participation. As Herbert
McClotky hit put it, this looks to influences which
are essentially psychological and cognitive And,
We would add, theological. Such a view, explaining
apart from external forces and manipulation,
Strengthens the case for an authentic phenomenon.
Mott of those who support this view depend on
normative and philosophical_ approaches;

At the same time; external influences are
looked to by a number of theorists; Some of these
alio are normative, but most are positivist. The
positivists, working from hard data about human
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behavior, tend to consider the citizen's enViron-
ment, social and political, and generally are liesSiE
rnistic about the development of widespread
participation that is either authentic or useful.
Those with a normative approach are the classical
democratic theorists; a largely optimistic group.

Among those holding an internal view most
prominently are the philosophical-humanist group
and the theological group. Each dependi haaVily
on the dignity- of the persons as deManding
freedom and self-determinaticin. Theological
authors start with Genesis: "And God said: Let us
make man in our image and likeness: and let him
have dominion over the fishes of the sea, and the
birds of the air, and the beasts, and the whole
earth ...." The explanation to our age comes
through clearly: the person's nature demands that
he -control rather than be controlled.

In our time, Teilhard de Chardin deduces a
"withinness propelling each person to develop- and
expand his role in the universe" (70). Reinhold
Niebuhr speaks of the essential freedom of man's
nature (67, p. 157); Paul Tillich of "the relative
power of being, actualized in all thole Who are
involved in the struggle" (71, p. 87).

Of the philosophital-humanist writers, Frantz
Fanon represents a strong view. He records the
thoughts of the rebelling native who has been
treated as an animal by his colonial master: "
he kriciWs that he is not an animal; and it is
precisely it the moment he realizes his humanity
that he begins_ to Sharpen the weapons with which
he will secure its victory" (25, p. 43).

Not so optimistic about things happening was
G. Wright Milli_who spoke of " ... ordinary men
... driven by forces they can neither understand
nor goVern" (49). Paul Goodman writes about the
tragedy of a society placing "the organized sys-
tem" aboVe "human nature" (27).

In this internal view; the person is the only re-
flective creature, able to look in upon himself, have
knoWledge of his being; and make conscious
choices. Obstacles to free choosing inhibit and
demean the person in this development. He cannot
be fully a person without self-determination, hii
nature drives him to fullfillment. Retarding hFs
drive forward is a complex civilization where
choices require information and production re-
quires. organization.. Structure-and elites tend-to be
imperatives. The elites want to make the choices
and possess the information to do it. Hence,
frustration; bur with the demands of the nonelite
continuing, mounting at times to crisis and break-

through. Bureaucracy begets not only oligarchy
bur opposition;

There is another side to chit "internal" coin.
It can be said that an internal drive springs from
self- interest, what the orthodox economist calls
the inclination to maximize utility. Here the drive
does not seem so noble, for selfish humanity
pushes forward. Persons of like interest combine
to advance their interests, and organizations pro-
liferate. More of the strong are enabled to partici-
pate, but more organizations stand in the way of
the weak. This places the phenomenon of partici-
pation in our rime on a par with ancient Athens
Where the citizens of one city -state sat upon the
necks of the citizens of several other city- states.

The self-interest view is implicit in such ek
planations as people participate to gain needed
social changes; to relieve psychic suffering; for
material gain; to learn skills; to reform agencies in
government; to achieve decentralization; to secure
a basic right.°

Internal theories of citizen participation are
related to the increased intellectual capacity and
information flow to individuals, Perhaps post-war
amateurs have had more capacity for seeking to
fulfill their need for self-determination. At the
outbreak of World War II the average adult in the
U.S. had little more than an elementary education
(8 ;6 years). Today the average adult has a high
school education and by 1980 it is likely to be one
or two years of college. This is a significant
thinge. Through the electronic media he has
immediate access to immense amounts of informa-
tion. McClosky reports that many studies show a

-correlation between education and political par-
ticipation (46). Such a society has more_ capacity
for ideas and initiative; just as citizens of classical
times had more capacity than the primitives, and
the merchants and artisans of medieval towns had
more than the peasant groups which begot them.
Educated people; it could be claimed, hive shown
themselves better able to implement their internal
design.

At this point the analysis links the internal view
with the external view. Increased capacity would
enable people to respond more effectively to
external influences as well as to internal ones.

Those who look to external influences range
from environmental determinists like B. F.
Skinner, thrcidgh behavior-oriented social scientists

The author atknowledgei the assistance of John
Strange in writing this paragraph.
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and pragmatic administrators; to the classical
democrats. Their explanations contain widely
varying views on the authenticity of participation.
Skinner announces -the demise of "the autono-
mous inner man." and any internal &Wei with
him. He sees the person in society merely respond-
ing to the environment constructed over time.
Occasional innovators (idea elites) bring change.
but for the masses it is a world of operant
conditioning. In Skinner's world, participation
flows from manipulation (66).

scientists such as James Q Wilson (85),
Peter Rossi and Robert Dender (60), and more
recently Elliot A. Krause (37), have observed
citizens in relation to urban renewal planning and
seen the common amateurs largely in support
roles, taking small parts in minor decisions. Krause
SUMS up the negative findings:

. citizen participadon is at ideology directed by she
urban renewal agency toward the poor residents; in orekr
to energize them to act in favor of the goals set by the
urban renewal agency, even if they are against the
material interests of the poor residents (37, p. 138).

Administrators' views are not as cynical. Luther
Gulick. a pioneer in the science of public adminis-
tration, laid a base in the 1930'S: "HiStory shows
us that the common man is a better judge of his
own needs in the long run than any cult of
experts" (29, p: 11). Administrative theorists and
practitioner's in some numbers have adopted the
view that facilitating participation will help get the
job done (23) (65). But the pragmatic practi-
tioners who hold thit view see increased difficulty
for large public organizations which operate
oligarchitally in the face of blacks no longer.
willing to sit and wait for a share in the wealth and
power of the society. youth not willing to accept
police brutality, parents demanding a voice in
running the schools, and trade unions that Want to
haVe more say about wages and working
conditions.

Strong proponents of this view are Mitchell
Svirictoff of the Ford Foundation and HoWard
Hillman of the Center for Governmental Studies,
b-odi of whom have helped manage large public
Organizations. Sviridoff says bluntly that adminis-
trators "...have to accommodate...a new factor
in the power equation: ...The issue is no longer
whether the community is to be involved, but
bow. , ." (68; p.9). Hallman spells out some of the
gains from accepting and promoting participa
don: ": :there is a practical reason for increased
citizen participation in our cities. They cannot be
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governed otherwise ". (30, p. 48). Thispragmade
view recognize participation as a process of
importance; while generally asserting that it
cannot exist and flourish Without support and
cooperation from the elite leaders of public
organintiont.

Best known of the theories involving external
influence is classical democratic theory. It sees
participation as a process "to in-Crease the citizen's
awareness of his moral and social retponsibilities,
reduce the danger of tyranny, and improve the
quality of government" (77, p. 199). This view
would seem to undergird the town ineetin& the
neighborhood-level government projects.

_ district
city councils, and the supFiort of participation by
altruistic elites concerned with improving citizen-
ship, which includes among others the executives
of some national foundations. Classic democratic
theory is oppoied by many behavior-oriented
social scientists, who consider the political capa-
cities of -common citizens to be low and who fear
instability or Suppression of civil liberties if too
many become activists.

Clastical democratic theory was formulated by
philosophers and statesmen of the 18th and 19th
centuries, including Jean- Jacques Rciusseau, John
Stuart Mill. and Thomas Jefferson. Rousseau; for
instance; claimed that in a Wellzconducted state;
"everyone hastens to the assemblies; while under a
bad _government no one cares to move a step in
order to attend them" (62, 0..186).

This theory is normative, being more a view of
what could be rather than what is. -A growing
number of social scientists and practitioners have
chosen sides on the question Of the feasibility and
usefulness of participation as defined in this essay.
Leaning to the negative Side have been Spiro
Agnew (1), Alnond and Verba (2), Robert Dahl
(21), Seymour Liptet (42), Daniel P. Moynihan
(50), Mauk Mulder (51), Peter Rossi (60) B. F.
Skinner (66), H. Ralph Taylor (69), and James Q.
Wilson (85) among others. Tending to the positive
side have been: Sherry Arnstein (4), Arthur
Brazier (10), Alan Altshuler (3), Howard Hallman
(30), Gunnar Myrdal (52), Carole Paternan (53),
Robert Seave (65), Mitchell Sviridoff (68), Jack L
Walker (77). Roland L. Warren (79), and others.

The principal influences, internal and external;
explaining the existence of participation have been
sketched in bare outline here. Other essays in this
issue supply cases and other data for testing these
explanations, as well as analyses which further
develop these theories.
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Conclusion

Four issues of iinportance to the future of
participation are access; time; federal support, and
technology.

Access refers to opportunity to participate.
This is what citizens are really after. They are not
going to attend every forum and debate every
question. But they want the right to do so;
Universities, particularly, have learned this in
recent years. Students have fought for; and some-
times obtained access to decision making; How-
ever, most students utilize the opportunity only
On rare occasions. The access remains important to
them, and will be used in time of crisis. Full
participation only exists where all members of a
community or organization have relatively equal
access to power;
_ Time is an essential ingredient. Generally it
takes longer for hundreds or thousands to be
involved in a decision than for eight to make it. In
the past there have been instances where the
decisions of the eight were not iinplemented
because. the mass of citizens had not had the
opportunity to participate. SUch situations are
likely to multiply in the future. lime is a cost in
participation and has to be reckoned with; but it
may well be a declining cost.

Support from the federal government, a some-
what objective source far removed from the local
battle ground, has been essential to the spread of
participation since World War IL It has waned
Under the Nixon Administration; Its continued
Withdrawal could retard the future growth of

-------_erticipation, limited and full; If growth is to go
on at a strong pace; a useful device would be a
strong, independent federal agency whose sole
jurisdiction is facilitating citizen participation at
various levels. It would have to be an agency with
power to promulgate; and insure implementation
of; strong and consistent requirements for any
governments or other organizations receiving
federal funds. It might even offer aid to citizens in
situations where federal fun& are not involved.
Perhaps it Would best be governed by a commis-
ion whose members would be chosen from among
wise common amateurs; and given _protections
Sithilar to an ombundsman or Supreme Court
justice_ (17, pp. 220-222). Even some public
adminiitrators have been calling for strong federal
support for participation (56, pp; 222-223).

Technology could aid the growth of participa-
tion, perhaps even solving the "how do you get

everybody in one big hall?" question. It may soon
be possible 'for common amateurs to sit in their
homes in front .of a tWo=Way, cable-TV screen;
partake of issue discussion and consensus building,
and then to press buttons to make a decision.

History seems to record an incessant struggle
between the powerful and the powerless the_ elites
and the common a:Mate-Uri, for control over public
affairs. Rising_ affluence, education; and urbanism
in the United Stites in the last quarter century
teems to hilie provided a climate conducive to an
increase in the intensity of the struggle. Increasing
efforts coward participation have been marked by
federal Support, resurgence of neighborhood focus,
and initiative from black citizens; one of the most
&paved groups in the nation.

Two major causes seem to underly the struggle.
First; there is the obvious difference in self=
interests: The powerful enjoy their power an. he
powerless would like to enjoy some. Beyond
self-interest there is the structure of the society. It
is constituted largely_ Of SyStethi of bureaucratic
organizations, each of Which rands pragmatically
to concentrate power in the hands of a few leaden
as the organization seeks to compete and grow.

The telVinterest picture is not a simple one;
Sometimei the interests a elites and amateurs
Merge. Elitiit families as well as plebs in classical
Atherti perceived a richer environment from
haVing their public life organized around the
Ecciesia (9). Medieval lords found it convenient
tO haie emancipated peasants carry some of the
biirderi of controlling the towns; Some contem-
porary administrators find participation to be a
process that helps their programs move; while
Some Of rnoSe who resist it run into difficulty
(19). For anthentic participation to become wide-
spread in the society; a closer convergence of
interests seems essential (35).

As amateurs gain toe-holds in (and launch some
Of their own) organizations, exhibiting strength to
the elites, the advantage of finding a mutuality of
interests should impress itself upon more elites. AS
increased information; education, and experience
raise the capacity of amateurs, their efficacy
probably will increase (5), and so will their
pressure to be included in.

to the second cause, it is possible to foresee
looser, less structured organizations, especially in a
society . less pressured by material needs and
security. The leaderless organization, however;
seems to be an unworkable approach in our time;
although the reconciliation of interests might well
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be advanced by what Warren Bennis hit called
"post-bureaucratic leadership" (8). Thit would be
a leadership more concerned with providing an
organizational climate favorable to the develop-
ment of the members than with the aggrandiie-
ment of personal power. Such leadership might
provide essential functions by-insuring that
are identified, key questions'are framed, alterria=
rives presented; and decisions attempted periodi=
rally; bUt it would also insure access to the
organization's decision making by all members.

Teilhaid de Chardin foresees a society with a
"... collective human Weltanschauung in which
every one of us cooperates and participates.:: "
(70, p. 259). If such comes about, it will be a
society in which the self-interests of leaders and
members will have converged; and a leadership-
participation synthesis will have been achieved.
Van Til and Van Til have described such a state as
"pluralist participation," one in which elitet and
nonelites have made an accommodation of advan-
tage to each (75).

Trends undoubtedly are toward more participa-
tion in the future, in spite of a recent lessening of
surport by the federal government. The question
is moiai authentic future participation will be. The
cen souggle in time will not be between elites

7;C:ni.lites, but between two kinds of participa-
tioa; fe:II 4,0d liniite.4,

r,..1ssure from throughout the
to ha some access to power over

organ, while doubters are going
to be :trg. ;c.r ecsvicted expansion such as
advisory . ant' ;Trial! hoards of represen-
tatives. T' .":?m are related to various argu-
ments. Some art:. amateurs arc unqualified to
decide mzny matters: participation causes
delay; ciz'zen P.'4115 :an be ar ;sieved more effi-
ciently in other vv.ris: it wastes resources; it opens
the way to corruption; it sacrifices regional and
lorig range to the local and immediate; it ilienitet
the Establishment from the poor; it generates
conflic..; participants are often unrepresentative;
the masses usually turn out to be reactionary and
negative. Almost all of these issues are fully
treated in the other essays in this issue.

With certainty, more persons will be partici-
pating in at least a limited way in such forms as
the citizen boardt for neighborhood city halls and
community corporations. Increases in full partici-
pation are yet uncertain, although the new thrusts
for community control, for neighborhood govern-
ment and wide-open political movements are in

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

the direction of full participation. To nonelites,
and some elites, most of the negative arguments
are trivial when compared to the need to end the
maldistributioit. oE wealth. and- power in- -the-
society. Participation seems to be the one peaceful
means left for doing this. They will push ahead.
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7. How does J. V. Cunningham define citizen participation, elites,
common amateurs, power, and decisions?

8. What is the "internal view" of participation?

9. What are the four issues of importance to the future of partici-
pation? And why is each important?
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. DESCRIPTION OF CITIZEN PARTICIPATION GROUPS

I. Strategies.and Tactics:

Citizen participation efforts are often classified on the basis of

the strategies selected by the group to pursue its goals, We shall define

a "strategy" at any method or approach used to accomplish goals or to win

a particular campaign. "Tactics" are those more specific activities which

are used to carry out a strategy. In any case strategies and tactics are

adopted to help the group achieve those goals which presumably have been

discussed and given priority by the citizens. Three strategies frequently

used are identified as: cooperative; competition; and conflict approaches.

While any organization may use all three of these strategies or approaches

over a period of time, one primary strategy may identify the organization.

Tactics would be selected appropriate to that predominant strategy.

A "cooperative" strategy implies a position generally supportive of

public officials. Groups adopting this strategy probably accept the right

of public officials to make deciSions and the appropriateness of the decisions

made. A citizens group using-a "cooperative" strategy might request street

cleaning more frequently, a traffic light or a stop sign, or funds for a

community project from public officialf;. The group may lave high expectations

of having its request considered and fulfilled.

Cooperative-type groups range from citizen advisory groups appointed by

officials and generally rather uncritical of programs to community

associations formed with the help of organizations paid by a governmental

or quasi-governmental group. Resources are likely to come from "the system,"

and citizens hesitate to "bite the hand which feeds them." Activities may

include endorsing projects, speaking at public hearings, and writing reports.

This approach assumes good relationships with government. A cooperative

group will discuss, negotiate, plan with, and advise an official or an

agency but will resist stronger methods.

Other groups will be more independent and have no hesitancy in question-

ing "official" plans, proposals; projects, or programs. Some of the

tactics such groups might select could be: contacting politicans to make

sure they are aware of citizen fecliii:gs, lobbying; researching, preparing

newspaper releases, and, ultimately, assembling masses of people to visit
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"city hall," packing public hearings, or sponsoring a mass meeting. In

these days getting a hearing on television seems to be a potent means of

getting one's point across.

Such an approach has been termed "competitive." The citizens recognize

the legal authority of the public officials to plan and propose but suggest

there may well be equally acceptable plans and alternatives. Sometimes such

a citizens group is able to prepare and propose an alternative plan with

appropriate evidence and strong citizen support.

Advocacy or pluralistic planning assumes that there are various al-

ternatives to an official plan; in fact, proponents of pluralistic planning

suggest "Republican" and "Democratic" plans, not just "official" plans or

projects. So a neighborhood might propose its own plan for a project (say,

a parking lot) and present this in competition with the city's proposal.

Ultimatelj there will probably be a compromise acceptable to the politically-

minded council! It must be recognized that while mzlny citizens groups are

opposed to all or parts of "official" plans, it is rare that a citizens

group can muster the resources to prepare its own well-documented alternative

plan. This is one reason why citizen participation is often considered

"negative" or in opposition.

A third strategy makes use of confrontation tactics or conflict. Such

measures may be chosen simply as a stragegy--i.e., the best way to accomplish

the group's goais. Or, these methods may be picked in desperation: all other

means have /Wed. Sometimes even "cooperative" groups use "confrontation"

tactics hec3us,t1 those seem to be the only way to get results. Such tactics

include: striking, sit=ins, picketing, other demnstrations, boycotts, dis-

turbances, disrupting meetings, parades, and other innovative activities.

Conflict strategies do not advocate either illegal activities or violence;

in fa:t, a serious problem for community groups using confrontation tactics

is deciding how to react when police or other "officials" groups do use

violence to put down the citizens.

The most vocal supporter of "radical" or disruptive techniques was the

late Saul Alinsky now followed by members of the Industrial Areas Foundation.

One of his disciples is Cesar Chavez of the United Farm Workers. Radical,

Ly Alinsky, meant getting to the roots of problems. His organizers seek
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problems and issues which bother citizens; they organize protests on the

basis of these issues; and they seek new and creative means of calling

attention to injustices.

The conflict" strategy questions either the legitimacy of official

authority or the use of that authority. A primary goal of conflict strategy

is to build power within citizen groups so that these may not only challenge

official Plans but win the right to make decisions affecting the Community.

2. Types of Organizations

Another way of classifying citizen participation is by the type of

organization. There are many categories or types of citizens' organizations.

Groups can be classified by the interests shown, as for example hobby groups,

outdoor activity groups; conservation or nature-loving groups, sport

enthusiasts, or indoor recreation types. Another way of classifying groups

is according to their member-selection process. Is the group based upon

a particular geographic area, or on a special interest or concern? Does

the group require special attributes or employment to belong, or is its

membership open to all? Some organizations are based on circumstances of

birth: ethnic, racial, or sex-based groups. Organizations can be typed

according to the breadth of membership so we note international organizations,

nationwide groups, state, county, community, or neighborhood association.

Some organizations are "issue-oriented", and focus mainly on pressing

concerns of an area; others are "serivce-oriented", seeking to render

assistance to neighbors on a continuing basis. The following "types" of

citizen groups cover some of the broad aspects of citizen participation in

relation to municipal and community concerns.

Community- organ-ization is a label covering a broad spectrum of groups

and their activities. Included would he: block clubs, neighborhood organ-

izations, district or community councils; associations of councils, community

improvement groups, and city-wide coalitions. These groups normally have a

geographical limit and focus. "Functional" groups such as taxpayers

associations, League of Women Voters, Parent-Teacher Associations, and

environmental groups represent another type of community organization.

Community organizations may be made up entirely of citizens or volunteers;

some have professional "organizers." Schools of social work train such

organizers for geographical groups, functional organizations and official
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agencies. Normally, community organizations adopt "cooperative" strategies

in their dealings with officials.

Commundevelopment is a related concept and includes groups which

may be quite similar to community organizations. They focus on community

change and improvement and are generally associated with the "Third World"

or developing countries. Peace Corps activities were frequently community

development efforts. The same approaches have been utilized in the United

'4tates and Canada, especially in (a) rural areas and (b) in deprived city

areas. Vista Volunters, the domestic equivalent to Feace Corps Volunteers,

generally do community development work. The Office of Economic Opportunity

(0E0) program sponsored community development efforts also. Self-help

programs generally fall into this category, and most such groups adopt a

"cooperative" strategy.

Citizen Advisory Groups or Committees are generally encouraged by

official agencies. In fact, legislation often required that advisory groups

be formed. A 1954 federal law mandated citizen participation in the urban

renewal program; "maximum feasible participation" was a catchword in 0E0

legalation; Model Cities and many other programs stipulate citizen involveru:nt

today. The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) has approximately

90 major programs which call for some form of citizen participation. Today,

HEW has almost 4,000 citizens serving on 338 advisory committees. As is to

be expected, these groups are characterized by a "cooperative" strategy.

Social-action- groups have as their focus institutional changes with re-

spect to the distribution of power, resources, and service. These groups

often begin with a sense of values or concerns at variance with existing

values or practices. Religious groups, conservation groups, or peace

associations are typical of "social action" organizations.

Social action groups teed to run the gamut of the strategies and tactics

suggested above. With their demands for reform and immediate action to al-

leviate pressing problems, action groups may start in a "cooperative" stance,

move quickly to a "competitive" position because of their alternative pro-

posals, and, because of the intransigence of the establishment, switch to

"conflict" strategies. The anti-Vietnam groups epitomize social action or-

ganizations.
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Political organizations are volunteer citizen groups. Like community

organizations, they range from the smallest geographical areas (blocks or

precincts) up through wards, cities, counties, to nati"Onal coalitions in

election years. Working through existing political structure, most political

groups and parties tend to be "cooperative" or "competitive." Splinter

parties, on the other hand, may adopt "confrontation" stances. Examples of

the latter may be drawn from the 1968 or 1972 Democratic conventions. No U.,

however, that in Chicago it was the "establishment" that rioted and

violeNL techniques and not the "our roups."

Radical groups, with the goal of overthrowing a particular government,

clearly represent the "conflict" strategy. Yet, in Italy and France today

the Communist parties are clearly cooperating with government a7d seeking to

win votes by renouncing violence and conflict.

Civil rights organizations have tended to use a. range of strategies

from cooperation to competition and then to civil disobedience (marches,

sitting in the "wrong" cection of the bus, sit-ins, boycotts, and other

forms of protest). Sucr groups provide another demonstration that is is

risky to label citizen groups by their "typical" strategy. Most 'organizers

would probably recommend fitting tactics and strategies to the specific

situation and carefully selecting the means to achieve each goal.

A recent study of political power in poor neighborhoods concludes:

"Rigorous empirical testing [proves that], in citie, of,q1 types, nation-

wide, political mobilization at the neighborhood levii'does -bring about

change in local institutions."5 Many observers feel that the War on Poverty

(0E0) program was shut down by the Nixon Administration not because it was

a failure but precisely because it was succeeding in mobilizing citizens

and making them effective against entrenched power.

3. Interrelationships: Strategies and Types of Community Organizations

Recognizing the caveat above, that citizen groups often select tactics

and strategies to fit their goals and that it is risky to identify certain

organizations with a particular strategy, it may still be useful to provide

a chart with some suggestions along the line of interrelationships. The

following chart suggests these relationships.
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Types of
Organizations

Strategies Tactics

Community,
Organizations

Cooperation; cross-section of the com-
munity involved in selecting goals,
Strategies, and tactics.

Consensus; -working thru
official agencies; petitons;
compromise. Limited use
Of power.

Community
Development

Cooperation; occasional "competitive"
suggestions._ Self - determination of
people, -their involvement in selecting
projects and Community improvement
plans.

Collaboration; open COM=
fthiCiltidii; fitting into
regional plansl requests,
proposals, little use of
power; but the "authority"
of a united community.

Citizen Advisory
Groups

CooPeratiVd; little_power. Authority
of expertise or representativeness.

Major "power" - the with-
holding of apprOVAl.
Persuasion, compromise.

....----- ..-----
Social Action
Groups

Competition: ,rganizing concerned
citizens around particular issues;
Advocacy of alternative means and
ends.

Demonstrations of power;
Often "reOresent" larger,
less "vocal"-public.
Arousing public concerns:
May use emotional issues.

Political_
organizations

COOWAtion; achieving -ends through
voting_and within the "system."
Competition among partiet.

Letter - writing; public re. -

lationS: person -to- person
contact; voting ; _power of
legitimate authority
(officies, legislation, etc);

Radical Groups

.

Conflict; direct oppositiOn to existing
authority or to its decisions.
Development of power.

Disruptive tItics;
picketing,-_s.ikes, dem-
onstrations, creative
actions;. guer117 theatre.

Citizen participation can also have various "levels" in practice; ranging

from non-participation through tokenism to citizen control. While none of

the levels is "pure" and, again, one group may be resting on several of the

rungs of the ladder, the scaling of levels of participation is useful. Sherry

Arnstein has suggested the following "ladder of citizen participation."
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Briefly, each of the "rungs on a ladder of citizen participation"

may be described as follows:

Manipulation - This -is a form-of "nonrparticipatioff where
people are used more for public relations:
purposes than for their contributions; Many
"advisory" groups really educate or try to
persuade the citizens rather than the other
way around;

Therapy -- The citizens are seen as "ill", and so are
aided in adjustment to the status quo, rather
than the social institutions themselves being
corrected;

Informing - One-way communication occurs which at least
does let citizens know their rights and some-
times plans and proposals, but no way of in-
fluencing the plans is established.

Consultation - Citizens are asked for their ideas and opinions
through devices like attitude surveys and
neighborhood meetings, but they still have
little power to affect either the kinds of
information or the use madempt it
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Placation - Some "token" members of the community
are placed on a board, or limited con-
cessions are made to citizens. Basically,
people are being planned for; but it is
recognized that they exist?

Partnership = Citizens and powerholders negotiate and
share planning and- decision- making re-
sponsibilities. They may_use such structures
as joint policy boards, planning committees,
or other means of resolving disagreements.
The citizens actually have a role and a
modicum of power.

Delegated Power By contract or less formal agreement citizens
are allowed to make decisions in certain
planning or program areas; they may be
allowed to make policy, hire or fire some
staff, or carry out some functions, but
the citizens remain under the control.of
a governmental organization.

Citizen Control This is best illustrated by a neighborhood
school board, a community corporation, or a
citizens organization which can develop,
operate, and control specific services.
Such groups can be said to have power and
control. Nevertheless, like most social
groups, there may be an ultimate veto power:
city council, for example.

10. Explain under what circumstances you think it would be
appropriate to use a

a. cooperative strategy -

b. competitive strategy -

c. conflict strategy -
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d. combination of the three strategies -

11. Complete this table by listing tactics appropriate to each
strategy in their respective columns.

Strategy

Cooperative Competitive Conflict

1. 1. 1.

A 2. 2. 2.

C
T 3. 3. 3.

I

C 4. 4. 4.

S
5. 5. 5.

12. Relate various "types" of citizen participation to the strategies
each tends to use.

13. Based on the readings; state what has been found to be the
practical effect of neighborhood level action groups.
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14. From your own experience and from these readings, what are the
difficulties in categorizing "participation" as Arnstein does?
Can you suggest other ways of categorizing "participation"?

E. A CASE STUDY: GASP

"BREATVERS' LOBBY"

September 9, 1969. the Penn-
sylvania Air Pollution Commission
held -a public hearing in Pittsburgh to
consider air pollution control stand-
ards: The hearing had been scheduled
for a small state office, but when
nearly 500 people showed up, startled
officials hastily moved the meeting to
a large auditorium.

The outpouring of concerned citi-
zens was no accident Prior to that
public hearing, a series of citizen
workshops had been held in many
cities across the country on air pollu-
tion problems and ways to combat
them. The e.ducational sessions were
organized and sponsored by the
League of Wornen_Voters, affiliates
of the National Tuberculosis and
Respiratory Disease Association,_ the
Conservation Foundation and other
organizations.

Attending the workshops were rep-
resentatives of professional, labor,
health, civic, women's. consumer, con-
servation, youth, minority, ethnic,
religious political and industrial
groups. Generally they stimulated the
formation of a citizen's coalition or
coordinating committee in each city
to carry on the fight for clean air.

Pittsburgh was to have been one of
those cities, but the state hearing was
announced before the workshop could
be held. Nevertheless, citizen leader,
bad been alerted. When the -state
made -its proposed air quality stand-
ards available for public review in
advance of the hearing, Plusburgh
citizens were prepared. The proposed
standards were carefully analyzed
anerfound wanting.Aparticular target
was the Commission's proposal to
allow an annual average level for par-
ticulate matter of 100 micrograms
per cubic meter of air, with a long-
range pal of 80 microgram& Citizens
noted with dismay that available evi-
dence showed that the deith rate in-
creased in the over-50 age _group when
particulate levels exceeded 80 micro-
grams in the presence of sulfur di-
oxide.

Public reaction was immediate.
The governor and the state commis-
sion were deluged with letters of pro-
test. Legislators were contacted. A
bipartisan group of 14 congressmen
wrote to the _governor, urging him to
reconsider the proposed standards.

XII 2-.36
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Citizen pressure continued at the pub-
lic hearing and after. Within a few
days the governor asked the state
commission to reconsider its pro
posed standards: It did so--and the
madards were upgraded substantially.
The annual overage for particulate
matter, for example, was set at 65
micrograms per cubic meter --tar
helow the 100 micrograms originally
proposesL

It was a clear victory for what the
Vali Street Journal described as "a
curious coalition of unionists; consere
vationists, health societies, ladies'
garden clubs and college-age. militants
the sosudled breathers' lobby."

But that was only the beginning.
Shortly aftee the public hearing, 43
people who had _participated formed
a new citizen organizationGASP,
the Group Against Smog and Pollu-
tkitt.

Fresh from the victory over the
state standards, GASP _set out to
strengthen the county air pollution
code. It succeeded. Then the group
went to work to assure that the vari-
ance board established by the new
regulations would be composed of
people representing a wide variety of
interest GASP sent out some 60
letters with questionnaires, inter-
viewed applicants and made recom-
mendations to the county =undo.
sioners who appoint the board :nem-
bets. It- succeeded- again: four of the
five members named to the _board
were people recommended by GASP.

Since then, GASP members have
been named to- environmental advis,
ory hoards at both the county and
Slate levels; At variance board hear-
ings GASP has officially intervened
on behalf of the public and backed
up with its own scientific committee
and other technical resources Pro.
'Wed by its membeirs, hal Cross-
examined industry representatives.

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

GASP hitt not only prodded and
goaded the county air pollution con-
trol agency hut supported it as well.
It studied the agency's salary task
and when it found salaries were be-
tow national averagek the group
sparked a campaign for increase
Which voll allow the agency to attract
and keep competent stiff membetra.

GASP operates its own complaint
department; It forwards citizen_ com-
plaints to the mural agency and keeps
track_ of action takem

GASP conducts an extensive edtt-
OSUMI program. Throughltsspeakers
bureau, it tells the pollution story
throughout the county. It conducts
seminars for studems, tear..hers the
clergy and the general public. It dis-
tributes information kits and sponsors
guided tours of "pollution land" in
the Pittsburgh area.

GASP also publishes educational
materials. It identifies major polluters
by name and tells what is biing done
about them It refutes what it call-*
"ecological pornography"false in-
formation issued by pollutersand
gives "awards" to major polluters.

The impact of this citizen group
can be measured by these facts: Alle-
gheny County (the Pittsburgh area)
has one of the most stringent air pol-
lution control codes in the nation and
one of the most effective pollutioo
control agencies. Most polluters in
the area are on planned compliance
schedules and most are meeting their
commitments. Polluters who fail to
take corrective measures face the
prospect that GASP will take them to
court as it has already done in one
instance.

GASP explains its basic approach:
"We work within the =tem in a
responsible manner. We do not ask the
impossible. But we demand coat=
plia.nce at the earliest possible mo-
ment within the state of the art of
pollution control."
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1 What factors helped bring about the citizen's victory on pro-
posed sindards of air quality?

16. Would you identify the strategy of GASP as: cooperation, com-
petition, or conflict? Why?

17. List the elements An GASP's program which you would consider
essential in any effective participation program.
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F. CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT: CHALLENGE/RI:SPONSE

410 The following Challenge/Response paper on Citizen Involvement

was prepared for the American Revolution Bicentennial Administration with

the support of the Department of Housing and Urban Development. The first

section, Challenge, discusses citizen participation in America and helps to

justify our concern for involvement. The second part, Response, provides

many case studies of effective citizen action. This paper provides such

a Complementary perspective to this module that it is included in its

entirety.

SO
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EHALIfNCIIE
Abraham Lincoln's vision of "government of, by, and for the

people" sometimes seems remote in this age of vast, impersonal

bureaucracies and giant, multi-national corporations which control

an increasing portion of our lives. Many of us feel powerless to

affect the public policies and decisions that directly influence

our lives. This feeling is founded in the hard fact that alone.

a single individual is virtually powerless. The traditional tools

of citizen involvementthe vote, the right to petition, and vol-

unteer service work--are still valid, but increasingly it is nec-

essary for citizens to band together and to take an aggressive

stance in order to make their presence felt.
I

One of the most important political issues facing our country

today is the responsivenecs of government and other institutions

to the will of the people. Our Republic was established on the

principle of government by the consent of the governed, but many

people feel that today this is,not the case. Our institutions

seem not to serve the people, but rather to exist to promote their

own interests. The anger and frustration which many citizens feel

as a result of their inability to impact,"the system" has often

resulted in the formation of special interest groups whose purpose

is to advance the shared concerns of its membership.

This citizen attitude of anger and frustration has forced

changes throughout our political institutions. State legislatures
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are adopting "sunshine laws" to open up committee and caucus de-

liberations to review and participation by involved citizens and

other interested groups. Federal agencies are establishing con-

sumer affairs offices. Groups representing citizens, like Common

Cause, The League of Women Voters, and the Center for the Study of

Responsive Law, have reached national prominence in influencing

legislation, electioni, and government regulations. Perhaps even

more significantly, in recent years more than 2,500 community

groups have been formed across the country to challenge the pri-

orities and plans of regional and local government, as well as to

provide solutions to community problems through volunteer services.

Citizen involvement, embodied in the consumer movement, envi-

ronmental protection, historic preservation, and a host of other

areas, alive and well in America. Not only are citizens work-

ing through and within "the system," but in some cases they have

met that same system in head-on confrontations, and won.

CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT IN THE POLITICAL PROCESS

An increasingly important challenge for communities is the

recognition that involved, concerned, and committed citizens are

not only an integral part of the local decisionmaking process, but

are a significant community resource. The rights to petition gov-

ernment and to organize to solve problems, however, are equally

important and may have an even greater bearing on our ability to

affect the course of public policymaking. Testifying at hearings

82
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on Vederal regulations, monitoring the impletentation of public

laws, and evaluating government policy are areas of increased

Citizen activity.

The right to petition, by itself, is not a guarantee of suc-

cess, or even of *sing heard; As many citizens have diSCOVered, a

firmly entrenched and powerful political system often reacts only

when sufficient force can be rallied behind a petition to move that

political system off dead-center.

When committed citizens seek each other out and form a group

to decide on a course of action and pursue it collectively, they

can have a great deal of influence on a community. SuCh groups

represent a significant bloc of voters, and their ability to pool

financial.resources enables them to persevere in efforts which can

outlast individual endeavors. More important, thit C011eCtive po-

litical and economic-clout, when exercised by groups of committed

citizens, can help equalize the power of traditional political and

economic interests.

When we organize in a group, we are better able to identify

and direct the priorities for government action in our community.

We are better able to target issues of spedificconcern, and help

mobilize the resources to confront them; Today, numerous citizens

groups are working in alliance and forming citizen zoalitions to

irpact upon public decisionmaking.
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SOLViNG_COMMUMITY_PROBLEMS

Local governments are also challenged to respond creatively

to the willingness of involved citizens to serve the community.

Local organizations like the Lions, Jaycees, Kiwanis, and Rotary,

have provided important community services for ye%rs. But many

committed citizens want to serve their communities more directly.

Many people are anxious to serve on planning councils and advisory

boards so that they can participate in community and economic

development decisions. Others want to call attention to help

solve specific problems of crime, drug abuse, or health care.

The particular issues may not be as important lc; the fact that

local governments are being successfully challenged today to

broaden their decisionmaking processes. These local bodies are

beginning to recognize the influence and determination of

citizens groups, and to develop mechanisms that allow citizen

access to and participation in the decisionmaking process.

Despite a good deal of rhetoric about citizen apathy and low

voter turnouts, in every part of the country there are examples of

committed citizens who are proving that they can be an effective

resource in solving community problems.
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RESPONSE.
There are two 'omic opportunities for citizen involvement in

our communities: participation in local and even national politi-

cal processes and volunteer service in community problem-solving.

The 'civic oftaa ove,aap and interrelate, but the distinction is a

useful one for discussion purposes. Wtizen involvement is cen-

tral to nearly every aspect of community liZe. If our communities

are to function properly and be responsive to cur needs, it is es-

sential that significant numbers of citizens take an active and

aggressive interest in the affairs of our ,zommunity.

PLANNING AND GOALSETTING

Dimensions for Charlotte-Mecklenburg, Located in Charlotte,

North Carolina, is a not-for-profit cr:ganLzztion which encourages

maximum citizen participation in community planning. Formed in

1973, Dimensions for Charlotte-Mecklenburg brought together 100

citizens to prepare a series of essays proposing community goals

in such areas as transportation, health, public security, educa-

tion, and cultural activities. These essays serve as the focal

point for a community=wide discussion involving more than 3,100

people in 30 area locations. These discussions identified 105

goals for the community to pursue, and task forces were then cre-

ated to identify ways to accomplish these goals. Some goals have

already been met, and further implementation is proceeding, with

4
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the approval and cooperati.an of both the citizens and public offi-

cials of Charlotte.

In MarShall, Minnesota, a 67-member group called the Citizens

Countyside Council represents a 19=county area in a similar plan-

ning and.goal-setting process. The Countyside Council is part of

an ongoing program known as "Challenge in the Countyside," which

defines'and develops new strategies to improve the quality of life

in the rural communities surrounding Marshall. Using task forces,

written reports, and public meetin,-7, Col. toil has involved a

great many of the area's 350,000 the goal-setting proc-

ess. Pour years after it was established, the Council has ful-

filled Some of its initial goals; rini-bus service to Minnesota's

rural ccaL'Aes, a c::lege Scholarship program f.,r people 2S years

of age or older, and the formation of a non=profit regional arts

and humarities organization.

Both of the above examples demonstrate the need.for broad

community support and involvement in the planning and goal-setting

process. There are two important benefits which result from in-

cluding our citizens in this process: 1. An accurate and strong

consensus is obtained and 2. Active involvement in the planning

phases creates a strong commitment to implementation.

:CITIZEN- INVOLVEMENT- IN-THE POLITICAL PROCESS

Once a community's planning and goal settingalhas been com-

pleted,pleted, the implementation phase almost inevitably calls for citi-

zen involvement in the political process. The right to petition
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government is clearly recognized in the First Amendment to the

Constitution. That right provides individuals and groups of citi-

zens with a guarantee of direct access t. mment at all levels.

To enforce this guarantee, citizens have oZten found it necessary

to form public i-tere3t organizations. Groups such as Goals for

Dallat, the Cleveland Heights Association, and ACORN (Arkansas Com-

munity Organizations for Reform Now) have involved themselves heav-

ily in'the political process to address problems or goals which

they feel are important-

These groups have become adept at employing a variety of tech.=

nigues to leverage the effectiveness of citizen involvement. These

int.:lude the use of local media to tat:laicize issues and gain support,

strong attendance at public hearings, aggressive participation in

Legislative matters, even the staging of demonstrationS. In many

instances, community groupa have attained a status which makes them

stronger than even corporations, labor unions and traditional spe=

cial interests in influencing governmental ::ecisions. In Salem,

Oregon, for example, nine neighborhood g, nave replaced busi-

ness interests as the dominant political force in the city's gov-

ernment. In California, voters groups organized to create a Fair

Political Practices Commission. Despite strong opposition from

corporations and labor unions, 70% of the voters approved the

citizen-generated laW creating a Commissiun which, among other

things, enforces a SIO-a-month limit on gifts from any lobbyist to

any legislator or government official.
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In Pittsburgh an organization called GASP (Group Against Smog

and Pollution) has succeeded in improving air quality in the Pitts-

burgh area, through the skillful use of publicity and political

power. Supported by a broad range of citizens who contribute both

time and money, GASP has assembled an interdisciplinary team of

scientists, lawyers, doctors, teachers, economists, union workers,

and large numbers of concerned citizens who work through estab-

lished Coun;y government channels to accomplish their goals. GASP's

efforts have been rewarded by the enactment of one of the toughest

air quality codes in the country.

Alaskan Indians of the Tlingit and Heide tribes formed a Cen-

ta:d1 7ouncil to meet the needs of their 15 isolated communities for

representation in a better coordination with the political

syster, The Council focuses its i,ulitical efforts on improving the

economic and social conditions of the triber by utilizing st-ch Fe---

eral self-help programs as Volunteers in Service to America.

Some community governments, recognizing c.hoir citizens' in-

creasing desire to involve themselves directly in the decisions

which affect their lives, have established new:aechanisms for citi-

zen input and involvement. The Twin Cities Metropolitan Council

in St. Paul, Minnesota, is responsible for regional coordination

and planning in the seven-county Minneapolis-St. Paul area, a

region containing about half the state's population. The Council

has made a concentrated effort to involve residents by instituting

over 3,)0 lc,cal government units, as well as numerous citizen ad-

visory boards and committees. The Twin Cities Metropolitan Council
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one of the nation's most radical experiments in urban govern-

ment, but many other local governments have recognized the need

for greater citizen participaetm; They have responded by open=

ing up the political process to citizens and citizens groups whicit

had previously been excluded, and by making their actions and de-

liberations more public.

SOLVING YOUR COMMUNITY'S PROBLEMS

Our communities can also tap a rich resource of citizen in-

volvement to solve the problems and needs which we all face. There

is a long history of citizen involvement in community service orga-

nizations, but in recent years a great many special purpose coun-

cils, boards. and committees created and administered by concerned

citizens have involved large numbers of people and have had a sub-

stantial impact on our communities. Usually these groups are

formed to Solve a particular problem, but often they remain in

existence -after the problem is solved, turning their attention to

other concerns of their membership.

In rural Louisiana,

in conditions which have

War. in 1969 a group of

90,000 impoverished sugarcane workers live

not improved significantly since the Civil

experienced social workers, Many of them

veterans of the civil rights struggle, formed the Southern Mutual

Help Association. Under the direction of Sister Anne Catherine

Biza 1, a Dominican nun, the Association has organized the sugar-

cane

past

workers into a strong political and economic force. Over the

six years the workers have achieved a sense of identity and

89
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many of them have joined in the struggle to win wage increases,

attract outside funding and volunteer help, and upgrade living

conditions. The Mutual Help Association demonstrates the sense

of hope which citizen involvement can give to even oppressed and

disadvantaged communities.

An equally successful solution of community problems through

citizen '.evolvement has been achieved by The Patch, Inc. located

in a decaying neighborhood in Atlanta, Georgia, called Cabbage-

town. The Patch was created to channel community concern about

poor housing, low - paying jobs, and inadequate schools into active

-'-lem-solving programs. The Patch's first project was the cre-

Df a children's resource and learning center. Since then,

Patch has expanded its activities to include community plan-

ning which involved residents in charting the future of their

community. The goals of The Patch are not greatly different from

many other community self-help programs, but the impetus for and
_

the continuing energy which sustains The Patch sprang from Cabbage-

town itself; the entire project is "homegrou.a."

East Los Angeles is a community of 250,000 Chicanos With many

of the usual inner-city problems--crime, unemployment, and sub-

standard housing. The East Los Angeles Community Union (TELACU)

was established in 1968 by the Office of Economic Opportunity as

the first community development corporation in California. Rely-

ing heavily on volunteer support from within the community, TELkCU

has harnessed Chicano pride and energy to solve the community's

problems. TELACU's first project involved modernizing and

90
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upgrading much of the area', deteriorating housing.

created programs to provide social services' health

Since It has

care, language

classes, counseling, and recreational facilities to

The involvement of countless citizens has helper? to

the community.

change the

mood of isolation and apathy in the ChicanO community to one of

aggressive pride.

Similar programs of citizen involvement in community problem

solving are thriving in Boston, where the Roxbury Action Program

(RAP) is successfully revitalizing a black ghetto; in Chicago,

where the Woodlawn Organization supervises real estate and eco-

nomic development and provides a broad range of social services;

and in Baltimore where the Souteast Community Organization, a

multi-ethnic coalition origirAll', formed around opposition to

freeway expansion, now carries vedeveIopment efforts in one of

the oldest parts of the city. In nearly every case where the com-

mitment and energy of the citizens of a community have been mobi-

lized, the solution of their common problems has been achieved.

An unusual example of citizen involvement is the industry-

sponsored Allegheny West Community Development Project in Phila-

delphia. Shortly after an extensive plant modernization and ex-

pansion, the Tasty Baking Company realized that the neighborhood

around its plant wa., tecoming a slum. To counter the trend, the

company formed a non-profit, publicly supported foundation which

provides the funding and impetus for the Project. The Projr.ct's

scope is unusually broad, including education, lobs, land usc

planning, recreation, and housing rehabilitation for the more than
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23,000 residents of the area. Encouraged by the company's con-

cern, the residents have rallied, donatins their time and efforts

to improving their community.

The Inner City Auto Repair and Training Center in Milwaukee,

Wisconsin, is another innovative approach to citizen involvement.

Housed in an abandoned gas station rented for $1 a year, the Cen-

ter provides frustrated inner city teenagers with a constructive

energy outlet and customers with low-cost auto repair. Experi-

enced mechanics teach and work with neighborhood kids and about

200 teenagers a month drop in to work, swap parts, or talk about

cars. The training center concept :;EI easily adaptable in many

other communities.

Citizen involvement in crime prevention can he extremely e

festive. Sparked by the murder of a retired school teacher by a

young dropout 14 years ago, the Anti-Crime Crusade in Indianapolis,

Indiana, organized woman power to combat crime. One of the Cru-

sade's first efforts resulted in the successful return of 2,000

dropouts to school. Next was a court-watcher program which led to

a dozen reforms in court procedures followed by a successful Cam-

paign to install 12,000 new street lights in Indianapolis. Over

the years more than 60,000 women have been involved in the Crusade.

Today the Crusade oversees the efforts of 2,500 block cluhn which

encourage citizen responsii;Ility in crin preventicn. The Anti=

Crite Crusade is natina7:1,,, rF,::-;nizeld as a model of concerted

citzen effort, a ommitMent prograL with a

9 9
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particularly Aiccessful approach to mobilizing tho, support of citi-
.

zens, ccr"Trral-ty leaders, _and the media.

The Involvement of citizens and the community at large is also

instrumental in the success of the New Directions Club, Inc. in

Houston, Tow.las. New Directions is a non-profit organization which

operates nine halfway houses for ex-convicts in Harqs and Galves-

ton counties. The usual services--drug therapy and vocational

training--a.:e offered, but perhaps even more important to the re-

adjustment process is the support of the communities in which 4-he

halfway houses are located. After initial fears are quieted, com-

munity residents often act as an extended family, helping with em-

ployment and inviting the ex-offenders into their homes. The suc-

cess of New Directions can be partialYy measured by the low

recidivism rate: less than 5% of the ogram par. cipants return

to criminal behavior, far less than tre si:tewide average of 22%.

The opportunities for citizen involvement are many and varied:

from a single individual extending a helping hand to someone less

fortunate, to group action to influence the political process.

Whatever form it takes, citizen involvement benefits both the com-

munity and the individual and, in.a very real sense, it is the key

to solving the common problems of our communities.

SUMMARY

This paper has presented The Challenge, a brief overview of

.Atizen involvement issues, aLd The Response, a series of success-

ful community solutions to citizen izvol-re -ant problems. We hope
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that thin irt,:mation will spur discussion of those issues most

relevant to the development of citizen involvement in your com-

munity. To enhance the usefulness of this paper, we have attached

a list of questions, a bibliography, and a sampling of groups that

are active in the field. The questions are not intended to be ex-

haustive and should be viewed as a starting point for further dis-

cussion. The bibliography contains publications which have been

chosen both for their utility and easy availability. The list of

groups may be useful in obtaining additional information on a par=

ticular topic or community project.

The most lasting benefit of the Challenge/Response papers will

be the participation of the greatest possible number of people in a

searching examination of the issues which affect ccx communities

and our This paper represents one way to begjn tit proc:mAs,

a process which is a part of the continuing American e.evlution.

QUESTIONS

What are the major political and social problems in our -aun-

ity? Are there effective organizations in our community which

involve citizens in solv.:.ng these problems? How can we help

them achieve their goals?

If our local organizations are not living up to their potential,

can we create new groups to help solve our community problems?

Should we call upon national citizen involvement organizations

for advice and assistance in forming new community groups?

9
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Have we taken advantage of our potentially powerful political

and economic influence to help equalize the power of traditional

political and economic interests in our community?

Can our local community service and volunteer groups be made

more effective and responsive to the needs of our community?

What can we do to assist them in their problem-solving programs?

Has our local government responded to our desires for increased

citizen involvement by opening up its committee and caucus de-

liberations to citizen participation? If not, what steps can

we take to insure that our local officials are res;1=sive to

our needs?
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18. Would you say this document supports a strategy of cooperation,
competition, or conflict? Defend your selection of !LY'ategy
with reasons.

19. Examine at least three of the illustrations of effective par-
ticipation described in the document "Citizen Involvement" and
determine: a. the type of problem or problems which the or-
ganization solved; b. the type of strategy it used (i.e., co-
operation, competition, or conflict);_and c. the level of
participation related to The Ladder of Participation.

20. Consider the questions on pages 2.47-2.48 of the original document,
applying them to your own community.
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5. Curt Lamb, Political Power in Poor Neighborhoods (C mbridge,
MA: Schenkman, 1975), p. XVI.

6. Sherry Arnstein, "Ladder of Citizen Participation," Journal of
the American Institute of Planners (July 1969): 217.

7. Ibid., pp. 216-224.
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ASSIGNMENT

The following questions should be answered as completely as possible on

separate paper. Two copiesof your responses should be mailed to the in-

structor. One copy will be returned to you with the instructor's comments

and the other will be retained as part of your course record.

Select an organization to which you belong to use as the basis of
this assignment. While it may be any kind of citizens' organization, read
through thr entirety of the assignment before making your selection to
ensure that your organization will offer a vehicle for the discussion of
citizen participation. (Examples of organizations from which you might
choose are League of Women Voters, a black club, a union or professional
society, a sportsman's club, a veterans' organization, a community organ-
ization, a church group, the PTA, or an advisory committee.) Then write
out answers to the following thrte parts.

1. Descrtibe the organization you have setected in enough
detait 40 that a teadert can undetstand its ptaposes, activities,
and type o6 teadeuhip.

2. Desert-the how the organization pakt,Ecipate4 in pubtic
decision-making. This inctudes:

- What ate its objectives which tetate to pub tic issues?

- What stkategy and tactics does the or use to
accnmptish its objective4?

- Ate moat membetz oti the organization invotved in hetping
to shape public decisions on clay a liew?

Do you comaidet the otganization .to be one which en-
coutages citizen patticipation in genetatey 04 one
which ptiMatity4eeka to achieve .its own objectives
by means oti citizen patticipation?

- Exptain how the omanization tetate to the pub is oiiiciat4
in the community and how they, in Bunn,_ communicate
with and demostAate accountability to the citizena
via .the organization.
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MODULE 3: DECENTRALIZATION

KEY TERMS AND CONCEPTS

Decentralization

40 Neighborhood Government

0 Citizen Control

lip Neighborhood Power

INTRODUCTION

In this module the concept of decentralization is related to accountability
and to citizen participation. The term decentralization is defined and dis=
cussed, and several forms of decentralization are examined. Decentralization
is viewed as one approach to improved municipal government operation but

not as a method to be used to the total exclusion of centralization. De-

centralization can range from an elemental transfer of administrative powers

from a central municipal office to a neighborhood or district office all the

way to neighborhood control of decision-making.

After establishing what decentralization is and what forms it can take,

some theoretical and practical justifications for it are presented in a

review of an article on decentralization. It is clear, however, that despite

these justifications, the author of the article (Schmandt) fully expects

centralized municipal government to continue as the dominant form.

This module then concludes with the reprint of an article by Milton

Kotler, a strong proponent of citizen control at the neighborhood level. In

this article, Kotler argues that a large centralized government is not

necessarily the most efficient. He continues to point out that an "inter=

communal" form of local government has actually been developed to make

bureaucarcy more responsive and less costly.

YTT Z 1
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

When you have completed the readings and assignments for this

module, you should be able to:

I. Define decentralization, neighborhood government, citizen
control, and neighborhood power in your own words.

2. Differentiate between administrative decentralization and
political decentralization.

3. State the relationship between decentralization and
accountability.

4. State the relationship between decentralization and citizen
participation.

Explain why an example of decentralization that you have
described is or is not desirable based on your own cost-
benefit analysis of it

I

XII.3.2
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OVERVIEW

DECENTRALIZATION

Objectives Tasks Resources Evaluation

1. Define decentrali= _

nation, neighborhood
governmenti.ditizen
control and neigh-
borhood power in
your own words;

Study Questions

1i 4, 11

Module Readings:

A, B, F

Self

. Differentiate be-
tween administrative
decentralization and
political decentral-
ization.

Study Questions

li 7

Module Readings:

Ai D

Self

3- State the relation-
ship between de-
centralization and
accountability.

Stv:T Questions

2, 3, 5

Module Readings:

A, B, C

Self

. State the relation-
ship between de=
centralization and
Citizen partici-
pation.

Study Questions

4,5

Module Readings:

B, C

Self

5. Explain whyian _ _

example of decentral
ization_that you_
have described:is or
is not desirable
bound on your own
cost-benefit
analysis of it;

Study Questions

6, 8, 9, 10, 11

Module
Assignment

Module Readings:

D, E

Module Readings
and Your
Experience

Self

Instructor
Feedback

1 05
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A. DECENTRALIZATION AND ACCOUNTABILITY

Decentralization by a municipal government can be considered another

evidence of concern for accountability. A municipality willing to station

workers in various districts of the municipality is exposing them to public

scrutiny; in this way the officials may be indicating: "We have nothing

to hide, we want to be accountable." The local field office gives citizens,

individually or in groups, the chance to visit the district office, to ask

questions, to observe operations, to suggest ideas, and, yes, to complain.

If the district office allows it, citizens can have input into some de-

cisions affecting the area Most of us are familiar with the opposite

approach--the centralizing of all decisions "downtown": out-of-sight and

unexposed to citizen scrutiny. Clearly one would judge that a decentralized

administration can lead to more accountability.*

Decentralization can have several meanings. One definition, and'not

particularly useful for this course, sees decentralization as increased

fragmentation of government and ultimately the withering away of all govern-

ment. Because it is presumed that many services must continue tobe provided

collectively or by government, we anticipate that urban government shall

continue and, in fact, the range of services may increase.

A second conception of decentralization describes the division of a

previously-centralized operational unit into several subdivisions but with-

out a correspcneing allocation of decision-making responsibility. This has

been labelled "administratke decentralization." An example would be a

Department of Recreation with offices in each of several parks but with all

decisions made at department headquarters downtown. In order to participate,

citizens would have to influence the central unit; that is, they must go

"downtown." A simple diagram of administrative decentralization is ipcluded

in Figure 3-1. The dotted lines in this and the following figure suggest

the context of decision-making or the limit of the power to make decisions ti
MN

This form of decentralization is labelled "territorial decentralization" by

some authorities.

*Here the author may show a bias toward larger cities where decentralization
must take place by calculated policy. Needless-to-say, in small cities access
to administrators and policy-makers is taken for granted and much easier.

I 06
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\ carries out

decisions
;..0"

makes decisions

FIGURE 3-1

Administrative Decentralization

A third meaning of decentralization implies the assigning of operating

responsibilities and some decision-making power to the local units. Generally,

decisions affecting the whole city or larger areas would continue to be made

in the central unit, but decisions affecting primarily the local area could

be made at that level. This would permit some input from citizens in the

locality and from other operating agencies. Citizens would retain the right

to go downtown to influence overall policies.

This third meaning of decentralization is often called "political

decentralization" to indicate the transfer of authority to officials who

are responsible to the local electorate. In the previous illustration of

a Department of Parks, we saw all decisions made centrally. In the case of

political decentralization, some decisions are made in the central unit, but

others are made by the local parks personnel and in consultation with citizens

and other local groups. After discussions with neighborhood folks, for example,

the local park superintendent may decide to focus efforts on "passive"

recreation - -open space, trees, and shrubbery, benches, vistas--rather than

on "active" recreation--baseball fields, tennis courts, and swimming pools.

Figure 3-2, on next page provides a diagrammatic representation of political

decentralization.

-107
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makes decisions
affecting city

ELECTORATE

Central

Unit

Local
Unit

FIGURE 3-2

Political Decentralization

makes decisions
affecting its area;
carries out decisions

In this module we shall provide illustrations of both administrative

and political decentralization. The latter, which provides citizens with

more direct access to decision=makers, is preferred because it enhances

communication, places responsibility closer to the operating unit, and

suggests the possibility of more accountability. The closer an adminis-

trative unit is to its constituency the more receptive it will be to

suggestions and complaints, the simpler the process of interchange will

be, and the more likely it is that accountability will be found on the part

of officials.

It should be noted that by stressing the importance of decentralization,

the author in no way implies that all decision-making structures should be

decentralized. In fact, many decisions of municipal government must be

centralized. Examples of decisions which should be centralized or made at

the metropolitan area would be: J!
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regional planning,

water sppply,

solid waste disposal,

mass transportation,

airport operation, and

health and welfare policies.

Examples of decisions for which a city might take responsibility are:

city-wide planning and zoning,

police and fire services,

municipal library facilities, and

traffic planning.

Examples of decisions which could be made on a decentralized basis or

at a neighborhood level would be:

local street cleaning,

local trash collection,

location of neighborhood playgrounds,

bookmobile or branch library services, and

neighborhood service centers.

Howard Hallman has provided a table showing a variety of activities

and the appropriate location for their control. The third column, far

right, could well be labelled: activities which can be handled by a

metropolitan jurisdiction.

109
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TABLE 3-11

Activities Which Can and Cannot
Be Handled by a Neighborhood

Activities which can be handled by a
neighborhood

Functions 10;000 population 25,000 oemore
Police Patrol Same

Routint investigation
Traffic control

Fire

Stnieta and
Highways

Transportation

Pekin
rfttar and
Sewer

Perks and
Recreation

Libraries
Education

Miters
Health

Environmental
Protection

Land Use and
Development

Housing

Flre_company Fire companies
(minimal) (better)

Local streets,
sidewalks- alleys:

Repairs, cleaning;
snow removal
lighdn% trees

Collection
Local mains

Local parks
Ptaygroun
Recreation centers
TOVIOn
Swimming pod (25
Branch (small)
Elementary

Social services

Local planning
Zoning
Urban renewal
Public housing

management

Same

M4

Um*

Same plus
Community center
Skating rink
Swimming pool

m.) (50 m.)
Branch (larger)

Elementary
Secondary

Same

Public health
services

Health center

Environmental
sanitation

Same plus
Housingand building

cat* enforcement
Public/Lousing

management &
construction

Activities which
cannot bit hindiki
by a neighborhood
Crime laboratory __
Special investigation
Training_
Communications
Training
Communianions
Special investigation
Expressways
Major arteries

Mess transit
Airport
Port
Terminals
Cisposla

Treatment plants
Trunk lines
Large parks, zoo
Museum
Concert hill
Stadum
Golf courses
Central reference

Community colleges
Vocational schools
Assistance payments

Hospital

Air_pollution
control

Broad_plenning
Building and housing

standards

Housing subsidy
allocation

. STUDY QUESTIONS

1. Define decentralization as used in this Module.
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2. Now is decentralization related to accountability?

B. DECENTRALIZATION AND PARTICIPATION

Decentralization can be viewed as a process moving in the opposite direction

from citizen participation, even though they both share the same basic goals of

efficiency and accountability from government with more involvement, less

alienation of citizens. The essential difference, simply put, is that, while

citizen participation may start with citizens and spontaneous action groups,

decentralization is generally initiated by government itself as a means of

moving its sources closer to the recipients. (See Figure 3-3)

Decentralization, like participation, can be scaled all the way from non=

involvement of citizens through tokenism to almost complete control by citizens.

A decentralized office may receive complaints from citizens but have no capability

of solving the problems. Or, a local office may involve citizens in a planning

process only to have major decisions made in the central unit. But true

decentralization could assign citizens real power in decisions which affect

their lives. Examples of such power are suggested by the following list of

functions tested in a recent government report:2

Setting goals Reviewing the budget

Formulating general policies Monitoring service adequacy

Determining specific service Channeling citizen complaints
levels

Hiring and firing staff
Reviewing program plans

Acting as advocate for citizens
0 Approving program plans

XII.3.9 1-1.1
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CITIZENS GOVERNMENT

a. CITIZEN PARTICIPATION - starts with citizen concern and effort.

CITIZENS GOVERNMENT

b. DECENTRALIZATION - begins with administrative decisions on the part
of governmental officials.

Decentralization

Participation

GOVERNMENT

c. ACCOUNTABILITY = includes both Citizen Participation and Decentralization

FIGURE 3-3

Citizen Participation and Decentralization

Related to Accountability

The movement toward decentralization seems to be growing today. Indicative

of this movement, several books have appeared recently urging a large measure

of citizen control over local government, notably the works by Kotler,

06244hborhaadGovernment), by Altshuler (CommunityControl), and by Morris
and Hess, (Neighborhood Power). And many government programs require

advisory boards, citizen involvement, and decentralized decision-making.

A recent report from the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Re-

lations, based in part on a survey of about 500 municipal governments, showeds"

the following:3
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- Over one-third_of:the reporting municipalities have not:
made any decentralization efforts.

- Decentralization is not just a big -city phenomenon; three -
fourths of -the responding jurisdictions between 50;000
and - 250,000 population have adopted one or more of the
devices covered in the questionnaire;

- Moving from territorial to administrative to political
decentralization approaches, the total number of
municipalities taking action declines while average
jurisdictional size rises.

- City governments in the South seem more inclined to
decentralize than those in other regions, even though
most recent city-county consolidation activity has
taken place in the Southern states.

- Central cities are far more likely to have decen-
tralized services and provisions for citizen in-
volvement in decision-making affecting their delivery
than suburban and independent jurisdictions.

- Form of government does not appear to be significantly
associated with the tendency toward decentralization.

- Replies from about three-fourths of officials indicate
that their decentralization-citizen participation
approaches have been effective_in building closer
relationships between city hall and neighborhood.

At the same time other trends seem to be moving government in other

directions. There is, properly, more emphasis on metropolitan forms of

cooperation if not government mergers, regional planning agencies with

both 'review and approval powers, and stronger centralized government with

more and complex services at all levels. Still, alienation and dissatis-

faction with "big government" increases. The public seems to be rebelling

against bond sales for public facilities, higher pay for legislators and

other public officials, and more services when these result in higher taxes.

The answers given by proponents of decentralization and increased

participation stress the benefits of such activities on the part of

citizens. Being involved is more likely to bring a commitment to the

process and the decision. No longer is the electorate alienated from the

decision-making. Citizens learn by doing; it is hard to learn democracy

in an authoritarian setting or when all decisions are made for you. Perhaps

most important, decentralization and participation may enlist the concerns

XII.3.11 3_
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of citizens who are trained at the local level and move towards responsible

positions at other levels of government services. 411

. What forces are urging more decentralization? What forces are
leading toward more centralization of government?

4. How is decentralization related to citizen participation?

C. FORMS OF DECENTRALIZATION

Decentralization of municipal government can take many forms, some of

which are discussed in the readings. Each of these forms represents a

type of decentralization initiated by government officials. The amount

of decentralization, or participation, can vary widely within a particular

form or among the forms. No city will use all the forms; hopefully most

cities will use one or more forms, examples of which are included in the

list below:

District office or neighborhood field offices of various
agencies or departments; a place where citizens can
find information or ask for help.

Multi-service centers; representatives of several city
agencies or departments are in one location so re-
ferrals can easily be made, perhaps joint efforts
initiated, and the citizen does not have to travel
to several different offices.

11 4
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Little City Rails; a further elaboration of multi-
service centers, probably including city officials
with power to make decisions.

Neighborhood (or -city -wide) complaint centers;
personnel easily accessible to listen to citizen
complaints and ideaS. Follow-up and feedback are
vital.

OmbudSman; a staff person whose function is to hear
and_investigate charges of administrative error or
malfeatanee; Such an official plays an essential
role in accountability;

00 Community planners; community planning boards, a
community planning office; planning staff OP
Officials are accessible to citizens to- discuss
future plans for the area or changes WhiCh
seem to be desirable.

Community corporation; citizen groups established on
a businesslike basis to perform certain city services
under contract with the city. A step toward direct
community control of some services.

Meetings of City Council in_neighborhoodt andior official
hearings in neighborhoods -or dittricts; a planned
opportunity to move decision- making from "downtown"
to_local areaStO thOW citizens how government works,
and to make officials more accessible;

Newsletters, annual reports, and newspaper features;
means to keep citizens informed and to elicit feed-
back and response.

Media programs (TV, radio, films); efforts to inform
citizens but, hopefully, to encourage two-way
communication between officials and the electorate.

Advisory boards; groups of citizens chosen by a variety
of methods who can be delegated a range of powers from
"tokenism" to "control."

Again, it is important to realize that not all of these forms will be used

in any one city, for some will be more appropriate than others. Furthermore,

the powers actually delegated (or decentralized) may vary from little power

to community control. (See Figure 3-4.)



SELECTED FORMS OF DECENTRALIZATION

POWERS Advisory

Boards

District

Offices

Ombudsman MultMervice

Centers

Community

Planners

Community

Corporations

Shared Information V

Advisory Relationship I / /
v/'

Program Administration

y//
:._._ /

Political Responsibility

to Community

.
?
.

Decision-Making Powers:

Limited

Shared
...-.

.....

.... ...-. .....

Powers to Allocate

Reources:

Limited

Shared

Total

:-...

.....
...;,

..:.

FIGURE 3=4

Powers held or shared by various decentralized bodies

116 *Refer to Module 9 for more discussion of costs and benefits
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As Figure 3-4 indicates, certain forms of decentralization provide

more powers to citizens than other forms. Like the "ladder of participation"

(Module #2), decentralization can offer levels of powers from manipulation

and non-participation through kinds of "tokenism" to delegated power and

citizen control. Note also that most of the rungs on the ladder of

participation depend upon the delegation of powers by officials, just as

in decentralization.

As might also be expected in any program of decentralization, there

will be "costs" to city officials as well as benefits.* While there may

be some "dollar costs," other "costs" could include:

longer time to make decisions,

difficulty in determining what decisions should be made
on city-wide basis and which ones by neighborhoods,

resistance from local political leaders,

time and effort of officials involved,

necessity for more offices; more rent, and staff costs,

likelihood of raising citizen expectations too high,

reluctance on part of department heads to disperse
functions or to share decision-making.

Another dilemma of decentralization suggested by the costs" is this:

with more participation and less alienation on the part of citizens, efficiendy

in the delivery of city services could be decreased and costs to the city

increased. This could require more taxes and promotethe alienation we

sought to remove!

The attitude of the administrator is important in participation and

decentralization activities. If decentralization is entered into reluctantly,

citizens and subordinates will assess this fact quickly and citizen efforts

may not be taken seriously. Administrators who earnestly desire citizen

input can learn much from the citizens, can strengthen their programs and,

presumably, can achieve a high degree of citizen acceptance. As Table 3-2

suggests, a majority of cities and counties experienced positive results

from decentralization of services.

*An 'xpanded discussion of the costs and benefits of decentralization
may be found in Module 9.
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TABLE 3;24

Evaluation of Decentralization of Services--Citizen
Participation Experience for Cities' and Counties2

ClamaionWo

Dittkuni Experienai
OWNWIt ottootWnoo which kid
Nn btn resifting to don&

Tow; alt worthwhile In very OM* oration in
roomtmo Mi04164iiiide amitos4 relationship Other

Cities reporting total
No

Counties reporting total
No

Resident advisory committee = cities
No
% of total

Resident advisory committee counties
Nci
% of total

Resident advisory boards to little city hails
No-
%of total

Resident advisory boards to little county courthouses
No
%of total

Rftident advisory boards to multiservice
centers cities

NO
_ % of total
Resident advisory boards to multiservice
centers counties

No
% of total

Neighborhood councils cities
No
% of total

Neighborhood councils counties
NO
% of total

Neighborhood corporations cities
No
% of total

Neighborhcicki corporations counties
No
% of total

Other cities
No
% of Mal

Other counties
No
% of total

382 232
84

101 75
74

132 94 25
71 19

37 30 _5
81 14

21 12 4
57 19

4 4 o
100 0

58 35 12
60 21

21 16
76

81 49 19
60 23

20 11 4
55 20

41 23 _9
56 22

14 11 2
79 14

29 19
as 21

5 3 1

60 20

75
21

15
15

3
14'

16 39
4 11

a
6 5

3 10
2 8

0
0

5

2
5

4
19

0
0

8
14

3 10
4 12

4 1

20 5

:4 5
10 12

7

2 2
7

o 1

0 20

I 226 cities reported.
;58 counties reported.
3A difficult but very worthwhile experience resulting in

increased trust and understanding between citizens;
city hall or county courthoute officials, and Oublit
administrators.

X11;3; 6

4 A difficult eicperience which resulted in very little
change in the relationship between citizens, city hall
of county courthouse officials, and public
administrators.

5 An experience which led to a deterioration in the rela-
tionship between citizens, city hall or county court-
house officials; and public administrators;
-1,19
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S. Complete the chart below similar to figure 3=4, indicating the
powers held or shared by each of the various decentralized bodies
included on-the chart.

SELECTED FORMS OF DECENTRALIZATION

POWERS Little City
Halls

Neighborhood
Complaint
Center

Official
Meetings

in

Neighborhood

Community
School
Board

Shared Information

Advisory Relationship

Program Administration

_,

Political Respon=
sibility to Community

Decision=Making
Powers:

Limited

Shared

Power to Allocate

Resources:

Limited

Shared

Total

.120
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D. MUNICIPAL DECENTRALIZATION: AN OVERVIEW

The 6ot-touring di4cu44ion s a 4unimaty o6 an attiote by Hemy Schmandt

("Manicipat VeaentAat.ization: An Ovenview," Public Achnir_Lattratatn_Review?

October 1972, pp. 571-588) which teview4 developments in municipat de-
oentAatizati4n. Atthoagh .some o6 .the important eaa &tom Sohmandtiz

mticte ate 4ummatized helm, you ate ztAonsty encomaged to 'Lead the

miginal antic& in 4t4 entirety to enjoy both it4 4pitit and e44ence as

Schmandt intended it.

Decentralization, writes Schmandt, is being urged because our adminis-

trative values are changing. "Instead of the traditional stress on economy,

efficiency, and centralization as guides for institutional reform, consumer

control and client-oriented services have assumed a far more important place."5

Two demands which are being made of administrators are: increased citizen

participation and more devolution of authority.

Two major trends in American political experience help justify the

trend toward decentralization: (1) the reliance upon federalism which began

with the formation of the United States; and (2) a continuing interest in

small community life and neighborhoods. The first theoretical basis,

federalism, applies not only to the relationship between the national

government and the states but also to the states and the cities, counties

and cities, and, today, cities and submunicipal units of government or

quasi-governmental organizations such as community development corporations.

Two kinds of decentralization, which have federalism as their theoretical

basis, are discussed: "political decentralization" where authority is

transferred to officials who are responsible to a group of citizens, or

where power is actually held by the citizens; and "administrative decen-

tralization" where the transfer of power is solely within the existing

governmental unit. Schmandt points out that such terms still are vague

and can connote various amounts of transfer of power. Often citizens

consider decentralization to mean the political form, or actual transfer

of power to them, but officials like to restrict the term to mean the

allocation of responsibilities to sub-units within the governmental

system.

121
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The other theoretical basis for decentralization grows out of the

neighborhood concept. City planners have done much of their planning

utilizing the "neighborhood unit concept"; urban renewal plans and some

new towns are based upon villages or articulated units of 5 to 10 thousand

residents and are often focussed upon a neighborhood school or shopping

center. Nevertheless, the concept of "neighborhood" is ambiguous, and

considerable question remains as to whether people today really do focus

their lives on a narrow geographical territory or whether they are even

willing to do so.

Schmandt provides four arguments for municipal decentraltzation:6

1. The administrative argument which focuses on means of
improving the delivery of services;

2. The psychological argument which contends that citizens
or consumers benefit from decentralization;

3. The sociological argument which addresses the need for
adopting (or adapting) policies and practices to meet
the variety of different life styles in a city; and

4. The political argument which sees decentralization as
a mechanism for developing power.

Given these arguments for and his writing about the need for decen-

tralization, Schmandt observes that "municipal decentralization is more

prominent in the literature than in practice."7 While much has been written

about decentralization and many experiments (some very successful) have been

undertaken, still there is no general trend nor has any "multifunctional

neighborhood government" been established and continued. The need for

more experience and more systematic analysis is emphasized.

Many issues are raised that concern the implementation of decentralization

plans. One is the question of the appropriate size of a community (or

decentralized unit) and the determiniation of boundaries. Note the difficulty

that Pittsburgh has had in establishing even the number of community

advisory boards. Another organizational issue concerns selection of powers

and functions to be decentralized. Recent experiments in worker partici-

pation in large American industries show that employees are happy to partici-

pate in work-related decisions but that middle-level management is suspicious

and worried about the possible implications for their functions. Finally,

financing of decentralized units of government is an important issue. For
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equality, ease of collection and distribution of taxes, and the elasticity

of income taxes, most proponents of decentralization favor the smaller units 410
being subsidized by the wider community and rot seeking to be self-sufficient.

Schmandt concludes with this admonition:

Disaggregating certain powers to municipa 11 sub-units in
the large cities can give urbanites some control over the day-
to-day administration of public functions And programs that are
locality_oriented. To expect more of municipal decentralization
in a society of increasing scale and complexity would be unreal-
istic.8

A very extensive bibliography accompanies the review article. This,

plus the historical analysis and evaluation of the state of decentralization

in American cities today, makes Schmandt's overview a valuable background

article for considering decentralization in our cities.

6. What two theoretical bases does Schmandt discuss as justifications
for decentralization?

7. Distinguish between political and administrative decentralization.
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8. What are the concerns of the four broad categories of support for
municipal decentralization which Schmandt presents.

9. The author states: "Municipal decentralization is more prominent
in the literature than in practice" (p. 578). Do you agree with
Schmandt? Why? Or why not?

1 4
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E. NEIGHBORHOOD GOVERNMENT

by Milton Kotler

ne of the most persistent criti-
cisms levelled at neighborhood
government in our cities is that

the autonomy of small territorial units
within the- city Will Increase the
fragmentation of government The
administrative consequence of this
fragmentation would be an Increase in
inefficiency; the political. consequence
would be an inequality of neighbor-
hoods and an increase of hostility
between neighborhoods.

These are serious charges, and It is
the purpose of this article to address
therm After discussing the potentiality
of local democracy for efficiency,
social justice, and intercommunal
peace, I begin the task of making some
progress toward- an intercommunal
model of urban governance. . .

It must be kept .in minit however,
that I am proposing' that neighborhood
government become the basic unit or
urban life; and that the interrelation of
neighborhood governments shell com-
pose the metropolitan society. This
goes much further than a defense of_
neighborhood government= as a new
structure of citizen participation in
centralized city government. Rather,
neighborhood intercommunalism is
being proiosed to replace city govern-
ment itself. In this respect neighbor-
hoc:A government is more than a cor-
rective to city government. It is an

'alternative, and its fundamental dit
ference is that it restores citizenship
rather than management as the main
principle of government.

The Question of Efficiency

r political_ scientist-3 still con-
ceive the city as they did nearly
one hundred years age They

oppose neighborhood government be-
cause they claim the neighborhood is
too small to efficiently administer
public services. They further argue-
that the autonomy of neighborhoods

.Will lead to hostility and violence
between neighborhoods.

Milton !Cotter is a resident_fellow of
Me Institute for !'allay Studies In

Vlashington, D.0 and is the author of
Ifeighborhciod Government.

=6,A11:10it
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Praying one-o-cat with manhole cover for home prate, 1936

-
. (Ed note: This article focuses on practical and

strategic questions regarding neighborhood govern-..
merit The theoretical and political perspectives which
underlie the following analysis are dtcussed in Milton
kotter'S Neighborhood Government (Bobby-Merrill)
and pavirl Morns' and Karl Hess' Neighborhood
Power (Beacon Press). We recommend theSe books.'

-

Reprinted with the permission of Milton Kotler
,".... ,

.-

.:-...; and Liberation Magazine, Spring, 1976,..pp,_
. ... .119-125: . . . . _ . .-
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Pkg., this criticism-implies that, in
contrast to the neighborhood, the city,
at 'some opdmal size; is indeed an
efficient dosed system of administra-
Min. By an adjustinent of boundaries
the cities of Chicago; Philadelphia
Detroit, and Los Angeles can become
self-Sufficient universes of public
goods and services.

It appears obvious to many people
that while the neighborhood it too
small to do anything much-by itself,
the metropolitan city is 'indeed big
enough to do just about everything for
its-elf. This supposition of the self=
sufficient city Is one of the major
myths of local government.

Diking the past several years Dr.
aciseph F. Zimmerman has studied the
present extent of intergovernmental
service agreements and transfer of

functions at the lied itag. t11-

la his survey of nearly 6,000
incorporated municipislitlea, three-
fifths of the responding units indicated
that they received services (row other
cutitz These services ranged Irons
single services to multiple services and
the exchange was based on tonna! and
informal agreernen%

Among the most popular services
obtained by municipalities irons other
municipalities, counties and indeed,
private firms are PIN and detention
houses,, police training, street lighting,
retie collection, libraries, solid Waste
disposal, Starr ;-arrppIy' and

laboratory services.
Zimmerman intornis us that "the

tendency of a local goveronient to
enter into. service agreements Is posi-
tively correlated with sire. evenerallY,

26
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the laiger the unit the more egre
manta K enters into.' [21 nrther.

conticil-rnailitger govenunente
are ulore trlennail to taint. Into service
agreements than council -mayor goy-
/nihilists-

These last two fltidinga are terribly
iMporterst. Vie two most basic ele-
men0 in the calculus of administrative
efficient)! are population *a and
proWonal management According
to the conventional 'View of the
optimal city, it would stimillat the
'letter the population and more pro-
..ressioti4 the management of a City,.
the more efficient the city and the lea

.lily it is to enter into service
agrgernenta with other cities. Yet,
wording to the evidence, the cora
trant appears to be true; The more
of the (Stir as measured by slie
and ptofussionelisin. the less indepen-
dent K is 'rind the greater are its
number of interlotal service agree-
nietitg

in reality the modern large city Is
not a self-contabsed_sYstern, but rather

- an -open system of interlace) agree-

treats amid intergovernmental relations
Services and welfare functions are also
increasingly transferred to the private
stotor A given city will have hundreds
of service agreements- with proximate

well as with s=pecial
dlattlitsilounty etel state government;
,laid_federel agencies.

.1134 efficiency and rationality of
public administration resists the closed
municipal system; Vincent Ostrom and
Robert fish point out that "when the
diverse nature Of Public goods and
services and the difficulty of meeting
divers* demands of citizens through
large scale bureaucracies are recogniz-
ed; the complex governmental systems
eXlstins IA many metropolitan areas
appelds to be not only natural but to
be an essential prerequisite for an
efficient and responsive performance
In the public tech:m."13j

As if to epitomize the reality Of
interim:A cooperation, the California
Kcal Governments Reform Tash
Force Report of 1/4/4 encourages
fUnctional efficiency by recommend-
ing the partitioning of existing cities
and counties so that optimal popula-
tion units can relate for each given
fUnction, without the impedimenta of
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unitsri lurisdiction= It is also mom=
Paraded that the neighborhoods
mould Wahl* to easily separate from
litte cities, where It is **Went that
Wailer Comtnuoitiet could provide
better services for themselves or
through contract than they receive
fForn their city governments.-(41

A strong current of modern argu-
Meat would break down the atbnini=
%tredve. amity of the city or metro.
Polltan area 'entirely, in favor of
nurnerous fUnetiolial unite varying_ in

according to efficient pertor-,
mane. Unite of 25;000 might form
for police services, 10,000 tot library
SAtlierli 5,000 for recreation, 12,000
for primary fchoolt, and so on.

Within this flexible system of ad-
ininistrative efficiency, neighborhood
government rreommended as the
beak Unit of citizen decision and
evaluetion; Upon this -e-jariadlotion;
efficieot service Is formed not by -
centralized hierarchy, hut by Inter- ,

communal contracts and service agree
MAIL ,

have come full circle; While
conventional opinion condemns neigh-
liorhood govensmeot for PragMenta-
dons and overlapping Of services, we
dad that such fregmentations are not
only found in the real city, but more
so to the degree that the city is large
and Manerriel. Efficiency and ration-
salty Of. administration lead tb inter-
loeslivn tether than the centra-lized
unitary city: The den of science and
hivestigation is to _reject the unitary
City in toot of en infinite universe of
hitercortuntinal agreements;

As new studies in public schninistra-
tioo show the_luiffIcliney of the large
*Cele centraliSed- adininistration of
public goods and services, it iwtomes
Increasingly ,clear that the political
forces behind coesolidation and
tentzallestion will shift their case from

affitient, of centralized govern-
riSeaM to social justice and redistribu-
tion of wealth accrued under centrali-
vtion and the security of centralized
power.

At long ai politicians convince
footsie that poor communities win a
greater share of resources from rich
toronsunitles by tire redistributive
fUnctions of centralized government

;add that urben peace requires central.

control, then peOple will accept in-
efficiencies of service; Equality and
security are persuasive desires.

The Question of Economic
Justice and Peace _

et us turn to . the problem of
_economic lattice and then to the
peaceful potential of intercom-

niunalism. 'Mere are, a range of' rich
and poor communities within our
present centralized cities. Certainly
neighborhood government cannot be
faulted for creating the disparity that
exists today. Not do the historic
trends of Income distribution in the
United States, shoW any reduction of
inequality between communities as a
result = of the economic and political
centralization of the past forty yeais.

In 1969, A preliminary inquiry was
made into the redistributive function
of the centralized city. [5]- Shaw-
Cardona, is a poverty, area In Wash-
ington, D.C. with a population of
80,000 people. Our 1969 study show-
ed a net outflow of taxes from the
area above the Inflow of the dollar
value of toods and services. The com-
munity of 80,000 paid out approxi-
mately $45 million in District and

Federal taxes and received $35 million
in the dollars value of public services
and welfare received.

Similar itudles done by Dr. Richard
Schaffer Showed a similar net outflow
in the working class community of
Borough Park in Brooklyn. [6] lath
comparative case, Schaffer showed
that 1Wiciford-Stuyvesant received more
than it paid Out Yee upon
careful. scrutiny, this net inflow did
not result in any increase in the capital
value of the community. It is likely, he
concludes, that the- net balance
"pasted through" the lkdford-
Stuyvesant community, in the form of
payments to government employees
who worked in the community but
resided elsewhere.

These. studies do not Indicate any
substantial redistributive factor opera-
Wig. by the centralized government to
equalize wealth between communities.
In filet, poor communities in America
pay out enormous amounts in takes
and have more fiscal resources than is
generally assumed.

If the Shaw=eirdoza area 'were able
to spend its otn $45 million in
taxation annually for Its own services
and -capital development' rather than
relying on the city of Washington, that
community would be more prosperous

ti
elling_appks on 42nd Street and Lexington, 1930
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today: Neighborhood government may
hold. a more sound basis for the
increase and better distribution of
wealth between communities.

We dome to the third claim, that
neighborhood communities, if restored
to independence, will go to war against
each other. Let'us look to some facts.
We have numerous adjacent neighber-
hood size municipalities in our metro-
politan. areas; each with their own
snsall ;Oren. Fedi of thin
forces perforld lbcal duties and slit*
numerous cooperative agreements with
surrounding municipalities

Catrent crime and Police statistics
are quite conclusive in showing that
the incidence 14 crime in these small
communities is less than in large cities.
Furthermore, citizens' dissatisfaction.
With a large category of police service
increases with the size of municipal-
Him [71 Contrary ro the myth of the
violence of balkanized communities;
we find that violence prevails within
and between the communities of large
dominion. ,

A New Model of Government

et us imagine the new "inter-_
'-commune" city which strives

for the values of democracy,
efficiency, economic justice and peace.
I emphasize "strive" and dare not say
"filly achieves."

As our field, we will use the city of
Philadelphia. The territory of Phil-
adelphia would be composed of 40.50
neighberhood government munici-
polities. These would Went& the
familiar areas of Burkhointe, East

.Logan, Eastwicic Kensington;
Overbrook, Rnborough, Mt. Airy,
North PhIlly, Nicettgeri Cseribilittosen;
Mantua, Bridesburg, Oak Lane, and
numerous other neighborhood munici-
palities. The neighborhood govern-
mentt of Philadelphia would vary in
population by up to 50,000 people,
and their boundaries would be similar
in population to the numerous neigh-
borhood size governments in the
suburban counties surrounding Phila-
delphia. -

These neighborhood governments
would have the full municipal powers
of a tYpiesir American City. They
would have the powers to tat, zone,
license, legislate; draw criminal codes;
and "so on They would have authority
for the health, education and safety of
their cititetist These neighborho-bd
governments would administer police;
recreation; libraries; hOushqi, health;
schools, refuse collection,. and any
number Of .fuitetitin. Otherwise, they
could contract -for the performance of
these services or indeed transfer these
functions to other municipal; 'state,
federal and private unit. - -

The neighborhood governments- Of

XII;3;25
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Philadelphia would vary in constitu-
tion. Some of the neighborhood:gov-
ernments would have. legislative
powers invested in the general meeting.
of citizens, ;or devolved further into
sub-neighbbrhobd units; like block

'organizations.' Other neighborhood
governments would- have legislative
powers vested in representative Wens
meetings, or In numerous elected
council* of the entire district. I want
to emphasize the essential importance
of assembly decision as the cardinal
institution of neighborhood govern-
molt, .

_ In some neighborhood governments
- the executive Power would be hdd by

elected officers.. In other. putes4 the
executive officer would be chosen by
lot, id that responsibility is rotated

. throughout the community. Some
neighborhood governments mw even
vest executive power in authorized
committees of the assembly, thereby
avoiding a division Of 'legislative and
executive powers;

The organization of judicial power'
Would also vary. In' some cases the
general assembly or a committee of
the assembly might sit as the inky In'
criminal and civil cases; Jurois could
serve directly or be selected by lot
Judges could be elected or appointed
for periods of UM*.

In this system of local government
each neighborhood government would
decide its own twee, but most public
goods and services would be shared
between neighborhood governments.
Certain neighborhoods would do
certain things themselves like recrea-.
dolt, health Maintenance, and primary
education. Many other tunetiont like
high school education; sewerage dia.
pose', crime laboratories; might be
arranged_ jointly by a number of
neighborhood governments in an idle.

Because of the diverse needs of the
autonomous neighborhood govern-
ments, the present area of Philadelphia
would show a greater variety of public
goods . and services than presently
exist. The neighborhood governments
would have different health programs;
correction programa, edicsition _pro-
gralor, and so on. There would be
numerous inter-neighborhood organ-
izations for different functions, and
the assemblies of each neighborhood

1 2 8
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would regularly evaluate the program
performance of interveighborhood
service ageeements, functions, !tens-
ion, and joint ventures.

There is no limit to the gangs of
concerns of these neighbottrood go*
ernments. Recall the &Rot/knout of
historic town meeting government In
New England, and the con sPas of
their problems: .

Milker were ttiose Oioivhnis a inip 4..
On the conbury, it N411 eVertdy been .

seen that hs the course of the first
hundred and ninety yeare of otorticktal
Ufe Braintree and Qucif Fad to deal
In a practical way with armee every
one of those questions whteh Oft Wont
to penslex statesman Its
erS-sUes, lantits, internal intpnve-

menu and means of conununication;-
gducation, hinwertuw4
and the care of the irtsanaz. pulite
krukt,Currency, taxatiork, and nuanici...

debts= all thou presented Vie-
salter and the people roombl,d trs
haws meeting had to, and tilc4 Dr raise

' fashion wont out a solution of
therm 18]

. .
. -

PUblic service would be responsive
to Citizen rision, sot more send"
furretions would be volunlatilY per-
formed by citizens ee their title
responsibility; Professionals, howeeer,
would continue to exercise expert and
wady tiski Wherever necessary.

Increasingly, the littercisrairourud
agreements of Philadelphie would
spread to relations with neighborhood
governments In adjoining counties, so
that in4rcononunalLWO would assume
thatorm limit of metropolitan govern=
meat -

On the Ittgislative aide, WO-
boyhood IIMMMAHOS and Councils
would maintain steady legislative rela-
tions with proximal& golghberheod
goeernments so that laws are &M-
etered upon lathe conftXt of Inter-
communal relations; Legislative Uni-
formities could be achieved in certain
areas through steady exchange; Usti
tier more bnporterit, variation In laws
would exist with enutrAl under-
standing and notice; Confederative
councils for legislative conalatincy In
the metrep011tan area would operate
to harmonize the Independence of

law-making thioughout the
boyhood governments of the area:. -

There would' be a comparable
*Item of neighborhood intev
relationships tot the judicial powers of
the neighborhood governments. While
there will be a strong tendency for
Ortiltorralty of critolnals and civtl.codes
different rieighbethiscid *governments
would impose distinct hies and pro-.
ordure& .

:

This model of the intercommunal
city stresses the intorromi of .nelejr-
bothood government and their right to.
confederate into common councils for
different linriroses. In contrast: the
Committee for &Gnomic Develop-
went (whose hood members are trom
We corporate establishment) offers
decentralization through community

districts with appropriate legislative
representation,

power of the centralized
representation, while intensifying the
executive
metropolitan governmenL Their main
purpose Is to establish centralized
regional government, and they recog-
nize the need to trade off citizen
participation In order to gain MIS end.

Our own aim is the opposite. Our
object is toxin -power and autonomy'
tor :the neighbOrhood community, and
we recognize that a. regional coded-

&votive capacity. Is required for this
end- The MD stresses managerial
centralism, leavened by citizen parti-
cipation; we stress citizen responsi-
bility with an interlocal management
capability.

If we are asked where the "central"
government of our metropolitan
model is, we say there is no central

literhouses, east end Of 43rd Street, 1.939
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ridge, and other communities, over
water supply, bridges, highways, police
and fire protection. .

In this period Boston was 'certainly
the dominant municipality in these
relations, just. as. todcY certain neigh-
borhood governments would have
more power and sturources than other
neighborhood governments= Yak the_
CAW neighborhood governments
would have their independence of
decision; which is more than they have
today with centralized downtown
control. ^.

in suggesting that our model of
inkerrommunallim has its roots In
American municipality one hundred
years ago, I am not suggesting our
model represents a return to that
period. The scale of technoioc and
economy today will mean more com-
plexity of interrelation than the ant;
ton region exhibited one hundred
years ago, but the gene:riddescription
of Use model will resemble the admin-
istration of local government in
Massachusetts in 1830; when Alexis de
roqueville wrotei

Uniformity of permanence of design,
the minute arrangement of details, and

pitifectfon of administrative
systems must not be -sought for .
what we fad there is a presence-of a
power wltick if it is somewhat wild, is
at frost robtot, and an existence
checkered with accicknt indeed, but

,fall ofantrnation and effort. 191 .

. .

It has been several hundred_ yews
since physics abandoned the elegant"
error_ that the naive= was a closed
and Inunutable system. God .created
the universe; earth was its center and
the heavenly bodies played their
commanded past. '

centralized universe does not
exist. Wand the heavens are an
infinite univalve' of bodies and rela-
tionship& There are no commands in
nature.

Nature and art are too grand to go
forth in pursuit of aims, nor is it
necessary that they should for there
are trlations_everywhere, and relations
constitute ilfe. 1-10/

In like manner we come to a crisis

of understandini In political science.
Centralization has fallen from heaven,
and yet the cosmos continues in
relationship without calamity. How
long =it , we suppose that central-
ization is a mower,/ feature of pot=
Meal life on earth? 0
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10. What are the relationships between size of a city and efficiencY
(and cost) of services?

11. Describe briefly Kotler's "new model of government."

13,2
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ASSIGNMENT

The following questions should be answered as completely as possible on

separate paper. Two copies of your responses should be mailed to the

instructor. One copy will be returned to you with the instructor's

comments and the other will be retained as part of your course record.

Be sure that you answer both parts (1 and 2) to this question.

Pant 1. Vehenibe in detait one exampte o6 pubtit agency decentnatization
(pne6efut6ey 6nom yawn own expentence and 6nom the manicipatity
in which you title, wonk, on own ptopekty). Exptain whether you
think put exampte ittAttnates adminianative on potiticae de-
centtatization.

Pant 2. Then, develop an expanded chant (ba4ed on the one betaw) in
which you pace von own exampte o6 deeentitatizatn atong one
Aide with 6ottowing categoniet aeno46 the top as tfottom.

Example
Benefits to
(City) Official

Benefits to
Citizens in

Neighborhoods
Costs to

(City) Official
Costs to
Citizens

.

2.

3.

i.

2.

3.

I.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

Be -aurae to make you, chant tange enough AO that you can then
6212 it in with btie6 4tatement4 which indicate tome o6 the
bene6ith and "coasts" o6 decehtnatilzation (Remember that "coat"
at diteutted in this modiste arse not neceuemily doZtan amouxtt
bat Hpnobteme 6on the adminittnatat on citizen.) Conclude with
a Eitie6 statement expbaining why you 6eee yowl. exampte 06 de-
centAaiiation it on 4:06 not deaikahte.
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ASSIGNMENT

The following questions should be answered as completely as possible on

separate paper. Two copies of your responses should be mailed to the

instructor. One copy will be returned to you with the instructor's

comments and the other will be retained as part of your course record.

Be sure that you answer both parts (1 and 2) to this question.

Pant 1. Vesenibe deter it one exampte o6 pubtie pgency_decenttatization
(prte6eulatey kom yours own expentence and &tom the municipality
in _which you title, wonk4 on own ptopetty). again whether you
think put example ittuatzate4 administkative on patiti.cat
centnatization;

Para 2. Then, develop an expanded chant (bused on the one betow) in
which you lattice you& own example o6 deeentnatization along one
Aide with 6ottowimg eategonies aZA046 the top as 6ottowts.

Benefits to
Benefits to Citizens in Costs to Costs to
(City) Official Neighborhoods (City) Official Citizens4110 Example

3. 3. 3.

1.

2.

3.

Be -since to make Wikt Matt .urge enough so that you can then
6i.te it in with bitie6 4tatement4 which ikdicate some o6 the
bene6its and "costs" 06 decehtnatAlzation (Remember that "costs"
421 di4cu4Aed in thiA module axe not neceuomity doitak amounts
bat "wham" flax e administnatat on caLzen.) Conclude with
a Ellazic statement expbxating why you 6eee yours example o6 de-
cer0AO2,12ation i4 on i06 not deaikahte.
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MODULE 4: KNOWING YOUR COMMUNITY

KEY TERMS AND CONCEPTS

Community

Listening

Leaders

INTRODUCTION

We have to find some way to re-create the spirit of
neighborliness and mutual self-support that existed before
the mobility and the_ononyMity and increasing information
flow that has been the prodUct of this very prosperous
society.

Edmund G. Brown, Jr.

Public officials must know a lot about the communities they serve.

Yet the term "community" is an elusive one; it can mean the entire muni-

cipality or parts of the jurisdiction; a greater regional area or an

association of like-minded persons. Citizens, generally can describe

their residential areas, but studies have shown that perceptions of

"communities° vary widely. This module offers a general definition of

"community" and suggests different applications of the term.

Both citizens and-officials should know some basic facts about the

community or communities, A sampling of questions suggests some kinds

of information useful to both officials or residents. Probably more

information is available describing particular aspects of communities

than can ever be utilized; yet other pieces of information often are

lacking.

One way of finding out about a community is "listening." An official

can listen to the constituents of an area, or a citizen can hear the ideas

and opinions of neighbors; this process is especially useful in understanding

attitudes. 138
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Leaders are an especially important part of a neighborhood. How does
one discover the natural leaders in a community? What kind of leadership
do different leaders provide? An article by Harold Nix explores several
techniques for locating leaders. Section C offers a review of different
types of leadership and raises some troublesome problems with neighborhood
leadership identification and utilization.

This module concludes with a report of an innovative study of com-
munities by Roger Ahlbrandt and James V. Cunningham. The Neighborhood
Altas project they describe attempted to delineate neighborhoods and also
to select those "communities" which could serve as officially-recognized
districts of the City of Pittsburgh.
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

When you have completed the readings and assignment for this modules

you should be able to:

I. Define the key terms and concepts in your own words.

2. Explain the four different meanings which can be given to the
term community.

3. Summarize the advantages of learning about a community prior to
developing public programs in that area.

4. List Some of the many facts an official should know about a
community, and explain how they may be obtained.

5. Describe four methods by which coMMunity leaders can be
identified.

6. Describe a community in terms suggested in this module and
suggest ways to collect significant information about a
community.

14U
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OVERVIEW

Objectives Tasks Resources Evaluation

Define the three
key Terms in your
own words.

Study Questions

1, 9, 10, and 11

Module Readings:

A, C

Self

Explain the four
different meanings
which can be given
to the term com-
munity.

Study Questions'

2, 12

Module Readings:

A, D

Self

3. Summarize the ad-
vantages of learning
about a community
prior to developing
public programs in
that area.

Study Question

1

Module Reading:

A

Self

4. List some of the
many facts an
official should
know about a com-
munity and explain
how they may be
obtained.

Study Questions

3, 4, 13, and 14

Module Readings:

A, D

Self

S. Describe four
methods by which
community leaders
can be identified.

Study Questions

5, 6, 7, 8, 10,
and 11

Module Readings:

B, D

Self

6. Describe a community
in terms suggested
in this module and
suggest ways to
collect significant
information about a
community.

Study Question

8

Module Assignment

Module Reading:

B

Module Readings and
Your Experience

Self

Instructor
Feedback
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A. IDENTIFYING AND DESCRIBING YOUR COMMUNITY

Public officials who seek to be accountable must know their community--
or communities. Officials serving large urban areas must deal with many

publics and many geographical groupings of people. Each group will have

its own interests and concerns. Some of these groups hav a clearly

delineated geographical setting; others may be organized ar and interests

and represent a diffused area. While we recognize the oups focused on

interests, such as a conservation club or taxpayers league, in this section

we will primarily discuss groupings of citizens within a municipal context.

Being informed about the community will help officials select appro-

priate staff, strategies and tactics, programs, ways to cooperate with

each area, and procedures to supply services in an effective and acceptable
manner. Citizen participation efforts or decentralization decisions depend

heavily on the types of communities affected. Also, these questions must be
answered: Do officials consider only the total city and overall needs?. . .

or do they consider, as well, the disparate needs and desires of neighborhoods,

districts, communities, and other areas? The accountable official must be

responsive to the smaller groups as well as to city-wide services and interests.

Citizens, too, perceive their areas in diverse ways and accept several

sets of boundaries. While citizens normally have a clear concept of "their

community," their perceptions may differ one from another. The identification

and use of the community may also vary; some citizens rarely leave the

neighborhood; enjoying all their associations nearby, while others use the

neighborhood mainly as a "bedroom community."

Recognizing "communities" is not always easy. As cities have grown,

they have engulfed "communities," sometimes annexing sailer cities. With-
in a large city, consequently, we find neighborhoods, districts, quarters,

or ghettos which may have no legal or political bounds but which may have a

rich historical or cultural tradition.

When officials or citizens examine a particular area, they may find

that they do not agree among themselves as to what constitutes a "community"

and establishes its boundaries. They may be using different bases to

determine the community, such as (1) political jurisdictions; (2) social

relationships; (3) business centers; and (4) citizen perception. These
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four meanings, in particular, will be discussed in more detail, but other

delineations of communities may also be considered, such as (5) history

and tradition; '(6) cultural distinctions; (7) socio-economic status;

and (8) geographical separation.

I. PolitIcaUltrisdictions determine "community" for public officials
to a large extent. Officials are concerned with political precincts, wards,

districts, and city boundaries. Even if a community is considered by some
to extend over a city boundary, the officials must restrict services to the
area of their responsibility. In many instances political boundaries and

the meanings of community are identical; this would be the case in many

small cities, some suburban areas, and a few politically-autonomous, small

enclaves within a larger city.

2. 42slaLUJOtI190111211may determine a community for its residents,

even if political boundaries seem to cut the area into different jurisdic=
tions. The citizens may enjoy most of their social interactions within

an area unrelated to political entities and use social institutions, such

as schools; churches, libraries, and parks, which cut across political

boundaries. New York City may be an example of this because residents of

Connecticut and New Jersey appreciate the cultural attractions in Manhattan

as much as folks from New York State. They probably form friendships ir-

respective of the political boundaries, and they consider themselves part

of the New York social milieu. The same identification occurs in cities

across ward and precinct lines. Officials may be less concerned with social

past. erns but today are becoming increasingly, aware of their importance-in

preserving viable urban life.

3. Business focus may also determine "a community." People shopping

in a large commercial center, using services performed there, and taking

advantage of other business opportunities may consider the area their com=

munity. An example of this is an urban renewal area which is located on the

boundary of several city wards, being partially in four. The whole area is

recognized as "a community," while each ward has separate social relation-

ships and business areas which make those wards "communities" too.

4. Citizidt21tif-couni-t.lsereeiveo_rmm in other ways, perhaps

using some of the other meanings of community as their focus, but delineating

distinctive boundaries nevertheless. Certain streets, topographical

1.13
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features, or activities suggest a "perceived community." A business center

may be the focus of such a community, or certain cultural institutions, but

the community is perceived as something more by its residents. Officials

should recognize the importance of the-citizen perceptions.

Similarly one can delineate communities by the other factors of

history, geography, culture, or social' status. However the community is

delineated, the point is that officials will adjust their services and

their concerns to the particular community. And in order to make these

adjustments it is necessary for the officials to know more about the com-

munity or communities. There are a number of characteristics that officials

should study to help them be accountable to the residents. These character-

istics, may be grouped into broad categories which are listed below with

representative questicns of the kind to which knowledgeable officials

should have answers.*

0 Residents: What kind of people live in the "com=
munity"? What are their interests, concerns,
and goals? Whay_kinds of problems do the
citizens report for themselves ?. . .or for the
community as a whole? What are the basic
attitudes and values of the people? What
are their aspirations and felt needs? How
do they feel about the present services,
programs, and facilities provided for their
community? What is the reaction of the
people to public issues? What is the re-
action of the people to public issues? What
areas of cooperation and conflict between
the residents and their government are ob-
servable?

ousing: How many persons live in the community?
What is the social, economic, racial, ethnic,
age background of residents? Are residents
mainly in family groups? Are there many
single person households?

What kinds of housing may be found? How fre-
quently do families or other groups) move?
the area relatively stable or transient?

*Because these categories are only briefly examined here, some additional
readings are listed in the selected bibliography at the end of this module
for your further study.
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Physical Aspects: What are the physical characteristics
of the community? What are the boundaries? Do resi-
dents perceive this as a "community"? Is the area
isolated or physically tied to other communities?

What are the land uses in the area?. . -.the trans-
portation patterns?. . .community facilities (parks,
schools, shopping centers, etc.)?

40 Cultural Institutions: What are the institutions of the
area, i.e., churches, schools, libraries, recreation
centers, parks, and playgrounds, etc.?

40 Leadership: What kind of leadership does the area
have? Are there many community organizations?
What kind of issues do the community organiza-
tions focus on? What are their strategies (con-
sensus, competition, or conflict)? Is there a
high level of volunteer activity and a high level
of community concern?

40 Relationships: What relationships do residents of
the area have with other communities? Do they
shop, go to school and church, and participate
in recreational activities in the area or out-
side of the area? Do workers commute to their
jobs or are the jobs nearby? Are there organi=
zational alliances with other groups'
political allegiancies?. . .church, labor, race
or ethnic, or other ties to other neighborhoods?

Answering these questions helps public officials to learn about the

community--or communities--in their jurisdiction. Then they can select

appropriate citizen participation or decentralization strategies. For

example, an upper income, stable neighborhood may form its own associa-

tion, have many volunteer workers, and feel it is incumbent upon public

Officials to respond quickly to neighborhood requests. The strategy

adopted by officials may be mainly to inform workers of the city's policy

to cooperate with this community, to respond as rapidly as possible to

requests, and to refer difficult requests to a liaison person in the

mayor's office. City officials will be encouraged to visit the community

frequently, attend association meetings, and maintain cordial relations.

A lower income area, on the other hand, may lack either a community

association or the incentive to form one. Resources are limited in the

area, and residents, being more recently arrived in the city, do not under-

stand how the city responds to requests. In this example, the city might
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establish a district office so residents can take requests directly to a

concerned official. The city may go further and actually provide trained

professional workers to build a citizens association, to encourage residents

to take their requests to the district office, and to assist in planning for

the area. In cases such as these, if the citizens are to participate, public

funds may be needed to help the process along.

Knowledge about the various communities is essential, therefore, to

know the conditions under which citizen participation and decentralization

are possible. The more that officials know about an area, the less likely

they will be to make serious errors and jeopardize their programs. One way

of getting information is through review of available materials: census

reports, planning reports, studies done of the community by students or

news reporters, and business statistics. Another excellent way is to listen

to the community residents themselves.

As more and more citizens expect to participate in their government,

intend to be heard, and want officials to meet and discuss issues with them

on a personal basis, the wise public officials will learn how to listen to

their constituents. Officials will want to learn how to relate directly

with citizens. They will agree that perhaps they don't know "what is best

for the citizens of the community." The appropriate solution, then, is to

listen.

Listening may mean asking a question or two to start off a conversa-

tion. It means discovering what problems and concerns a citizen has. It

implies listening to proposals offered for the improvement of the community.

It means hearing complaints about taxes and the way things have been done

in the Oast. Listening also suggests some interpretation: what are the

real gripes of these citizens? and where is government really failing

them? Listening does not mean answering back, giving explanations as to

why certain actions were taken, or justifying decisions of city workers.

Listening is the best way of getting a "feel" for the community, of

learning what issues are uppermost in the minds of the residents, and what

nay be possible solutions. The best aspect of simply listening is that,

often, after being heard at length, the citizen is ready to begin a con-

structive process of working together. It is at this point that an appro-

priate form of participatory activity can be introduced.
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The_Organizers-Manual says the following about learning from the
community. Although not directed exclusively to public officials, it does
have relevance for anyone interested in learning about his or her community.

Learn the issues from the people. Go out into the com-
munity to analyze the situation and listen to the people.
Sit in the local tavern and drink with the men, but
mostly listen. Listen to the corner grocery man who is
a key to the economic situation in the town. Go to the
local playground and talk to the mothers. Talk to the
kids who hang out on, the corners-they can best gauge
the educational and recreational and job opportunities
for the young.

Basic research. Go to the local library and read back
issues of the community newspaper, and prepare a list of
names of people you might wish to contact or whom you
might eventually expect to Oppose. Gauge the existing
community problems and attitudes of the people from the
newspaper if you can. Find out who owns the newspaper,
the radio stations, TV stations, and other community
media.

Find out also as much as you can about who runs the
community and how they stay in power. What is their
degree of vulnerability? Visit identifiable community
leaders, members of the united fund, local ministers,
the president of the local bank, Listen and rap with
them, and try to discover where their heads are at. Get
names of other people who they think you might talk to.
Visit local professionals, clergy, teachers, and members
of liberal groups and find-the good conscientious people.
You need this information for two purposes: to find
potential high-visibility allies, and to sound out
potential enemies)

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. In your own words, state some reasons why officials should know
about the community they serve.

147
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. What four meanings are suggested for the word community? Provide
an example for each meaning from your own community.

3. List five categories of facts one should learn about a community.
How might you collect the information included in each category?

4. The Organizer's Manual= suggests a slightly different approach to
learning about one's community. What technique does the Manual
emphasize?

XII.4.11
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B. COMMUNITY LEADERS

An essential part of any community is its leadership. Who are the
people who make decisions in a locality? Who influence policies and
programs? What folks should public officials contact to learn about the
community, its concerns, and its way of making decisions?

It is important that public officials be aware of and work closely
with community ninfluentials4" those who help to mold opinions. This
hardly nullifies the need to contact and work with as many citizens as
possible; but without the support of the leadership, projects may fail.
One study of 18 communities has shown that Vie proponents of change in
community issues won less than one=third of the time without the united
support of acknowledged leaders. On the other hand, with the support of
these leaders, proponents of change won two-thirds of the time.2

Exploring the variety of possible methods for identifying community
leaders (e.g., the use of questionnaires, interviews, study of decisions)
suggests ways of studying other aspects of community life. Similar
methods may be used to study' the composition of the population and the
role of business leaders, ethnic populations, religious groups, and so on.
We use leadership as one element in a community study.

Read the following article by Harold Nix to learn about community
leaders and how they may be discovered.

149
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IDENTIFYING COMMUNITY LEADERS,
ORGANIZATIONS AND FACTIONS

Identifying Community Leaders

Most modern studies'of community power and leadership have
mod one or mate of four techniques to identify community
leaders. These are (1) the positional approach, (2) the social
participation approach, (3) the reputational approach, and
(4) the decision.making approach.

The positional approach aSSUMe3 that formal authority is
leadership and that thoii individuals who hold top .positions in
the largest and most active organization (governmental or
)oliticil, industrial, business, finance, education, etc.) will
whet the important community.type decisions. Comparative.studies

indicate the lack of reliability of this method.

The social- participation approach is based on the assumption
that leadership isa consequence of social acti4ity. The tech=
nique involved is to- determine-for individuals their membership,
activities, sod offices heldin voluntary associations. The
persona revealed as activists in voluntary associations do not
correlate highly with leaders determined by other methods.

The reputational approach involves the identification of
persons reputed to have power or influence in community affairs.

asking telocted individuile
in the community to name. the_ persons they ioneider to be most
influential or powerful in community affairs. This approach is
based on the assumption that leadership is too complex to be
studied directly. Hence, community informants are asked for
their perceptions of leadership. Many criticisms have been di=
related against this approach.

The decision-making approach involves the study of events
or decisions to determine who was involved in influencing the

150
Reprinted_from IdentificationofLeaders_i_and-Their-=Involvement=f-
hePlaii,PrOcessi .y aro x. u is y Du is ea h

SiNidethe:OepartmeptLof_Health, Education, and Welfare, 1970.
(Public- Health Service PUblication #1998), pp. 13 -22; 33 -39. [Footnotes
omitted]
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outcome. in eddition to being time consmmingi this approach
presents_the difficulty of selecting the moo meaningful events
or AeCisions, In addition, it does not reveal the influence of
policy, reputation, or behind- the - scenes maneuvering, in that the

approach is based on the assumption that power actors must
visibly "do"iomething" to influence a decision.

Perhaps the moat important criticism is the tendency for the
data gathered to present the illusion of a monolithici or an
undifferentiated, power_group. This weakness can be, in pirti
overcome by_ supplementing the technique with additional ques.

aorta, supplementary_ohservationsiand_ refinements in analysis.
There is a growing tendency for basic researchers in the

area_of community leadership to use a combination of approaches,

in that each approach with varying degrees of overlap has a

tendency to identify different functional types of leadeisc.,
. . . . . reputational approach

tends to identify the top:leaders or _legitimizers. The decision-

making approach, tspecially_in the larger communities, tend. to

uncover the effectors or second -level leaders. The social-
participation approach discovers largely the activists, doers,
or joiners. Thepopitional approach has produced varying results.
It identifies leaders of top organizations who.may or may not
be actively:involved in community decision making.

For the public health official or other community change
agent, the multiple approach is impractical. Instead, a modified

reputational approaCh_ is- likely 'to be the most practical and

to provide the most insight in terms of the skills and time
likely to be:i4ailible.

The rePUtetidrit/ Amroash to identifying General ail Speczafiz
Conmulity Lie-dere

The reputational approach described here involves the identi,
fication of individuals who are perceived by knowledgeables to be
most influential in making community-type decisions or in de-
termining.the outcome of community events. There are several
steps in this procedure.

Determining the Geographic- Political Area

The first step in identifying community leaders is to de-
termine the relevant geographic - political area. This is deter-

mined largely by the area of jurisdiction or the area for which
the proposed planning is relevant, or both. If the relevant area

*This may also be read "For most public officials"
especially as it applies to this module.
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is composed of 4 number of political subdivisions such as
cities within a county or cities and counties within a metro-
politan area or a health district, one will likely have to
identify influential* for the whole area and for each of the
siabcomunities. This is especially important where implements-
tion of planned improvements depends upon the cooperation and
coordination of more than one governmental unit:

Dove/toping the Intervies6 Glide

After_ the area of study hail been_determined. the next step
is to decide Which questions_twask forideilifYing leaders and

leadership patterns in the area of environmental health plan,
Cling._ An example of an interview schedule including such
questions may be Seen in Appendix A4_ _ _

In order_to_dstemine_the legitimizers or top influentials,
one could aak: "Would_you please name six or eight persons who

you think hive the moat influence in general affairs (name the

total gitegraPhic..bolifical area); regardless of whether or not
you approve of the way they use_their influence?" In addition

to determining the names of community influentiels, the inter-
viewer may wish to determine their occupations and positions.

*If the total geogralibic.political area is composed of more
than one political unit, such as cities or counties, the same

question may be asked of each unit. It is practical, however, to
ask for only two -or three influentials for each subunit.

Mere are many persons in a community who influence com,

munity decisions i4 specialized issues who would seldomi_if
everl.be named as general leaders. It is important to identify

specialized leaders _in the relevant areas. Specialized areas of
leadership that may be relevont to environmental beilthplanning

and implementation include public health, politics, city or
community planningi business and industry, communication, and
medicine.

Wier than these technical areas of leadership, one often
wishes to determine:the leaders within certain special cate-
gorise who may be overlooked in asking for general community
influentials. For example. women, NegrOeS, and ethnic or other

minority. groups are.often_poorly_represented among_the general

community influentials._ It may, however, be very important_ to

involve these groups_in the planning process. One should,'
therefore, specifically oak for leaders in -these relevant
categories and. interview some of each -type. The assumption is

that they will recognize their own leaders better than the
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dominant group leaders. It is well known, for example, that the
Negroes generally considered as leaders by_White_leideaare
often disrespected by many other Negroes. The teak Offin4ing
leaders of minority groups_by using a_researCher from the
majority is not easy. This is especially true when there is
considerable change and disorganization among the minority
group.

In order to identify leaders -in special areas or minority
groups, one could request: "Would you please name two or three
peredhs_in (name of community or subcommunity) who have the
Most itifluence in each of the following areas (or groups).; "

Factions, as well as leaders, should be taken into account
in environmental and other areas of community planning. Factions
orlasic divisions in a community may be identified hyiiking
questions such as "What do you consider_to be the biai
factions (cleavages,. diviaions, or areas of opposition) in
(name of _total community) ?" Such a question could be followed
by asking: ."Who is the best,person to act as a IgoAiitleen' or
link between these factions?"

Organizations and groups_as,well as indiiidUals exercise
influence over the affairs of a_communitY. In communities not
characterized by-- bossism or a high degree of disorganization;
one can usually find some group or organization that serves as a
focal point for important community decisions. It is here that
legitimization of proposed projects_ _usually takes place. In
small rural -or oneindustry towns, this group may be a small
informal clique of influentials who meet periodically to make
decisions- that vitally influence the community. In larger,
more complex, and more diversified communities, one often finds -
a coordination of community affairs taking place in one dominant
organization, such as a chamber of commerce. In other large
communities, there maybea rather ct.tercut division of re=
sponsibility in community decision making between two or more
organizations with informal coordination between them.' These
organizations or groups made up of representatives of varying

vested interests were referred to as coordinative interstitial
groups in an earlier section.

An approach to identifying influential (coordinative) ow,
munity groups or organizations is -to ask: "Would you please
name the groups or. organiiations which you consider as having
the most influence on the general affairs of this community?"

A more Specific question relating to environmental health
planning is: "As you know; environmental health generally in-
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-dudes such areas of concern As water supply, sewerage, waste
collection and disposal, air pollution, neighborhood recreation

and sanitation, housing, and food inspection. Which organiza-
tions in this community do you think could be more influential
in determining whether or not a progr.0 to improve these areas
would be successful?"

Selecting. the Respondents

After the questions have bien_determined, another step is to
select respondents or people who are knowledgeable about the
leadership and issues in the community. Typically, .these
persons hold positions such as director of the. local chamber
of commerce, banker, leading business and industrial executives,
leading ministers, pditors, mayors and city managers. Several
approaches have been used to select knowledgeables, and there

are indications that the varying approaches yield essentially
the same results.. Two approaches will be described briefly.
Either should provide an adequate working knowledge for health-
planning purposes.

Snowball Method. In using the "snowball" method, the
leadership study is started with interviews with one or two
well-known key figures in the community, such as an influential
editor, banker, businessman, or chaiher of commerce president.
AA part of the interview, the individual is asked to name six
or eight of the most influential persons'in general community

affairs. A running tabulation of persona named should be kept,
and those named often should in turn be interviewed. This
process may continue until the interviewer can largely predict

the interviewees' responses. For applied research, our ex-
periences indicate that a good working knowledge may be gained
in a smallcommunity of less than 10,000 people with from 10 to
20 interviews. The leadership structures of communities with

populations of from 10,000 to 100,000 may be comprehended with

from 15 to 25 interviews. Larger communities or communities
split by several factions or political subdivisions would re.
quire more interviews, if one is to understand the total com-
munity and its Stibilivii lE

Panel Method. The pane. method cells for a careful selec-
tion of one or two top leaders in each of several institutional

areas, such as (1) government, .(2) business and industry,
(3) mass communication,.(4) education, (5) health, (6) religion,
(7) labor, and (8) welfare. The addition of other categories
for special purposes may be desirable. These may include

/5;1
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ratiOntitY groups, women, or leaders from subcommunitiea and
Political subdiviaions.

The members of this panel are interviewed and asked to name
aix or eight of the most influential persons in the community.
As in the snowball method, a tabulation of persons named float
often will lead to further seleccions until the interviewers
feel that they have a sufficient working knowledge of the
leadership pettsrns in the community.

Interviewing

rot this type of'study involving rather confidential Rs,
cuasions with persons of high status in the community, it is
recommended that the interviewer have the_appearance, skill, and
status to command the respect of the influential ;. Thia would
likely be a person occupying one of the top poaitions in the
local health department. An alternate solution is to bring in a
social scientist from the state health department, local college,
or state university. There are some advantages to having
competent outsider carry out this particular assignment.

. The intervie* may be quite formal. That is, the interviewer
many (J) contact the person to be interviewed, (2) identify him
self and the organization he represents, (3) indicate that he
wishes to consult with him regarding the leadership of the com4
munityk (4) state the purposes of the interview, (5) specify hew
the infOrmstion will be used, and (6) indicate the confidential
ast4fe of the interview. The questions are asked and the ansWera
recorded in the appropriate space on a specially prepared fora%
(Set Appendix 4).

On the other hand, one miet prefer to conduct the study in a/
much more casual manner. He may prefer to simplify his'questionej

and, on the golf ceurse.oe at coffee, state that he need; ,Coal.,
munivy support for a community improvement program, and then
discretely ask about influentials, special area leaders, and
influential organizationsObe responses are mentally noted to he
recorded soon after the interview. The asking of such queations
Usually Means to the interviewee that the interviewer is at.
tempting to go through the regular channel with his program.

Strinary of funding;

After the decision is made to.stop interviewing, the re.
sponnse should be summarised for each question in the interview
schedule. The first step in summarising.the responses to the
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first question would be to determine the frequency or number of
*times each leader is named. The process of tabulating the fre-
quency of nominations for each leader can be routinized by the
use of s tally form such as the following.

GENERAL COMMUNITY LEADERS BY REPUTATION.
JONESVILLE, Junk 1967

Na. Tally Frequency.

Johnny Bishop rKL 1144 11 I2

William Jones rim 1141 1141 1.1.44 1141 111 28

SW-- all_Henry-

tells Adams 1141 11 _22____

With such a form, names can be listed as nominated on the sched-
ules and tally marks made for each nomination. It is then .a

simple matter to.count the tally marks by each name and record
the frequencies in the frequency column. By totaling the number
of nominstions anckthe frequencies, one can determine other
measures, such as mean number of times leaders &renominated, the

percentages of interviewees who nominate any particular lender,
and others.

The seyeand step -in summarizing the responses would be to make

an array of the nominated leaders in the order of the number of
times Mentioned. The.array should also include the ranking of
leaders and the frequency of times mentioned. The following
suggested form could be us'Al.

GENERAL COMMUNITY LEADERS BY RANK ORDER AND FREQUENCY,
JONESYILLE, June 1207

Rank Name Frequency

William Jones 28

Lewis Adams 22

58 Julia Wilkerson_

15G
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Depending upon the purpose of, the study, some researchers would
eliminate from the array those named only once or twit's.

Another way to view the responses is to develop sociograms
to determine who names whom. Ronjean adds insight to the data
gained by the reputational approach by determining which leaders
are nominated by only top leaders, by only low -level leaders,
and by both tip leideri and low-level leaders. Those named
only by the top leidari he calls "hidden" leaders; those named
only by loi=level leaders are called "symbolic" leaders; and
thosi nailed by both to and low-level leaders are called "vial.
bli" leaders. The understanding or use of these more SOPhisti.
csted proiedures would require familiarity with the cited
references and other pertinent literature, or consultation with
the social scientist suggested above as interviewer or with a
professional community organization consultant.

Each question in the interview schedule can be treated
similarly to the question illustrated above. that is, various
summaries can be developed br the use of tallies, frequency.
distributions, arrays, and sociograms.

The names of persona named and ranked by the.foregoing
procedures should not he disclosed beyond the individuals
carrying out the Study. This type of data should be treated_ as
con fidentiAl and should be used only as a guide to determining
individuals, organizations, and factions to involve in the
health study- planning- action process.

Additional Observation

The procedures described give us mainly the names of power
actors and power organizations. A ranking of leaders by number
of times mentioned does not tell us the power structure, pattern
of interaction, or clique structure among these actors. The
question, on factions and "go- betweens " yield some insight into
the pattern of interaction. The alert interviewer may also gain
some insight by probe questions about which top leaders work
together or against each other. After the interviews, additional
insight can be'gained by certain observations of the patterned
relationship between influentials and organizations. After being
sensitized by the leadership survey, one can quickly gain cues
to interaction patterns by noting (1) names in the news, (2).
sides taken in Community issues, (3) visiting patterns, (4) who
has coffee with whom, (5) who frequents whose office, and (6)
kinship ties and other patterns.
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Identifying the DecisionMaking Prc:cesa

After determining the reputed influentials, ebeereing pat-
terns of interaction, and reading the local newspapet, one Can
probably generalise about the process by which the important
decisions are made in a community. One could de-I-reit* standard
questions in the interview schedule about Where in how important
decisions are made. Our experience in several studies iodicetes,
however, that this is a question onekeeps constantly in mind
but does not ask all respondents.: It may be asked sa a probe
question of a few individuals with whom the interviewer has
established a high degree of confidence and rapport.

A few examples Of the decision-Making groups aed protease*
will illustrate our point. The writer was asked to make a study
of a small county seat of approximately 5,000 people. 00 the
first day in town, he interviewed five knowledgeiblea and hod a
good indication of Who the.top leaders were. The next morning in
a quiet motel restaurant, the four men who had been nominated
most often as top influential* were observed_havine breakfast
together. In addition, they met every morning for breakfast dur
ing the four days of the study. Further observations and ii-
quiries indicated that this "informal leadership clique" let
daily to discos* community and county affairs. Ihef, went their
separate ways to meet lower level leaders for coffee et WOO eau

In a larger, more diversified community, it was found by the
second day of study that important projects, to be successful,
must be approved by the chamber of commerce. In a still larger
and more complex community, there appeared to be 4 division of
labor. A special industrial development organization exercised
great power over economic matters. The local community social
council (division of United Fund) was very influential in the
social service areas of health, welfare, and recreation. The
chamber of commerce appeared to lead ia affairs relative to
planning, development, and utilities. Thera was general con.
sensus about each organization's areas of influence, /0 addi-
tion, the organizations were tied cloiely together by over.
lapping membership.

In a medium-sized community, it was found thAt.bseic de.
ciaions aboutwhich major project to push each year were Made by
a semisecret community development organization. Oht4 the 4.
cision was made, the chamber of commerce, to which all the
memera of the semisecret organization belonged, carried the
main burden of implementation. The decision making we have been

21
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_discussing in thesis' examples occurs in what was described in
preceding sections as coordinative interstitial groups.

Both the leadership form or structure, as well as the persona

who occupy the positions of leadership in a community, are
constantly changing. The original identification study must,
therefore, be updated. This updating is perhaps best achieved by,

continuous testing of the, earlier conclusions reached gent who

or what are the influential individuals, organizationa, and
factions in a community. If continuous updating is not con-
venient, the identification study may be repeated at 2- or 3-
year intervals.

The efforts to this point have been to discuss the nature of

community and community leadership as.well as to discuss a
method of identifying the community leaders, organizations, and

factions. An example of an interview schedule prepared far the
identification of leaders, organizations. Ind factions in a
Georgia metropolitan community is reproduced in Appendix A.

The idea of using reputstional leaders and perhaps positional

leadersto do more than identify themselves and other community
leaders has been used in Kentucky and Georgia. This approach of
using leviers as respondents to study needs, problems, attitudes,

status of services, organizational structure, as well ai leader-

ship of the community, has been called Community Reconnaissance
Method.
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APPENDIX A
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Macon, the county seat of Bibb County, is located on the
"fall line" 6 miles from the geographical center of Georgia.
The third largest city in Georgia, Macon had an estimated

*population in 1964 of 128,000, while Bibb County as a whole had
a population of approximately 145,900. The dominant influence
of Micon made it practical for studying community leadership to
consider Macon. and Bibb County as one unit.

The following interview schedule was designed to aid in the
selection of leaders, organizations, and factions to involve in
planning an adult community education program for Macon and
Bibb Cauity. The same procedures described in this monograph
for the identification leaders, organizations, and factions
for health-planning pur.:.,sos were considered appropriate as a
base to Involve thee r,:s in planning for adhlt education.
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Reconnaissance for Selection of
Leaders, C)rganizations, and

Factions MaconBibb County, 1968

A6 Identification

Date: Interview Number

B. Introduction

Name

Ciganization
Sponsorship
Purposes

Confidential (see interviewer instructions)

Cs Interview Schedule

1. First, would you please name about six or eight persons
Who you think have the most influence on general community
affairs in the Yamon.Sibb County community, regardless of
whether or not you approve of the way they use their
influence.

Name CCti tiff 041 16II

".e.....,...
mft*"..

-,....V.............P.

,mimmas.mw~.,
.1s 0.0/...

~,-'er'
20 What the %;'.tion or p ,),; pion of each?

411
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3, Next, would you name two or three parlous wham you con-
eider to be the most influential leaders in each of the
following specialized areas? 'those already named as general

community leaders. may also be named as leaders in special.
ised areas.

4. Ohat is the main occupation or position of each?

Area Name

liminess and I.

Industry
2.

./../......A .

Poll tic a

3.

1.

2,

3. W4 4.0..
Education

Religion and
Morale

CoimUnications

(Masa Media)

Welfare

Labor

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

..10..W....0%
.....111..........

ofta..........40.
....................1.1

.
MOO....
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Ares Nana Occupation/Position

Recreation

"Cultural"
Affairs

IA (Legal

Affairs)

City or

Conmunity
Planning

%Men Leaders

Negro Leaders

Public Health
Programs

?tied-lane

2.

3.

141

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.
3.

1;

2;
1

J.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2

3.

1.

2.

3.

5. Name one or more groups or organizations having, in your
opinion, influence on what happens in the MaconBibb
County community.
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6. Weald you please rank these organizations from the most
influential to the least influential.

Group or Organization Rating

(1, 2, 3, etc.)

7. What do you consider to be the basic factions, cleavages,
or areas of opposition in the MaconBibb County community?

8. Who is the best person to act as a link between these
factions?

Link

EL Riqvgdent Charaateristios

Finally, I would like to ask you some questions about your;
self, not to identify you as a person, but to determine the
.ccinions of ,broad classes of people. (DO NOT' ASK FOR INFERMA..
TION ALREADY (MOWN.)

1. Age: 2. Sex: 3. Race:

4. What is your main occupation and position (within an
organization)?

Occupation z" °"

1 4
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S. Hor many years of education have you completed?

Elementary or High School (number of years)
College (number of years)
Other (number of years)

(what?)

6. Residence: Do you live within the City of Macon
in the suburbs or in the county

7. How long have you lived in Bibb County?
of tears

7

numbeor

8. Have you lived here all of your life, except perhaps for
a temporary absence due to military, schooling, etc.?

Yes ; No

9. Do you presently hold any political/governmental office(s)?
Yes ; NO_

If yes, which one(s)?

Elected

Appointed

E. Seiuplss- Introduction

I am from the University of-
Georgia. I am here representing a joint effort among the univer-
sity, your local junior college, and the Greater Macon ChaMber of
Commerce. MY immediate purpose is to identify a number of gen-
eral community lenders, specialized leaders, and influential
°realizations.

Later a team of faculty and staff nrmbers from the univer=
sity and Macon Junior College come in tc interview these
leaders concerning their views.1 of tivi need:,1 :end problems of
Macon and Bibb County,

Information about. these needs anioblemi will be of use
to your Macon unicr College in der:loping its adult community
development program. It will also be of use to the Greater Macon
Chem.:2er of Commerce, the Macon-Bibb County Planning Commission,
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the Beast of .Georgia Planning end lievelopment Commission, an,

other leaders in continuing to "Move Macon" in your choser.

direction. From the university's point of view, we arc inter -

ested-in studying through the eyes of local leaders the need
and problems of the community for the value the informa:ior
Reined will have in helping us understand "urban problems.' it

general. This undirstanding will aid us in making more realisti(

our statewide program in urban and community development.

Please keep in mind that the answers you give me are
confidential. That is, they will not be connected with your
vane. Only I will see your answers. From all the responses, I

shell prepare a list of the names of leaders who will be asked

to discuss the needs and problems of Macon and Bibb County with
the research team that will visit your community in November.

16G
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. What are the four techniques described for identifying communitS,
leaders?

6. Choose one of the four techniques discussed by Harold Nix in
the preceding article ,!lich would be most appropriate for
identifying each 'f the 7ollowing community leaders,

a. Mrs. Ash is president of the local League of Women Voters4
active in hi.- church, and one of.the founders of the local
recycling group. Her leadership role would be discovered
using the approach.

b. Mr. Brown was instrumental in getting the Mayor to approve
his community for urban renewal activity. Mr. Brown also
helped promote the decision to relocate the police station
in the area.

c. Thirteen well-known residents of Riverview identified Mr.
Clark as an important and influential person in the community.

d. Mr. Donegal is the ward leader of our community,'and also
works downtown.

e. The name of Evelyn N. keeps coming up as interviewers talk
with community residents. Ms. N. holds no official position,
and is not very active in voluntary organizations. Still,
almost every person interviewed has suggested that she plays
a role in community life. One woman stated: "I'd check with
Evelyn N. before promoting any improvement."

1 6
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7. The author_.of this reading, Harold Nix, actually focuses attention
on one method. Which method or technique does he expound upon and
why do you think he chose that method?

8. Suggest a method for discovering leaders in your own community,
using techniques and methods which will give you more information
than you have now.

16S
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C. NEIGHBORHOOD LEADERSHIP

So far we have discussed several generally accepted ways of identifying

leader: in a community. Before concluding this module, we should raise
some troublesome questions.

Are the-leaders who are identified by reputation, status,
or previous decision-making roles the actual leaders of
the area?

- Should leaders be developed and trained within the
neighborhood?

Are there 50 many leaders for the various roles that
some of them may never be identified?

Oto any one person or any single group truly, represent
eon/lenity?

In hi:, etek with a group of teen-age boys the author noted that the

true leader never asserted himself in public, never assumed the office of

president, and never identified himself as the actual decision-maker. Some

communities are like that; the real leaders do not appear to be leading,

but play a role behind the scenes.

Saul Alinsky, founder of the People's Organization, points out that

frequently, Wien a community is being studied, instead of searching out true,

indigenous leadership, officials or agents look for persons similar to

themselves. "The organizers themselves feel much more at hive with these

people, and find them more articulate and more able to talk in terms and

values that (they) are comfortable with."3

Rather than simply identifying status leaders or those who have held

power for years, organizers following Alinsky seek to recruit and train new

leadership. The new leadership must come from the people themselves, speak

the local language, and know their neighbors. Alinsky says:

The building of a People's Organization can be done only
by the people themselves. The only way that people can express
themselves is through their leaders. By their leaders we mean
those persons whom the local people define -WIT look up to as
leaders, Native or indigenous leadership is of fundafilental
importance in the attempt to build a People's Organization,
for without the support and co-operative efforts of native
leaders any such venture is doomed to failure in the very
beginning.

16y
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These indigenous leaders are ina very -true sense the
real representatives of -the people of the community: They
have earned their position of leadership among their people
and are accepted as leadert. A People's organization must
be rooted_inithe_pettple_themselves: if a_People's Organization
were -to bethought of as a_tree, the indigenous leaders would
be the_roots and the people themselves the soil. To rest on
the_tOil and be nourished by the soil, the tree must be sup-
ported by its roots.4

Another trOUblesome aspect of leadership is this question: Who re-
presents a community? In a broader tensei'the question is: Can any person

or group truly represent a community? Because in a sense no one can re-.

present others, providing every citizen the opportunity to participate

avoids endorsing leaders or the problem of identifying those who concevably

may represent an area or a titeable number of the residents. At the very

least if some citizens are to be "representatives," they thoUld be elected

by their peers and. not selected by someone outside the group.

For public Officials, some of these points are bound to cause

difficulties. Leaders may change from time to time or from issue to issue.

Perhaps leaders change because of neighborhood dissatisfaction with previous

leaders or because of the high transiency in urban neighborhoods. So

while officials certainly desire to designate or work with one or several

representative citizens or with a representatiiie group, this is seldom
possible. No one resident may represent citizens on all issues, and even

those who claim to represent may be spuriously making that claim. The

Officials must be accountable to all citizens. While they may frequently

negotiate with the leaders, they should always be open to others,.2to

evolving leaders, and especially to the indigenous leadert. This is one

reason why elected community boards offer a partial solution-to. the problem

of arepreseAtativeness."

ril

Suggest from_the.readingtior from your experience several__
reasons why_leadert identified by-the reputptional approach
may not be the actual leaders of a community.
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10. What As Alinsky's position on community leadership?

11. Given the concept of "representativeness," is it possible for
one person to represent a neighborhood? Why or why not?

D. THE NEIGHBORHOOD ATLAS STUDY

The Neighborhood Atlas study of Pittsburgh, described in the following

article by Ahlbrandt and Cunningham, combines several of the ideas presented
:n this module by:

seeking to identify neighborhoods;

flo using map drawing sessions to get citizens'
perceptions of their neighborhoods;

40 helping to structure "communities" which would
foster citizen participation;

40 using questionnaires to get citizens'
attitudes toward their communities;

40 establishing a structure and a process which
Will help_public officials to become more
accountable;

The Atlas study helps us by prqviding several method.1, by which we
can learn more about out neighborhoods or communities. It also suggests that

each neighborhood is unique, and public officials may have to treat areas

individually in order to be accountable. The survey-suggests, too, that

citizens feel considerable dissatisfaction with urban communities, and that

government services can 'be improved.
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PITT HELPS CITY MOVE TOWARD NEIGHBORHOOD GOVERNMENT

BY

ROGER S. AHURANDT, 3R

AND

JAMES V. CUNNINGHAM

*Reprinted with permission of the authors and of the publishers of
Pitt SuAPtement in which this article originally appeared.
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The University [of Pittsburgh] has been helping the City of Pittsburgh move
into a new era of neighborhood government.

What began a few years ago as an unheralded Pitt-aided research project
for the Pittsburgh Neighborhood Alliance has taken on major significance
since January, When a new voter-approved home=rule charter went into effect,
authorizing "community advisory boards" for the neighborhoods of Pittsburgh.
With the charter providing that the first community boards can be elected
in 1977, the city must soon be divided into community advisory board districts,
each district to contain one or more whole Aighborhoods. Since the Pitt-
aided research project is identifying the boundaries are based on census tracts
the project has become crucial to establishing the new boards, a fact given
formal recognition by city government.

While Pittsburgh's Department of City Planning has long published a map
of the city's neighborhoods, the boundaries as based on census tracts and do
and do not match most neighborhood boundaries as seen by their residents.
Census tracts in Pittsburgh are subdividions of wards, whose lines were
drawn decades ago and are now obsolete.

Known as the Pittsburgh Neighborhood Atlas, the research effort not only
is identifying neighborhood boundaries, but also aims to develop a neighborhood
information system which could be useful to volunteer neighborhood organizations,
the various departments of city government, and especially to the new com-
munity boards.

The story goes back to 1969 when thirty neighborhood organizations
in Pittsburgh, sharing frustration in their dealings with city hall, fed-
erated into the Pittsburgh Neighborhood Alliance, and began campaigns to
draw attention to the needs of neighborhoods, influence city budget-making,
and aid individual neighborhoods with their larger problems.

At the time Pete Flaherty had just been elected mayor in a campaign in
which he had promised more attention to the neighborhoods. Neighborhood
leaders who formed the Alliance felt it was an opportune moment to seek a
new, more productive relationship with city hall.

Faculty and field-work students from the Pitt School of Social Work
aided neighborhood groups in organizing the new federation, and establishing
its relations with city government.

1,73
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Both benefits and conflicts flowed from the effort. As the new

alliance pursued the relationship, especially in its attempts to influen.e

the making of the city's annual operating budget, neighborhood leaders

became acutely aware of their weakness in negotiating. Part of the weak-

ness flowed from the lack of legitimacy of the volunteer, informal or-

ganizations, and part from a lack of current, precise information about

their own neighborhoods.

Which neighborhoods were losing, which gaining population? What

was happening to housing, employment, and incomes? Was the number of shops

and small service businesses growing or declining? What were the public

service priorities of people? Which services in which neighborhoods were

considered adequate, which inadequate? And so on.

To remedy this information weakness, staff from Pitt's Office of Urban

and Community Services, together with faculty from the University Center

for Urban Research and the School of Social Work, aided leaders of the

Pittsburgh Neighborhood Alliance in designing an information system for

the neighborhoods, based largely on concepts originated by the Institute

of Neighborhood Studies in Washington, O.C. From the beginning the pro=

ject benefited from the advice of the institute and its director, Milton

Kotler, who is nationally known for his seminal book, Neighborhood Government

published in 1969.

A committee of 10th ward residents came together to help guide the

project, and to give it local support. A llrge sample of households was

visited, with 10th ward residents and Pitt students serving as interviewers.

Householders were asked to identify their neighborhood and its boundaries

as they saw them. They were asked for their views on a wide range of

public services, and fur information about themselves.

At the same time, 10th ward neighborhood leaders came together to

assess their neighborhoods' boundaries, and to draw maps from the perceptions.

The results of the 10th ward project convinced those involved that a

city-wide effort was feasible. The pilot project was the testing ground for

the questionnaire (818 interviews were conducted) and the techniques used

to determine neighborhood boundaries. Questions which did not produce useful

information were deleted or altered in some manner prior to insertion in the

1r4
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final questionnaire for the city project. Three techniques were used to

identify neighborhood boundaries in the 10th ward -wo proved useful and were
retained for the larger effort. These two were the group map-drawing sessions
by neighborhood leaders, and questions asked in the individual interviews.

In addition to refining the research techniques, the 10th ward project

made a signifint contribution to the development of the information system
which would eventually evolve into the Neighborhood Atlas. One neighborhood,
Garfield, was selected for detailed analysis. Information from the survey

was supplemented by hard, quantifiable data gathered from other sources in
order to construct a comprehensive picture of the condition of the neighborhood.

Residential real estate transaction prices were used to depict the

over-all direction of neighborhood change, the theory being that housing

prices capture the quality of the neighborhood environment as well as

attritutes of the structure itself, and, therefore, an analysis of trends

in market prices would provide an insight into.the direction of neighborhood

change. (For instance, declining prices relative to other locations would

signal neighborhood decline.) Other indicators which were used to monitor

aspects of neighborhood change included the number of mortgage loans (ad-

justed for the number of real estate transactions), real estate tax delinquency,

building permits, and the number of welfare cases.

The analysis of the Garfield data convinced the researchers and the

citizens who were involved that the information system could produce useful

results, useful in the sense of not only showing the direction in which the

neighborhood was moving but also suggesting courses of remedial actio.

For instance, in Garfield a pessimistic picture was portmyed. Res-

idential real estate transactions, deflated by the Consumer Price index,

showed a net decrease during the period studied; mortgages were on the decline;

tax delinquency was increasing; and welfare cases were on the rise. These

indicators reveal a neighborhood which has continued to decline despite

$5-million in renewal funds invested in the neighborhood by government

since 1969.

In order to develop a strategy to counteract decline, more specific

data was necessary, and this was available from the household survey.

Garfield residents were more dissatisfied with their nt.i9hwrhood than
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residents of the other 10th ward neighborhoods. Fifty-four per cent of

the respondents felt their neighborhood was unsafe, and 62 per cent were

dissatisfied with recreational services. The survey data therefore pinpointed

some of the major causes of resident unhappiness, and do so in a manner which

is useful to city officials and citizen organizations. This type of an in-

formation system should be invaluable to the community advisory boards

when they are created.

In order to experiment with the form for a neighborhood information

system, the Garfield data were packaged in a 16 -page booklet, the cover of

which shows a map of the city depicting Garfield's general location. The

Graphic Arts Department of Pitt's Communications Center made a significant

contribution to the project by helping to design; lay out, and assemble

the Garfield Mini-Atlas. This sample atlas is being circulated among potential

users to elicit comments.

As the Neighborhood Atles project was being designed and tested, other

opportunity came the way of the Pittsburgh Neighborhood Alliance. An

election for a charter commission was held in the city in 1972. Several

citizens active in neighborhood affairs, including Gabor Kish, president

of the Alliance, won election to the commission.

The new charter commission hired Professor James Cunningham of the

School of Social Work as its director, and began an exhauitive study of

Pittsburgh's city government, aided by considerable involvement of citizens

and organizations from throughout the city. So the year 1972 saw charter

reform and Atlas research steaming along on parallel tracks.

Charter commission members found that a chief complaint of Pittsburgh

people was a lack of access to city government. For more than a century

prior to 1911 the neighborhoods had had representatives in select and common

councils. Dur'ng 1911 the State legislatuee abolished the two large councils

and replaced them with a single, 9-member, at-large council. Neighborhood

representation in city government ended.

A major finding of the charter commission was that "Mechanisms need

to be provided to ensure citizens the means to communicate with city govern-

ment, and to participate in its processes."

1 76
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The commission, after many public hearings and long discussion and
debate, decided to retain the small at=large council as a policy-making

body with citywide view, but to authorize community advisory boards to
be the voices of citizens and neighborhoods.

This was one cf the most

charter offered to Pittsburgh

said the boards did not offer

union said the boards offered

provision for advisory boards

"yes," 51,484 to 43,146.

controversial provisions in the proposed

voters at the November 1974 election. Blacks

enough power to the neighborhoods. The police

too much. Mayor Flaherty criticized the

but sat out the referendum. The voters said

During 1974 the charter commission became interested enough in the 10th
ward pilot effort to provide some funding. The commission also inserted a

requirement in the charter that districts for the new community advisory

boards be drawn with consideration for "areas of the city recognized as

neighborhoods becaUse of historical, geographic, or other factors." The
charter commission report also directed that "no traditional neighborhoods

should be split in drawing district lines."

At that time, Pittsburghers in the neighborhoods and city government
knew of no proven, acceptable method for delineating the boundaries of an
urban nelghborhood. Hence, the boundary determination experimentation in
the 10th ward became of crucial importance.

As the map-drawing and citizen-perception method employed in the 10th
ward proved workable, the Pittsburgh Neighborhood Alliance moved to expand

the Atlas project city-wide--again with aid from University of Pittsburgh

faculty, staff, and students.

Strong encouragement came also from city government. On May 5, 1975,

city council, by a 9-0 vote, authorized a $25,000 city contract with the

Atlas project to aid it in producing boundaries for all the neighborhoods of

the city.

With the 10th ward project fully milked for ideas and direction by

mid-1975, planning for the city -wide effort was accelerated and completed

by year's end. Execution of the city-wide Atlas effort began in January

1976 with volunteers and staff beginning a long tramp across the city,

holding map-drawing sessions every week with leaders in one or more neighbor-

hoods.

n/
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An overhead projector was used to orient citizens to neighborhood

maps and the art:of map-drawing. Most participatants caught on quickly

and by June, 1976, 40 sessions had been held and a thousand revealing

citizen -drawn maPs-iollected.

Map-drawing sessions mainly draw neighborhood activists. So, at the

same time the Sessions were being held, a massive mail survey was undertaken

to gain the .perceptions and attitudes Of a large cross section of that vast

majority of residents who never go to meetings.

Prior to undertaking the city-wide mailing, the questionnaire was pre=

tested to determine if the Shortened survey instrument with changes inserted

would produce useful results, and also to obtain the response rate (a 5 per

cent sample was needed; therefore, the number required tcbe sent out depended

upon the expected rate of response;. Three hundred questionnaires were

mailed in the pretest, and approximately one-third were returned in a usable

form;

The city-wide effort was designed to survey a sample of registered

voters. To obtain names and addresL ,, a contract was entered into with

Allegheny County's Bureau of Election-. A 15 per cent sample of all regis-

tered voters was drawn from each of the city's 423 voting districts. The

initial mailing included 29,000 households, and a 5 per cent or better re-

sponse rate was achieved in 316 districts. For the other 107 districts,

another 15 per cent sample was randomly selected, excluding those in the

first sample, and a mailing of an additional 6,000 households was undertaken.

The results are not yet available. However, if any district is still

deficient, telephone interviews will be conducted.

The magnitude of the mailing and the subsequent handling of the re-

turns necessitated well-developed procedures to efficiently catalog the

results and key-punch the data for computer processing. Staff from Pitt's

Urban Research Center worked closely with the Atlas staff to devise a

workable system for expeditiously handling in excess of 9,000 returns. Most

of the data ' - been prepared for computer processing, and the preliminary

analysis ay.

The daire developed for the city-wide mailing, shortened

considerably from the 10th ward pilot, consists of 17 questions, several

having up to 12 parts. The questions concentrate upon neighborhood bound-
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aries, neighborhood problems (unsafe streets, stray dogs, vacant buildings,

etc.), and resident satisfaction with public services (police, schools,
parks and recreation, street maintenance, etc.). Respondents are also asked
to comment on their reasons for dissatisfaction. In addition, socio-economic

and demographic data are requested.

The information will be combined with data provided by Pittsburgh's

Department of City Planning to form a mini-atlas for each neighborhood, and

for each community advisory board when formalized. The data will include

residential real estate transactions, the number cf conventional mortgages

loans, information on population and income provided by R.L. Polk and Com-
pany, and the attitudinal data from the survey.

This information will facilitate an analysis of neighborhood problems

and resident satisfaction across all of Pittsburgh's neighborhoods. Elected
officials and professionals in various city departments will have a concrete
basis for assessing the quality of the services being delivered. Although
quality is a subjective evaluation on the part of city residents, there is

no reason to believe that citizens' perceptions should not constitute a

valid proxy for variations in the actual quality of services provided.

The availability of these data marks the first time that quality in-

dicators'for analyzing public service delivery have been available, and

it is at least a starting point for attempting to assess where neighborhood
needs are the greatest. This information should be a useful input into the
formulation of the city's operating, capital improvement, and community

development budgets.

The Neighborhood Atlas will also be helpful to the elected community

advisory boards, as well as to voluntary neighborhood organizations. The
Atlas will identify neighborhood problems and will enable priorities to be

established for each neighborhood on the basis of fact, Aot bias or emotion.

Representatives of a neighborhood will thus be armed with hard data and hill

be in a stronger position to articulate their demands for improved service

delivery to the appropriate city departments and elected officials.

The information system may help to introduce more relationality into

tie qity's budgetary process. A neighborhood will be able to argue its

case by pointing tc its rel,,oship to the rest of the city. Likewise,

governmental officials will be in a more secure position to turn down the
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requests of neighborhoods which have outperformed the rest of the city.

the extent that these results occur; resources will be allocated to

neighborhoods demonstrating the greatest need.

While the 40 map-drawing sesSions mainly have produced data about

neighborhood boundaries, they also have served as information, discussion,

and question-and-answer sessions on the imminent community advisory boards.

The boards are complex in design, and the chance try inform a thousand

neighborhood activists about their intricacies has not been wasted. Questions,

doubts, and comments were plentiful at the sessions, and well-informed

persons were on hand to answer.

The most-frequently-asked questions concerned the powers of the

boards, ,id their relation to mayor, council, and other parts of city

government. Initial powers of the new community advisory boards will be

limited to:

fii reviewing and advising council and the mayor on proposed
zoning changes in the community district;

III reviewing and advising council and mayor on the social
and physical plans for the district;

reviewing and advising council and the mayor on the
distribution of city services to the district;

meeting annually with the mayor and council to discuss
problems; needs, and public affairs of the district;

II mandating a meeting within two weeks with the aporopriL e
head of a major administrative unit of the city to
discuss a specific district problem.

Council may, by ordinance, give additional powers and duties to the

boards. Powers may also be added by_initiative and referendum. An example

of a ,Aential additional power would be a veto over zoning proposals;

Future powers granted likely will depend upon the strength, com=,

petence, and intiative of the new boards; as well as on the size of the

constituencies they build. If the boards are weak and ineffective, they

will remain advisory; and perhaps even fade away, If the boards are ag-

gressive and productive, the public is likely to support additional powers.
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The boards will be 4 legitimate part of city government, and their

members will be public offic s, although they will not be paid. Board

members will be elected at regular murcipal elections along with council

members;

This move by Pittsburgh to a preliminary form of neighborhood

government is part of a national movement. More than twenty cities,

including Portland, Ore., New York City, Birminghaci!, Ala., Indianapolis,

Ind., Newton, Mass., Dayton, Ohio, and Washingtcn. have taken some

steps toward establishing a formal role for neighborhood groups in local

government;

Washington's "advisory neighborhood comm ions" were elected for the

first time in February 1976, and are now going through birth_pains; arguing.

whether citizens who are not commission members are to be allowed to speak

at regular weekly meetings; Washington has 30 boards; and each is to have

a substantial grant of tax funds to spend for neighborhood purposes, a

Power "At given to Pittsburgh's boards, at least not yet;

;anal recognition of a need for vigorous urban neighborhoods--in-

clud g exercise of governmental powers--has come from such respected

bodies, as the Cc..:,ittee for Eccncmic Development, made up of leading

corporate executives and educators, the AMerican InstituteofArchitects,

and the federal government's own Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental

Relations. These organizations see the neighborhood as a principal.scurce

of citizen loyalty and citizen effort; two essential elements for main=

taining and improving cities. The movement for neighborhood government comes

at a time of continued population decline for most cities, and is viewed

as a possible psychological aid to slowing the decline; (Althoug:1, of course,

not all students of cities view population reduction as a bad thing.)

Population decline has been particularly acute in Pittsburgh, where

there has been a net loss of 200,000 persons since 1950; The city's coming

community advisory boards may be a new stimulus for reinvigoration of the

city's residential areas.

In addition to approving boundary lines for the new board districts,

Pittsburgh's city council must write and pass a complex ordinance setting
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up the organization and procedures for the boards. Here the council

will have more aid from the University of Pittsburgh/Pittsburgh Neigh-

borhood Alliance combination. Jon Robison, a master's student in the

Graduate School of Public and International Affairs, who also serves as

vice-president of the Alliance, is writing a model ordinance as his thesis.

Of great consequence to the boards will be the attitude of Pittsburgh's

next mayor. Pete Flaherty has announced he will not seek re-election

in 1977. The first boards will be sworn in the same day as the new mayor.

If there are aggressive boards and a mayor who supports the notion of

neighborhood participation in city governments it could meal a significant

and probably constructive change in the way things are run in Pittsburgh.

However, if the new mayor ignores the boards or oppose.: decentralization

of power, there could be great civic conflict and perhaps accelerated

decline.

Meantime, Pitt people and neighborhood folk work enthusiastically,

building the framework for what they hope will he an effective and

constructive exercise of government powers by neighborhood people. As

Dean David Epperson of the School of Six:A Perk hay "Our students

and faculty have both learned and contributed much in this joint effort.

It is only to be hoped their contributions will have lasting effect in

helping make Pittsburgh a city infused with vigorous civic life, proud

of its neighborhood democracy and justice."

Dr. Ahlbrandt is an associate professor and Dr. Cunningham a professor in
the School of Social Work. Each serves on the board of the Pittsburgh
Nei,ghborhood Atlas, and Dr. AhZbrandt iG currently chairperson of the
board.
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SOME SURVEY RESPONSES

Table 1

NEIGHBORHOOD CHANGE

I
%Orota Responses

tOl Garfield Momin9side

1. Do you think this neighborhood is
getting better or getting worse?
a, Getting much worse . 14% 5%
b. Getting a little worse 56 30
C. Staying the same 9 32
(L Getting a little better 12 20
e. Getting much better 4
f. Don't know

100 . 100%
2. In general this is a pretty

good neighborhood. Do you
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Disagree
d. Strongly disagree
e. Don't know

4% 13%
65 81.
24 4
4 .1

.3- 1

100% 100%
3. if you had your choice would

you continue living in this
neighborhood?
a. No 35%
b. Yes 65

100%

Source: 10th Ward Household Survey, 1974.

Table 2

QUALITY OF LIFE

15%
85 I

100%

34 or Total-Responses
Question Garfield Morninoile.le

1. Would you consider this
a safe neighborhood?
a. No 52% 16%
Ix Yea 44 80
c. Don't know 4 _ _4

100% 100%
2. The following It a list nf problems

usually associated with various
urban communities. Please rate
the problems 83 they- apply to your
neighborfrood on a scale from 0 to 9
(0 not It probl6m; 9 = a very
serious problem).

e. Unsafe streets
b. Poor housing
e. Vandalism
cl. Drug abuse
a. Rats
I. Burglary of property
IL Poor police-community relations
h. Lark of recreation facilities
I. Alcoholism .

Source: 10th Ward Household Survey, 1974.

Average Rating

5.5 1.8
3.3 0.7
5.2 3.2
4.7 2.7
1.6 1.6
5.1 3.1
3.5 1.4
4,8 1.9
4.5 1 5
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12. Each of the following statements describes a_communfty in terms
of one of the meanings described in part A of_thit:Module_(i;ei
social; politicali business4 perception)-for identifying and de-
scribing your community. Choose the Wait for defining community
which best matches each of the followiN statements;

A. The Pittsburgh neighborhood talat program emphasized which
meaning?

b. Ward 15, New Haven.

c. The East Liberty Shopping district.

d. All of our activities and interests take place within the
Northside area.

e. This area includes many Central Europeans their social
clubs are all mere.

f. Citizens of ShAdyside consider their community to be bounded
by Baum Boulevard and Craig Street.

13. What are the powers of the r -w Coilqunity Advisory Boards to be
formed in Pittsburgh?

14. What other information did the Neighborhood Atlas project seek to
obtain from its surveys?
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FOOTNOTES

1. The O. M. Collective (ed.), The Organizer's Manual, New York:Bantam Books, 1971; pp. 14-15.

2. William A. 6amson, "Reputation and Resources in Community
Politics," American Journal of Sociology, September, 1966, p. 30.

3. __Saul Alinsky, Reveille for Radicals (Chicago: University of
Chicego Press, 1946), p. 6.

4. Ibid., p. 87.
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ASSIGNMENT

The following questions should be answered as completely as possible on

separate paper. Two copies of your responses should be mailed to the

instructor. One copy will be returned to you with the instructor's

comments and the other will be retained as part of your course record.

a. IdentiSy yowl comrtnity and tett which o6 the 25oux meanings
of community beat identiges you& community.

b. Desc&ibe you& own community (one you tive in, woick 4;4 04
;cnow quite welt) in te/uns o5 two dimen4ion4:

1. Leadetahip
and one o6 the fiotowing:

2. Re.sidents (oat)
Hou4ing (m)
Cutturcat Institutions (wt.)
Physiaat Aspects fo/c)
Retationships with o*Av: comunities

(Untess it is obviou4, in- you obtained you& intioAmation.)

c. What in6o&mation conce,tme-AL the above dimenzion4 do you
Stitt need to obtain? Since ,Lnete is atmays additionat in6okmation
to be obtained about a community, the partpose of thih paxt chi the
assignment 44 604 you to conaidet what kind oi inio&mation about a
community is NOT teadity avaitabte--in4o&mation that ogust be
obtained by means suAveys, speeiat 4tudie4, inteaviewo, eta.
This gelation, thetelfwte, teatty itequ,c-sts that you iokeparte an
outtine 04 a 4e4eanch puposat o& pkcject that you woutd tike
to widettake c6 you had the necessaky itesoutees. Use the Ottowi.ng
thnee steps to hap you stauetuke yowl Juttine.

I. List bttiegy the speciiic ini5oAmation items yea
still need.

2. Exptain why you need this in6okmation

3. Suggest the method (ok method4) by which you, woutd
systematicatty obtain thi4 intionmation.
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ELECTED PIMOGRAPHY

1. BOoks_on:metles community study fsee the note on the bottom of
page 4.7]:

a. Arensbergi CoriracrM; "The Community Study, Method." AM..itan
Journal_af,..stsiNanx5 (September 1954): pp. 109-124.

b. Colcord, Joanna C. Ilarimemily. Revised ed., NeW York,
Russell Sage Foundation; 1947.

c. Newlin, Joseph, et.al. Or an -izin and Conducting Communit
Sur s. Fort aria, °lora o, Community Resource eve opment,
ooperative Extension Service, Colorado State University; 1976.

d. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census; Census_Oata
for- Coninun -it Action. Washington, D.C. Government Franif---

ice, ugust, I.

e. Warren, Roland L., illotyxCoStudirmmunit. New York: Free
Press, 1965.

9- Young, Pauline. Scientific Social Surve s and Research. Englewood
Cliffs, NJ.: Prentice Hall, 1966;

h. Warren, Donald I., and Warren, Rachel le B., 4e2Leitilsjo_rirti.1
Oraridebook. Notre Dame: University of Notre 10--
Press, forthcoming.

2. Warren, Roland L., "A Community Model." rrigeacinmunit
Qrganization Przzctice, pp. 20-27. Edited bY Ralph M. Kramer
and Harry Sprecht. Englewood Cliffs, NJ.: Prentice Hall, 1975.

3. Books on community leaders and power structure studies:

a. Agger, Robert e^t.al. The Rulers-and the Ruled. New York, Wiley,
1964.

b. Banfield, Edweird, and Wilson, James Q. City Politics. Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1965.

c. Dahl, Robert. Wbo_15overn-s? New Haven; Yale University Press,
1961.

d. Hunter; Floyd. .....AComlq212gxamgtulne. Chapel Hill, University
of North Carolina Press; 1958.

e. Polsby, Nelson. tommunit Power and Political Theor . New Haven,
Yale University Press, 1963.

f. Presthus, Robert. Men at the Top: A Stud in Communit Power.
New York, Oxford University Press, 196 .
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MODULE b COMMUNICATING FOR ACCOUNTABILITY

KEY TEEMS AND CONCEPTS

Communication

Information

el Media

Data

Feedback

lb se-ler

Message

Receiver

INTRODUCTION

This Module relates the concept of accountability to communication.

The public official who is trying to be accountable will keep citizens

informed about plans and proposals, decisions, and progress in achieving

goals. The official will use variouscommunication devises: radio,

television, published reports, and letters.

Twn-way communication is necessary for accountability. 'his means

that the official not only sends messages to the public but, in r4..urn$

receives their messages. When citizens do make suggestions, criticisms,

or requests, the accountable official must respond quickly and appropriately,

Feedback is an essential pa:. of the process.

Several means of communication a're discussed: newsletters and similar

publications, newspapers and television, telephones, and letters. Not

only officials but citizens and their groups can utilize these means, so

the suggestions are generally valid for citizens too. It should not be

forgotten that citizens must communicate their ideas promptly and accurately

to the officials. In a tiro when the public tends to mistrust and resist

advertising and public relations efforts, both groups must take precautions
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to ensure that the messages sent are genuine and that the messages are
received without distortion. Several examples of effective communication
are presented. A final section discusses the accountability of the media.
BeLause of their impact on municipal policy=making, the press, radio,
and television services must provide an adequate and unbiased supply of
news and information to the public.

.191
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

4

When you have completed the readings and assignment for this modu!e,

you should be able to:

I. Differentiate between one-way and two-way communication.

2. Compare ttw utefulness of various communication methods in
Arlic accountability.

3. Recommend communication methods useful in responding to citizen-
initiated communication.

4. Propose some solutions to the problem of communicating with
diverse groups, such as racial, ethnic, and oner minority
groups.

5. Explain the relationship between accountability and the use of
communication skills.

6. Demonstrate the use of letter writing as one means of effectively
and accountably communicating with cititens.
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OVERVIEW

Objectives Tasks Resources Evaluation

1. Differentiate be-
tween one-way and
two-way communica-
tion.

Study Questions

1, 2

Module Reading:

A

Self

...--...--

2. Compare the useful=
ness of various corm-
munication methods
in achieving public
accountability.

Study Questions

3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10

Module Readings:

A, B, C

Self

3. Recommend methods
useful in responding
to citizen-initiated
communication.

Study Questions

, 7, 8, 9, 10

Module Reading:

B

Self

4. Propose some solu-
tions to the prohiem
of communicating
With diverse groups.
such as racial,
ethnic, and other mi
nority groups.

Study Questions

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,

11, 12, 13

10

Module Readings:

A, B, C

Self

_

5. Explain the rela-
tionship between ac-
countability and
the use of- communi-
cation skills.

Study Questions

14, 15, 16

Module Reading

0

Self

1

6. Demonstrate the use
of letter writing as
one means of effect-
ively and accountabl
communicating with
citizens.

Module Assignment Module Reading
and your

own experience

Instructor
Feedback
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A. THE IMPORTANCE OF EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION

Most of us have played the game of "Gossip." Players sit in a circle;

one member starts a simple message around the circle; each participant

repeats to a neighbor on one side exactly what he/she thinks was said by

the neighbor on the other side. The end results are often hilarious. What

started as "Mary has on a pretty dress" may end up as "His honor is in great

distress."

In real life failures of communication may be serious. Citizens

leave a public meeting believing the officials have promised to build a

new road. What the officials said (or meant to say) was "As soon as we

can find the money we will certainly consider building a new road." But

the officials have carefully hedged any promise. First, no resources are

presently available for any roads, and, second, the proposed new road will

be one of several that will be considered. When failure of communication,

such as in either of these examples, occurs, mistrust and disillusionment

may develop, probably on both sides.

Communication is directly related to public accountability. The public

official who is accountable uses a variety of communication methods to keep

citizens :informed and to give them the opportunity to participate. Some of

these means which are routinely utilized include:

- Reports to the electorate during political campaigns;

Annual reports and others required by law;

Reports to citizens (additional reports not necessarily required);

Open meetings;

Newspaper reports.

There are many other opportunities for officials to demonstrate their

concern for accountability. In this module we will focus mainly on these

communication vehicles: newsletters, radio and television, telephones, and

correspondence. In subsequent modules, we will discuss group meetings,

face-to-face contacts, and public assemblies.

some public officials think of communicating only on a couple of

occasions: (1) when funds are being requested for a program or project;
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and (2) when a project has been completed and a favorable response may be

anticipated;

Communication for accountability means communicating at other times

in the decision-making process and for other reasons. Four phases in pro-

gram planning and implementation are suggested when communication

is especially important:

I. The problem phase: What are the problems citizens
report? What upsets them? How do they judge the
existing level of services and programs? What do
they want?

The- planning phase: What goals and objectives can
we agree upon? What levels of services do citizens
desire? What policies are desirable? What issues
do these raise?

3. The decision phase: What role do citizens have in
deciding? How are citizens wishes determined? What
are the alternatives which are discussed? What are
the benefits and the costs of the alternatives?

4. The evaluation phase: Was the program successful?
Did it solve problems? What is citizen reaction to
the program? Did it meet goals?

Effective communication at each of these stages at least gives citizens

the opportunity to participate. They are informed of the various aspects of

the decisions which must be made. They are kept informed of progress toward

a decision. Without such information they can hardly participate meaningfully.

The official who does not communicate is blocking any meaningful participa-

tion and cannot be considered "accountable." But what is communication?

And more important, what is effective communication?

Communication is often pictured as a process including three elements:

SENDER ------I>MESSAGE I>RECEIVER

Certainly if any of these elements is missing there can be no communication.

However, one more element should be added: the response or feedback

(sometimes referred to as the feedback loop or closing the circle). So our

diagram would look like this:

SENDER -------) MESSAGE _______.4 RECEIVER

RESPONSE
.p5

X
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Now the sender has some evidence that the massage has gotten through. The

410
receiver, at'least, has indicated that the message has been delivered. The

receiver's response to the sender may also indicate that the message was

understood and even what will be done about the message. As ham .flo

operators say after copying down a transmission, "message received"; citizen

band users state "10-4" which means "O.K., I understand."

The public official is often in the role of sender. The official

intends to communicate to the citizens what the government expects to do.

The mayor announces the opening of a new complaint center. The news is

sent out by press release, newspaper accounts, word of mouth, inter-

departmental memos, and a television interview. From the City Hall point-

of-view, the message has been sent.

But what was the message? We have seen how messages can get dis-

torted. Furthermore, in a day when citizens teed to place little con=

fidence in government; the message may appear to be something other than

a straight-forward announcement.

Few adults today will consider an announcement as "truth." In the

prededing example, officials intended to communicate a "message" which

should transmit the information that a complaint center has opened. Some

citizens may see the announcement as part of a political campaign for the

mayor's re-election. Others may see is as a public relations.gimmick or

as propaganda.* Because they distrust advertising, more of the public may

feel that "the mayor is blowing his/her own horn." Others may see the

announcement only as a "trial balloon"; that is, the administration is

testing the climate of public opinion and will subsequently decide whether

or not to open ne center. In our example we assume that response is

desired and anticipated--response that will be measured by visits to the

center. But we recognize that citizens may receive the announcement with

a variety of meanings that will not all be measured by such visits.

Another way of looking at a message is to analyze the content. Is

the message simply a collection of words, or facts; or is there

*Propaganda is defined as: "doctrines, ideas, arguments or allegations
spread by deliberate effort through any medium of communication in order to
further increase one's cause or to damage an opposing cause." (Webstee_s

Third New internasarilLsaligary)
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information in the message? Often what is intended to be information, or a

meaningful presentation, turns out to be just "data." For the uninitiated,

stock market quotations are only "data." But the stockholder receives

information from such a listing of stock prices. A buying or selling

reaction to changes in price closes the feedback loop and clearly

indicates that the message got through.

The receivers, obviously, vary also. Was the message relevant? Were

they in a position to hear? Was the choice of media for the announcement

geared to the correct constituency? For example, a message of interest

to Black voters should probably appear in the Black-published newspaper,

not the more generally circulated metropolitan daily. Unless the intended

receiver gets the message, communication has not occurred

effective communication requires that the sender get affirmation

that the message got through. There are many ways of testing this.

Letters and telephones calls, personal contacts:. some specific response

which is requested, or the number of people who show up to attend the

opening may indicate some measure of reception. The city may conduct a

sample survey to ascertain how many heard the message and how many may

attend the opening. A less positive response may be that in the next

election the mayor is turned out of office!

This total process of communication may be labelled "two-way communica-

tion." An interaction' wherein two people send messages and respond meaning-

fully is two-way communication. If only one person talks and there is

no response, presumably only "one-way communication" is occuring. Two-way

communication may be evident in a debate between two politicians, whereas

a speech from a podium may be only one-way communication. The wise public

official will seek to maintain two-way communication even if the results

may be painful at times.

A special obstacle to two-way communications is apparent when officials

have different educational and/or cultural backgrounds from that of their

constituents. Sometimes communities are composed of a variety of racial,

ethnic, or other cultural groups. A college in the community may bring

many youth to the scene who seem to speak a different language. How do

public officials get their messages accurately through to the citizens

when interpretations of words can differ markel
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Feedback is especially important when people have different back-

grounds. Sometimes the message may have to be translated into another

language; in New York City and Miami, official messages must be Conveyed

in Spanish as well as English. The official should take pains to see that

any messages dispatched are in as simple English as can be written.

Messages should be reviewed by several persons to make sure they say what

is intended. Finally, the solution may be to retain someone from the

particular group in question to carry the message personally and to translate

the message and its intent to the people with different backgrounds. Even

this process should be tested by feedback: Are folks responding to the

message? Is the message getting through accurately?

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. Draw, for your own use, a diagram of the communication process,
showing the four necessary elements or ingredients. Theni using
the format and arrangement of the diagram; describe a case from
real life to illustrate the full communication process.
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2. Indicate, by examples; the difference between two-way communication
and one-way communication.

3. Differentiate in your own words among: propaganda, public re-
lations, advertising, and political campaign rhetoric?

4. Suggest several ways in which politicians may -judge whether
their messages are ''getting through" and whether they are
getting response.

199
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5. What means are suggested as ways in which officials can
communicate with groups who have different educational, ethnic,
racial, or other backgrounds?

B. METHODS OF COMMUNICATION2

There are many means of communicating with the public of which several

are'discussed here: newsletters and similar publications; media, especially

newspapers, radio, and television; the tellphone; and letters. These

are emphasized because they are the most used and they reach large numbers

of people. Other means not covered may include: posters, dramatic events,

information centers; coffeehouses, films, community bulletin boards, and

pamphlets.

These skills of communication are also useful for citizens and citizen

groups. It is vital that citizens communicate their needs; their ideas;

and their comments to public officials. While public assemblies are often

viewed as the primary vehicle for ascertaining public views, in reality

much more communication occurs informally via telephone calls, letters,

personal contacts, or the media. Citizens who anticipate feedback from

officials must take pains to be sure their messages get through accurately

and in time for appropriate action.

1. Outreach publications

Agencies, municipalities, and all kinds of organizations use a variety

of newsletters, magazines, and other publications to become known to the
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public. Newsletters are favoriate mechanisms for communicating with the

community in that theY are generally low cost, emphasize local news, are

flexible, and take a community-service Approach. The limitations which

their users must face are that newsletters frequently require a lot of

work for little response, they must compete with many other newsletters,

and they are not always read.

When using newsletters, the following suggestions, which have been

abstracted frm The Organizer's Manual, should be kept in mind.1

Newsletters help in the organizing of groups or
communities; they may range from single sheets
to neighborhood newsletters.

Regularity of publication is important.

News gathering is important, but "exhortations or
long excursions into theory" will turn the reader
off.

Check .),Jr. news carefully; try to be sure it is
correct.

"Peucle are news"--use names, report marriages;
reLirements, social events;

Frec announcements of local events help reader-
ship; also they may broaden the community base.

41 Select an appropriate name, design a permanent
heading; and stick with them.

Emphasize neatness and clarity; a shoddy job may
do more harm than good.

41 Distribution should be handled by community
people themselves; newsletters may be given
out at homes, shops, -actories, or other
community locations. Sometimes churches
will distribute newsletters with their
weekly bulletins.

Also note the following two pages from a publication of the Southern

Conference Educational Fund (SCEF) for a constituency with limited back-

ground on municipal affairs.

The two pages from SCEF probably "communicate" well because of simple

language and the pictures; that is, the message gets through to us. Note,

however, that, unless asked for, there is no feedback. Some ways of measuring

response are: attendance at an advertised meeting; letters written in re-

sponse to articles; or requests for "freebies" offered in the newsletter.

2(4
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WA" "l :5- A GOOD commit= NEWSPAPER?

1. Use as many names as you can squeeze in. People
love to see their own names in print. Sven. them rights.
A good page should have at least 20 names on it. Some..
times you can list all the people who attended a meeting.
Or who voted for something. Or who signed a petition.

4,

_A64

__There are many ways of getting more names into your
paper. This will help you sall_the paper and get mon,.

lo to read it after tita t .1_

2. _Print_stories:about things most_people_have already
heard about. People like to read about familiar things.

-So write about church services...club_meetings..
accidents...people moving into or -out of your community...
births and deaths...ezciting andfanny.things that happen
to local residents.

FA

NEWS
Sometimes the weather is news--particularly when

it's bad.

921.412_40Iumns:are-big_favoritesi if you can find
a_gossipy person to write them. People_love_to_read_
about who is visiting who._ and who got engaged to who.4110%~~4~wailmanot10. ..1111116.
3. Most men like to read about snorts. Since yours
is a community paper, you can give_more space to the local
high school team than-a larger p

SPORTS
Print ,paotes, from players on the team. You can

become_known as the only paper that really covers the
Iocais_yorts_scene.-

. Provide -useful information. such_ as gardening, ana
codkirs hints. Free classified Ads_will also be popular.

Reprinted with permission from Southern Conference Educational Fund,
VT- 511-0-11



There should be plenty of=
.. IUMLIAn your news.*

paper;_ use as mss,- Break up your stories with
basAllAlli

LAYOUT
Put different storied in bOSes, suchias we haVit done

in this booklet. It makes your paper easier to read.

-Don't -letyour paper look like a page- of a book (see
THELMOUNTAIN NSW3 on the next-tothe-Iast page of this
bookleth.

Don't editorialize too much. One short editorial in
each issue is enough; But make-it

STRONG, AL
EDITORIALS
If your paper is going to be a_fighting paper, talk

about rolp.......211.ms that bother your readers. Write attolas
h facts.-And c

7; _ Many newspapelfs print Letters 12_ 212 Editor. Sometimes
you get a lively discussion going among your readers
through this column.

some newspapers print coupons which will save their
readers' money at the advertiser's store.

, rtiat Orin* 7;
iCommtmay _Coim Watti
Lit)* Out Fret ii

XOU 088 also,had contests, such as a short essay
contest on "What Our Communit:,- Needs Most.'' Then you can

I , I .::

ag111111111NOWIliala

8. When

WHAT P
witEN P-
witaii?-
Wile?

writing 114118 stories, answer these six questions:

T-e ass Jackson family's home was washed
last Monday; The house was located

near the strip-mine on Big Mountain.
The family is safe, but all be,.
ongings were lost;

"We've lived there for 15 Years.
ackson said, "but since they
tartad cutting up the hill,t
oods have gotten bad."
A Company spokesman

said it was sorrY

WHY ?-

t46144

;t s usually lest is out sus al unnecessary words.

11-14- Td-
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2. Newspapers

410
A municipality does not have to publish its own newsletter if an

appropriate newspaper is circulated in the community. Such a journal

should cover local news, provide adequate coverage of official happenings,

and be read by a substantial number of residents of the community. More-

over, such a newspaper may be an ideal vehicle in which to raise an issue,

present a viewpoint, or start a community discussion.on a controversial

proposal. Officials or citizens may initiate discussion of issues.

Many persons, officials as well as citizens, are wary of approaching

newspaper editors because they feel that their news is not important

enough. Sometimes they do not know whom to call to get a story written

or how to prepare a press release. It is important to keep in mind that

newspapers exist to serve their communities; therefore, the activities of

local individuals and community groups represent the news that papers

are interested in printing. Without news of the community there would be

no newspaper.

Such features as letters to the editor, the editorial pages and the

"guest" editorial), and the local news section of most newspapers exist

principally to report the views and activities of the community. Although

these features are widely read, many of us do not take advantage of these

opportunities for access.

Many communities "have started their own special interest newspaper

to reach particular segments of the population with news, information and

entertainment features. In many communities there are thriving community

newspapers which concentrate on issues of interest to a particular neighbor-

hood, ethnic group, political party, age or religious group. Community news-

papers often carry freewheeling articles, editorials and exposes of cor-

ruption and misleading business practices that a large newspaper would be

hesitant to print. Some of these small papers areoperated entirely by

donated labor, expertise and materials; others have been able to attract

enough local advertising to pay for staff salaries and printing costs.3

It is important to know how to prepare your news to get it into the

newspaper; this takes effort and some skill. Material sloppily prepared

or in the wrong form may be discarded. Care should be taken to ensure

that reporters using a press release cannot misinterpret the information.
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The best methbd for learning how to prepare press releases for a particular

community newspaper is to ask the editor what form is preferable, when it

would be appropriate to submit items, and what kind of news is desired.

Some officials have good relations with the media and a "good press.''

Other officials are continually battling investigative reporters. Remember,

most reporters are interested in getting news; if they are aided in their

task; they will normally be appreciative. If; on the other hand, they are

prevented from finding 'but what is going on in City Hell, they will probe.

Recent disclosures of the Pentagon Papers and other classified reports

have tended to encourage the search for public information by media per-

sonnel, and their rights to do so have been upheld by the courts.

Officials, or their associates in charge of public relations, may

want to suggest human interest stories, schedule open meetings and en-

courage their coverage by reporters, and find other ways of keeping public

actions in the news. Carefully written, informative reports are another

useful source of information for the media.

3. Television

Television is the most persuasive and influential communications

medium ever invented. Over 97% of American homes contain at least one

TV set, and our sets are turned on an average of 6 hours and 14 minutes

a day. More than 60% of Americans claim that television is their principal

source of news and information.

Few communities take full advantage of the tremendous opportunities

to communicate with their citizens offered by local television stations.

Local TV station managers are becoming increasingly aware of their respon=

sibilities to serve the various needs of their communities, and many local

stations around the country actively seek community involvement in their

news and public affairs programming, public service announcements and free

speech messages.

Many local television stations have recently increased their

news programs from 30 minutes to an hour and, as a result, have added

depth to their news coverage and discussions of local problems and issues

210
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that can contribute greatly to open communications among the citizens

of a community. Individual community members, public officials, and

citizens groups should make every effort to discuss local issues and

problemswith TVstation.news and pJblic-affairs directors. Most of

these executives will welcome their suggestions of possible program

ideas, and will often call on them for background information on in

terviews if they decide to produce a program based on their ideas.

In addition, individual citizens or officials can have a strong

impact on their local television stations by taking advantage of

opportunities for editorial replies, by approaching station managers

with requests for assistance in taping and airing public service an=

nouncements to make the community aware of a service or program, or

by requesting air time to state personal opinions on local issues in

free speech messages which many stations have recently incorporated

into their programming schedules.4

Television requires a constant inflow of new information. Like the

newspaper reporters, television personnel are constantly seeking ap-

pealing stories. Television, however, is more limited in both scope and

depth. Fewer stories can be covered, and seldom in much detail. Again

the astute official or the concerned citizen will find opportunities to

get television coverage. buaddition to a press release announcing the

opening of a complaint center, the mayor will want to have a public open-

ing with activities that will be interesting to television viewers.

Feedback from television requires some innovative techniques. Besides

the standard method of simply counting viewers at any one time, the most

creative is a carefully prepared television show followed in homes or

community places by group discussions and then by responses to the proposals.

This method has been folloWed by the New York Regional Planning Association

for several years. In a program called "Choices for '76," the Regional

Planning Association organized thousands of New Yorkers to meet in small

groups, watch its prepared T.V. show; discuss issues, and then vote on the

kinds of future for the New YorK Region that they preferred. A new kind

of Town Meeting, using television, is practiced.
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4. Telephone

Most of us are familiar with the telephone and believe we know how

to use it. Still many officials see the telephone as mainly an instrument

which brings complaints and, consequently, more work. How many public

officials later call back the citizen who complained, informing him/her

that the municipality has taken care of the problem, explaining what was

done, and thanking the caller?

The telephone cannot replace face-to-face contacts, meetings, and

public hearings, but it can be of great service to public officials.

Telephone calls can inform citizens of meetings, encourage their presence,

or get their ideas. Surveys by telephone can elicit attitudes of citizens,

and people always seem willing to give their opinions. A state legislator

conducted a telephone poll one evening, using high school callers, and

not one of the 300 persons contacted refused to discuss issues!

The telephone can be used to set up conference calls so participants

at different locations do not have to travel to a meeting but can still

discuss and have two-way communication. Sometimes the official who cannot

attend a meeting can place a call which can be amplified, state a position,

and even discuss the problem with those present. For large gatherings,

a speech'can be delivered over the telephone and the speaker's image

projected like closed-circuit TV; but note, this is not two-way communication.

Whenever the telephone is used, it is advisable to keep careful

records of the conversation. The telephone may bring complaints which

should be carefully recorded. It can also bring good news to citizens

or others. Public officials should use the telephone to demonstrate their

accountability to their constituents. Constituents can use the telephone

to keep in constant communication with the officials who represent them.

Telephone companies have traditionally offered training services

to customers on such topics as: how to show courtesy while talking on

the telephone; selling techniques; and using the telephone for surveys.

You can check with your local telephone company to ascertain what kinds

of training is available to you and your community.

2 .7 411
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410 5. Cable Television

Recent advances in cable television now make it possible to provide

dozens of community access channels in many communities which can be made

available to individuals and community groups for freewheeling discussions

and debates on community issues, broadcasts of local sports and cultural

events, or information and education programs about health, nutrition, job

opportunities and recreation events. But cable television has not lived

up to its potential in most communities, and citizens face many obstacles

that stand in the way of their access to cable channels. However, community

cable groups have been started all over the country, and many opportunities

exist for implementing cable channels devoted to public use and participation.

Cable television is a natural for community involvement and participation.

If a cable TV outlet is operating in your area, you should make every effort

to take advantage of cable's vast opportunities available to inform, educate

and entertain members of your community.5

6. Radio

Although television is by far our most effective communications medium,

radio is more versatile, can meet a broader range of special interest needs

and is easily adaptable to a variety of program formats. In some cases,

radio is.the only source of news and information for certain segments of a

community's population. Elderly people on fixed incomes cannot afford a

television'set, and rely on their radios for information about health

services, nutrition and opportunities to meet and socialize with other

people. The blind cannot make use of newspapers, magazines or television,

and often rely on radio for all their news and entertainment.

Many radio stations regularly broadcast information about cultural

events, medical screening or education programs, recreation events or

community services on their "community calendar" programs. Too many local

community groups do not take advantage of this excellent way to publicize

their programs, and are disappointed when the people they most want to assist

or entertain do not seek their help or attend their events.6

7. Letters

Letter writing is an art; some believe it is a "lost art." Like the

use of the telephone, the writing of a warm, friendly informative letter can
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aid in communicating with citizens. If a flow of letters in both

directions ensues, this brings about two-way communication.

One excellent way to use letters and demonstrate accountability is

to answer personally the complaints of citizens. When a complaint has

been satisfactorily handled', a personal letter should detail that fact.

Or, if there are reasons why the situation is unresolved, these reasons

can be explained to the complainant.

Personal letters can be sent to citizens in an area informing them

of forthcoMing programs (new bookmobile service, health clinic, or visit

by an official). Letters can inform citizens about decisions to be made

affecting the area. Or "blanket mailings" can be used to elicit responses

in regard to some proposal. The letter may be an invitation to a particular

event, such as the opening of a community planning office or service center.

Letter wilting generally requires the writers to put themselves into

the place of the receiver. What does the receiver want to hear? Cer-

tainly not all about the sender. Good letters often start with a state-

ment directly referring to the recipient:

"You will certainly be pleased to know. . ."

"You have been selected as . . .

"Your home is one of the most attractive in your area and
therefore . . ."

Perhaps worst of all is the letter which has too many "I's". For

example, "I am going to be in your neighborhood, and I would like to show

you my product so that I may win a prize . . ."

Examine letters you receive. Which ones are well-written and.why?

Do they encourage you to do what the writer wants?

Why are other letters poorly received? Why do many letters go right

into the wastebasket?
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6. List in tabular form the advantages of local newsletters for

communicating, in one column; and the limitations of newsletters

in an other column. (Indicate whether you are responding from the
point of view of a citizen or a public official.)

7. Describe at least one program in which a television program was
used and then feedback obtained.

8. List, in tabular form; -the advantages and uses_of a telephone* in

one_column and the disadvantages in another column._ (Indicate

whether you are responding from the point of view of an official

or a citizen.)
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. List several groups of citizens who might learn of community
events via radio in preference to other forms of communication.

10. In writing letters to constituents, what important rule should be

followed? Why?
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C. CASE STUDIES: EXAMPLES OF INNOVATION IN COMMUNICATION

ThR following case studies are from a Challenge/Response
paperi '1C60Murzidatians" published by the American Revolution
Bicentennial Adiiinistration with tka support of the U. S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development. The atomples
suggest a variety of innovative ways in which vcaiious media
forms have been used for two-way communication and to inform
citizens.

COMMUNICATION_TO FURTHER UNDERSTANDING

The transmission of information to our citizens is one of the

most important functions of communications. In Tulsa, Oklahoma,

residents are able to learn about important decisions affecting

them by simply tuning Television Channel 24, the Government Access

411 Channel. Channel 24 is a local cable television system which

focuses on the activities of local and state government. For

example, the station announces the dates of the regular meetings

of the city commissioners well in advance to encourage public at-

tendance. Latei, Channel 24 videotapes the proceedings and broad-

casts them several times for those unable to attend. Many citizens

are, for the first time, tuned in to the activities of City
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government. Channel 24 represents an example of communications

hardware fulfilling a valuable role in a community.

Since 1973, 40,000 families in eastern Tennessee and south-

west Virginia have been part of an intriguing experiment to

strengthen the relationship between themselves and what they see

on television. Broadside Television, located in Johnson City,

Tennessee, is a non-profit corporation which uses videotape to

produce community-based programming tailored to the needs and

interests of area residents. The main focus of Broadside's efforts

is community- and problem-oriented Communications. Videotape pro-

gramming dealing with atripmining, land use, zoning hearings, And

food co-ops, issues of local concern, are brought homes via

the many cable television stations in this mountainous region.

Videotaping figures prominently in another communications

example: Project Accountability in Washington, D.C. Public haus-

ing tenants in the Anacostia neighborhood in the District of

Columbia had no clear-cut access to city officials responsible for

the delivery of municipal services to their area. As a result,

trash was not collected, housing codes were not enforced, and

faulty appliances were not replaced. in 1971 the Federal Court

charged the city government with °flagrant discrimination" in the

distribution of municipal services. To remedy this situation, the

Federal City College in 1972 initiated Project Accountability under

a grant from the U.S. Office of Education. Project Accountability

is a videotape project to establish a means of communication be-

tween citizens with housing complaints and public housing officials.
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410
The process involves the videotaping of interviews with tenants,

including shots of the situation which gives rise to the complaints.

The tapes are then shown to the housing managers, and their reac-

tions are taped to be shown at a tenants meeting. The process

captures an urgency and reality which officials, often bogged down

in memoranda, regulations, and procedures, cannot ignore. The col-

lected videotapes became the basis for a 90-minute Emmy award win-

ning Public Broadcasting television special entitled "Housing in

Anacostia, Fact, Failure, and Future." The videotaping process

has served to catalyze community interest in housing and directly

involved large numbers of Anacostia residents in a continuing dia-

logue to improve living conditions. A similar approach could be

used in many of our communities with public housing problems.

The television camera is, of course, not the only communica-

tions channel which can help to further our understanding. In

Louisville, Kentucky, the computer functions as a powerful com-

munications tool in the Human Services Coordination Alliance. A

number of local public and private human services agencies came

together in 1972 to form a consortium known as the Human Services

Coordination Alliance, Inc. (HSCA). Using a computer, the HSCA

developed an intake, screening and referral network which is de-

signed to improve a client's chances of receiving the right kind

of help. The efforts of all the agencies in the consortium, once

independent, are now centralized through better internal communi-

cation and coordination. During the first year of operation the

system handled more than 10,000 referral transactions. The

214
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effectiveness and efficiency of the many human services offered

has been greatly enhanced by the addition of a communications

channel linking the agencies.

The Model Cities Communications Center, nc. is a non-profit

organization located in Minneapolis, Minnesota, which relies on a

variety of communications tools to educate and inform the 39,000

residents of a 450-block renewal area in the inner city. The Fed-

eral Model Cities effort brought many social service agencies to

Minneapolis, but the center is the crucial communication link be-

tween these agencies and the citizens. A biweekly newspaper, The

Southside Newspaper, is mailed to every resident of the community.

Surveys indicate that 90% of the population regularly read the

newspaper,, which so successfully kept the community together that

in a recent election its editorials helped bring out three times

the usual number of voters. Training in the use of videotape,

graphic arts, public relations, and newswriting are provided to

interested citizens via special classes run by the center. The

Communications Center Staff recently developed a complete televi-

sion system for Horn Towers, a residence for the elderly. Residents

are featured in on-location video interviews.. Last year a talent

show featuring the Horn Towers Drama Club was broadcast. The Com-

munications Center tries to be just what the name Implies: a cen-

ter for communicating vital information to inner city residents

about their community.

The Group Against Smog and Pollution (GASP4 is a group of

concerned citizens who live and work in the Pittsburgh-Allegheny

215
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County area. They have been particularly effective in using trr-

ditionaland some not so traditional--forms of public relations.

GASP uses a variety of media to conduct extensive public informa-

tion and public education campaigns to focus upon the problem and

the solutions of their community's air pollution problem. GASP

has produced (and circulates) under Federal grants, two films on

citizen action. GASP has made the media an effective arm of their

activity.

COMMUNICATIONS -TO- INCREASE KNOWLEDGE

Sometimes we all make the mistake of defining communications

too narrowly. There are many forms of communication which center

on the collection and dissemination of information about the larger

world around us. Por instance, the Northwest Environmental Com-

munication Network (ECO-Net) was created to inform citizens from

Oregon to Montana of environmental/energy problems and possible

alternatives. Cosponsored by Portland State University and the

Oregon MU4eU1R of Science and Industry, ECO-Net supported a series

of well-received symposia at Expo '74 in Spokane. In addition, a

monthly newsletter of energy news for the Northwest, called RAIN,

is produced. ECO-Net has trained hundreds of citizens in the use

of videotape to communicate and document their concerns. ECO-Net

could serve as a model for the use of communications tools to

address environmental problems in many communities.

Even satellites can be a communications tool as in the Remote

Sensing Program in Fairbanks, Alaska. Using the Earth Resources

216
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Technology Satellite (ERTS), Alaska has been able to gather infoi-

mation-on its many inaccessible regions; Such information, when

communicated to commercial lumber and mining interests, allows the

land's potential to be fully realized in an environmentally sound

manner.

COMMUNICATION FOR SPECIAL GROUPS

Certain groups in our communities may rely upon, and benefit

more from, communications services than others. In Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma, the Radio Talking Book Network provides a total broadcast

service for the blind. Volunteers read local newspapers daily and

record books, magazines and other literature for broadcast on the

subcarrier beam of two local FM radio stations (a subcarrier beam

is a mall section of the total "wide" transmission beam used by a

radio station). This *piggy back" system enables the Radio Talking

Book Network to use the powerful signal and wide range of a com-

mercial station at relatively little expense. Broadcasting 15

hours a day, 7 days a week, the Network serves the informative and

recreation needs of blind people through the Oklahoma City area.

Radio for the blind and physically handicapped is a relatively new

concept. The first such station went on the air in Minnesota in

1969. Today there are more than 20 such stations around the coun-

try and the Oklahoma station shows that such a community effort,

when staffed by volunteers, can be a relatively inexpensive way to

help meet the needs of the handicapped in our society.

2'
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Language remains a communications barrier to many people in

our communities. An over-reliance on a native language can iso-

late certain groups from the larger scene of our communities. In

Santa Rosa, California, a large Mexican-American population was,

until recently, without access to a communications medium. To

address this problem, radio station IMP was founded. KEW broad-

casts in both Spanish and English in an effort to, in the words of

its owner/operator, "not only educate Chicanos, but to educate the

English-speaking community to Chicano culture." Sealth and nutri-

tion information, sports and news, employment information, English

lessons, music and entertainment reach an estimated audience of

200,000 daily.

Setter communications between blacks and whites is the goal

of station WLBT -TV in Jackson, Mississippi. The history of MST

began with a successful civil rights suit in 1964 to remove the

license from its original operators. The civil rights group which

brought the suit was not awarded the license; it was given to a

Jackson-based citizens group, Communications Improvement, Inc.

They have instituted sweeping changes which have reversed the pre-

viously discriminatory stance of the station. Station employment

is heavily black and the net profit is donated to non-profit orga-

nizations active in broadcasting. Programming is designed to

serve the needs of both blacks and whites and to encourage the

lessening of racial tension and bigotry. WLBT=TV is a fine exam-

ple of equality in programming and station employment, and has
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done a great deal to improve interracial communications in the

Mississippi area.

COMMUNICATIONS: PERSON-TO-PERSON

As our population has grown, particularly in our urban areas,

our society has changed rapidly. Communication on a person-to-

person level has become increasingly difficult, despite the many

new technologies designed to make communication easier. This

phenomenon has given rise to a host of "hotline"-type services in

our communities which attempt to bring people closer together and,

when needed, offer help and guidance. Operation Bridge, in Las

Vegas, Nevada, is typical of this service. Although it is pri-

marily a drug-counseling center, Operation Bridge's volunteer staff

mai4tains a 24-hour hotline crisis intervention service. Callers

are gLven reassurance and, when necessary, help is dispatched in the

form of a doctor, an ambulance, clergy, or counselors. Operation

Bridge is a good example of people helping people, aided by one-to-

one communication. Such services are operating

communities right now.

ECHO, which stands for the Elderly Contact

tion, is a volunteer hotline service located in

in dozens of our

and Help Organiza-

Idaho Falls, Idaho.

ECHO provides a sympathetic listener on one end of the telephone

Iine to the many lonely elderly people in Idaho Falls. In addi-

tion, daily telephone contact is maintained to assure the prompt

detection of any problems these people may have. ECHO has given
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411
the senior citizens of Idaho falls a communications channel which

has raised their spirits and, in some cases, saved their lives.

The Division of Cancer Control and Rehabilitation of the

National Cancer Institute operates an expanding network of cancer

hotlines located in 18 comprehensive regional cancer treatment

centers across the country. By calling a toll-free number, a per=

son can receive information and advice as well as referral services

for treatment if that is indicated. These hotlines are called the

Cancer Information Service and eventually the entire country will

be part of the network so that all citizens can receive life-saving

cancer information.

Often the availability of someone to talk to can aid in the

solution of problems. Several 6rganizations provide such aegis-

411 tance, where one-to-one communication can take place. FRIENDS in

Fargo, North Dakota, matches people who have experienced difficult

life situations--divorce, death, illness--with those who are -exper -

iencing similar situations. Make Today Count, an organization

founded by a terminally ill cancer patient, brings together other

such patients to share their mutual problems. The organization's

philosophy is that life must not stop when. cancer strikes and that

hope is the strongest weapon.
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11. What creative methods were suggested for use of television by

this module? Summarize three or four case studies.

12. What reasons are implied for the training program in use of video

tape and other communication skills for inner city Minneapolis

residents by the Model Cities Communication Center, Inc.?

13. List some general principles in the use of communication skills

V officials or citizens that are suggested by these case studies.

One might be:

4. ClEse of both traditional and non-P,aditional means.

b.

e.

e.

f.

g-
2 I
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D. ACCOUNTABILITY OF THE MEDIA

The hand that rules the press, the radio; the screen
and the far- spread magazine rules the country; whether we
like it or not, we must learn to accept it.

J e Learned Hand

As the information and communications technologies have rapidly

developed and expanded; we as citizens have become increasingly dependent

upon the communications media for news, information, education; entertainment,

and assistance with personal and community problems. For some segments of

our population, the only communication is by means of telephone, radio, or

television.

A vast array of new communications tools has made it possible for us to

interact with each other instantly by telegram, television, telephone, tape

recorders, instant copy machines (even ones which can copy a piece of in-

formation in one library and transmit it simultaneously to another library

in a distant part of the country), radio, satellites, and computers. Still,

traditional means of communication remain valid and useful and must not be

ignored: newspapers, magazines, newsletters, correspondence and in-person

communication. But some of these forms of communications have undergone

significant transformations; news is now collected, printed, and delivered

to all parts of the country (or world) almost instantly.

The responsibility of the media becomes crucial to our lives and to the

conduct of our democratic government. Just as public participation in the

making and implementing of laws has expanded greatly, so too has our need for

accurate and readily available information. If citizens or their repre-

sentatives are to make informed decisions, they must be able to rely on

the media for trustworthy and timely information.

This reliance on the media raises a host of questions about the use

and abuse of the power to control the flow and content of information. Of

course, the necessity to edit the vast amount of information for presen;

tation carries with it the possibility of unintentional distortion. But

we also have had experience with intentional distortion. The term "media

manipulation" was coined to describe the skillful use of communications to

further special interests. 222
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The communications media have a responsibility to the public and they

must be accountable. This is particularly difficult where a few large

corporations have a virtual monopoly position, owning nationwide television

and radio chains and newspapers. The communications media in some communities

are entirely dominated by one owner, leaving open the possibility of one-

sided coverage of news and public affairs.

Violence on television, and its impact on our children and our society

is an issue which has been hotly debated for years. There are strong feelings

on both sides of this issue in every community.

The performance of the broadcast media in producing responsive local

programming has been questioned in many communities. Local broadcast media

are charged to serve the public interest and if they do not, their right to

continue broadcasting can be revoked.7

In recent years the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), which is

charged with regulating radio, television, and cable television services, has

become increasingly sensitive to local complaints. Communities can now

exercise considerable control over some of the local media through the FCC.

NO' similar vehicle exists for controlling or censoring newspapers,

magazines; or some other forms of media output. Generally, it is believed

that competition is the best vehicle for ensuring accountability. Still,

as more and more cities are reduced to only one daily newspaper, or as the

owners of the press also control the television and radio stations, these

monopolistic tendencies frighten some observers. The responsibilities of

the media must be continually monitored by local public officials and by

concerned citizens to ensure an ample, unbiased supply of news and infor-

mation.

The impact of the media on a city's policy-making process has been

shown to occur in at least four major ways:

- The media operates a communication channel (or channels)
which circulates information about city government and
politics to all parts of the city's population;

- The media plays a major role in shaping city's "public
action agenda", or the issues of concern;

- The media exerts short-run influence on attitudes toward
the content of decisions and the outcome of elections;
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- The media helps to create the long-term popular image
held about certain key aspects of city governments and
polities.8

For citizens to participate constructively in the public decision-

making processes, they need two kinds of information. First, citizens

need general information about the way in which governmental decisions are

made and how urban policies and programs seek to cope with public needs

and problems. Second, citizens need specific information about current

policy issues, what officials are considering or doing about the issues,

and, in times of election, what candidates stand for. Too often the first

kind of information is not generally known to citizens nor does the media

see its responsibility to provide such background information. The second

kind of information is more frequently broadcast by the media, but it is

subject to biases, too few details, or being ignored in favor of more star-

tling news!

Without the accountability of the media as suggested here (and we

speak primarily of the media's responsibility in reporting news), public

accountability is limited in two ways. First, the activities of public

officials are not represented clearly, comprehensively, or with a balance

which allows citizens to assess the role of the officials properly. Second,

the voters are not informed atout important issues confronting them and,

therefor6, cannot participate as effectively or constructively in public

decision-making processes as they potentially might. The Media, in other

words, should provide citizens the opportunity to learn, judge, and then

act.

14. Why is the responsibility of the media more crucial today than

one hundred years ago?
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15. What examples can you cite from the readings or from your own
experience of misuse of the media?

16. What are the four ways in which the media influences a city's
policy-making process? Give one example of each.

E. CONCLUSION

This module has suggested that communication requires a two-way pro-

cess. Information in the form of a message is relayed from the sender to

the receiver; then there must be response or feedback to demonstrate that

the message got through. Several means of communication were suggested.

Creative use of these and other methods can help the communication process

of public officials or of private citizens.

In this final word, we would like to stress that accountability on

the part of public officials requires response to citizen messages. By

whatever means they choose, the officials must indicate to the citizen

that the message was received. Such response can be by:
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- peftonal letters

- telephone calls

- personal contacts

- actions taken as result of the message_(but normally
this fact must still be communicated)

- form letters or newsletters.

Stress is placed on official response because failure to respond may

result in at least two undesirable decisions on the citizen's part. Some

citizens try once or a few times to communicate to public officials; re-

ceiving no response or an unsatisfactory answer, they withdraw from further

participation vowing never again to "stick their necks out." The other

response is to try a more aggressive or conflict approach. "If they won't

answer our letters, we'll give them a message they can't ignore." So some

citizens adopt disruptive techniques (protests, demonstrations, strikes,

sit-ins, etc.) and demand response. The following quotation supports this

position:

Disrupters have discoveredithat the right -of free
expression is meaningless if that expression can
be ignored -by authorities_with superior:power.
:If expression -is to be effective as well as free,
people must_have the power to participate inl
decision-making . Demands for participation
must be met before demands for control develop .9
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1. _The 0; M. Collective, he4rqailizer's-Manual (New York: Bantam
Books, 1971), pp. 43-44.

2. In this section, liberal use has been made of the following
government publication: The Anerican Revolution Bicentennial Adminis-
tration, Connunications, I% Challenge/Response Paper (Washington, D.C.:
Governmenice, September 1916).

3. Ibid., p. 8.

4. Ibid., p. 4-5.

5. Ibid., p. 6.

6. Ibid., p. 6-7.

7. Ibid., p. 2.

8. Demetrios Caraley, City Government and

, PP. 317.Cliffs, NJ.: Prentice-H411,

9. Robert B. Thigpen and Lyle A. Downing,
the Politics of Disruption,'' Christian Century,
in Current_Magazine, October, 1969, pp. 19-22).
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ASSIGNMENT

The following project should be completed on separate paper. Two copies

of your response should be mailed to the instructor. One copy will be

returned to you with the instructor's comments and the other will be

retained as part of your course record.

a. Wh ite, &tom the peupective 06 a tocat pabtic °Weird,
a tettet to ate citizens in your community who ake
abfeated by a pakticata4 pxojeat on dee-I...v:4n. Be sane
to indicate who wftiting, what olgiciat note and
nespon.sibitity the 066iciat has, and what he oft she
might do _to hello citizens. In goon tette. exptain
why the deeihion was made on the pnoject udentaken,
what the eidects may be, and what_bene6its to the
citizens (04 to the commanity at .range) may eventuate.

b. Then, wee a tetten to the o6iciat typicat oi one
which might be the neApon4e oi an inaie citizen on o6
an aroused citizens' group. The tetten shouLd 22tr-e some
exptagation a4 to why the ptopo4ed ptoject on decision
negativety a66ects the citizen4 on the& coMmunity.
(A negative /te4ponae_za de4iked he/Le becaaae the

mut then de6end the decision.)

a. Finatty, wnite a Lefton to an&Wek the citizen'4
Latex (o4 the tetten 015 a ettizen41 group) ,
.Sugge4t the aecountothitzty of the otWeiat, he

on_ hen aorman, the ac ions he on she pkomi4e4 to
take. Answen the citizen anguments Aqua/meg; do
not neceshanity netneat 6nom the c m i g i n a t de-

Ci4iOn. Vc not pnomi4e mo4e than can b e d etiyeted.
Stitt, the o6 it wantAs to keep the goodwiti oi
eitizena and 4hould t.'uj to moditcy the negative
aspects o6 the ptoject on decision.

NOTE: This project can be based on a real experience, or you can
be very creative and imaginative.
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MODULE 6: MEETING CITIZENS FACE-TO-FACE

KEY TERMS AND CONCEPTS

40 Face-to-Face Contacts

40 Listening

40 Organizer

40 Canvassing

NMI

INTRODUCTION

This module discusses the need for face-to-face contacts in an %-

personal world of large organizations. Face-to-face contacts are defined

as personal relations between to three or four individuals and without

410 the use of a communications device (radio, television, newsletter) and

without a formal structure (sermon, speech, drama).

Public officials can demonstrate their accountability by arranging

face-to-face contacts with thier constituencies. Probably no other pro-

cess is so effective as a direct meeting by officials of people in their

homes, at their workplaces, on the streets, in churches, labor halls, or

other sites. Face=to=face contacts are also important for citizens' groups,

so several means of keeping in personal touch with neighbors are reviewed.

Several ideas on "canvassing" give specific advice on meeting people

in a variety of ways. While written from a particular political position,

the advice should be generally useful. The term "canvassing," which is

used in the excerpt included in this module, is seen as one fruitful form

Of face-to-face contacts; canvassing can be used by officials or by citizens.

Most successful politicians depend heavily on face-to-face contacts. One

major campaigner was said to have been able to call 50,000 persons by name.

410
When time or other constraints make it difficult or impossible for an

official or a citizens' group to make personal contacts, they may want to

utilize a professionally=trained -community organizer. The advantages and

disadvantages of this approach are discussed.
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After studying this module, you should be able to:

1. Explain the importance of empathetic listening.

2. Identify the implications of face-to-face contact for com-
munication of differences among groups (e.g., different ethnic,
occupation, sexual groups).

3. State the effects of personal communications.

4. Summarize the various methods of relating to citizens on a
personal, face-to-face basis including their advantages and
disadvantages.

5. Explain the advantages and limitations to citizens groups and.

public officials in using community organizers.

6. Explain the relationship between face-to-face contacts by public
officials and accountability based on an interview with a public
official.

a.
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OVERVIEW

MEETING CITIZENS FACE-TO-FACE

Objectives Tasks Resources Evaluation

1. Explain the impor,
tance of empathetic
listening.

Study Questions

1, 6

Module Reading:

A

Self

2. Identify the impli-
cations of face-to-
face contacts for
communication of
differences among
groups (e.g.,
different ethnic,
economic, occupa-
tional, sexual
groups).

Study Questions

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

.

Mddule Reading:

A

Self

. State the effects of
personal communi-
cations.

Study Questions

6, 7, 11, 12

Module Reading:

B

Self

4. Summarize 'the
various methods of
relating to citizens
on a personal, face-
to-face basis in-

......-,

Study Questions

4, 8, 9, 10,

11, 12, 13

Module Readings:

A 8, C D

Self

cludibg their
advantages and
disadvantages:

S. Explain the advan-
tages and limitation
to citizens' groups
and public .

officials in using
community organi-
zers.

Study Questions

14, 15

Assignment

Module Reading:

0

Self
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Objectives

.........------.....--
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A. THE NEED FOR FACE-TO-FACE CONTACTS

MEETING CITIZENS. FACE -TO -FACE

The most effective politicians--that is, the ones who get elected and

re-elected--are generally the candidates* who have made the most personal

contacts. They have met people face=to-face: in their homes, at their

work places, on the streets, or in public gatherings where they still can

speak personally.

By face=to=face is meant individual personal contact between an official

and one or more constituents--where communication is direct and unfiltered,

where questions can be asked by either party, and where the participants

can be said to "know" each other, at least knowing each other's name and

interests. We exclude meetings with more than four persons, or contacts by

television, radio, newsletters, and so on. Also, face-to-face implies more

of a personal relationship than contact via a speech, sermon, or other formal

presentation. Face=to=face contacts may occur in many places==those suggested

above, or in supermarkets, clubs, homes, or other settings. The largest

number of persons present would probably be four, although at a "coffee-klatch"

or similar home gathering there might meet five or six persons. Face-to-

face contacts are a valuable exercise of two-way communication between the

official and constituents.

The wise politicians, once elected; maintain face-to-face contacts

so they can have a "feel" for the constituency. They know that letters,

speeches, campaign literature and other means do not provide for the two-way

cancommunication that is vital. Public officeholders, elected or employed,

use the same process to know more about the citizens they serve. To be

accountable means to be available, listening, learning, and responsive.

Of course, officials are too often overburdened with responsibilities,

busy from dawn to dusk. It seems hard to find time to meet the citizens.

If talking to individual members of the public is viewed as crucial to one's

job, however, time will be found to leave the office and talk to Oeople.

An example comes to mind of a young, newly-hired employee in Pittsburgh

who was charged with setting up neighborhood festivals. She was told to learn

of community needs by means of a questionnaire. She realized that a questionnaire

was too impersonal and that she should talk to citizens individually and in

2:313
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small groups. There was virtually no time, but she "made time." Ultimately,

the personal contacts saved time; she learned the personalities and concerns

of almost fifty neighborhoods. And the city had many days and evenings of

Bicentennial festivals, successful enough to be planned for a subsequent

year.

Why thit concern for meeting directly with people? The primary purpose

in meeting folks face-to-face is to get to know them and to be able to

understand their problems, interests, ideas, concerns, goals. The first

rule for a public speaker is "Know Your Audience." A similar first rule

for officials should be: "Know Your People."

Another reason is the opposite side of that maxim: the citizens get to

know the public officials. No longer is service being rendered by a

faceless bureaucrat. The citizens can say: "Mr. Jonet is in charge of our

water supply"; or,"Miss Smith handles my real estate matters."

A third justification is the possibility of resolving difficulties and

misunderstandings early and informally. Sometimes serious problems are

discovered at an early stage and can be eliminated by discussion or

negotiation without any formal complaint or litigation.

Another reason for talking personally is to get ideas and uncover attitudes

on issues. People are always pleased to be asked for their .opinions. In

several recent telephone polls conducted under the supervision of the author,

virtually no one refused to answer questions on issues. Talking face-to-face

And being asked for advice and opinions can be very flattering.

An example of the value of face=to-face contacts may be drawn from a

recent city election. The winner was a long-time political figure who for

years attended parties, wakes, bingo games, little league contests, and all

manner of such events. People knew him by his first name, and he knew many

of them personally. While his performance as a municipal official could

warrant election to a higher position, his many contacts with voters cer=

tainly helped him win. The other two major candidates were aloof and

had a much shorter history of face-to-face relationships. It was generally

concluded that major candidate's extensive and personal familiarity with the

community was responsible for his decisive victory.

Face=to=face contacts are another means of offering accountability to

citizens. The personality, the record, the commitments, the concerns of the

public official are directly exposed to the scrutiny,of citizens. Questioning
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and answering can take place. The official indicates responsiveness and

responsibility to, constituents when meeting with them face=to-face.

A way of distinguishing face-to-face contacts from other forms of

communication is to describe this form as providing "instant feedback." The

official receives immediate indications of support, dittrutt, differences

of opinion, or interest. No other form of relationship provides immediate

response, and some forms (such as questionnaires) may take weeks or months

before the attitudes of constituents may be known. (And there is always a

question concerning those persons who did not complete the questionnaire;

that is, were they different in some way from those who did respond?)

Preparation: Officials should know tomething about the people they plan

to meet. Is this an ethnic community? Are folks mostly members of one

religious group? What is the economic level and the educational level? What

are some of the issues which might be raised?

Officials should have clearly in mind what they want to know, why they

are visiting, what they are willing to promise, and what they are supposed

to do. They must be wary of promising more than they can deliver, and they

should be relatively confident of their mission.

Approach: Listening to people with empathy is considered one of the

best ways of getting acquainted. Be prepared to listen carefully. What is

the person telling you? Is the message getting across? If not, why not?

Are differences in economic or educational achievementt hindering communication?

Are racial or ethnic differences confusing the meaning?

The objective is not to argue or even to put forward the "official

position." Most often, especially in first contacts, the objective should

be simply to listen. If you do not agree, state: "I see your position" or

"Yes, you do have a point there." An unwillingness to listen may turn off

the speakers; or they may try to state what they think the official wants to

hear. "Oh yes, we like this neighborhood. No, there are no difficulties

with city services."

Case Example

The President of the United States, Jimmy Carter,
recognizes the need for face-to-face contacts despite the

number of people involved. In his governorship of Georgia,
Carter visited various parts of his state to talk to vote's,

had a monthly "visitor's day" when any one who wanted to

see or talk to him could meet him in2leffice, and had
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frequent radio "talk-back" shows. Recognizing that it
would be difficult in a country as large as the United
States, Carter stated during his campaign: "Anything I
can devise that would maintain _a feeling of open access
to me by the Ameridan people=-I would try it."

Some of th0 proposed means of meeting citizens on a face -to -face basis,

proposed by a People Committee appointed by Carter, are the folloWing:

Cross- country trips; including town meeting discussions_
with citizens or local officials._ Two of these haveitakeh_
place, one in Clinton, Massachusetts; and the other in Wett
Virginia. Staying in private homes is a part of this people

plan.

RadiO_Call=in shows. Again, President Carter has used radio
and_television for direct contacts with people; Many citizens

Were amazed when Carter spent two hours responding to.the

telephone and answering questions spontaneously;

- A White House luncheon_ program, especially to invite
AmericanS with innovative ideas to lunch with the:President.

The objectiVe of thete small luncheons would be to- expose

PresicWit Carter_to creative ideas not likely to reach him
through his staff, the cabinet, or those who normally have

access to the President.

- Invitations to randomly selected citizens to meet with
Carter and his family, perhaps for dinner. Real

discussions with adequate time would be encouraged.

- White house mini-conference with specialists invited for
one day. Each conference would cover one limited topic;

participants would normally be less-known experts from

all over the country.

- Telephone calls to private citizens_ After his television/
radio call-in, Carter personally called back some citizens

to report on progress on their problems. In other_cases

he would call a group of people, at random; or call those

Who have registered significant achievements or who have

suffered unusual hardships.

= Federal Information Centers--an existing program with 37

government-run information centers scattered around the

country, with toll=free lines to other cities. Such in-

formation centers should allow person-to-person contacts

in the office, as well as personal contact via the

telephone.1
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If the President of the United States can render an accounting to

the citizens of this country by using face-to-face contacts, can local

majors, council representatives, or municipal officials do less?

STUDY QUESTIONS

I. Define the terms "face-to-face contacts" and "listening.".

2. What benefits can an official gain from face-to-face contacts with

citizens?

3. Compare and contrast the terms: "face-to-face contacts" and "two-

way communication."

240
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4. Compare the advantages of face-to-face contacts with a survey using
questionnaires.

5. Why is "listening" so important and what is "empathetic listening"?

FACE-TO-FACE CONTACTS BY CITIZENS

Citizens, too, use face-to-face contacts individually and in groups.

Public opinions are formed by men and women meeting each other, talking

over their concerns, and sometimes agreeing on a cause of action. Citizens'

groups, too, must continually reach out to their publics, to the citizens

whom they represent. The most effective means of accomplishing this is

through personal contacts. There are many ways in which community groups

can contact their constituents, and these ways are, in general, similar

to those a public official would use

241
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- contacts in supermarkets, restaurants; bingo games, and
other places where people may be found;

.= parties, teas, coffee-klatches;

.= public assemblies (but with the emphasis clearly on primary
or face-to=face relations);

mobile vans providing information, allowing complaints but;
most of all, having a person available for personal contacts;

.= house-to-house surveys, asking for opinions and information;

- contacts in the streets.

Despite the fact that a citizen group is neighborhood-based and people

live nearby, the group must take care to keep in touch. Residents rarely

walk into a storefront office until they feel comfortable or are so

agitated that they enter to protest some issue. The good community

leader will visit people in houses, greet them on the streets, and contact

them at gatherings.

Walking around the neighborhood is an extremely effective mode of

keeping in touch with people and problems. The community leader or organ-

izer who walks, rather than uses a car, not only saves gasoline but makes

face -to -face contacts which would otherwise be less likely. Sometimes a

fifteen minute stroll from home to office actually takes an.hour. One

meets a friend, learns of illness in a neighbors home, plans a committee

meeting with a fellow member, notices a change of zoning sign, chats with

businessman, and greets children.playing on the sidewalk. After such a

walk, one may urge a cleanup campaign; importune the city for more trees,

protest the proposed zoning change, patronize a new store owner, or arrange

neighborhood hen) 'for the family with a serious illness. All of these con-

tacts or problems would have been unlikely if one droVe to the office.

NeedleSs to say, the public official who walks could accomplish many of the

same purposes.

The author is reminded of a well-meaning minister who had a church

in a crowded city neighborhood. He put a sign on his church doors: "Welcome.

Counseling hours: 2-5 p.m." After several years, the clergyman departed,

lamenting that no one had ever visited him for help (except a few asking

for money). He observed: "It is strange; whenever I walked down the street
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to get my-car, people stopped and talked. I did some counseling on the

street. Many people knew me from the brief walks I took, but no one

ever came into my office." This seems a lesson to all of us interested

in communities: get out and walk, talk, listen.

Another way of making contact is through organized visits to homes.

Ministers, doctors, and school teachers, used to go directly to the homes

to become acquainted with parishioners, patients, or pupils families.

Today it is a rare occasion to have a visit from such professionals.

Salespersons, sociologists, and some politicians do go house-to-house; the

process is called canvassing, and might be useful for citizens groups or

officials.

Canvassing is usually done by pairs of people, perhaps a man and a

woman, one of whom should be experienced. This pair proceeds from house

to house (or apartment to apartment), knocking on doors just as is done by

many politicians. The purpose of canvassing is to provide an opportunity

for the residents to express their own concerns and opinions.

Listening to people remains the key. Care and patience must be

exercised to allow people to state what is on their minds in their own

words. If, however, the individuals with whom you are speaking are just

not interested or possibly hostile, don't try to force the discussion; you

would make better use of your time by moving on to another'resident.

There are many reasons for canvassing. Salespersons, religious

proselytizers, pollsters, census takers, politicians, and bill collectors

all use the technique of canvassing to establish face-to-face contacts with

citizens, albeit for differing reasons. Citizens who canvass their

communities also have their reasons, which may partially include those

of the groups just listed. Among the reasons for canvassing which are

frequently cited are:

- to learn facts from the community;

- to become aware of attitudes;

- to create personal relationships;

- to explain proposed projects;
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- to encourage citizens to adopt a position on an
issue similar to the official stance;

- to invite citizens to public meetings.

Canvassing, which involves face-to-face contacts, also requires some

special preparations which should include:

- being well-informed about the topic(s) that will be
discussed;

conducting pre-canvassing planning and role-playing
sessions;

= organizing peoples' names and addresses;

collecting information on the target neighborhoods,
e.g., ethnic and religious backgrounds;

obtaining guidance and criticisms from a friendly
resident of the neighborhood;

- planning for an appropriate appearance (grooming
and dress).4

The authors of The Organizer's Manual define canvassing as "the

organization of systematic one-to-one discussions with people in and around

their homes or jobs."3 Canvassing, then, can be considered an important

method Of establishing face-to-face contacts.

Case- Example

A well=organtzed-community-group-uses-two-methods--
of ascertaining community concerns and interests. The

first method is relatively simple. When citizens are
interested or concerned about an issue they respond to

meetings, public hearings, and demonstrations. Recently

the organization has held public meetings on crime in

the neighborhoods; on absentee landlords; and on public

transportation proposals. All meetings have been well-

attended by residents. The organization knows that
citizens are concerned about those issues.

The other method of ascertaining_ citizen concern
has recently been tested. Officers of the_group agreed

to visit !p representatiVe sample of homes in- the area,

to talk face-to-face with citizens, and to ferret out

their ideas; interests, -and concerns._ The objective

here was to listen to citizens, to help them air their

gripes, to express satitfadtidnior discontent with city

services and other programt,:and_tO elicit ideas on how

the citizen ,group can help the citizens. After the

XII.6.13
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many face-to-face visits, the results will be analyzed
by the officers, and presumably checked by attendance
at public meetings.

Is there a general interest in this problem? How
much are citizens willing to commit themselves to
helping solve the problem? Will residents attend
hearings?. . .take part in meetings with officials?. . .

do research on the issue?. . .or demonstrate their con-
cern publicly? Beginning with face-to-face contacts and
the listening process, the group discovers problems,
concerns, fears or likes, then tests these in public
meetings, and pursues those that are espoused by a
sizable number of citizens.

Here is a report from one resident who was
interviewed:

"Jane F., an officer of our neighborhood group,
telephoned and set up an- appointment. My wife and I
could both be home at 5 PM so we agreed to meet then.

"Jane was at the door promptly and explained
that she was visiting several homes primarily to
listen to our feelings about the neighborhood.
We were pleased to talk to her and tell her what we
felt needed correcting.

"We talked about the problem of crime in the
area. I suggested we avoid talking too much about
burglaries end robberies because some citizens might
get the impression the crime rate was really high
and the neighborhood dangerous. My wife and _I think
the neighborhood is relatively quite safe, and police
records support this view.

!!Then-we talked about- the proposed-busway-for
our area and its impact on the residential streets.
All of us agreed this was a major threat to our
quiet, single-family home neighborhood and that our
organization must try to prevent the disruption and
disturbances caused by -many buses using our
residential streets. It appears, also, that bus
service for riders from our area will be diminished
even if more buses come through the area.

"We had a good conversation for more than one
hour. Ms F. did not take notes and I wondered
if she could remember all the ideas we gave her.
Furthermore, there were times when she did more
talking and seemed to be telling us her ideas
rather than soliciting our problems. Altogether
it was a worthwhile visit because we did have the
chance to get some ideas expressed and to find
our ideas were similar to others. I hope the
organization continues to talk directly with many

of its members and constituents. It's a good way
of finding out what we think." 245_
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6. Explain why face-to-face contacts are as necessary for citizens'
groups as for officials.

.
Describe the advantages of walking around a neighborhood rather

than using a car.

8. Is "canvassing" a valid means of meeting people face-to-face? Why

or why not?
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_

9. Describe some of the preparation necessary before canvassing.

10. What reasons can be given for a public official to "canvass"?

11. Discuss the two ways used by one citizen group in the_case study

to ascertain the interests and concerns of its constituents.

Is either more effective than the other or should both be used?

24
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12. Criticize -the tate_study of Jane F. and the couple: i.e., what
mistakes do you think Mt F. made? What did- she accomplish?
Altogether, was she successful in ascertaining issues -and con=
terns? Why do yoU think so? Jiowwould yoU improve the process?

C. THE EFFECTS OF FACE-TO-FACE CONTACTS

Attitudes toward government4,,as well as to o'Oer large institutions,

seem to be unfavorable today. Much of this-negative attitude stems from

the impersonality of the organizations which affect us. We can hardly

have good personal rellatidnships with corporations, metropolitan=wide.

goiernMents, huge universities, or even large volunteer movements ::= Our

warmest memories attach to personal relationships with one or a

indiiiduals. If one friendly teller epitomizes a bank, or a cooperative

teacher is identified with the university, or a helpful public official

represents city government, our views toward that institution are more

favorable. This is part of the reason for encouraging face-to-face

contacts on a planned, regular .basis.
Y

Here is one example of how personal contacts changed attitudes.

local organization, quite active and successful, is part of a national

organization. While the local organization is in-many-ways dependent upon

the national group for its existence, local volunteer leaders felt con-

siderable resentment of "national." They felt that the national office

was demanding too much, was unaware of local needs, and was dictating

unwise policies. Then, the national board of directors came to town for

a quarterly meeting. The local officers and members observed the meeting
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and shared an evening meal and later a picnic with the board of directors.

There was plenty of time for face-to-face contacts and for discussion. By

the end of the weekend attitudes had changed. The national organization

was seen as a group of honest; concerned individuals. Much more trust

developed among the two groups. Reasons for decisions were made clearer.

Face-to-face relationships had changed attitudes from suspicion to trust

and understanding; if not friendship.

Some organizations and agencies have planned for citizens without their

participation and especially without the face=to-face contacts advocated

in this module. The results can be devastating. This has been true

especially in the areas of environment and highway building. As Alan

Altshuler reported to a national conference:

Citizen-Participation

If our system is less and less characterized by
unrestrained capitalism, it is increasingly characterized
by widespread private participation in public sector
planning and decision making. This may, indeed, be a
case of a public-private equilibrium of power maintaining

itself. The government as a whole does more, but in-
dividual officials are compelled to seek for broader and
more informed consent than 10 or 15 years ago.

_They are:compelled to do so, moreover, in an atmosphere
of severe citizen distrust for government, and with only
minimal assistance from mooing institutions able to
cultivate and deliver political support.

From the 1930's through the- 1950!t, political_
scientists reported generally -that private interest -group
participation in policy making was the norm -of the American
system, but that the participants were mainly paid officials

of well - organized institutions.

An- important recent phenomenoni_however, has been the
groWth in political significance of popular movements that

do not have -major institutional bases; The two such

movements that -have had the greatest impact -on urban

developmentipoli , in recent years are the anti-highway
movement and the environmental movement; Both depend
predominantly for their success on a small core of

voluntary and meagerly paid_ activists, supported by a far

wider base of inactive but highly interested supporters.

2.1r1
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These movements are most effeetiVe when opposing_the,
expansion plans of public agencies anc[private_business
enterprises,. This is so even_though many of_their leaders
and members are extremely anxious to'be constructive. The

fact is that the major source of mobilizing energy for such

movements, almost inevitably, is indignation,

ftnther, the stopping of a highway or power plant it
a_clear cut objective that a broad constituency of ordinary
citizens can feel part of; By contrast, persuading the
American _people to buy fewer carsi to ride transit or to.
consume -less electricity is more frustrating and esoteric

work. The_actual development of improved mass transit
and nonpollUting sources of power, moreover, are long

terti_t6SktlfOr major institutions with great resources

at their disposal.

The astonishing - accomplishment of these popular
movements, however; is that they have enjoyed remarkable

success in setting the i;eeeht_aqenda of American politics,
in bringing about=iiiipOrtatit alterations in the processes

of American Planning and_detitiOniMakingb_and in shaping,

the climate of public opinion Within Which urban planning

now occurs.

In at least two very important ways, the_growth of
participation has been an important conservative influence.

Established institutions participate in pOlitict_as
much to serve their expansion needs as to -avert threats
In the fields of land use and_transportation,Jor_example,
business and labor intei -ests typically press for increased
construction activity and seek to head off regulatory actions
that might hinder their freewheeling activities;

The_popular movements, on the other -hand, tend to oppose
any construction that is likely to have a significant
di0,4Otive impact, and to support ever more severe reg-
ulationof pri investment activity; The results of
their effOrts_have been to slow down the rate of both
public and private investment and to render highly
disruptive or environmentally harmful projects virtually
impossible to implement.

-A- corollary is that their successes challenge
development bueeaddeatias_to figure out means of achieving

their objectives wfthOUt disrupting neighborhoods_or_harming
the environment; We are forced to ask such questions_as_

the following: How can Urban_toobility needs be met without
the construction of new expresSWayt through developed areas
and public open space reserves? HOWHcan our cities be kept
vital and renewed without large scale slum clearance? How_

can our energy needs be met without foUling the air,_stripping
the countryside, exposing the populace to radidactivity and

the risk of nuclear disaster, and_making the nation in=
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The challenges 'posed by such questions are healthy
indeed; The more troubling issue is whether_anyone_can
answer themcor, rather; whether the standards of success ii
in coping with these challenges are being set at reasonable
levels.

Regardless of one's normative evaluation, it is clear
that the participatory movement has been a major con-
servative influence in its resistance to disruptive
d4velopment activity; and yet it has been a major spur
to innovation in its establishment of,new constraints
upon successful development planning.4

Reprinted with permission from the American Institute of Planners,
Newsletter, December, 1974.

There seems to be no effective substitute for face-to-face relations

with citizens. As organized groups of citizens increasingly help shape

public programs, concerned public officials will make plans and take

steps to meet with those citizens, to understand their positions, to

establish relationships of trust, and to work toward mutually-acceptable

plans.

13. In your opinion could some of the "negative" forces, such as anti-
highway movements and environmental protests, have been resolved
with more face-to-face contacts?

D. USE OF PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZERS

Public officials or citizen groups may choose to use professionally-

trained community organizers to make face-to-face contacts for them. Public
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officials may not lcve the time to visit all their constituents yet may

want to keep in close contact. The author's congressman, for example,

has a mobile van which is located in various parts of the district on

scheduled visits. Citizens can go to the van when it is in their com-

munity and talk to well-informed and friendly Staff, complain, get

information, or otherwise make contact. Other officials may feel they

lack the outgoing, warm personality which would allow than to enjoy

meeting people and chatting in one-to-one relationship. Here is

another opportunity.to enlist the services of a trained community or-

ganizer. While first hand experiences with citizens are definitely

preferable, some contacts (even vicariously) are better than none at all.

Citizens' groups generally depend mainly on volunteer effort. Still,

especially in poorer neighborhoods, most adults work and the time for making

face-to-face contacts (outside clearly social relationships) is limited.

In this situation the use of a community organizer may be appropriate.

Furthermore, a community organizer can bring knowledge and skills which

a neighborhood needs.

Community organizers are trained mainly in schools of social work.

Titles differ but one can learn organizing skills in courses or programs

of community development, citizen participation, community organization,

or group work. Many books and articles have been written on the subject.

While some persons se)n to have natural skills in meeting people and enlist-

ing their aid, the professional training has seemed desirable if not man-

datory for those persons working in participation efforts.

The trained community organizer knows, among other skills:

how to meet people in their homes, or elsewhere;

how to listen to people;

how to enlist support for a cause;

how to use various ways of organizing groups;

- how to select appropriate tactics and strategies for
accomplishing group purposes;

- how to implement various approaches to developing
coalitions among concerned groups;

9 ;:7"
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= how to plan and run meetings;

= how to help citizens perform these tasks;

- how to keep good records If activities and to make
frequent reports to sponsors and clients.

The community organizer must be able to communicate to the public

official what has been learned so that, while the official has not actually

visited citizens, the essence of their concerns, attitudes, and feelings

can be understood. Similarly, the good organizer will transmit to citizens

the idea that the official is aware of the constituents, interested in

hearing their problers, and willing to do something about those problems

which can be alleviated.

There are risks in the use of professional organizers. The worst would

be the possibility of manipulation by the organizer. Whose goals are to be

pursued: the citizens' goals? . . . or the organizer's? Another risk is

letting the paid staff do Jobs that volunteers should do. Such exchange

of functions can severely reduce the amount of citizen interest and effort

in an organization. And whoever makes face-to-face contacts should report

back completely and honestly to the citizens or to the responsible official.

Organizers can help officials, but they may also overshadow the

official, make unauthorized commitments, or create additional.work. Of

course, the organizer may give the official a better reputation than

deserved or may destroy carefully murtured relationships. Community or-

ganizers, therefore, may have either constructive or destructive effects,

depending, in Part, on their own capabilities and motivations or on the

motivatations and intentions of the persons--officials or citizens'

groups--who hired them.

A motto which a superb community organizer used to teach is appro-

priate here: "The community worker should be on tap but not on top!"
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14. When should professional organizers be used? And how?

15. What are the advantages to an official of using a trained community

organizer? What are the risks?

254
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Pittsburgh- Post-Gazette, 5 March, 1977.

2. The O.M. Collective, The Organizer's Manual (New York: Bantam

Books, 1971), p. 59.

3. Ibid., p. 39.

4. Alan Altshuler, "Citizen Participation," Newsletter, American
Institute of Planners, December, 1974, p. 19.
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ASSIGNMENT

The following questions should be answered as completely as possible on

separate paper. Two copies of your responses should be mailed to the

instructor. One copy will be returned to you with the instructor's

comments and the other will be retained as part of your course record.

Wange 104 an appointment with a pubeic of iciat in yob own
community an in anothet community in which you have contacts
so that you can have a scheduted 6ace-to-6ace contac2 malt
a pubtic o66iciat. Be6ote meeting the o66iciat, seeect a
paraicutat ptoject you woutd £&e to di4UL4A. Se suite the
ptoject, deciaion, at pugAam l4 one in which the 066iciat
has some te4ponaibitity. Dating youx conveuation, note
the olgiciat's attitude toad you, your ideas on the pno-
ject, and citizena in genetat.

Fax this a44ignment, wtite a description o6 the disekAAion
dating you& 6ace-to-face contact. You& deactiption 4hoad
inceude the flottowing:

- the witt.t.n"gne64 o6 the 066iciat to meet with you.
- the net Live com6ont (at nenvomane44) o6 the o66iciat.
- the in6otmation the o66iCiat. 4hated with you.
- any petow-up contacts that we/Le ptanned on suggested.

On the basis " this convethation, exptain why you would on wou.ed not
judge the c66!, ,ae. to be accountable.

2 5 0
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MODULE : MEETING CITIZENS IN GROUPS

KEY TERMS AND CONCEPTS

40 CAC

40 Watchdog Committee

40 charette

40 People's Organization

INTRODUCTION

The last module emphasized the necessity for meeting citizens on a face-to

face basis, either as individuals or in small groups of two or three. Often

officials face larger, more organized groups of citizens; and, if previous

c casts have been limited or negative, they confront a hostile group.

This module discusses examples of groups which an official is likely

to contact. They range from advisory groups, perhaps even formed by the .

official, to militant peoples' organizations whose purpose is to wrest power

from officials. Each example of a group in this module can also be analyzed

as we did earlier: by origin of group, objectives, strategy and tactics,

and so on.

In Part B, of this module, suggestions are given to assist public

officials in meeting effectively with groups of citizens. Because this module

focusesmostly on meeting informally with groups, the next module will analyze

more formal, required public hearings, large public meetings, and public

forums.

In Part C suggestions are given to telp citizens in planning and

.carrying out their own meetings prior to or after meeting with officials.

Part D provides another case study of citizens helping to influence

public policy.

2:39
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

When you have completed the readings and assignments for this modules

you should be able to:

I. Identify and describe several types of citizens' groups, in-

cluding the relative amounts of citizen involvement in each

group.

2. Explain the guidelines which officials should follow when meet-

ing with citizens and the means for them.

3. Advise officials on ways to attain maximum communication and

cooperation when meeting with groups of citizens.

4. Suggest some guidelines for citizens to follow when organizing

groups of citizens to meet with officials.

S. Prepare written communications to fellow citizens advising them

of and preparing them to participate in a forthcoming meeting

with a local official.
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OVERVIEW

Objectives Tasks Resources Evaluation

. Identify and describe
several types of
citizens' groups in=
eluding the relative
amounts of citizen
involvement in each
group.

Study Questions

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Module Reading:

A

Self

2. Explain the guidelines,
which officialslhould'
follow'when meeting
with citizens and .the
reasons for them.

Study Questions

7, 8, 9

Module Reading:

8

Self

3: Advise officials on
ways to attain maximuw
communication and
cooperation when
meeting groups of
citizens.

Study Questions

7, 8

Module Reading:

8

Self

. Suggest some guide-
lines for citizAng to
follow when orrniz-
ing groups of
citizna tc meet wit
officiOs.

Study Questions

in, 11, 12, 13,

15, 16, 17

14,

Module Readings:

C, D

Self

;

[

5. Prepare written_cow-
municationg tc felloW
citizens Avi,.tng of
and preparing e!em co
participate in a
forthcoming meeting
with a local official.

Module Assignment Module Readings
and your own
Experience.

[Review Module 5]

Instructor
Feedback

26J
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. CITIZEN GROUPS IN AMERICA

"There.is something afoot in the 2970s. gometimes
it's called "populism, sometimes "citizen action," some-
times a "movement for economic rights." Whateve, you call
it, it's a new politics, and it goes both broader and deeper
among Americans than the movements of the sixties ever did."'

Advertisement for Working Papers.

Citizens groups adopt all kinds of structures, postures, tactics, and

sizes. A group may range in size from 2 or 3 interested citizens to major

pressure groups, such as Common Cause or the Sierra Club. The group may be

a highly=knit, irell- organized pressure group or a loose coalition of in-

dividuals or units with relatively vague objectives. The group may be

friendly to public officials or it may assume a confrontation stance.

Objectives may be clearly stated, or the real purpose of the group may be

hidden. Frequently, citizens may protest a particular action but may not

be clear about what is desired in its place. Some organizations seek only

a minor change while others are looking toward control of decisions. Some

groups have been formed mainly for advice and consultation--perhaps for

token participation--while others are planning-oriented with the dcsire to

improve a community through major projects. Public officials should under-

stand the various types of groups they contact and what their objectives

are Officials should also formulate an approach to meeting each group.

Six example groups are discussed in this section.

1. Citizen Advisory Committees [CAC's]

Legislation establishing many public programs mandates some form of

citizen involvement. Usually the weakest form of participation is suggested:

an advisory group which meets at the request of officials and is limited

to giving suggestions and guidance. These are known-as CAC's and developed

under the Urban Renewal Program. Even such committees, envisioned as token

participation, can range from "rubber stamps" to potent forces for directing

and altering programs.

A recent Task Force on Citizen Participation within the Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare reported that:

2°9
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There are. approximately 90 major and diverse programs.

in the Department whith tall fOr some_form ofcitizen par-

ticipation. By far_ theAtOtt_freqUently_mandated form-of

Citizen participation it that Of_state and /or -local Advisdry

Committees, or Governing and /or AdVisory_Boards; Other_

fOrms of_mandated_citizen participation- nclude:_ the use

of- paraprofessionals; the use Of..h0flpaid or- partially paid

VOIUnteers;_parent involveMent_thethaftiSMs;_the_use of the

target population in the_deditiOht of the-local program;

requirements that state_agenciet_taketitizens' views into

CdOtiderat.Von in developing to document how that

tits done; andrequired- public_hearihgt.
Mese mandates are a result of A:combination of_Con-

esianal direction, HEW regulatory decision, or HEW pro -

gram guidance. The overwhelming majorityof the citizen_

2articipation requirements stem from the Department's reg-

ulations or program guidances;1

The Task Force fOUnd that there were; in 1976, almost 4,000 citizens

serving on 338 advisory committees. The Task Force itself recommends C00;

sideration of "new and creative uses of these citizen members of HEW citizen

ad "Vitory committees." At a publiC forum in Pittsburgh (December, 1976)

Citizens and officials urged (a) that more Or be given to citizens and

their adVisory committees, (b that the adVitory committees be listened to

more frequently and carefully, and (c) that administrative procedures be

altered to make it easier for citizens to have input into the policy forming

process.

The Task Force continued its report:

It is in the more recent years that the Congress and the

Department have moved toward a broader approach to citizen

participation; that is, a movement away from citizen

councils and boards solely toward inclusion of "taking

citizens' views into account" in the policy development

process. But it is the rare statute, regulation, iv-

program guidance memorandum that approaches citizen

participation in a creative, flexible, and decentralized

manner.3

Officials should, at least, lister carefully to the advice given by such

groups, try to keep the group as representative as possible, and, whenever

possible, allow decisions to be made by the advisory group itself. In another;

more far-reaching step, officials, agencies, and boards can give citizens much

More of a "say" by decentralizing some decisions. Citizen groups can be

delegated powers to:

2C3
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carry out certain functions or programs;

review policy proposals and make recommendations to a board or

agency with power; i.e., the agency will not proceed if the
citizen advisory committee vetoes the proposal;

direct and implement several Programs as a "community corporation,"
again a decentralized citizen body;

have a veto power over the budget of an agency or a program;

make grants on behalf of an agency.

Still, the official must recognize what citizens Lertainly do: namely,

that the power to create an advisory committee suggests the power to dis=

solve it. CAC's remain creatures of the government. Whatever powers they

have, even their focus and reason for existence may be based on the whim

of an official. In terms of real citizen involvement, we would place this

type of group low on any "ladder of participation."

2. Independent Citizens Groups

Groups fomed by citizens almost aut. Aatically are more independent

and generally more potent than organizations set up by public officials.

Such independent groups may have fairly limited objectives, such as "neighbor-

hood preservation," or short-range Objectives; like "getting a traffic light

at Crossbones Corner." Other groups may have much broader.goals, such as the.

League of Women Voters or a conservation group. Common Cause or Ralph Nader's

Public Interest Research Groups (PIRG's) have almost unlimited goals. We

shall discuss primarily the more limited groups, i.e., groups limited to a

neighborhood, municipality, or small area and focussed on one or a few as-

pects of improvement. When groups form there is almost always some feeling

that public officials have failed to do all they can. Citizens unite to get

the city to enforce building or zoning codes, to provide better police

protection, or to clean the streets. Already there exists some negativJ

feeling toward officials. Only infrequently is there a constructive

attitude marked by such questions as: "What can we do to improve our area?"

or "What is our responsibility?" While public attitudes seem to be rapidly

changing, most action groups assume that government (a) has responsibility

to provide certain services and (b) has failed to provide adequate services.

As protests over increased taxation mount, there is more recognition that

government cannot provide all services (at least not without more taxes

and probably lets citizen control).

XII.7.6
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An outstanding example of an independent citizens group, familiar to

the author, is Pawelton Neighbors of West Philadelphia, Near the University

of Pennsylvania but quite independent from all nearby institutions and from

the city administration as well, Powelton Neighbors was formed to reestablish

and maintain a decent neighborhood of old, large homes. The small group of

homeowners who began the organization succeeded in getting a fair proportion

of homes rehabilitated. The group began to provide recreation activities

for children in the area and then for adults; it formed a cooperative nursery

and a cooperative food purchasing club; and it helped newcomers find homes

or rehabilitate old units.

As the group developed it recognized its need for improved city ser-

vices and began to muster the power to get more city aid. The group asked

Tr,r and jot better street cleaning, stricter code enforcement, and more

rrequent police patrols. Finally, the group requested a new school. De-

spite the fact that the area was too small to meet city-wide standards,

a new neighborhood school was constructed which has helped to keep the

410
neighborhood viable.

3. Watchdog Committees

A special form of the independent citizens' group is the Watchdog Com-

mittee. Taxpayers organizations are often considered the epitome of the

Watchdog Committee. Conservation clubs, sportsmen's groups; the League of

Women Voters, and other associations keep an eye on legislation or ad=

ministration of particular concern to their members. Usually the focus

of these commit tees is a single purpose.

Recently, Jack Anderson, the nationally-syndicated columnist, sug-

gested a "citizens committee to crack down on congressmen who cheat."4

In place of the Ethics Committees of the House of Representatives and the

Senate, Anderson proposed that a citizens tribunal be given the powers to

set new ethical standards, investigate abuses, and punish elected officials

who violate the law. The citizens committee should be made up of six

members: two appointed by the President, two by Congress, and two by the

Investigative Reporters Association. The committee would be independent,

411
powerful, and hopefully free from the temptations facing members of Congress.
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Such citizens watchdog committees gain power through their careful

research, their use of media and good publicity, and, eventually, through

respect of the public for their findings. Note, however, that power is

earned, not delegated. The force of numbers also helps; when a group en-

lists the support of many thousands of citizens, it can counterbalance the

power of government or big business.

4. Workshops and Seminars

Workshops and seminars differ from community groups in their purpose

and their membership. They tend to be largely Single=purpose groups, focused

on an issue such as relocation, bikeways, or conservation. The constituency,

then, is also likely to be carefully selected (or self-selected) to repre-

sent those who already have such interests. These may be l'ormed by officials,

by citizens, or by a coalition of both.

While workshops and similar groups may be temporary and are often

formed to provide public officials with specific information such groups

offer other possibilities:

a two-way process of communication;

b. a valid "sounding board" for possible plans or projects;

c. a decision-making role as far as citizens are concerned

(recognizing that subsequent official approvals are re-

quired by law);

d. a device for insuring that citizens participate in all

phases of the deliberative process;

e. a means of developing new ideat.

PUblit officials who utilize such means of organizing citizens really

make a commitment in advance to utilize their ideas It is not a required

"advisory" committee, nor is it a self-f6:med action group. Officials

Suggest by their invitation that they will carefully study and most likely

use the recoMMehdations c; the group; They will also anticipate that members

of such groups will attend public hearinqs, present informed testimony, and

support their own proposals with good evidence.
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5. Charette!..

A new device for involving citizens and one which has attracted con-

siderable attention is the "charette." A long process of preparation must

go on beforehand. When decisions need to be made, all interested citizens,

qualified professional experts, and public officials gather for a long

continuous session aimed at one purpose: to arrive at a consensus. Some-

times a charette may continue over a weekend: forty-eight hours non-stop!

An example from the author's experience illustrates the process. After

years of discussion in a north Washington, D.C., residential area, a decision

needed to be made on the type of elementary school to be constructed. The

citizens had halted one proposal although they did want a new school. One

weekend parents, teachers, students, architects, municipal officials, and

school personnel all met to determine the kind of school to be built. Much

homework had been done. When ideas were suggested, architects translated

them into plans. These were then criticized, modified, or accepted and added

to other plans. By the time the weekend was over, some exhausted people had

reached general agreement on a school which subsequently was constructed.

And the citizens are pleased with the results!

Note, however, that the charette is the last step in a long process.

The poliCies and decisions need to be clearly delineated in order to be

accepted. The process is not a fact-finding session but a Medlring session

where values and ideas are reconciled. In case of great difficulties in

reaching agreement, a community could try such a method. It involves as

many citizens as are interested as well as responsible officials, The pro=

cess provides instant feedback, and it should result in a consensus if that

is possible at all. Failure to reach a consensus may indicate that some

basic misconceptions exist.

A slight modification of this process is used by many architects today.

The talented architects and planners of Urban Design Associates of Pittsburgh,

for example, sit dowm and talk with all parties interested in a school or

other public building before a single sketch is drawn. Children, teachers,

and others are encouraged to draw up their impressions of what a school,

for example, should be like, what is good, and what they dislike. The

architect/discussion leaders can then sketch out ideas until there is con=

sensus. When racial tension kept other schools in Pontiac, Michigan, closed
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a few years ago, the citizen-designed Human Resource Center was open and

serving a multi-racial group of students right in the heart of the city.

The process does work and gets citizens committed.

6. People's Organizations

Broadly-focused community organizations have developed in many cities,

aided by the Industrial Areas Foundation (IAF) under the leadership of the

late Saul Alinsky. These are labelled "Peoples' Organizations" by the

founder because the emphasis is on self=development by the citizens. An

organizer is never sent unless a representative and responsible group of

citizens and/or officials request such help. Some of the best known of

these organizations are: The Woodlawn Organization, Chicago; FIGHT of

Rochester, N.Y.; the United Farmworkers Organization based in California

and guided by Cesar Chavez; and the original Back-of-the-Yards Movement.

People's Organizations focus more on issues than on service: What

concerns do people have? tdlat city -services are being denied them? How

can they unite to fight crime or absentee landlords? -Such issues often lead

to power struggles and conflict. One of the aims of the IAF has been the

development of power for the citizens. "Since the building of a People's

Organization is the building of a viable power group, it becomes a threat

and intrusion to the existing power arrangements."5

People in these organizations are encouraged to learn about their

community, about the power structure and the way decisions are made, about

issues and policies affecting the community, and about how other citizens

view the issues and the community. The aim is "popular education." Another

concept emerging from the educational process is the search for "native

leadership." Officers of People's Organizations are always local citizens.

Many times they are middle-class or blue-collar workers without previous

leadership experience. Currently the author is associated with a People's

Organization whose president is new to leadership, is trained as a boiler-

maker, and is currently unemployed.

The role of the professional organizer is essential in a People's

Organization. The organizer is available to help but is never out front.

The organizer may help discover issues, instruct in research methods, create

situations in which people can discuss issues, and encourage leadership de-

.velopment. Following the advice of Saul Al insky, theorganizer helps people

develop faith in themselves, their fellow citizens, and the future.
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STUDY QUESTIONS

Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of CAC's to public offi-

cials and to citizens desiring some change.

2. Describe some of the characteristics of an independent citizens

group.

3. How does a Watchdog Committee differ from an independent citizens

group focused on neighborhood maintenance?

269
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so.

4. Under what conditions can a charette be used?

5. What purposes can workshops and seminars serve for officials?. .

for citizens?

6. How do people' organizations differ from independent citizens

groups? Would ,Jeoples' organizations be likely to achieve more

power than independent citizens groups?
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B. ACCOUNTABLE OFFICIAL=, 4".= LIM CITI7EN GROUPS

Given the wide variety of ciAzen groups, their diverse positions,

and citizen's frequent hostility t, or mistrust of public officials, it is

no wonder that meeting with citizeA groups is often disliked by officials.

But handled with the proper preparation and Planning, such meetings can

prove beneficial to both citizens and public officials.

An interested group of citizens can provide an official with informa-

tion obtainable nowhere else. This is especially true of attitudet:

What are the citizens thinking? What are their concerns? Would they like

a new road, a swimming pool, or lower taxes?

The official can help citizens become aware of problems faced by the

municipality and difficulties of which they are unaware. If the official

is successful, the citizens may lend their support to help win particular

issues, or, at least, they may become less hostile. Meeting with citizens

can be good public relations for officials. Better relationships and in-

dividual acquaintances can assist the official in this and future problems.

Certainly there are costs as well as benefits to meeting with citizens.

The official'may create more hostility rather than calm the voters. The

press may emphasize the confrontational nature of the meeting, finding con-

flict where none exists. Such meetings take their toll of ,time, energy, and

goodwill. Frequently, there are technical or cost considerations which

prevent the official ---frolirdding what citizens desire. Subordinates may

resent an official spending time with citizens and, worse, perhaps making

commitments to them.

When officials meet with citizens in groups, they can use the following

suggestions that may help make the meeting meani..gful and_ constructive for

all parti,:ipants and avoid destructive efforts and effects.

1. Officials should not wait until issues arise or conflict is

inevitable to meet with citizens. Officials should attempt

to establish cordial relationships with citizen groups early.

2. Let the media know what you are doing and why. Make it clear

that you, as an official, are meeting with citizens by choice.

Seek to emphasize the positive aspects of the meeting, and

avoid any resemblance of conflict. Hopefully, make this a

joint information release to demonstrate that officials are

not seeking to grab the credit for the meeting.

27/
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3. Establish the setting of the meeting so it will clearly
be a meeting of equals. Avoid raised platforms- lecterns,
or head tables. Speak directly to citizens. uwi't use
Robert's- Rules unless there is a very large 0.oup presera.
Avoid titles.

4. If possible, meet with group leaders to set up a mutually
agreeable agenda and/or format for the meeting as well as
ground rules for the conduct of the meeting.

S. Attempt to keep the meeting on a dialogue basis. Avoid
prepared speeches or a hearing type of format.

6. Don't speak over the heads of the audience by using technical
terms or jargon. Follow the maxim: "Never underestimate the
intelligence of citizens but don't overestimate the knowledge
of people."

7. Answer questions openly and as fairly as possible.

8. In case of opposing views, show how' you arrived at the par-
ticular decision by reviewing your facts (and other sup-
porting information or groups) and your reasoning.

9. Use enough facts to support your position but never try
to drown the citizens w:th an overabundance of data.

10. Recognize that everyone wants an opportunity to express
a veiwpoint and that some may use themeeting to let off
steam.

11. Help the citizens who are present to understand the limits
to government provision of services and also the need to
share government facilities and services among all sections
of the community. State the official's willingness to work
cooperatively to attain the goals of the group.

12. If the meeting seems to be moving toward hostility or worse,
violence, attempt to adjourn the meeting, but don't let
this be seen as your attempt to avoid listening to all
sides of an issue.

13. If the meeting has moved toward a consensus, seek to have
this expressed, perhaps in the form of a motion. For
example,

We, twentylive eitizeno and the maw. oti
Oakdate, have diAcuAsed the Location 06 the new
expiceuway and have decided: (co--.

(a)--- etc.

14. Consider the time and place of the next meeting. Indicate
continued willingness to meet with citizens.
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15. Arrange for a summary of the meeting to be made available
for those who attended and for interested others who were
not able to attend.

16. Be sure that responsibilities are assigned and accepted
so that all activity does not cease before the next
meeting.

17. Agree on an evaluative session in which officials and
citizens can discuss what the meeting accomplished.

No one wants to wast time in meetings. Citizens want to feel

needed and important; they want to believe their opinions are heard

and utilized. The officials can help give a sense of credibility by pre-

senting real issues to be decided: "We need your opinion on this..."

or "You can help us decide whether to select option A or option B." Some

meetings with citizens turn out to be unfruitful because officials present

facts but never make it clear to citizens just how their participation can

be helpful. Both citizens and officials benefit when it is clear what

problems exist, what policy options are available, and how citizen input

410
will be utilized. It should also be made clear how much latitude the

officials will give to citizen opinions, and at what point other con-

siderations, such as :osts, technical restrictions, federa,1 regulations,

or other competing interests take precedence over citizen views.

Meetings with citizen groups should be informal and informative with

emphasis on two-way communication. We see them as on one end of a par-

ticipation process continuum with more formal public hearings on the other

and with public forums (or meetings) in between. (In the next module, we

will discuss public assemblies, informal public meetings, forums, and

formal public hearings.]

Public
Hearings

Forums
or

Informal

Public
Meetings
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7. Wher should officials seek to meet with citizens?

8. Summarize the suggestions about meeting with citizens into a
few brief statements.

9 What characteristics and values should officials express when
meeting with citizens?
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410
C; CITIZENS MEET TO PLAN AO ACT

Most citizen or volunteer groups form spontaneously or as a result of

the interestt and efforts of one or a few leaders. Only a minority of

citizens' groups are formed by public action or through the stimulus of

a public official. In fact, there seems to be considerable feeling among

volunteer leaders that a citizens' group cannot achieve its ends if it is

sponsored or co-opted by a governmental agency.

When citizens meet they have many of the challenges of any organi=

teflon whether it be governmental, business, religious, or other. What

are the purposes or objectives of the organization? How are these objectives

to be attained? What structure should the organization adopt? Should

there be paid staff or an all volunteer effort? What are the resources

and how should these be exPended? Should by-laws be prepared and adopted,

or should the organization try to meet informally with little in the way

of rules, procedures, or formalities decided upon in advance? Will the

organization continue only until its announced objectives are achieved, or

will it adopt new goals and continue indefintely?

A community person who MS an idea and wants to influence some public

policy usually must recruit other citizens who will support the concept.

The first step normally will be face-to-face contacts, as discussed in

Module 6. However, sometimes a form letter or a series of telephone calls

can invite citizens to a meeting. The next step, generally, is the calling

of a meeting. This may be the crucial test of the idea. If enough

response has been generated citizens will attend; if not, the originator

will have to begin again.

Let us assume the citizens ;Ave met and agreed upon the idea, objec-

tives, and the organizational form. They have al-0 consulted the appro-

priate official and are not satisfied. The next stop will be to decide

upon some form of action. This may be as simple as sending a letter to

an official requesting arrangement of, for example, placement of a stop

sian at an intersection, a meeting with the citizens, or improvement of a

mood playground. It is considered an excellent organizing prin-

ciple that the first project selected should have a high pl.obability for

success. Citizens may lose enthusiasm for an organization which suffers
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project. The author did participate in one such struggle in which a

newly-formed neighborhood group inadvertently got involved in a major

power struggle. The issue revolved around the opening of a nightclub

at the edge of the area, and shortly involved many public officials, a

large bank, and an alleged "rackets" group. When the Mayor of the city

took the side of the citizens; the neighborhood was relieved of the

principal burden of maintaining the struggle. The citizens' group has

continued and taken on more problems. Failure in that first struggle

could have eliminated that organization in its early days.

Citizens generally want to work closely with public officials, co-

operating with them whenever possible. So, after deciding upon a

particular cause; the group may establish contact with the appropriate

official or officials. This may be done in several ways:

- a telephone call to an official;

a call or visit to the official complaint center or ombudsman;

- a letter to a department head;

- personal contacts with an official by the members;

- use of an intermediary: a political official, a prominent
business person, a civic leader, or others,

= a personal invitation to the official to meet with the citizens.

Citizens' groups, themselves, must be careful to practice democratic

processes in the meetings and actions. Those who make decisions should be

representative of the entire community as far as possible. Certainly all

neighbors who are potentially concerned should be invited to meet. IF

elections are held or decisions made, care should be taken to ensure that

no one feels "railroaded." Very often citizen groups meet and make

decisions with the feeling that the group truly represents community

values and attitudes only to discover that a substantial proportion of

citizens do not support the decisions. Public officials frequently question

the representativeness of such groups. Another issue which may splinter

associations is the choice of strategies and tactics. There are always

thote Who agree with the aims of the organization but who prefer not to

take "drastic" actions. Others believe that failure to pursue a contro-

versial tactic really means doing nothing.
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When ,ting with officials, either on an informal manner or in a

public gathering, c tizens should:

= have a clear idea of what they want and how the official can

make at possible;

= maintain an aura of friendship and cooperation whenever possible;

= provide evidence of the scrongth of the group and the unanimity

of the group, if possible;

- meet beforehand to agree upon objectives, tactics; and desired

goals;

- meet afterward to r1;ci*rief," to evaluate the meeting, to decide what

was accomplished, and to plan follow-up steps;

- summarize the accomplishments of the meeting and any decisions

agreed upon in a letter to the official and to other concerned

citizens.

Citizens' meetings do not have to be formal or organized according to

Roberts' Rules of Order. In fact, one of the main purposes of citizens

meetings is to get as many people participating as possible, to winnow

out the ideas and suggestions of people, and to reach consensus. To do

this, there a many variations of meetings. A few are:

- Brainstorming: informal sessions where everyone present is

encouraged to provide ideas.

- Nominal Group_Techniques: similar_to brainstorming bUt with

each person firtt asked to write out ideas and then one perSOn

at a time contribute one idea until_all suggestions have_been

recorded on aiblackboard. This encourages the less aggresSive
membert:especially_since no criticism of any idea is allowed

until all ideas are out.

- Committees and Task Forces: assigning limited_responsibilities

to small groups so more indepth analysis of a problem or solution

is possible; recommendations are presented to the whole group

for decisions.

= Delphi Technique: use of written-responses at least prior

group discw,sions car in plate of group meetings.

- Social Gatherings: may be used to promote an idea, introduce
an official, organize a group, agree upon an action, etc; often

called "coffees" or "teas"; block parties, or wine and cheese events.
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10. List the steps which a concerned Citizen_might take to enlist the

aid of neighbors in chain a public policy.

11. How might the concerned citizen, together with
tact with a public official? Can you add any

ion k Mae Con-
14,±ns?

12. What important principle Must citizen groups follow in their

organizing, meeting, and acting? Why is this important?
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13. Explain the importance of pre-meeting planning and of debriefing
after a meeting.

14. Consider the types of meetings which citizen groups might hold.
Identify one experience you have had with each of the more common
approaches.

CASE STUDY: PLANNING THE BIKEWAY

The Pittsburgh Bikeway

Several bicycling groups encourage the use of bicycles in

Pittsburgh, but little has been accomplished by public action to

plan and develop bikeways, make the streets safer for bicycles,

provide secure parking areas for bikes, or educate drivers on

the rights of cyclists. After some correspondence, an official
from the Department of Parks and Recreation suggested a meeting

of offidals and members of one bicycling club. After _a delay

of about six weeks, one volunteer agreed to contact all the cy-

cling groups and arrange a meeting with officials.
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Many telephone calls were made to select a_date. Some

discussion of issues took place during these calls. When a

date was agreed upon, it was less then 48 hours in the future.

A telephone call to the responsible official was disheartening:

all of the staff members were occupied that day with a long-
standing commitment,but he would call back in one hour. The

call was returned. Not only would the Parks and Recreation
official meet at -the proposed time, but he would have other
officials (from Public Works) present.

Again, more telephone calls. This time the citizen
cyclists agreed to meet one hour before the official meeting.
At that time an agenda of important items was agreed upon.
Those cyclists present agreed that a 15=mile bikeway was
urgent; commuting-by-bicycles was of next importance. Al-

together a list of eleven items was suggested for discussion

and arranged in order fvf priority. The group also agreed to

seek at least one firm :ommitment from the officials.

The ;reeting between cyclists and officials was held as

schedule(' after some slight delay in_arranging a room. The

atmosphere was friendly and open. Almost immediately the
official informed the group that plans were completed for the

15=mile recreational bikeway, based largely upon proposals

previously 1% by the bicyclists' representative. After

some questli,v4 took place, the cyclists expre;;ed

appreciati, the progress made in planning the bikeway.

Additional items or the cyclists' 3genda ten dis-

cussed. The commuting; by bicycle concept proved to be the

most difficult. The city officials seemed intereste. but
they pointed out all of the- difficulties; including the fact

that few persons entering downtown Pittsburgh use bicycles,

existing facilities in parking garages are unused, and there seem

to be dangers in cyclists challenging Pittsburgh streets and dilvers.

After more than an hour, the cyclists had covered the

agenda topics, had agreed to contact another influential

agency, and planned to meet again with the responsible official.,.

In a debriefing session following the meeting, the

cyclists reached consensus that:

- the city officials- had -been accountable to citizens

in their sharing of information and in using basically

the same plans which emanated from the group themselves;

- it was essential that all five groups continue to com-

municate and take action together rather than work

separately;

- a firm commitment had been made to the first priority

concern and the willingness to meet again shortly was

expressed;

25 u
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- both citizens and officials shared the concepts
of commuting-by-bicycle, but both had to face the

tough. question: How do you get the job done?

the meeting with the officials was informative and

probably instrumental in encouraging progress; but

it was only a first step.

15. From information presented in this Modute and from your own ex-

pepience, why is it desirable for bicyclists (as well as other

concerned citizens) to form coalitions?

16. What evidence in the case study suggests that the guidelines for

official-citizens meetings were followed? Were there guidelines

that were not followed?

17. In your own words, explain the advantages of a preliminary citizens

Meeting before and a debriefing session after a meeting with

officials.
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FOOTNOTES

1. Task Force on Cftizen Participation, Department_of Health,
Education; and Welfare, federal Register, November 10, 1976, p. 49774.

2. Ibid., p. 49779.

3. Ibid., p. 49774.

4. Jack Anderson, 'Citizens Committee to Crack Down on Congressmen
Who Cheat," Parade, November 21, 1976, pp. 4-5.

5. Saul Alinsky, Reveille for Radicals, Vintage Books, 1969, p. 132.
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ASSIGNMENT

jLEt Ordjede WOW thOUld be completed using some of the concepts

art guidelines presented in this module and Module 5; Two copies of your

ywponse should be mailed to the instructoi. One copy will be returned to

you with comments and the other will be reLlned as part of your course

record.

Ptepate a 4 page newaettet £n the Sotm that a community otgan-
ization 04 citizens' action gtoup might pubtish. The newae-Pet
zhoued ptesent sevetat sepatate 4sta/ties inctuding:

- the agenda Sot the next meeting of the otganization;

the tau Sot conducting the next meeting;

= detail z aJut the paoject which wig be discussed at
the meeting;

comments tegatding bmckgtound oil one o.t sevetae
oiiciat6 who ate expected to attend the next meeting.

The newstettet shoutd demonsttate:

you& under:standing 06 concepts ptesAti:d in this moduee;

- aPpkcptiate Zanguage Sot the citizen.. ate attempting

to teach;

- ptinciptes 06 using communication 4kitt4 (Reber to Moduft 5).

NOTE: This assignment seeks to unite the concepts of Module 7, Meeting
Citizens in Groups, with methods and skills learned in Module 5,

Communicating for Accountability.

If this Module is being used alone; or if for good reason the
student cannot utilize the newsletter format, submit the four
stories in usual report form.
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MODULE 8: PUBLIC ASSEMBLIES

KEY TERMS AND CONCEPTS

40 Public Assemblies

0 Public Hearings

40 Public Meetings

40 Public Forums

INTRODUCTION

Th': most visible form of citizen participation and accountability is

undoutc-dly the public hearing. In the conduct of the hearing, officials

are ex;_,:sed to public scrutiny; their attitudes toward people and programs

and th.,ir behavior are all observable. Responsiveness to constituencies

45 will be apparent. But there are other less formal gatherings than public

hearings in which the officials' attitudes and behaviors are obseryable.

In this module, we will discuss three types of large public assemblies

of which the public hearing is just one. While they differ in purpose

and formality, the principles for planning, organizing, conducting, and

following-up will be similar. Note also that much of the advice written

in Module 7 (Meeting Citizens in Groups), while particularly aimed at small

groups, is generally applicable to larger groups.

are:

The three types of large public assemblies discussed in this module

Public Hearings

40 Public Meetings

40 Public Forums or Conferences.

Each will be discussed briefly to distinguish the differences among

410
them. The rest of the module will present material generally applicable to

each tYPe-
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L.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After completion of this module a person should be able to:

I. Identify types of public assemblies.

2. Explain the purposes that public assemblies serve.

3. Summarize the procedures for planning, organizing, :_:ducting,
and folowing-up public assemblies.

4. State five means by which a public official can involve
citizens more effectively in public assemblies.

5- Explain the relatraship between holding public assemblies
and accountability.
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OVERVIEW

Objectives
.

Tasks Resources Evaluation

Identify typesiof
public assemblieS.

Study Question 1 Module Reading: A Self

. Explain the purposes
that public
assemblies serve.

Study Question 2 Module Reading: 6 Self

3. Summarize the pro-
cedures for planning:
Organizing, con-
dUoting,,and
followig:-up public
assemblies.

Study Questions

3, 4; 5$ 50 7

Module Assignment

Parts 1;2i3;4i5i6)

MOdUld Reading: C

Module Readings and
your experience

Self

Instructor
Feedback

4: state five -means by
Whichia_pUblic
official can involve
citizens more ef-_
fectively in public
assemblies;

Study Question 8 Module Reading: 0 Self

-. Explain the relationi MedUld Assignment

ship between holding
public assemblies

(Part 7)

and accountability;

Module Readings
and

Your Experience

Instructor
Feedback

2s
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IL THREE TYPES OF PUBLIC ASSEMBLIES

1. Public hearings are a form of public assembly distinguished by

legal requirements and structure. Public hearings are usually required

by law--probably by the particular legislation which authorizes a program.

They are highly structured and ftrmal in conduct; they have established rulet

regarding testimony and generally result in an official, reviewable record.

Because of these structures, a minimum number of hearings is scheduled,

generally only one prior to implementation of a project, but perhaps two or

three if required by law. Communication tends to be one=way with little

opportunity for dialogue or feedback. The impact of citizen participation

cah only be determined by subsequent official actions.

A well-known example of the required public hearing was that typically

scheduled in urban renewal areas. After all planning was done and many

decisions were made (even after money was committed to the project by the

Federal government), one public hearing was held. Once in a great while a

strong, vocal citizens group could hold up or "veto" the project. Frequently

the leaders of the community had already relocated. Normally., then, the

hearing was held before City Council, and no choice was left to anyone other

than to approve the project.

Officials and legislators have learned from this experience, and now

more than one hearing is often required by law. Hearings may be held earlier,

and citizens are often well prepared for the hearing. Even better, the citizens

have worked cooperatively with the agency and generally support the proposals.

The Corps of Engineers, for example, requires three public hearings at

three "check points" in the project planning process: 1) one or more

intitial public meetings to discuss problems and needs; 2) a meeting to

discuss alternatives and to formulate a program; 3) a final hearing to

allow input into a final report. The Corps calls these "meetings"

but they are required and have tended to be rather formal, thus they really

fit our categorization of hearings. Sometimes these additional hearings

or meetings may be mandated by law and at other times by administrative

regulation.

Another hearing mandated by law is that held in cities prior to

distribution of Community Development block grants. Such hearings have tended

to be perfunctory, and citizens have little reason to expect change because

of their input. In Pittsburgh, the author atte g, _one such hearing. Although

X11.8.4
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audience participation was high, there was no feedback from the panel (the

City Planning Commission) and little subsequent response in terms of

changes in plan. City Councils often hold "hearings" at which citizens

may present their views. It is indeed rare when a citizen can establish

dialogue with one or more members of the Council.

2. Public meetings are less fermi, unrequired, and may be more responsive

to citizen input. Because they are less formal they encourage dialogue and

feedback. Questions can be asked and answers provided without the restraints

of a legal cross-examination. Meetings can be held at different times for

varying purposes and, therefore, may be scheduled frequently. Public meetings

should be held during several of the phases of a program: 0-problem discussion;

2) goal formulation; 3) alternatives planning; 4) decision-making (this

could be a legal public hearing); 5) implementation; and 6) evaluation.

Certainly the more informal participation engendered in a public meeting,

as contrasted with a public hearing, fits all phases of the planning process

and gives citizens the opportunity to present their views and receive reaction

from officials.

Meetings may be called by either an official agency or by citizens.

Very often the meeting will be scheduled to discuss a problem or citizen

concern before a specific project is proposed. Consequently, the whole

tenor of the meeting can be more informal and more likely to be directed

by the citizens. Some public meetings may be called and chaired by an

agency; others may be called by citizens who can then plan the agenda

and chair the meeting.

Several meetings in one city have been held recently to discuss crime

in the neighborhoods. Most of these meetings have been planned by citizens,

and officials have been invited. Attempts are made to work out, jointly,

solutions to problems such as burglaries, muggings, or car thefts. In one

instance citizens and officials agreed upon a citizen group which would aid

the police in monitoring a high crime area. In another similar meeting,

citizens tended to confront the police and antagonisms arose. It is quite

apparent from observation of these meetings that officials are being judged

for their accountability; and, accountability is more readily apparent in

public meetings than in public hearings.

XII..8.5
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3. Public forums or conferences are public assemblies scheduled

primarily for the exchange of information betwQen citizens and officials.

An official agency may plan a forum to present it, ideas on a project for

a community, or it may jointly sponsor a public conference with a citizens'

group to hear citizen reactions to ongoing programs in the area. The

atmosphere should be informal with two-way communication stressed. While

some citizens may be prepared for the discussions in a forum or conference as a

result.of previous workshops or small group meetings which they attended, others

in attendance may be new to the ideas being presented and, therefore, must

be provided with information before they can make a significant contribution.

Forums differ from public hearings and meetings in that their primary

focus is on information. An example of a "forum" is another meeting on crime

held in a city neighborhood. This forum included a panel composed of a

police official; a judge, a probation officer, and a prison executive. Each

was asked to give opinions as to the causes of crime and possible solutions.

Citizens asked questions and expected responses from officials; at the same

forum the officials were able to question citizens. Two-way communication is a

a prerequisite for forums and conferences.

In summary, we may say that assemblies are held, primarily, for the

following reasons: (See Figure 8-1)

40 Public Hearings - to comply with legal requirements

Public Meetings = to receive citizen input

40 Public Forums and Conference - to exchange information

Other purposes assemblies may accomplish will be discussed in Section B

(Purposes and Timing for Public Assemblies).
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FIGURE 8-1

41, Types of Public Assemblies With Some Associated Characteristics

Type of Public
Assembly

---------

Sponsor or
Convenor

,----

----

Primary Reason
for Holding
the Assembly

Type of
Communication

Likely

Degree of
Citizen Parti=
cipation Likely

Public hearing Official agenc)
or government

To meet legal
requirements

One-way Limited

Public meeting Either govern-
ment or citi-
zens

To obtain
citizen input

Either one-
way or two-
way

May be any-
where from
low to high

Public forum Officials or
citizens

To_exchange
information

Two-way Probably high
degree of
participation
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STUDY QUESTIONS

1. Three types of public assembly have been described in the pre-
ceding section.

a. Write a one paragraph "summary" of a "public hearing" as a
newspaper might do. Include in your summary enough infor-
mation to show: the reason for holding the hearing, the
amount of citizen participation, the type of communication
observed, and the convenor of the meeting. (See Figure 8-1)

b. Do the same for a "public meeting" and for a "public forum".

NOTE: The meetings may be real or hypothetical.

B. PURPOSES AND TIMING FOR PUBLIC ASSEMBLIES

Public hearings, meetings, and forums and conferences may be held for

a variety of purposes. Even mandated public hearings may serve purposes

beyond complying with the legal requirement. Briefly, some of the purposes

may be grouped into the following categores:

Legal = referring mainly to the formal public hearing,
although, increasingly, legislation mandates more citizen
participation than just one hearing. The requirements say
little about the effects of a hearing, the objective of
holding it, or the impact on legislation, but they do
require that a formal, well-advertised public hearing be
held before subsequent action can be authorized.

Educational
information,

- presenting facts. proposals, plans, or other
mainly from an official agency to the public.

- learning facts, perceptions, proposals from
This is especially important in discovering

Fact-finding
the citizens.
problems.

41 Ascertaining attitudes of citizens - like fact-finding,
learning from tititent_What theyithink of programs, problems,
offidialt, implementation of projects, etc.

StrategyAtvelapment - working with- citizens to agree on_a
strategy for cooperation; for carryingioUt prograMt_, or for
other matters; !A current example would be neighborhood groUpt
working with policy officials to develop a joint effort agairitt
crime in the area.

294
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Ventflation - occasionally meetings are planned (but more

411
likely just happen) to let citizens vent their feelings of anger,
frustration, and disappointment in front of public officials. Hope-

fully the display "clears_the air" and the groups can then_
work together. Public officials should not be unduly alarmed
at "noisy public meetings"; frequently they are necessary when
citizens cannot understand the.long delays or the mistakes of
bureaucracy!

Sounding Board - public assemblies can be valuable to officials
for testing ideas and trying out- proposed programs or changes in
policy on_a group of citizens. The purpose generally should
be made clear beforehand. This is something like a "sneak
preview" of a movie--testing it with a public audience before
it is shown generally.

Strategic - sometimes meetings are deliberately staged to
counter two competitive groups or to work out cooperation
between two or more neighborhoods.

The timing of meetings depends, to some extent, on the purpose. A

meeting called to discuss problems and issues obviously must come prior to

a discussion of alternative programs. A final official hearing can only be

held after considerable planning and discussion, but public hearings can

410
also be held at various times in a planning process to corroborate decisions

and progress.

The major emphasis here is that public assemblies should not be scheduled

"by the bOok" or in a rigid, predetermined fashion. Meetings should be frequent

and should be called as needed by either citizens or officials when the meeting

is considered necessary or highly desirable.

Timing is very important and frequently is the worst-planned element

in public meetings. Some meetings are held so early that citizens are not

adequately notified of the proposal or informed of its consequences; very

few citizens attend and those who do may be overwhelmed. More meetings

(probably a goodly number of official public hearings) are held too late.

Decisions have already been arranged, commitments made, and work may even

have started. Citizens may attend but find their voices too late and too

limited to change decisions. If several public meetings are scheduled during

the continuing phases of planning and if one of these is "official,"

citizen participation is encouraged and developed. A well-planned, appropriately

timed public hearing "fits" into a total public involvement operation. Without

such a continuing operation the one official public hearing should be carefully

scheduled to reach the largest possible number of informed, concerned citizens.
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It is recognized, however, that public hearings and other forms of

assembly are costly to the government. Some of the costs are:

- time of officials spent planning meetings or attending meetings;

- efforts spent on communications for inviting citizens;

- direct costs of travel, food, materials, visual aids,
etc.;

unwillingness of citizens to attend too many assemblies causing
attendance to decline.

In addition, public officials often are very much concerned about the outcome

of meetings, which causes their tensions to rise before meetings.

Benefits from frequent assemblies can also be cited:

- better communication with citizens;

step=by=step agreement on projects;

reduced danger of final veto or opposition by citizens;

establishment of good working relationships between officials
and citizens;

- heading off major disagreements early.

An excellent way of meeting with citizens yet avoiding large public

assemblies is gathering citizens into smaller groups, especially on the basis

of their interests, and meeting with them as suggested in Module 7. It is

strongly urged that many meetings with small groups be held before larger

assemblies are scheduled.

STUDY QUESTIONS

2. Each of the following brief case studies implies a purpose for
holding a public assembly; match one of the purposes with the
appropriate case study.

Purposes

Legal; Educational; Fact-finding; Attitude-finding; Strategy

development; Sounding Board; Ventilation; Strategic.

Zg 6
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Case Studies

a. The mayor of -a city wants to discover whether citizens are
more concerned about crime or a possible raise in taxes.

For what purpose might an assembly be called?

b. New regulations have emanated from Washington D.C., requiring
a change in garbage and trash collection locally. This will
require citizens to change their habits of_throwing all trash,
garbage, bottles, etc. in one container. The purpose for a
meeting would be:

c. Three communities each want the proposed new elementary school
located within their boundaries. The school superintendent
has an "ideal location" central to all three areas. The

superintendent might call a meeting for
purposes.

d. Neighborhood X has become very much upset about burglaries
within its residential area. The Mayor and the Police
Commissioner decide to hold an assembly with the main
purpose being:

e. The Public Works Department has a new approach to rebuilding
city streets. It will cost less in dollars but could cause
inconvenience to citizens. A meeting might be used for:

f; After months of planning, a neighborhood rehabilitation-plan
has been worked out with residents and agency staff. The

Board now must schedUle a to meet
requirements before the agency can proceed further.

g. The proposed new community boards have not been approved yet.
The Mayor, City Councilmen, and citizens have differing ideas
as to the number of community boards. A coalition of citizens
decides to call an assembly for the purpose of
the aim probably is to

h. Before the coalition of citizens (see g above) called its
assembly, it had convened a series of meetings in neighbor-
hoods to ascertain what the residents perceived as boundaries.
The purpose of these meetings could be called:

*Ns*
2:0-.4ittittid4=4inding; sTfritegi4=4:.'6fittlitiair:\

,,,of,.#0tegy;delielopment;: e.4o4nding boakt.:- 1401_ :

g, Atrategp4iVelopment:4; oh,.

,...then it:Orb-oar-tit; h. ftet4111ding:
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C. A RECIPE FOR PUBLIC ASSEMBLIES

Successful and harmonious public assemblies do not just happen. There

are ways of conducting public meetings so that desired outcomes are realized,

citizens are satisfied, and the accountability of public officials is demonstrated.

This section presents a recipe for such assemblies.

The ingredients in our proposed recipe are: 1) °./-eplanning, 2) organizing,

3) conducting, and 4) following-up the meeting. Preplanning refers to the

preparation done prior to the announcement of the assembly. Organizing is

the stage of planning between the announcement and the convening of the

meeting. Conducting, as the name implies, represents the procedures and ground

rules which are used to "run" the assembly. Follow-up starts immediately at

the close of the assembly, although some elements, such as a summary resolution,.

may begin at the conclusion of the meeting.

The recipe calls for a process of citizen participation beginning either

in the preplanning stage or at least in the organizing stage. In a way,

participation is analagous to the yeast in a bread recipe: without the

yeast bread is flat and uninteresting. Assemblies without participation are

the same.

1. Preplanning. In this phase of preparation before a meeting is publicly

announced, officials may want to make decisions themselves without citizen

participation. In meetings called and sponsored by a public agency, those

officials may choose to take the steps proposed below before informing citizens.

On the other hand, there is nothing to preclude citizen involvement from the

beginning of the process; in fact, if citizens are already participating in

policy formation with officials, they probably will be aware of this

preplanning activity and will relate to it easily. And if citizens organize

to sponsor a public assembly, they may do some preplanning before involving

officials.

The preplanning stage should include at least the following four steps:

a) identifying needs of officials and the community; b) deciding the

purpose or purposes of the assembly and specific objectives to be attained;

c) determining the scope and content of the assembly; and d) selecting

strategies for achieving the objectives.

a. The community snould be carefully studied to ascertain needs and how

these fit with agency concerns and resources. The needs of officials and their

reasons for calling citizens together should be discussed. The relative importance
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of an assembly and its relevance to the needs of citizens and officials should

be considered.

b. After it.has been agreed to convene a meeting, the purpose (or

purposes) should be clearly spelled out, and specific objectives should be

accepted for the meeting. Such objectives should not be broad aims ("we

want this urban renewal project approved") but should try to be more

specific ("This meeting should: I. inform citizens about the current state

of planning; 2. ascertain their attitudes on the amount of clearance pro=

posed; 3. establish a working committee to permit continuing communication

between the planners and the community leaders").

c. While the purpose of the meeting may help determine its scope and

content, the preplanners may decide that there is too much content for one

public assembly or that the scope of the reports should be curtailed.

Constraints such as a two-hour maximum for the meeting, a limit on the number

of "experts" who can testify, and a heavy demand by citizens to speak

may all suggest a fairly limited scope of subject matter in one meeting and

the need to plan more assemblies.

d. The last element in preplanning is the selection of strategies.

For example,

Should there be one meeting or a series of meetings?

S;)ould these meetings be in one central location or in several
locations?

no must be involved in order that citizen participation is seen
as adequate and meaningful?

What Will be the agenda for the meeting? . . . How much time
will be allotted to citizens? . . . How much time will be
alloted to officials?

What methods can be used to achieve the selected objectives?

Are there special groundrules which should be proposed for,
the assembly?

How can audio=visual aids and other communications mechanisms
be used to aid in achieving the objectives?

How will this meeting relate to subsequent meetings and to other
participation activities?

Clearly the preplanners will be concerned with other matters of strategy

depending upon the local situation, the specific needs, and other factors.
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2. Organizing. By the time an assembly is announced, citizens should

be playing a role in the planning process. A major purpose in planning public

assemblies (with the possible exception of public hearings) is to involve

citizens. They can be of help in organizing the meeting, in helping to

decide many questions, and in providing information relevant to the meeting.

To improve citizen involvement; the proposed meeting should be scheduled

far enough in advance to allow sufficient time for joint cilAizen-official

cooperation. Time must also be, allowed to enable citizens to become prepared;

they must learn of the meeting, read preparatory material that is distributed,

organize any testimony or presentations, and invite their friends.

In addition to scheduling the date of the meeting; an appropriate time

should be arranged, especially one which will be convenient for those citizens

expected to attend. If most citizens work during the day, then arrange the

meeting in the evening. If many people are free in the morning, perhaps

that would be a desirable time. Maybe two meetings should be held to meet the

needs of all groups. Because this meeting may be one of a sequence of

meetings, citizens should review the sequence and purposes of the series.

Citizens can help to select a neutral setting for the meeting. The

location should be convenient for the citizens who are expected to participate..

The setting should be pleasant, the right size, appropriate for the type

of meeting, and suitable for the use of visual aids.

A planned public relations effort should be mounted to ensure that news

of the meeting is widely disseminated, using a variety of communications

methods and media. Announcements can be made via newsletters, newspapers,

radio, television, and community bulletin boards. In addition specific in-

vitations may be directed to individuals and groups having special interests

in the proposed meeting by means of personal letters or telephone calls. The

announcements and invitation should clearly state the purpose of the meeting

so that the citizens can decide what kind of contribution they are able to

make and can prepare to make it. When the public relations effort has

ended, no citizen should be able to say that news of the meeting did not get

to all interested persons.

3o,)
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Citizens should help select a moderator or chairperson for the meeting.

The moderator should be neutral, impartial, and capable of steering the

meeting toward resolution. An official may be the choice of the organizing

committee, but confidence in citizens can be expressed by selecting someone

who is not an official.

3. Conducting the meeting. The atmosphere of the meeting has a significant

impact on the participants. Attention should be paid to such details as the

lighting, the smooth operation of any audio-visual equipment, and the distribution

of printed materials. The setting should be utilized to its best advantage.

Avoid, if possible, chairs set up in straight lines. On the other hand, the

setting should suggest the scope of planning and organizing done in preparation.

Distracting influences, like large windows or pictures, should be covered

or arranged behind the audience.

The moderator should judge the audience carefully, determining who is

present, what issues or concerns may be brought up, how to address the group,

and how to involve as many attendees as possible in the deliberations.

The organizers should have made plans fir obtaining the names (and

addresses, probably) of those attending. As they enter, or later, the attendees

should be asked to record their presence and, perhaps, their concerns. Name tags

for all present may be decided upon, but in a large meeting this may be

useless. It is helpful to citizens, however,Lif all officials have name

tags including both name and position.

Early in the meeting an impression of impartiality should be established.

The moderator may want to establish rules for conducting the meeting; on the

other hand, too much time spent on discussing procedures can alienate those

present. Also; too much adherence to parliamentary procedures and

restrictive rules may actually appear to citizens as an effort to prevent their

participation.

Besides an impartial atmosphere, the moderator and others present should

try to induce a friendly feeling. Officials should be open and encouraging

in chatting with citizens. While too much joviality and lightness may be

inappropriate, and may even undercut the serious intent of the meeting, some

humor and informality will be appreciated.

Early in the meeting some information should be presented to be certain

that both officials and citizens share a common base of knowledge. This may

be a summary of progress to date with some citizen commentary, an audio-visual

presentation, or handouts outlining proposals. The purpose of the meeting
W)1
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and an outline of the issues to be decided should be clearly expressed.

Care should be taken to record the deliberations of the meeting. This

can be accomplished by taperecording, television-recording, verbatim re-

cording by a court stenographer, or note-taking by one or several designated

staff persons. Mandatory public hearings may require an official record; all

meetings should have an accurate--if abbreviated--record of procedings.

However, it may be considered too costly and of no great value to have

recordings of all meetings, especially if these have to be meticulously transcribed.

Attention should be called to the recording of the meeting. Most citizens

expect to have their words recorded and utilized. If officials simply sit

passively and if no one seems to be listening or recording, citizens may think

their input is being disregarded. A few people may be reluctant to have

television cameras or other obtrusive devices present; therefore, the less

disruptive devices are the best, and a court stenographer along with tape

recorders seems the best solution for both accuracy and lack of interference.

The moderator should state exactly how the input of citizens will be used

subsequent to the meeting.

Some feedback and evaluation mechanisms should be used during the meeting to

prepare for follow-up activities. Cards can be distributed for questions or

comments; those who may be reluctant to speak out in public may make a valuable

written contribution. Each person may be asked to evaluate the meeting:

Was it worthwhile attending? What was learned? Was participation encouraged?

Would you be interested in further information?. . participation on a work-

shop or continuing small group?. . . personal discussion with an official?

Hopefully the meeting can arrive at some consensus or agreement on issues.

If possible; a resolution may be adopted expressing the sense of the meeting.

Such a resolution may give sanction to officials to proceed with plans, or

it may suggest delay until after further study and public deliberation.

Examples of such resolutions are:

The forty citizens of WHO neighborhood and three county
supervisors agreed, after discussion; that the repaving
of Bee Boulevard will be in next years' capital budget;
i.e., in the 1978 capital budget.

0 Thirty members of the AA Conservation group, the county
commissioners, and State Park officials reached no
agreement as to the disposition of the 100 acre
Buzzard Swamp Natural Area, but they did agree that
no activity of any kind will be allowed for the next

3Lio
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12 months. Activities prohibited include draining
or damming the swamp, roadbuilding, construction
of any kind, hiking, fishing, hunting, and bird-
watching; No motorized vehicles will be allowed to
use the area. County police have agreed to enforce
this decision.

Finally, before the public meeting is concluded, the decisions reached

should be specifically articulated. An action plan of what will be done next,

who will be responsible for doing it, and when it should be done should be

announced. That is, all participants in the meeting should know what to

expect to happen next. Future meetings and any related activities should

be announced at this time, also, as a supplement to the public relationS effort.

4. Following-up the Meeting. Follow-up activities are important because

otherwise it may appear to citizens that the meeting accomplished nothing.

Actions may include: an analysis of the meeting, a report to citizens, a

transmittal of results to agencies for further study or for action on

resolutions, and personal letters to those who attended. A good summary

of the meeting will be useful for subsequent meetings. By the time of the

nexlgathering, some actions will have been taken on decisions made, and more
reports can be made.

Officials, citizens, or the two groups together should meet shortly after

the meeting to evaluate the meeting. The "follow-up" mechanisms Plus minutes

of the meeting should be available to help in the analysis. questions should

be asked, such as:

Who attended? Were any groups unrepresented or underrepresented?

What attitudes did citizens express?

Were citizens generally pleased with results of the meeting?

What issues were resolved? What issues still need resolution?

What statements made or actions taken in the meeting were appropriate and
conducive to participation?

What actions were discouraging to further participation?

What was learned that will affect the planning or conducting
of future meetings?

A report should be made to citizens on the evaluation of the meeting which

is communicated both to those present and also to some of those absent. In

a small community all citizens might receive a report; in a larger community
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those on mailing lists or who have indicated interest might receive the report;

or the media can be used to notify the community about the results of the

meeting and its decisions. This report to citizens should be carefully

prepared. Too much information may discourage many citizens from reading

the report; too little information may lead to charges of withholding

information.

Officials will want to transmit results of the meeting and specifically

adopted resolutions to planners or other appropriate staff persons for

further study or action. Certainly any community organization staff should

utilize results for follow-up with citizens. A personal letter of thanks

for attending may be sent by a mayor; or the convening agency, or by the

community organization worker.

After a public hearing or officially-mandated meeting; officials should

take action in line with their promises to citizens. Occasionally it may be

politically or financially impossible to carry out the resolutions; in such

cases citizens should be officially notified and the reasons for the change

given. Perhaps another public meeting should be called if the issue is

important enough.

Follow-up activities clearly contribute to the image of accountability

of public officials. The citizen who has helped plan and organize a public

meeting wants to know how citizen input was utilized and how this affected

the results of the meeting. The recognition that everything was recorded

and that officials will review the transcript suggests that the officials

are doing their job. Awareness that this assembly was carefully evaluated

and that future meetings may be improved in format, in participation, or in

resolutions suggests accountability.

STUDY QUESTIONS

3; What are the four phases in planning public meetings?

3C4
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STUDY QUESTIONS

4. Select one or two important points from each phase in planning
public meetings and briefly present the importance of each in
achieving citizen participation.

5. What atmosphere for public meetings should the moderator attempt
to induce? Why?

6. What action should take place, if possible, in the last stages
of all public meetings? Why?

7. Explain why follow -up activities are important?

. D. MAXIMIZING CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

While public assemblies are scheduled to allow citizen participation,

it is not unusual that the level of citizen involvement is low and that

procedures are more perfunctory than meaningful. To get maximum input from

all concerned, there are some guidelines which can be followed.
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1. Citizens should be involved in the planning of all meetings. Citizens

should participate at least in the organizing phase and, perferably, in the

preplanning phase as well They can have a role in determining issues of

concern to citizens; types of invitations likely to achieve citizen response,

guidance on the selection of the moderator, suggestions as to location,

timing, agenda, and feedback mechanisms. Most important, if some citizens

share in the planning, the meeting will seem more "their meeting" and not

just an official requirement.

2. A citizens group or several groups should be encouraged to jointly

sponsor the meeting. This will legitimately produce the impression that

the meeting or hearing is also a "citizens' meeting" and not just an official

requirement, It is essential that joint efforts be truly cooperative and not

just a ploy.

3. If cooperation has been genuine and mutual trust has been established,

a citizen rather than an official may be selected as moderator. Again the

impression of joint endeavor can be fostered by such a selection. It must

be remembered that many citizens are eminently qualified to lead meetings,

discussions, progr.; our definition of a "citizen" (Module 2) is a person

who does not gain ftnancially from the particular transaction or project

being considered. An official, on the other hand, clearly does have some

financial interests in the outcome of the meeting.

4. Throughout the meeting the moderator or others should emphasize the

importance of citizen viewpoints. But simply saying this is not enough.

The following guidelines may help.

- Be very careful not to shut off the desired citizen input;
avoid statements such as: "But we know that already!" Rather,

the moderator can say: "We'd rather hear something several
times than miss an important point."

- Suggest the issues on which citizen input is desired; make
statements like: "We want citizen opinions on the choice of
option A or option B."

Show how citizen input will be accepted and used: "If the
citizens here tonight reflect option A, we will base our
plans on that option."

Reinforce the fact that notes are being taken and all
suggestions are being recorded.

3tT
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40 Report on feedback mechanisms to show that citizen input will
be used: "Each of you who makes a suggestion will hear from
the agency how your suggestion was used."

5 At the conclusion of the meeting seek to bring about a resolution

of views and, if possible, summarize the views and suggestions in a manner

acceptable to all present. For example: "The citizens and officials present

tonight agree that Option B is more acceptable than Option A and that the

planners will try to adjust the time schedule to give families more time

to relocate. Also the consensus of the meeting is that payments are too

low . . ."

Note that throughout this discussion on maximizing citizen participation,

an essential aspect has been ensuring two-way communication or "closing

the feedback loop." it is not enough that public officials listen to ideas,

suggestions, and proposals from citizens. If they are genuinely involved

in a meaningful dialogue, communication must flow in two directions, and

they must allow for continuous give and take. Accountability is dependent

on this two-way process. Accountability may be enhanced by utilizing citizen

participation in the planning and conducting of public assemblies, and follow-

411 up activities are excellent vehicles for demonstrating this accountability.

STUDY QUESTION

. List and explain five means of maximizing citizen participation in
public meetings.
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ASSIGNMENT

The following questions should be answered as completely as possible on

separate paper. Two copies of your responses should be mailed to the

instructor. One copy will be returned to you with the instructor's comments

and the other will be retained as part of your course record.

Repoirt on a pubtic heaAing, meeting, on 6onum which you have
attended Aecentty. I6 you have not attended such an assembty,
Locate a chattenging one, attend, and tepoAt on it. Such
meetings can be a city on municipat council. heating, a state
tegi4tative heating, a meeting icon citizens held by a Aegionat.
panning agenCY, on a 6anum on dome pubic issue. The meeting
may be in your community on anotheA. you may attend in an
otqiciat capacity on az a citizen.

1. "Desctibe the assembty, giving some detaies
the setting, the attendance, your imptes4ion

of the attitudes o6 the citizens, and othek
nteresting 6act4.

2. Discuss the issues pAesented, the aAguments
pito and con, the expkessed conceAns o6 .the
audience, item4 o6 disagneement.

Then, anaeyze in more depth you& imp/missions 06 the meeting,
delving into the 6ottowing mattetz:

3. Comment ctiticalty on the AoZe 06 the pubtic
066iciats and the it accountabitity. Weke
the o66icials open and ceeat in theik pkuen-
tations? Wene they weft pupa/Led and know-
tedgabZe? Did they encouAage panticipation
and, 4;6 so, how? Did you 6ee,e. that the o66iciaes
were inguencea by citizen presentations?

4. Comment ctiticaty on the peA6oAmance o6 the
citizens. Were they ptepaAed? . . heZp6ut?

. wating to participate? On did the
citizens appeait hostite, unpkepaked, on
totatty unawake o6 .the issues?

5. Was the/Le evidence that the meeting had been
cate6utey peanned and otganized? Was thete
some indication that citizens had cooperated
in ptanning or sponsoting the meeting?

6. What apex tic mechanisms were used on statements
made which suggested that citizen input wowed
be utitized?

7. Ovetatt, do you betieve the hegAing t one which

0S 6avotabty impAessed citizens towand the accountabiZity
o4 the pubtLe. o44iciats? -Whu on whu not? Explain.
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MODULE 9: EVALUATING ACCOUNTABILITY, PARTICIPATION,
AND DECENTRALIZATION

KEY TERMS AND CONCEPTS

Evaluation

Evaluative Research

Input

Output

Process

Costs

Benefits

Benefit/Cost Analysis

Cost/Effectiveness

Performance

Adequacy of Performance

Impact

Effectiveness

Efficiency

Indicators

INTRODUCTION

Evaluating activities such as citizen participation and decentraliza-

tion is difficult; there are no widely-accepted techniques for judging the

effectiveness of such programs. ,Accountability is even more difficult to

evaluate with one possible exception: re-election (or failure to win

re-election) may indicate a measure of accountability. But considering

the many variables which may affect the outcome of an election, this one
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indicator may also be suspect.

Evaluative research is becoming more of a systamatic and accepted

discipline today. We shall relate some of the approaches of evaluative

research to accountability and related aspects by (1) discussing evalua-

tion in general terms, (2) applying some of these approaches, and (3)

illustrating each with some examples.

Attention will be given to measuring impacts of participation and

devIntralization on accountability. But it must be remembered that more

research and testing need to be performed before we will have reliable

measures for these.

3
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Careful study of this module should enable the student to:

1. Explain the need for evaluation and the 'state of the art'
today.

2. Define the key terms and concepts used in evaluative efforts.

3. Summarize methods of evaluation which can be used to evaluate
accountability, citizen participation, and decentralization.

4. Relate methods of evaluation to appropriate measurements.

5. Compare the benefits and costs of policies, projects, or
programs related to citizen participation, decentralization,
and accountability.

. Tell, in one's own words, why it may be inappropriate to
analyze the costs and benefits of accountability.

314
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OVERVIEW

Objectives Tasks Resources Evaluation

1. Explain the need for
evaluation and the
"state of the art"
today.

Study Questions 1, 2 Module Reading: A Self

2. Define the Key Terms
and Concepts used in
evaluative efforts.

Study Questions 3, 5 Module Reading: B Self

3. Summarize methods of
evaluation which can
be used to evaluate
accountability, citi-
zen participation,
and decentralization.

Study Questions
3, 4, 5

Module Reading: B Self

4. Relate methods of
evaluation to approp-
riate measurements.

Study Questions
6, 7, 8
Module Assignment (A)

Module Reading: C

Module Readings and
.
Your Experiente

Self

INSTRUCTOR
FEEDBACK

5. Compare the benefits
and costs of poli-
cies, projects, or
programs related to
citizen participa-

. tion, decentraliza-
tion, and accounta=
bility.

Study Questions 9,_10
Module Assignment (B)

Module Reading: 0

Module Readings and
Your Experience

Self

INSTRUCTOR
FEEDBACK

6. Tell, in one's own
words, why it may be
inappropriate to
analyze the costs
and benefits of
"accountability."

.

oa_....______________

-----------
Module Reading: D Self
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A. THE NEED FOR EVALUATION

Evaluation is a necessary part of the decision-making process. After

planning, approving, and implementing, an official should test the results

of programs; otherwise, useless programs may be carried on for years,

while worthwhile projects are postponed because of lack of funds.

Furthermore, even within the same program or policy, there may be

several ways of achieving the same objectives. It is necessary, therefore,

to have some means of assessing which Will work the best, which program

is more efficient in terms of use of resources, and what programs are

achievable given existing staff and other resources.

Evaluative efforts generally concern themselves with two major

dimensions: effectiveness and efficiency. Effectiveness can mean, simply,

getting the job done. It usually relates to achievement of objectives. A

program is effective if it accomplishes the objectives for which it was

created. Effectiveness, consequently, has little or no relationship to

costs, but efficiency does.

Efficiency refers to the cost of getting a job done. This means that

cost and effectiveness must both be considered in determining efficiency.

For examOle, if a program fails to achieve its objectives (i.e., if it is

not effective), then that program cannot be considered efficient even if

the cost of the program is low. Or if several competing programs each

succeed in achieving their objectives (which in this example are the same

for each program), then the program with the lowest cost will be considered

to be the most efficient because it uses fewer resources (costs) to accomplish

the same results. Another way of referring to efficiency, as' this discussion

would suggest, is to call this dimension "cost/effectiveness" which similarly

relates achievement to its cost.

Both concepts, effectiveness and efficiency, create some difficulties

in certain circumstances. Sometimes effectiveness is hard to evaluate because

a few objectives are met, others not reached,and a few partially attained.

Similarly,efficiency is difficult to evaluate if different programs result

410 in slightly different results, if objectives are only partly mete or if there

is no similar program for comparison.
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In the following section we shall look at evaluative measures. These are

almost entirely effectiveneSs measures; that is, they test whether or not

objectives are achieved; the costs are not considered.

The word "evaluation" implies a judgement or a personal testing as to

the worthwhileness and desirability of a program, policy, or project. All

of us are formally making judgements (evaluating) all the time as indicated

by such statements as : this tastes delicious; that is a better buy; this

machine is constructed more sturdily; it is warmer today. So evaluation means

making a value judgement with little or no research or scientific backing.

When techniques of research are applied to evaluation, we call the process

"evaluative research." Increasingly more sophisticated procedures are being

developed for "evaluative research," including statistical formulas, control

groups, social experiments, and goal attainment measures. We shall be con-

cerned in this module mainly with simpler, judgmental, analyses of effectiveness.

Evaluative measures suggested here are non-statistical and, generally, not

capable of detailed analysis. Hopefully, sometime in the future more objective,

carefully-scaled measures may be developed.

STUDY QUESTIONS

Explain, in your own words the difference between evaluation and
evaluative research; then give an example of each.

2. What are some difficulties an official might encounter in trying
to measure the efficiency of a program?

3
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B. EVALUATION MEASURES

Program and policies can be measured in different ways. Six approaches

seem appropriate in looking at accountability, although exactly which

approach is suitable for a particular effort may still have to be determined.

Evaluation procedures should be agreed upon prior to the beginning of a pro-
gram. Each of these six measures will be described briefly in this section and
then applied to participation, decentralization, and accountability in the next
section:

I. Input measures

2. Process measures

3. Output measures

4. Performance

5. Adequacy of performance

6. Impact measures

I. Input_ measures refer primarily to the amount of resources applied

to a program; they give little evidence of results. There are situations

when input can be easily measured but output or results are hard to measure.

If a child wants a lollipop and we pay 25t for a big all-day sucker, the

input is calculated in dollars. The satisfaction the child, gets is difficult

to measure although we can be relatively certain that the child is pleased. In

other situations, input measures are not so validly used. In education,

for example, teacher-pupil ratios, dollars budgeted for books, or capital

investment in buildings cannot indicate whether children will be enabled to

read, write, or solve arithmetic problems.

2. Process measures; similar to input measures, only indicate that all

steps have been taken which should result in the desired effects. In our

education example, it would be important that children be exposed to teachers,

books, and classrooms, that they attend school regularly, and that accepted

processes of teaching be undertaken. Again there is no guarantee that being

involved in the teaching process will result in children learning to read.

The difference, then, between input measures and process measures is that, while

input measures focus on the resources made available, process measures are con-

cerned with what is done with the resources.
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3. Outpat measures do suggest results. They are direct measures of

the effects of the program. For education; measures might be: grade level

reading scores, reading abilities in words per minute, or comprehension test

results. Indicators are not measures of output but figures which indirectly

suggest output measures. Many social statistics are called "indicators" for,

while they do not directly measure some quality of the situation, one can

infer some social change from them. From the number (or percentage) of high

school graduates we infer "education" and literacy. From the number of

suicides we may judge the quality of life. Indicators, then, are a form of

output measures but do not directly measure the attribute under examination.

The three measures or tests so far described--input, process, and output--

focus on the process undertaken, the resources put into the program, and the

results. We may call these three evaluative processes: tests of the program.

Next we will discuss three tests which focus on the output. We will

judge the output by three tests: (1) does the output meet the objectives

established for the process? (2) does the output meet certain standards? and

(3) does the output have an impact? (i.e., does it make a difference?)

The relationship of these tests is shown in the figure 9-L

Input

Tests of Program Tests of Output

Process Output

Output in
relation to
objecthve

Output in
relation to
standard

The Relationship of Six Evaluation Measures
Figure 9-=1

3
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4. Performance measures relate output measures to pre-established

objectives. Let.us take the matter of reading scores. An output measure

would provide simply the number and percentage of children reading at grade

level, for example, 300 children or 75% of a school. But a pre-determined

objective may have been 80% of the school population reading at grade level.

Thus, this example suggests that performance has not been up to expectation.

Let us use one hypothetical example of performance in relation to citizen

participation. A process of citizen involvement has commenced with appropriate

input of staff resources, dollars, interest, and so forth. There is an output:

citizens are attending meetings; some groups have formed. These output

measures have reached the objectives established for the project. Still, the

level of participation is insufficient to be meaningful and to accomplish

changes in the plans and programs. We can say the performance is satisfactory,

but still something is lacking. This leads to the next measure: adequacy of

performance.

5. Adequacy-of- performance is similar to performance, but relates out=

put measures to some universal or accepted standards. In the matter of read-

ing scores discussed above, the standard is inherent in the measure since one

can say that all children Should be reading at grade level. On this basis,

performance is below standard if only three out of four children are reading

at grade level. The adequacy of performance is unsatisfactory.

In a more positive sense, the eradication of smallpox in the world dem-

onstrates adequacy of performance in this project of public health. Similarly,

efforts in eliminating polio seem to have reached an adequate level of per-

forMance. But failure to eliminate hunger in the world reveals less than

adequate performance in feeding people or helping them become self=sustaining

in food production.

Adequacy of performance tests outputs against an accepted standard and

not simply against a project's objectives. Unfortunately, there are virtually

no universal standards in the areas of citizen participation, decentralization

or accountability.

6. Impact measures are extremely important because they suggest the

difference that a program or policy actually makes. The impact of the so-

called "Green Revolution" on world=wide hunger is being debated: in the same

way, the impact of the War on Poverty will be questioned for years. The
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question, then, is not whether there were positive output or performance

measures but what changes these make in some social situation. Impact

measures influence other social situations beyond the scope of the particular

program. So a reduction in air pollution in a city may increase health,

decrease absenteeism, reduce hospital admissions, and lead as well to in-

creased traffic safety. Some of these may be intended results or impacts

of an environmental program whenever others may be unexpected.

Impact remains a somewhat ambiguous term. We might define it

further by talking of "the impact on society" or "the impact on the

community." Some authorities may call this "goal-free evaluation," which

considers the effects of a program which were not necessarily intended

or were broader than the programmatic objectives. Certainly one must look

beyond the stated goals to the larger effects upon a city or a society.

We have not specifically discussed subjective results. This refers

to a type of evaluation which assesses the feelings of citizens toward a

program. Without any specific measure, clients or citizens may judge a

program to be "good" or to accomplish some worthwhile ends. This, fre-

quently, is an "impact-type" evaluation. Many parents and other observers

rated the "Head Start" programs as desirable even if careful studies and

objective measure tended to show little positive benefits to children. The

program has continued because of the "gut feelings" of those who participated.

Strictly speaking feelings are not "measures," but they can add support for

a program.

Together, all of these measures provide a variety of available means

for testing policies or programs. We will now apply them, in turn, to

citizen participation activities, decentralization efforts, and accountability.

3. Describe the six possible measures or approaches to evaluation.

X I L 9._1_0
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4. Suggest one application of each of the six evaluation measures
from your own experience or from other readings.

S. Match each of the measures on one side of the table below with the
type of measurement on the other. (Some may fit in more than one
category.) [An answer key is provided below.]

Measures

a. Dollars spent for public works

b. Reduction of traffic jams, an announced
objective of the new mayor.

c. Traffic control system in operation.

d. Number of traffic police reduced after
bus schedules expanded.

e. Number of deaths reduced after strict
enforcement program.

f. Average delay at rush hour reduced to
S minutes; meets national standards.

Goal of pollution decrease met after
aiii-a-ride begun.

h. Dial-a-ride program begun.

i. Staff assigned to traffic control.

Type of Measurement

Impact

Input

Process

Adequacy of performance

Performance

Output

-eN
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. APPLYING EVALUATION MEASURES

In this section we will suggest ways each of the six evaluation measures

may be applied in turn to citizen participation; decentralization, and account-

ability. Within each area of citizen participation, decentralization, and

accountability the context needed to consider the respective approaches will

be briefly described. Possible categories representing each evaluation

type will be listed. Bear in mind that the following instances are only

examples to k.elp explicate how evaluative measures may be selected and

applied.

1. Citizen Participation

Here we will assume an official program, endorsed by the mayor and

council, budgeted and operating with a paid staff in a community of 50,000

population. The basic goals of the program have been stated as providing,

by a certain time:

11 the awareness of all citizens of any city program
which affects them or in which they may have in-
terest;

the opportunity for all citizens to communicate
directly with city officials and to have response
within a reasonable time;

the opportunity for all citizens to influence pro-
posed, planned, or organized programs at any stage
in the process;

the development of a_stronger community identity,
an enhanced concern for community affairst_and a
greater sense of commitment to the community.

Very specific objectives adopted include the following:

information will:be:delivered regularly at_each home
in the cityi_includingian annual report and progress
reports on neighborhood projeCts;

11 direct participation of at least ten percent of -all
households in community or neighborhood assembliet
will be achieved;

feedback on proposed projects from at least one third
of households affected will be obtained;

meetings of city council in each neighborhood each
year will be conducted.

390
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a. Input measures

- number of paid community organization staff members

- total salary costs for staff

- number of dollars spent on communication materials

- total program cost for community organization

- hours of effort by officials devoted to public
involvement

- number of public assemblies conducted

b. Process measures

- quality of personnel working in public involvement

- leadership development program

= plan for public involvement

- communication skills and interests

= official support for, and participation in; process

- appropriate techniques for meeting, motivating, guidIng
citizens

- well-planned meetings

Output measures

- attendance at workshops, seminars, meetings, forums, and

hearings

- knowledge of programs on part of citizens (may be measured
by surveys)

- attitudes of citizens (also measured by surveys)

- number of leaders enlisted, trained, mobilized

- number of staff visits to homes and other face-to-face
contacts

number of announcements in media relating to program and

citizen involvement

number and types of activities by citizens involved in
public programs

324
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d. Performance

number of annual reports prepared and delivered to homes
in community

number of other relevant documents delivered to each home

percent of population (or households) that attended at least
one public assembly in a year

percent of households which have communicated a response
to project or proposal

number of meetings of city council in different neighborhoods
during one year

By comparing the figures from the items above with actual number of

households, citizens, or neighborhods, the performance for effectiveness)

of the program' may be ascertained. Remember, performance was defined as

the output in relation to adopted objectives. If City Council held nine

meetings in nine different neighborhoods, but there are twelve neighborhoods

in the city; this would be a performance level of 75%.

e. Adequacy of Performance

number and proportion of households represented in at
least one public assembly during the year, compared with
some acceptad standards

For example, an impossible standard would be 100% participation. But

50% participation might be anticipated for a neighborhood meeting discussing

a very controiersial proposal.

Two standards for participation might be:

. 10% of households for memters) actually active or participating

. the square root of the number of households

The last measure, OT, seems to provide an excellent standard for citizen

participation. The following figure shows how various standards work out in

practice.

3
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Figure 9-2

Selected Standards for Citizen Participation

(wheke N ia numbers o6 membeu °IS a gkoup, an flambe& o6 hotoehota, sok

taidemt4 (76 a citY.)

STANDARD

10% N- one-third

25 2-3 5 8

100 10 10 33

1000 100 32 333

10,000 1000 100 3,333

Note: As numbers increase, expected participation rises rapidly to
unrealistic levels, except in the case of the square root. We know from
experience that the larger the community or group, the smaller the proportion
of numbers who will tend to participate actively. One activity,organization
has as its quorum for the annual business meeting: 2 x

Other measures (such as in d. Performance) are also appropriate

measures for Adequancy of Performance if standards are available for com-

parison; for example,

- numter of annual reports prepared and delivered to homes
in the community.

In this case the standard is, presumably, the same as the adopted objective:

every home. There seems no valid reason why an annual report would be de-

livered to some, half, or three-quarters of homes. So, if every home re-

ceived an annual report, the adequacy of performance is the maximum. Note,

this says nothing about the impact of the report. This, then, is the final

measure.

f. Impact measures

- changes in plans, proposals; or operating procedures as
observed by:

case studies
reports by officials
panel evaluation
citizen comments

396
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- alterations in other social situations

- increase or other change in citizen communications to
officials

- changes in citizen leadership (numbers, scope of concern,

capability, etc.)

- change in quality of life in the community

2. Decentralization

In this section we will assume the,same city of 50,000 but with an

official program of administrative and political decentralization. The

basic goals of the program are achieving by a specified date:

4, a maximum of decentralization of the city work force into

districts, with decisions being made in districts to the

extent possible;

are:

40 decisions shared with citizens whenever possible;

41 two-way communication between citizens and officials through

complaint centers and district offices;

40 a maximum of citizen-official contact.

Specific objectives adopted to carry out the goals of decentralization

40 ten uniform service districts throughout the city will be
established, i.e., one for each 5,000 citizens;

41 complaint centers in each district office will be opened;

41 one ombudsman will be available to each district office on

a schedule but also on a request basis;

41 all decisions relating to the delivery of neighborhood ser-

vices will be made through the district offices;

0 citizen advisory boards will be formed for each district.

a. Input measures

council resolution establishing ten districtS

number of staff available for complaint centers

number of staff assigned to organizing citizen advisory boards

number of dollars available for district offices, complaint

centers, and advisory boards
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b. Process measures

- rulesof procedure developed for complaint centers and
ombudsman

- quality of staff in district offices: training, experience,
personality, etc.

- accessible offices and available public officials to
encourage citizen use

- two-way communication endorsed

- hours established for district offices and complaint centers
convenient for citizens

c. Output measures

- number of district offices operating

- number of complaint centers open and staffed

- number of decisions regarding neighborhood services made
locally

number of meetings of citizen advisory boards

- number of face-to-face contacts between citizens and officials

- number of workshops, seminars, small group meetings held

on decentralization in neighborhoods

- number of city employees in district offices

number of complaints satisfactorily handled

d. Performance

The outputs listed above should be compared with the objectives adopted

by the community. In addition, output measures showing the number and type

of decisions made in district offices or by citizen advisory boards can be

measured against the objective of maximum possible number of decisions

localized. Also, the number and percentage of city workers assigned

to district offices would give an excellent measure of decentralization.

e. Adequacy of Performance

Again, the output measures should be compared with accepted standards.

Some such standards might be:

328
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- number and type of services totally decentralized in district
offices

- number of district offices per 1000 residents

- number of complaint center staff per 1000 residents

- number of citizens served by each citizens advisory board (CAB)
(In Pittsburgh the ratio is 25,000 citizens/CAB, whereas
in New York City the ratio is 250,000 citizens/CAB.)

f. Impact measure

- changes in costs for city services

- number of complaints or serious protests against the city
or its services

- measures of alienation, changes in attitudes

- change in productivity levels of municipal employees

3. Accountability

Once again we will assume a community of 50,000 persons with a mayor

and council vitally concerned with demonstrating accountability. The

officials are pleased with the state's new Sunshine Law because it requires

actions they have undertaken or espoused for years. The community is noted

for its efficient government, and officials generally are re-elected, fre-

quently with only token opposition.

The goals with the community has agreed to work toward include'creating:

a-climate7wherein-citizens have-as-much-eight and access
to information as offidials;

4, a_decision-making setting where -the citizens' views are con-
sidered as important as the staff or other views;

40 a- continuous two -way communication system with face -to -face
contacts, small group meetings, and assemblies scheduled
frequently.

a. Input measures

- amount and proportion of officials' time available to
citizens

- amount and proportion of council's time open to citizen
discussion

- number of community liaison positions funded

3 99
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- budget for communicating information to citizens

= agenda for all council meetings available two weeks
before convening

community surveys taken frequently to ascertain citizen
knowledge and attitudes

b. Process measures

- policies on communication are clearly expressed and
published

- Sunshine Laws are promulgated; local versions passed
unanimously by council

- number of public appearences by officials on TV, radio,
and in newspaper interviews.

- number of letters/telephone calls and the percentage of
those which are answered

- number of staff meetings called to discuss and encourage
responsive relations with citizens

c. Output measures

- number -of meetings (small group, forums, public meetings,
assemblies) held annually

- 'number of reports distributed to citizens

- number of households which received reports

- number and powers of citizen committees, task forces,
and advisory boards

- number of citizens involved on committees, task forces,

and advisory boards

d. Performance and e. Adequacy of Performance

Here the output measures should be compared with (1) objectives adopted

by the community or (2) generally accepted standards. One of the best ways

to develop standards would be to compare the output measures from this

community with those of other communities. Similarly, one might compare

the accountability of officials in a New England town-meting government

410

with the accountability performances of a midwestern township council or 'a

Louisiana parish government. Again, there are not too many accepted

standards for accountability in specific terms. One which the author

feels essential is:
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- an annual municipal report, in detail, distributed to
each household.

f. Impact measure4N

= number of die4sions which citizens make unilaterally

- number of decisions made by agencies with citizen input
fully accepted

- number of decisions made with citizen input partly accepted

- number of decisions made with little or no citizen input

- number of disruptions,_ protests* strikes, demonstrations,
or riots compared to former years

- measures of pos;tiVe citizen attitude toward local govern,
meat and support of officials

- re- election of government officials.

6. In each of the six applications of evaluative measures, we have
suggested a few specific measures only for illustrative purposes.
Add at least one more measure to each of the six categories under
participation, decentralization, and accountability.

7. Re-election may be one indicator of accountability. Suggest_some
other factors which can account for an official's being re-elected
. . .and not being re-elected.

331
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. In the_examples we_have assumed a community of 50,000 persons. Do
you believe that -the measures will change- markedly if we consider
a smaller community?...or a larger one? Explain

BENEFITS AND COSTS OF ACCOUNTABILITY

In the preceding section we examined six approaches to evaluation almost

exclusively from the viewpoint of effectiveness. We asked: how can we

determine whether certain programs and policies get the job done. We wanted

to know if objectives were met, standards reached, and what impact resulted.

In this section we discuss the benefits and costs of some relevant programs.

This exercise focuses more on measures of efficiency than effectiveness.'

ProgramS will be compared on the basis of benefits and costs; not simply

on the basis of whether they do the job.

When decisions are shared with citizens or decentralized to staff

members, there will be observable benefits. We would expect, for example.

fewer complaints or protests about government, possibly a more smoothly

operating government, and greater satisfaction. While some benefits may

be suggested, there may also be obstacles, problems, and a drain on re-

sources. Government may not run more smoothly; in fact, a participatory

government may engender more conflict, demand more decisions to be made,

and require more conciliation. These we call "costs" from which it should

be clear that we are not talking solely about costs in dollar terms. Costs

include problems, obstacles, tensions, minunderstandings, and so on. Some

other terms we might use instead of benefits and costs are: advantages and

disadvantages; functional and dysfunctional consequences; plusses and

minuses.
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It is often difficult to state exactly what the advantages or dis-

advantages of a program or policy might be, and it is hardly any easier

to declare that benefits exceed costs or vice versa. If everything could

be put in terms of dollars and cents, comparisons would be simplified.

But benefits and costs; as we are presenting them, may be in terms of

social, emotional, political, or other results.

Below we suggest a few benefits and some costs of selected programs

related to participation, decentralization, or accountability. This is

a simplified "benefit/cost analysis." Officials may perform their own

"benefit/cost analysis" mentally, but we suggest actually preparing a

chart which lists benefits on one side, costs on the other. Such a

chart at least begins the process of identifying direct and indirect

impacts of a program.

Figure 9-3
Benefits and Costs of Neighborhood Complaint Centers

Benefits

Citizens can complain directly to a
city official; rather than grumble
about problems.

Citizens may point out major pro-
blems earlier than the adminis-
tration would have discovered them.

The mayor and other officials can
judge attitudes -of citizens_from_
the number and type of complaints.

ThelOPPOrtunities forfeedback from
titiieht_td_OVerntent and vice
versa are increased.

Good public relations are achieved.

Costs

3
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More complaints are received; more
expenditures are required; some re
quested expenditures may be un-
budgeted.

Subordinates object to handling
complaints; complaints break
routine, making it difficult to
plan ahead.

Government may not be-able to
handle all the complaints.

The administrator is faced with
additional units to oversee -and
the need for more coordination.
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In the same fashion, we can examine the benefits to officials of a

program of citizen participation and contrast them with some of the dis-

advantages. The program selected, as an example, is a citizens'- advisory

board which is given the power to veto proposals of government officials.

Figure 9-4

Benefits and Costs of a Citizens'

Advisory Board with

Benefits Costs

Citizens as well as staff help con-
tribute ideas, shape programs.

Citizens provide a "check and
balance" on government proposals.

Discussions are
small groups,
total public.

Citizens act as
ideas.

held in relatively
not exposed to

sounding board for

Citizens contribute time, ideas,
enthusiasm, etc. and will sub-
sequentely-support -the-program.

Staff_time isispent in organizing,
meeting with citizens.

Delay_is_caused in implementing
projects--one more hurdle to
cross!

Divided responsibility may cause
less "efficient" government.

There is a lack of involvement of
all citizens.

Citizens may not see needs as offi-
cials do.

Citizens board may not be properly
representative of the community.
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Finally, we will sketch a few costs and benefits of accountability in

general terms. Regardless of the costs or disadvantages of accountability,

we state categorically that accountability is an essential aspect of dem-

ocratic government. Responsiveness and responsibility are required of

officials. Therefore, in this sense, it is inappropriate to discuss costs

and benefits of public accountability. Still, as suggested below in Figure

9-5, there are some disadvantages as well as advantages in public accountability.

Figure 9-5

Benefits and Costs of Accountability

Benefits Costs

More general satisfaction in the
community, less alienation.

Fits ideal picture of local govern-
ment more neatly than a closed,
autocratic system.

More likelihood of re-election of
incumbents.

Less likelihood of drastic turn-
overs in municipal government.

Positions will be attractive to
possible employees who desire
an open, responsive government.

Actual dollar costs may increase for
community liaison staff, additional
communication efforts, and in-
creased staff.

More skills needed in local govern-
ment.

Additional time of officials is
required, and they are already
overburdened.

Small errors tend to be exaggerated,
especially by the media.

Some employees object to working
under public scrutiny.

It is difficult to plan and pro-
gram activities if all operations
are subject to review by citizens.

Ij
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Develop a 'benefit cost analysis of your own for either:

a. District Service Center.
b. Community Advisory Boards in each district of the city.

10. Select a project or program in which you are interested, and pre-
pare a benefit/cost analysis for it. Remember, costs mean more
than dollar costs.

336
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ASSIGNMENT

The following questions should be answered as completely as possible on

separate paper. Two copies of your responses should be mailed to the in-

structor. One copy will be returned to you with the instructor's comments

and the other will be retained as part of your course record.

a. Select some p/Lognam ot paoject which_ha4 aspects o6 citizen
patticipation on decentAatization. Thi4 4houtd be some
magtam at ptoject you know iaitCy we!2; pethapa tom your
own community.

114.ing the 4.41x categotie4 o evatuative measures di4eu44ed in
thi4 modute, 4agge4t means oi evatuating yout 4etected pugnam
on project. You Ahmed be abbe to suggest at feast two (but
pne6etab.ty mote) mea4uxe4 in each category which enahte a. ea/14W,
objective evatuation.

You& an4wek, then wit e. pupozie zeveiLat mea4ute6 10n
each o s the 6aCtowLing categonie4:

Input Mea4ute4
Process Measune4
Output Mea4une4
PeAtioltmance

Adequacy oi Pexiortmance
impact Mea4une4

b. Subm4 your benefit/co4t chant joie either Study Question 9

on 10 (page. X71.9.25) <in th24 -Modute as your amswe44 icon .thy
pant oi6 the Aoignment.

33;
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MODULE 10: ADMINISTERING FOR ACCOUNTABILITY

KEY TERMS AND CONCEPTS

40 Citizen/Government Relations

40 Intragovernmental Relations

40 Requisites

INTRODUCTION

This module discusses some principles of administration related to

citizen participation and decentralization. In no way is it an attempt

to discuss administration in broad, general terms; We Will look at some

of the particular considerations which an administrator must understand

when emphasizing decentralization and citizen involvement.

These considerations will focus on three aspects Of administrative

problems; First, there are requirements of the governmental unit itself

which should be met=,aatters such as recruiting and training employees to

be sensitive to issues of citizen partitipation. Second, decentralization

procedures will require more complex intragovernmental relationships. If

the local government is not the only functioning unit on the municipal level

and dittridt or neighbOrhood offices exist with deciiion-,making ret0ohtibilitieiT

more coordinated and complex decisions are required. Third, some decisions

must be made in conjunction with citizens and not by officials alone. A

hole network ofiadministrative relationships must be developed which comes

to conclusions abbut: How much weight will be given to citizen input as

compared with other inputs, such as costs, planning recommendations, etc.

The concluding articlie by Adam Herbert discusses some of these issues

and also stresses the need for more training of administrators who are

sensitive to citizen needs and demands.
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

When you have completed the readings and assignments for this module,

you should be able to:

1. List and explain some of the requisites that government itself
must have in order to undertake programs of decentralization
and citizen participation.

2. Describe at least three problems which are likely to emerge in a
decentralized municipal government.

3. Summarize several of the issues which will face administrators
when they embark upon a citizen participation effort.

4. Explain the six suggested ways of extending to citizen groups or
neighborhood units of government some power in decision making.

Explain the several areas of needed emphasis in public affairs
education to enable administrators to work ;effectively in con-
ditions of decentralization and participaiion.

ai 9
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OVERVIEW
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4,5
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A. GOVERNANCE

It should be apparent that the governmental official who wants to be

accountable and to practice some elements of citizen participation and

decentralization cannot simply accept government as is and just begin

involving citizens. Some preparation must take place, and this is essential

if the aims of the official are to be realized and if accountability is to

be achieved.

The first requisite is that the official be des.irous of achieving a

modicum of participation and/or decentralization. The effort cannot be

simply a public relations effort or a half-hearted attempt to meet federal

or other requirements. This will quickly be recognized for what it is: a

sham. Many well-meaning officials continue to believe that citizens are

to be served but not consulted. Yet, as we have seen earlier, citizens

are increasingly expecting to be involved in decisions affecting their

lives. Furthermore, federal and state, as well) legislation is mandating

more public involvement. An accountable official, too, recognizes that

top-down decisions are not always as effective or as acceptable as decisions

reached after consultation with the affected parties. Some government agencies,

in fact, have reached an impasse: no more highways, dams, or other projects

will be built unless solid citizen support is developed. For these reasons,

the official is well-advised to seek meaningful citizen involvement.

The next requisite is determining the amount of effort to be devoted

to citizen participation and/or decentralization. While both are desirable,

there is a limit to how much time, how many resources, and how much personal

effort can be devoted to involving citizens. The answer, in part, is:

enough effort and resources must be expanded which will allow the job to

get done and done well. If a program is halted or threatened because of

citizen opposition, as, for example, a proposed nuclear power plant, the

official would have to plan an extensive program of citizen involvement to

achieve even a chance of implementation. The municipal government which has

earned the respect of residents may need fairly little additional effort to

maintain its citizen cooperation.

One way to determine whether citizens believe that adequate effort is

being directed toward involving them is to conduct an opinion survey. This

may be accomplished by officials polling selected citizens informally or by

344
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distributing a more formal questionnaire and carefully analyzing the results.

Such surveys should give indications as to citizen attitudes, their satis-

faction with participation levels, or their desire for increased involvement.

Care must be taken to sample all parts of the community and, especially,

groups which may be more critical of government. A more complete evaluation

of the participation effort would use some of the measures and techniques

suggested in Module 9.

A third extremely important requisite for achieving accountability is

the recruiting, training, and supervision of employees who meet the public.

Even if top officials want participatory government, other employees can

thwart this desire. A discourteous telephone operator, a surly clerk,

an overzealous policeman, or a loafing worker can quickly destroy the good

image a mayor has established. In other words, the desire to establish a

good working relationship among officials and citizens must extend all

along the line. There must be no weak links in the chain of cooperation.

Recruiting procedures should give preference to outgoing and friendly

applicants for employment. Training, before and on the job, should stress

the need for courtesy and for cooperation with citizens. Supervisors should

always stress the concept that employees are working with and for the residents.

Discourteous employees should be urged to establish better relations with

the public, shifted to non-visible positions, or, if need be, reprimanded

or demoted.

The fourth and last requisite for accountable officials that we will

consider is establishing an evaluative mechanism for ascertaining the im=

pact or effectiveness of programs which are undertaken. Despite the best

intentions, an official can spend time and other resources on non-productive

or even counter-productive efforts. If a neighborhood service center is to

be ettablished, some measure of its activity should be set before the center

is opened. Later, officials can judge whether the center is meeting their

obje-4-ives. Even if the center fails to meet some criteria, it may serve

other needs. An underutilized center with employees killing time should be

phased out or replanned with different objectives.

Certainly there are other requisites for an effective program of

decentralization and participation. We have discussed a few that seem

important. Perhaps you have other ideas about the prerequisites for an

accountability program.
3 441
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STUDY QUESTIONS

1. Why does the first requisite for accountability, that the official
be desirous of achieving a modicum of_participation and/or
decentralization,seem so important? Do you agree?

2. What other requisites are necessary to achieve conditions of
participation and decentralization?

3. What training programs or elements can you suggest to sensitize
public employees to the need to deal courteously and cooperatively
with citizens? (There are no suggestions in the reading) Do
you consider this sensitizing essential? Why or why not?

3.4G
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TABLE 10-1

Decisions Which:Might be Made on a
Neighborhood or Small Community Batit

Library - Location and schedule for a bookmobile
- Kinds of materials desired in local branch or

bookmobile
- Schedule of hours for a local branch library
- Additional services which the library could

offer the community

Education - Services and after-hour programs the local
elementary school might offer the community

- Cooperative recreation programs
= Arrangements for school lunch programs
= Enrichment programs (trips, speakers, etc.)

Parks and Recreation = Location of local play area or tot-lot
Hours of,recreation services
Types of recreation programs offered

- Spedial community events, such as folk festivals,
fairs, sports contests

Refuse - Hours of trash collection
- Number of collections per week or month
- Recycling services
Selection of contractor (if private service)

Police - Additional services desired
- Type of patrol (foot, squad car, etc.)
- Local traffic control
- Police-community relations
- Means of crime control

Zoning and Planning - Services of a locally-assigned inspector
- Location of a complaint center _

- Community bulletin board for hearing notices
- Services of the community planner _

- Goals and planning concepts for the Meal area

B. INTRAGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS

The decentralization of municipal government to district or neighbor-

hood areas adds another level of government. This should not be seen as

strictly a horizontal layer below the municipal layer. Rather, it should

be viewed more like another flavor of cake, making a "marble cake" design.

In any case, with the addition of other units of government there are more

needs for communications, for coordination. and for division of responsibility.

Some of these areas of concern or needs are suggested here.
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One maj.).' problem for governmental officials is determining how to

supervise district offices or other decentralized offices. What basis

should determine responsibility: the geographic basis or the functional

basis? For example, if a district official is to be responsible for an

area, that official normally could have jurisdiction over the other staff

in the office. Yet each of these has functional relationships with counter-

parts in the centralized office. Thus, the water personnel in the district

would be more likely to relate to the department of water works rather than

the district chief. Similar relationships exist for planners, traffic or

police officials, recreation workers, and others. There is a delicate

problem in assigning responsibility and ensuring coverage at the same time.

Another related issue must be addressed: what decisions can be made at

the district or neighborhood office and which ones should be made at the

city-wide level. Some decisions are clearly city-wide. Decisions such as

water supply; civil service, waste disposal policies, and police training

belong on a wide-area basis. Some services have metropolitan-wide im=

plications; these include transit, sewage treatment, airport, and probably

health and welfare provisions. But many services can be decentralized to

the local level, and decisions can be made there. We suogest that these

may include: recreation programs, trash collection, tree planting, some

traffic control, and, possibly, limited police services. Note that Table

10-1 indicates ervices which can be managed by neighborhoods or small com-

munities.

One way of achieving decentralization and encouraging decision- making

at the local level is to appropriate to each community some discretionary

funds each year. Basic city services could continue to be provided on a

uniform basis across the city. The local area can then decide whether it

wants to spend the optional funds on new trees and landscaping, purchase

of a tot=lot, more frequent garbage collection, or other services. Other

means are suggested further on in the module.

Another similar method resembles the Community Development program.

Funds are available on a municipal basis, but neighborhoods are urged to

apply for money for special projects. In a sense each neighborhood competes

with all others and with city-wide interests for a share of the resources.

In this case, final decisions are made by the City Council, not by neighborhoods.

3 /o
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POLITICAL
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FIGURE 10-1

The Decision-Making Nexus

BO67 much Wight can the citizens' position be given?

What other forces must be considered?

How 46 6ffieia/s balance conflicting demandS?

Can all the forces be satisfied?
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A third way in which decision-making powers are clearly within the

province of the neighborhood is to incorporate each local area as a "com=

munity corporation." The corporation can then raise runds and spend them

on projects of its own selection. The community corporation may also con-

tract with the city to provide certain services for agreed-upon fees.

But even given the preceding suggestions for decentralizing some

decision-making responsibilities, the issue of which decisions can and

cannot or Should and should not be decentralized remains a difficult one

with no clear-cut solution. Some of these decision-making powers can be

negotiated when and if citizens' organizations reach a position of strength.

The municipal government may desire to delegate other powers to local organizations.

Even though the central government has consulted citizens and received

input from decentralized offices it, may reserve many decisions to itself remain

and still reamin fully accountable to the electorate.

Another problem which will vex administrators is how to achieve inter-

unit cooperation when units of government have proliferated and when more

of these have decision-making powers. As each unit--or group of citizens- -

attains some power, it will want to retain this power and control. The

tendency may be toward autonomy and non-cooperation. It should be made as

clear as possible that decentralization can only work through cooperative

efforts. The astute administrator will encourage cooperation among com-

munities as far as possible, always seeking to avoid the temptation to make

decisions centrally and unilaterally or to place neighborhoods on a com-

petitive basis.

One more problem faced by officials is determining which neighborhoods

or districts can have decentralized offices, planning officials, or service

centers. Obviously each small area cannot have its own "little city hall."

Too few district offices keep government removed from the people; too many

offices will exhaust municipal resources. Generally in large cities, areas

with 25,000 to 100,000 population are considered appropriate for district

service centers or community boards. In smaller communities, districts of

5,000 to 10,000 residents may be appropriate. Smaller units than these

may be established for liaison but not for decentralized offices or full-

time staffs.
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What are the several problems or issues which face administrators
when they decentralize the administration of a municipality?

S. Rank the problems presented (Study Question 4) in order of de-
creasing difficulty; i'g., place the toughest issue on top of your
list. Explain why you ranked the problems in that order.

CITIZEN/GOVERNMENT RELATIONS

The relationships between officials and citizens must be examined.

If citizens can be ignored, then these relationships hardly exist. But if

the electorate is to be involved beyond voting; then good working relations

must be maintained. There are several issues that officials--probably with

citizen input--must decide. The specific issues`which will be dealt with

here are: (I) when should citizens be involved in decisions or how much

can be decided before citizens are consulted; (2) how much weight should

be placed on citizen input; (3) what rights and responsibilities can be

delegated to citizens; and (4) how can an official know which groups really

represent citizens.

351
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1. When should citizens be involved in decisions or how much should

administrators accomplish before opening up the process to the electorate?

Obviously if too much has been decided before issues are presented to

citizens, their participation is mere tokenism. They may have a veto

power, but sometimes it is too late even to say "No" to a project. Clearly,

participation should start early.

Actually, if a continuous process of participation has been established,

this issue of timing may not arise. Citizens will have been consulted in all

aspects of planning; they will have helped suggest problems, agreed upon

goals and objectives, and assisted in outlining alternatives. A viable

and meaningful program of participation makes this issue practically

irrelevant. The citizens are involved all the time.

2. How much weight is to be placed on citizen input? There are,

obviously, other inputs to be considered in making a decision or implement-

ing a'project. These other inputs will include (but are not limited to):

costs and budgetary restraints; technical considerations (i.e., what the

citizens war:- may not be technically possible); input from other political

groups (snec-.J interests, the opposing party, another faction, or an ad-

joining commoity; staff input (i.e., the planners and other employees who

also have recolerr,,.tion: and also may be considering problems of imple-

mentation or uerating procedures); and legal restrictions. Note,

however, that some c- these inputs are actually "citizen contributions."

If chere obj..:.five reasons why a citizens' proposal is unaccept

able, thin. fact shou1.1 he clearly communicated to those concerned and should

be a sufficient resporsF. Th-s. proposals which would encounter legal re-

strictions, budget over-uns, or technical impossibilities can be eliminated

from consideration. Otherwise the process becomes strictly a political

decision-oaking process. The hoped-for solution is a compromise and a

consensus. Barring that possibility, officials must decide on the basis

of political "costs and benefits." The official who honestly seeks a high

degree of citizen input and participation will grant the citizens' position

a fairly high status in the decision-making. (See Figure 10-1.)

3 :7
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Adam Herbert, in his article "Management Under Coilitions of Decen-

tralization and Citizen Participation," states:

The greatest challenge to public administrators
operating within a participatory environment will
be identifying and balancing citizen needs and
demands against the potentially conflicting de-
mands and socio-economic needs of public employees,
elected officials, and administrative superiors.1

It is this need to balance and decide conflicting demands which may be the

greatest difficulty for public officials. Yet, this is what the political

process really is. Finding optimum--or even satisfactory--solutions tc

these demands can offer the greatest challenge and reward to public officials.

3. Another issue for administrators is dividing responsibilities with

citizens. What are "official" responsibilities and which can be delegated

to citizens? What kinds of decisions can be assigned, contracted for, or

relinquished to neighborhood groups? . . .interest groups? . . . or

coalitions? On the one hand, it is easy to say that citizens have ultimate

authority anyway and, therefore, should have the right to help make decisions.

The counter to that argument is simply that, as the population has grown,

government has developed and an effective system of governing has evolved.

To return to citizen control would be anarchy and could lead to complete

br:s of governance. The answer clearly lies somewhere in the middle.

There should be some decisions and some roles for citizens in the

governing process. The following are several approaches2 to cooperative

decision-making with strong role for citizens or local units.

Double-v:to power. Here the local unit can either veto
proposal-1 affecting its jurisdiction,or, in turn, the
municipeity can veto local decisions which seem contrary
to policies, city-wide concerns, or other considerations.

Delegation o'th guidelines. The local group of citizens
has considerable power to make decisions but within the
context of a amework of guidelines, policies, or standards
established Iv government, hopefully with citizen input.
Within these parameters the local unit has considerable
power.

1, Delegation_under supervision. This is similar to delegation
with_guidelines, but the policies are not clearly enunciated.
The lr 11 unit makes decisions but these may be counter-
mande Ar vetoed) by the municipality. This might be called:

"The ie-veto power." 353
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Local involvement in municipal decisions. While decisions
are being made, representatives of the local unit participate,
express opinions, and may even have a vote. This is analogous
to the City Council having representatives elected from each
neighborhood rather than at-large.

Local decisions with municipal involvement. Here the local
unit makes decisions but has representation from the
municipality in the process. The policies and desires of
the whole community must be considered when the local unit
makes decisions. Such a representative might be the com-
munity planner assigned to the district or the head of the
district service office.

41 Budgetary control. Thu
the use of a local unit
or other resources. The
how these resources r3r1
the budget and must

ity alas appropriated for
mined amount of funds

then decides unilaterally
i71, but t cannot exceed

its exoendltAres.

4. A similar problem is the recogniti'm by government of the various

citizens' groups which claim to represent the population. Which group

really represents the voters? If a group clearly is not representative

of a total community yet does espouse a clear concern (say; for conservation),

how can its views be melded with those of the dominant group? And if the

municipality itself is organizing the citizens, what are appropriate

geographic boundaries or common concerns? These questions can only be

raised here; an accountable official may want to do some careful research

or consult with trained community organizers for guidance.

In summary, we return to the earlier statement in the module that "the

official (should) be desirous of achieving a modicum of participation and/or

decentralization." Su much rests upon the administrator or elected public

official! The official or administrator should appreciate the changing role

of citizens in government. Officials should be skilled in group dynamics.

They must be good communicators. They must be able to handle conflict and

yet arrive at sound political decisions. They must be able to function in

situations which are in flux, uncertain, and difficult. Administrators

can no longer sit at the top of the pyramid and make decisions which are

followed without challenge.

Still; officials with the ability to surmount these challenges, with

the composure and skills to work with citizens, and with the willingness to

decentralize will realize effective solutions to pressing human problems.
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They will seek and in solutions which satisfy more citizens. They will

find answers beyond the technical, efficient, easy ways. Ultimately,

these officials will be leading the way toward new forms of governance

which are more responsive to citizens, more oriented to human values, and

more likely to be accepted.

6. Do you believe it is accurate to state that "if a continuous pro-
cess of participation has been established, (the) issue of timing
will not arise"? Why or why not?

7. Draw a figure similar to Figure 10-1 showing the various inputs
into a decision-making process. If you can be more specific and
illustrate a particular case, this will be even more helpful.

XIL10A5
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a

8. List the.six ways suggested for giving citizens some role in the
deciding process. Explain each briefly. Can you suggest others?

. What is re=emphasized as the most important aspect in establishing
participation and decentralization.

D. MANAGEMENT UNDER CONDITIONS OF DECENTRALIZATION AND CITIZEN PARTICIPATION.

The folloing article by Adam Yerbert (reprinted with permission from

Public- Administration Review October 1972, pp. 622-637) raises many

questions about administration in a changing, social and political climate

and cans fbr new directions in the education of public administrators.

Aft,. Herbert, who is currently corking in the U.S. Department of Rousing

and Urban Development, received his Ph.D from the Graduate School of

Public and International Affairs at the University ofPittaburgh.
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Management Under Conditions of

Decentralization and Citizen Participation

Adam W. Herbert, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

During the past decade, there has been a
significant inzrease in demands and proposals for
greater governmental decentralization and more
citizen involvement in the making and execution
of public policy. Advocates of one aspect or
another of these proposals can be found among a
myriad of groups and individuals ranging from the
White House; several congressional leaders and
presidential contenders; to black power arid sepa-
ratist groups, conservative white organizations; a
number of intellectuals; and such professional
organizations as the Social Welfare Workers Move-
ment and Teachers for Community Control. In the
face of such diverse and apparently expanding
support; the potential for implementation of some
form of more formalized citizen participation in
the public policy-making process can no longer be
ignored either by public administrators or the
professional schools which train them; nor can the
administrative implications of this involvement be
ignored.

Clearly; it is difficult to predict precisely the
actual ::ales cizizens A. lii play, or the ultimate
cook to which they rivi.' become involved in the
public polk-trnalrio7 process. Nevertheless, the
potential acienative challenges which would
accompany broying degrees of citizen participation
and administative decentralization should be ad-
drest.M. An effort must be made to anticipate
soma of the problems, potentiali, options, and
benefirs which may be presented to public admin-
istrators with the movement toward greater citizen
invoIvernent in the administrative processes of
government. This essay seeks to identify and
examine some potential consequences of expanded
citizen participation in public policy making and

explore the significance of these new directions for
schools of public affairs.

As the title indicates; the focus of this analysis
is on administrative decentralization and citizen
participation. Administrative decentralization gen-
erally refers to the delegation of authority from
higher to lower levels within an organization (11).
Clearly; decentralization neither assumes nor
implies participation. However; governments can
decentralize to facilitate such participatiore In-
deed; as Hallnuo suggests; governments decentral-
ize for two reasons: (a) to achieve greater efficien-
cy: or (b) to achieve better relationships with
citizens (16; p. 8). The concern here is with
decentralization in the latter sense. Specifically;
using Eisinger's conception of control sharing;
reference is made to the managerial implications of
decentralization of "municipal service agencies in
which the authority to make policy decisions N
about service levels and general administrative
standards is shared among professiomil bureau-
cram, elected officials, and citizen representatives
of geographical neighborhoods or particular client
groups" (18, p. 38). This orientation is most
clearly shown when one considers the four possi-
ble levels a' decentralization identified by Hall-
man: (1) total central control over neighborhood
program decision making; (2) control mixed,
central dominant; (3) control.rnixed, neighbor-
hood dominant; and (4) total effective control at
neighborhood level (16, p. 21). The focus of this
essay essentially is on the second and third
administrative levels as described above. The deci-
sion to focus on the second and third levels is
based on the value judgment that a switch from
the primary, contemporary public service delivery

35 't4
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system Level 1, or Schmandt's Exchange Model
(125)is necessary, and the belief, that the imple-
mentation of step four is too distant in most cities
with populations above 50,000 to be the direct
subject of our immediate concern.

A listing of recent literature which should be
useful to public administrators in understanding
the citizen participation phenomenon and related
issues has been developed. While several references
are not mentioned in the essay, for curriculum
development purposes, they have been cited to
provide a useful take-off point in implementing
some of the teaching orientations mentioned
herein and in studying the participation process in
greater depth. No attempt haS been made herein to
review or summarize the many arguments offered
throughout the literature in support of the con-
cept of citizen participation; this has been done
very effectively elseWhere in the symposium. This
essay works the premise that the expansion of
such involvement in public policy. making is
C3sencial, if not inevitable, and an attempt has
been made to assess the implications of that stance
from a management perspective. The pnmary
arguments around which the essay is built are:

Citizen participation in the administrative
aspects of public affairs may be essential to
offset the feelings of helplessness, frustra-
tion, powerlessness, and bitternesawhich are
b-ccoming increasingly evident in the United
States (2) (9) (10) (19) (27) (45) (52) (57).
If adequate responses are to be made to
rapidly expanding societal needs; traditional
management values and beliefs regarding
efficiency and the need for hierarchy must
be challenged.
While efficiency must remain as an important
variable in determining governmental poli-
cies; it is now necessary to define efficiency
in such a way as to more fully incorporate
citizen perceptions of program effectiveness.
The personal and professional discomforts
which expanded citizen participation may
create for public administrators; government
employees, and citizen participants them-
selves are necessary costs to pay in the quest
for more effective and responsive govern-
ment.
The greatest challenge to public administra-
tors operating within a participatory environ-
ment will be identifying and balancing citi-
zen needs and demands against the potential-

ly conflicting demands and socio.emotional
needs of public employees, elected officials,
and administrative superiors.
Schools_ of public affairs should- begin_ im-,
tnediately to make those changes necessary
to assure that their curricula are producing
graduates able to operate within participa-
tory environments.

Perspectives on American Society and Bureaucracy

in a democratic nation; debates over the practi-
cality and utility of citizen participation in public
policy making at first glance would appear un-
necessary. For it is clear that many citizens
interest groups and individualshave consistently
been participants in the American governmental
process at all levels (40). Major administrative
appointees and prospective commission members,
for example, are frequently reviewed by many of
the groups whose interests or well-being they
might affect while serving in those positions.
Moreover, the advice of selected interest groups
and individuals (including consultants) is on
occasion sought in the development of programs
or operating procedures, and in the establishment
of new governmental regulatory provisions. Public
hearings also are called from time to time so that
citizens can voice their reactions co, or criticisms
of, governmental activities.

These forms of participation, or others like
them, only serve to cloud the participation issue.
They do not tell who the individual and group
participants are; or who is not allowed to partici-
pate. They do not reflect the restraints placed on
involvement, nor do they suggest the pervasivene.
or actual extent to which these inputs arc sought. "I
Indeed, while some might argue that citizen
participation is an established feature of public
administration in both theory and practice; in fact
participative democracy as "related to public beati7
crane operations has been systematically and
consistently avoided (5 /, except where coopera-
tion or interest-group support was essential to
advance the best interests of the particular agency
(48). In very few cases have public administrators
willingly accepted the concept that citizens should
be given a meaningful voice in the administrative
activities of government.

Historically, the emphasis on citizen participa-
tion in political and legislative, as opposed to
administrative, affairs is evident. Initially, the
nation was controlled in virtually all respects by an
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oligarchy of wealthy property owners. This con-
trol gradually was eroded as the principle of
"government by the common man" was success-
fully implemented at the national; state; and local
levels; Simultaneously; the struggle over expansion
of the franchise to other than white; male prop-
erty owners was won and has continued into the
1970's; Also of particular importance historically
was the move to increase citizen participation in
the legislative process of government through the
um of the initiative, referendum, recall, and the
long ballot. The citizen was thus able both to
make and repeal laws; to elect most public official,
and to impeach them.

!n the minds of many s%)vernritental reformers
beginning in the late 1500's and extending into the
1940's, this exmsive citizen involvement in gov-
ernmental affairs led to machine politics; ineffi-
ciency, and special-ifiterst-oriented government
(essentially immigrants and lovverincorne urban
dwellers). The reaction to these "deficiencies"
came in the form of efforts to strengthen the chief
executive; shorten the ballot; require merit promo-
tions and appointment through objective examina-
tions, reduce the number of elected officials, and
broaden the emphasis on efficiency in govern-
mental operations (12) (61). The rationale for
these "reforms" appeared to be that; only through
a shift to governmental forms or procedures which
provided an opportunity for "public-regarding"
citizens to manage the affairs of government could
the maintenance of efficient government be
assured (60). Ironically; few questioned the fact
that these changes actually served the best inter-
ests of the "public-regarding" citizens who wrested
governmental control from those political ma-
chines which catered to the supposedly "private-
regarding" lower-income urban dweller (62).

Since the implementation of these administra-
tive and _political "reforms", administrators have
become further isolated from formal citizen irr
volvement in their activities (31), except where

, involvement in some form was deemed to be in the
administrator's interest. Professionalism has as-
sumed a level of prominence which lAaw rivals the
public interest (8). The professional ; Mows what is
in the citizen's best interest. His training and
expenence, coupled with new management tech-
nologies and analytical techniques, provide him
with the insight and a perspective which supposed-
ly transcend particular group interests in the
search for the "common good" (22). As a result,
there is no need, so we are told, to allow
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uninformed; self-interest-oriented; short-sighted
citizens to become obstacles to the successful and
efficient functioning of government. When citizens
vote they have experienced the level of participa-
tion referred to in the phrase, "government by the
people"; when citizens are otherwise needed they
will be called.

The current push for citizen participation in the
administrative affairs of government consequently
must be regarded as a major departure from
traditional conceptions of the proper role of
citizens in the governmental process (53). While
we have; as indicated above, accepted the notion
that elected officials and governmental programs
should be subject to public scrutiny and approval;
the administrator has been excused from such
accountability. The significance of the participa-
tion movement may be that it represents an
attempt to close the circle of governmental respon-
siveness. It embraces the notion that; like elected
officials and public programs generally; profession-
al administrators are no longer to be above the
voice and demands of the people. It represents an
effort to balance more evenly administrative effi-
ciency and expertise with the feelings, desires, and
perceived needs of citizens as public programs are
executed.

Public Administration: An Assessment
of Ideology and Direction

In a recent issue of Public. Administration
Review, Thomas W. Fletcher; then city manager of
San Jose, California, observed that:

Citizen participation is here to stay. We must recognize
that what this means is that we must share from now on
the important decisions we make as they affect the lives
of all the people who live in our coMMunity. And once
we realistically approach this problem and prove to the
citizens and to ourselves that we are serious, the confron-
tation mhich are a natural beginning to this process will
be elimimted (163, p. 16).

While such a management orientation now
seems particularly appropriate, it is significant that
many_ professional administrators continue to hold
steadfastly to more traditional theories of adminis-
trative organization and bureaucratic practice.
These traditional theories; which emphasize what
Redford has labeled "overhead democracy" (34);
are based on four essential concepts: (a) inte-
gration units of administration should be linked in
a single line of responsibility leading upward to the
chief executive; (b) hierarchy responsibility
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would be enforced through power exercised
through successive levels of organization, each
controlling the level immediately below it;
(e) legality rules made at cop levels in the
hierarchy should guide the action of men at all
subordinate levels; and (d) political suprem-
acy administration should be subordinate to
political direction and supervision exercised
through law and hierarchical oversight (34, p; 71).

This characterization of public bureaucratic
operations omits many of the nuisartes of govern-
mental operation, ich as described by Pfiffner
and Sherwood in their "overlays" concept (36; pp.
16-32); Nevertheless, it does identify much of the
conventional vitisdom which continues to guide the
thinking of a vast number of administrators. In
particular it emphasizes the principles that: (a)
policy Should be established at the cop of
hierarchical institutional arrangement and trans
mitted downward; and (b) administrators are sub-
ordinate to elected officials who have the responsi-
bility of establishing policy. A third principle of
considerable import, though not identified explic-
itly above, is the necessity of bureaucratic adher-
ence to standards of efficiency, neutral.% , and
economy while providing public services.

Although such conventional wisdom has been
challenged by several writers in the business
administration areaMcGregor (110), Argyris
(65), Liken (104), and Bennis (3)public adminis-
trators generally have not been impressed by
arguments of the critics of hierarchy and effi-
ciency (29). For example, Wilcox has contended
that:

Participative thinkers reject the traditional measures of
effectiveness; econeomy, and efficiency; as irrelevant to
the evaluation of organizscions. They regard attainment
Of the &tired values in interpersonal relationships as the
only pertinent measure. But it is the relative effectiveness
of organizations in conventional terms and in input-
output ratios which strongly influences the qOality off a
society's response to the challenges of change (59. p. 62).

While such a stance can be utilized as a temporary
refuge from the reality that major administrative
changes toward expanded participation are badly
needed; and perhaps inevitable, it misses the
arguments actually being made by partici tive
thinkers.

The advocates of participative administration
are well aware of the need for efficiency and
administrative leadership in bureaucratic opera-
tions, and do not object to them per se. What they
are encouraging is more humanivic management

and a more accurate and realistic definition of
efficiency and organizational purpose (3). They
are troubled by the fact that efficiency has been
used as a screen behind which administrators often
refuse to deal with major problems or consider the
human implications of their policies. White illus-
trates this point with his example that, "if the
client appears to require more resources or 'input'
for treatment than the solution of his case
represents as a unit of organization 'output' he
simply would not be treated. To treat him would
be 'ir-fficient" (58, p. 36). The participative
thinkus are saying that efficiency must be defined
not only in terms of output by "neutral" execu-
tives, but also by employee and clientele percep-
tions of both needs and output. Because this has
not been done in the past, the relative effective
ness of many public agencies in social area- has
been so poor that corrective measures, such as
citizen participation, are now being called for with
great urgency (46).

The New Public Administration

The most articulate opponents of the tradi-
tionally authoritarian ideology of public adminis-
tration is a group within the profession who have
begun to challenge these values under the label,
"New PUblic Administration" (146) (157). They
argue that "present social stresses suggest the need
for a 'mid-course correction' in public administra-
tion norms, a correction designed to enhance the
capacity of government t . meet the needs of all
citizens. Social equity is the needed mid-course
correction, primarily because inequity is one of
the most critical social, economic, and poiitical
characteristics of our time" (141. p. 2).

Frederickson (141; p. 3) has identified the
following recuisites as being the essential ingredi-
ents of the equity ethic:

the recognition that administrative value
neutrality is improbable, perhaps impossible,
and certainly not desirable;
a public service is a general public good
which generally can be well or badly done;
however well or badly done, generally pro-
vided public services vary in their impact on
recipients;
variations in the impact of public services
tend to mirror social, economic, and political
status; that is, higher quality services go to
those with higher status;
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the public administrator is morally obligated
to counter this tendency;
equity in the delivery of services; so far as it
is calculable, should be one of the standards
by which the "goodness" of a public service
is judged;
variations from equity always should be in
the direction of providing more and better
services to those in lower social, economic,
and political circumstances; and
the isolation of administrators and public
agencies from either political or administra-
tive responsibility is not equity enhancing.

Contrasting this proposed management ethic
with the traditional administrative norms de-
scribed earlier; it is clear that the two are in
conflict with regard to the role of the administra-
tor within a public agency. The most notable
differences are that the New Public Administra-
tion: (a) does not emphasize efficiency as an
administrative goal which transcends the social and
psychological_ consequences of public activities;
(b) urges public administrators to assume political
stances where necessary to assure that social
equity is being achieved in their programs; and
(c) urges that administrators accept the impossi-
bility of being value neutral in the performance of
their jobs. In short; the administrator is viewed as
a change agent who works essentially to assure
"the reduction of economic; social and psychic
suffering and the enhancement of life opportuni-
ties for those inside and outside the organization"
(145; p. 32).

The reactions of professional administrators to
these proposals have varied widely: In a recent
symposium issue of Public Management (157);
some city managers voiced strong support for the
approach advocated by the New PA group. Others
objected strongly to the proposed value and
operational changes, arguing that New Public
Administration: (1) assumes that public adminis-
trators have more power to bring about change
than they really do; (2) is too theoretical in its
approach; (3) is too idealistic; (4) is asking
administrators to violate the "rule of law"; (5) is
proposing value changes which, if followed, would
lead to serious conflicts among various citizen
groups; and (6) is proposing changes in adminis-

-trative practices which could lead to something
"resembling anarchy."

Regardless of validity; if a substantial number
of administrators subscribe to these arguments
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against the New Public Administration stance, the
potential for implementation of the equity ingredi-
ents (and hence more responsive government)
suggested by Frederickson will be very slim in the
short run. Indeed; without a shift toward increased
citizen participation; judgments must be pessimis-
tic regarding the possibility of winning large num-
bers of professional administrators to the equity
struggle. To most; the costs of acceptance will ap-
pear to be too high. That is; the personal rewards
to be derived from professionally advocating such
a course of action probably will not equal the per-
ceived potential costs. This is especially true if
managers relate employment threats to a commit-
ment to the equity orientation; as was done in the
aforementioned Public Management symposium
We must be realistic about the fact that few people
today are willing to pursue any course of action
they feel will place their jobs in jeopardy.

Moreover, it is important to realize that nun!
administrators have been so deeply steeped in the
traditions of classical administrative thought UM:
they will be very slow to reject the values of
traditional public administration (46). They will
find it very difficult to accept/acknowledge the
proposition that the administrator is involved in
the political sphere, or that he should actually
commit himself to the concept of equity (redistri-
bution) without established public policy commit-
ments in that direction.

In spite of this pessimistic assessment, a grow-
ing number of public administrat, would not
find it difficult to acknowledge the need for more
responsive government and greater social quality;
There is a desire within the public management
profession to serve the public interest, although
few administrators are "proactive" in the sense
described by Harmon (18); and many do not
define societal needs in the way the New Public
Administration group has done: With the right
combination of personal concern; support; and
forceful demands, bureaucrats can become effec-
tive change agents in the quest for government
which is more responsive to the needs of all
citizens. The challenge is that of eliciting this
reorientation in attitudes, values, and practice.
Decentralization and citizen participation current-
ly_ offer the best hope for creating the political and
administrative momentum necessary to achieve the
goals of both equity and increased governmental
responsiveness, while simultaneously addressing
the societal conditions and human needs men-
tioned earlier in this essay.
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Managerial Implications of Decentralization
Ocirxn Participation

Given the pervasiveness of traditional adminis-
trative values and perspectives, and the reserva-
tions which the words "citizen participation" tend
to evoke among professional administrators, it
now seems essential that some effort be made to
place the concept of decentralization-citizen parti-
cipation into a more realistic organizational per-
spective. While the discussion below may not alter
traditional administrative biases, it will indicate
that the difficulties and challenges which greater
citizen participation will present to public adminis-
trators do not by definition mean chaos or
inefficiency.

There are several possible approaches which
might appropriately be used to identify the mana-
gerial implications of decentralization as defined
herein. Hallman, for example, has focused on
budgeting, personnel, purchasing, and program
operating policy (16). Frederickson has suggested
a much broader set of evaluation categories for
such analyses: The categories he proposes
are (a) distributive process, (b) integrative
proems, (c) boundary-exchange process; and (d)
socio- emotional process (14)= For our purposes,
three broad headings will be utilized. Borrowing
from Frederickson, the socio-emocional, bound-
ary-t*change, and integrative prz.cesses will be
reviewed. Except where otherwise indicated;
reference is made to the field-level manager; i.e.; to
the administrator closest to the firing line of
day-to-day operations and hence most affected in
his activities by the consequences of expanded
Citizen iri4Olvement.

It should be noted that some of the projected
trends, difficulties; benefits; and challenges offered
b-eloW are essentially speculative; while others are
based on specific experiences at the community
level in the areas of education and commo- cy

action programs. In addition, Several recent evaiva-
tionshave dealt specifically with varying aspects of
governmental resporis;:c .cis or citizen participa-
tion from a management pr7;pective, and were of
some aid in the formulation of these prtikcrions
(16) (20) (29) (30) (42) (44)_(54) (63) (94 (94)
(100) (103) (106) (125) (153). Si.feral managerial
implications of citizen- participation were also
found in evaluations of specific decentralization
eiperieneei in the field of education (85) (88)
(89) (91) (96) (126) (134) (156). Bectuse of the
conflict which suounded the Community Action

Program, and the levels of participation actually
achieved in many cities, some evaluations of the
results of CAPs have also been helpful (77) (100)
(114) (116) (117)(119)(129)(135)-

Socio-Emotional Process

The effects of citizen participation upon the
employees within a public agency must be given
consideration in weighing the managerial conse-
quences of such involvement. The socio-emotional
process refers to the nature of interpersonal
relationships-_-conflicc, openness, trust, and coop-
erationwithin the organization, with an emphasis
on both the individual and the group. It is in this
area that field administrators probably will
encounter static of their most perplexing prob-
lems. The following projections suggeirmajor
administrative difficulties and problems associated
with decentralization, citizen participation, and
deighborhood control:

may lead to major conflicts between profes-
sionals and citizens over program directions
and implementation;

may lead to a greater emphasis on employee
unionism to offset these conflictsLe., maxi-
mize the position of the employee in any
conflict situation;

may discourage openness within the organiza-
tion because employees perceive citizen in-
volvement as a threat to them personally;

may may lead to internal divisiveness as
employees -line up in groups which are either
in favor of or in opposition to working with

. citizens in the quest for more responsive
government;

may lead to feelings of paranoia among some
employees because of the feeling that both
citizens and administrators are "looking over
their shoulders" (professional as opposed to
personal perspective mentioned above;

may discourage some people from seeking
public employment because of the pressures
which citizens might apply to them;

may lead co an increase in the number of
employees who leaVe the public service be-
cause of the pressures which decentralization
(as used herein) would carry with it.

On the other hand, it is possible to project the
following administrative benefits deriving from
decentralization:

may minimize the importance of peer (profes-
sional group) accountability;

may encourage more citizen-committed per-
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SOMA to seek public service employment;
-may Make public service employment more

exciting and challenging for those who now
regard it as routine; boring; and lifeless;

may stimulate among employees a greater
understanding of; appreciation for; and sense
of commitment to more effectively addressing
the human needs to which government is
responding or should be attempting to
respond;

may open communication channels between
employees because of the necessity of com-
mon effort and commitment to tasks as they
are defined.

The strong opposition of teachers to school
decentralization in New York (see Marilyn Gittell;
herein) suggests one potential administrative chal-
lenge and employee reaction to decentralization
efforts which allow citizens to "encroach" upon
the forbidden terrain of the professional (135)
019) (96) (87) (122). Citizens in many cases will
demand changes in existing governmental opera-
tions and valu; some of which run counter to
what professionals perceive to be in their best
interest; As Roberts indicated in his study of the
school decentralization effort in New York, "The-
ories of teacher selection, qualification, tenure,
methods, and curriculumindeed the entire pro-
fessional ideology is being challenged" (122, p.
117); Professionals in the city found these chal-
lenges threatening and thus the concept of decen-
tralization totally unacceptable. The administrator
may be caught in the middle of this type of
Struggle, particularly where there is an apparent
Cbrifliet between citizen needi or desires and
employee demands related to the maintenance or
enhancement of their positions within the organi-
zation or agency. The balancing act may be
difficult, but the task is a necessary one if the
quality and equity of public services are to
increase; while the socio-emotional needs of em-
ployees are also being addressed.

Because some public employees will perceive
citizen participation to be both a personal and
prof6sional threat, they can also be expected to
accept the notion that the only sure way to
protect their rights is through union membership;
The clear expectation will be that through num-
hea71 their rights; prerogatives, and powers will be
Maintained. The administrative implications of
Public unionism have been a subject of consider-
able concern in the profession and its literature;
and need not be discussed here (164) (165); It is
important to realize that this increased unionism
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Will result in greter efforts to reinforce the
demands and needs of employees; not citizens; As
a result; the executive must become more con-
scious of the need for a "public interest" orien-
tation; and be willing to fight for it over the
bargaining table; The greatest administrative chal-
lenge accompanying decentralization-citizen par-
ticipation in the socio-emotional process area thus
appears to be balancing citizen needs with ern-
ployee demands.

Integrative Process

The integrative process refers to the means by
which the work of persons in a publicly admin-
istered organization is coordinated; i ;e ;; the man-
agement of the internal operations of a govern-
mental agency. it is on this area that most
opponents of participatory administration have
focused their attention;primarily because of their
strong-desires for "efficient" internal management
operations. While some of the difficulties men-
tioned below may indeed reduce internal effi-
ciency; the critical question to be considered is
whether the loss in efficiency is made up by the
benefits gained both in terms of internal opera-
tions and service output; It can be projected that
major administrative difficulties and problems of
the following type will result from decentraliza-
tion:

may work apinst efficiency as traditionally
defined, i.e., it may slow down the decision-
making process and complicate the imple-
mentation process;

may result in the decentralization of some
decision making, while leaving power at the
top, thus limiting the options available to the
field executive in carrying out his duties;

could could lead to conflict betweeri the
central and field offices over administrative
standards and operating procedures; particle
larly as administrators close to the people
begin to develop policies which will more
effectively meet their needs;

may lead to administrative chaos and con-
fusion over organizational goals and direction;

may create a state of confusion regarding the
chain of command within public agencies;

may be difficult to convince top-level admin-
istrators to adopt a hands-off policy toward
governmental operations at the field or neigh=
borhood level;

requires that the field administrator serve two
or three bossesthe central office, citizens,
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and perhaps a central staff specialist.
Decentralization could; however, result in the

following administrative benefits:
may lead to development of common purpose

and direction; elp; an orientation to some-
thing as general as equity; or as specific as a
particular governmental program;

may lead to new methods of evaluating
services which more fully incorporate both
management objectives and clientele percep-
tions and desires;

may enable management to respond more
effectively to challenges peculiar, to a particu-
lar governmental subdivision (neighborhood);

may assist agencies in developing more effec-
tive programs, and offering services more
effectively because of the opportunity for
immediate feedback;

may lead to some cost savings because citizens
can assist by pointing out .needless programs;
wasteful projects and more feasible options
gtven specific community characteristics.

The problems outlined above suggest several
administrative challenges in the integrative process
are& One of the most significant would be serving
several bosses simultaneously. The field manager
will be placed in a situation where he must
respond both the the wishes (demands) of citizens
and the central administration. In most decentral-
ized governmental situations it must be expected
that field managers- will not hold their primary
feelings of allegiance, to the neighborhood (124).
Because the central administration makes promo -
tion_ and salary decitians, it must be expected that
particular attention will always be addressed to the
wishes of higher -level management. At the same
time, however, decentralization will suggest to
citizens that they are going to have a greater voice
in the administrative process. If citizens perceive
that the field-leVel manager is a puppet for
higher=level adminiitratots, or that he cannot
perform without higher-level approval on many
policy questions, or that he does not feel a sense
of responsibility to the community, his credibility
and utility in the neighborhood will be short-lived.
Thus, the challenge for the field administration is
that of balancing allegiance to the central adminis-
tration with a sense of responsibility to the
neighborhood. The task of. keeping both groups
content will in many rases be quite difficult.

Also of importance is the fact that employees
will have demands to make of the administrator.
He thus must be able to deal with two external

masters who will constantly be making demands of
him, while internally eMployees also will have
expectations and needs that must beaddrmsed;
This added factor would make it even more
difficult for the field administrator to be loyal to
citzens, particularly in light of the employee biases
and orientations discussed in the previous section.

Another challenge is the need for an adMinit;
trator who will be able to offer diteCtiOn for
bureaucratic activities at the neighborhood level.
In spite of the confliCting and numerous demandi
being made of him; as well as the time lags which
may delay deciSion making; the administrator
must provide leadership in keeping field operation
moving smoothly. He must be able to pull out of
occasional chaos workable plans that will be
acceptable to citizens, employees, and adminit=
trative superiors. He must be able to work with

.omens in the effort to stay Within the time
constraints confronting all organizations. This
need for administrative tradership and organizing
ability is especially crucial and must not be
underemphasized if governmental subdivisions are
to show any evidence of efforts to achieve
reasonably efficient operations. Because efficiency
of necessity would be defined in somewhat differ-
ent terms than at present, this reality in effect can
be interpreted to mean that administrators must
be able to show that given the delays which might
be expected with an increase in the number of
persons who must be involved in the decision=
making and execution procetteS, the most efficient
methods of operating are being used.

Of potential Managerial significance is the
degree to Which the field administrator can con-
vince the central administration that he should be
given a high amount of flexibility in decision
making. Where the central administration does not
give the administrator at the field level a great deal
of latitude to run his program his job will be all
the more difficult; While it may be especially
trying in some cases to convince headquarters to
maintain a reasonable hands-off policy, admin34.ri-
tors at the neighborhood level must seek to get
some assurance of wide latitude in addressing the
day-to-day problems which confront them. If this
freedom is not provided, the field administrator
probably will find it impossible to respond to the
types of challenges presented in a crisis environ-
ment, and, of greater importance, is will be
difficult for him to rrial:e the rapid decisions
administrators must be able to make as problems
arise.
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Another significant challenge to public adminis-
trators in terms of the integrative process will be
billineing traditional forms of such management
functions as personnel and budgeting with poten-
tially conflicting neighborhood challenges to these
procedures. It must be expected that efforts to
conduct business "as usual" in public agencies
increasingly will be challenged as citizens become
more involved in administrative activities. In the
personnel area, for example; demands that tradi-
Aonal civil service 7teria for public employment
Ix reevaluated and possibly altered to increase job
opportunities for greater cross-sections of people,
and particularly for neighborhood residents, will
almost cerzairtly be heard (20) (42). Also, argu-
ments will probably be offered for revised "merit"
standards which do not have the effect of perpetu-
ating economic, racial, and sexual discrimination
in the public service. In particular, community
residents will no doubt place greater emphasis on
local governments hiring substantially more street-
level bureaucratsteachers, policemenfrom the
communities being served (103). Governmental
jurisdictions and their administrators must be
prepared to respond to these demands for modi-
fied personnel requirements and policies which may
serve to maximize governmental responsiveness
and "need assessment capabilities" as a result of
greater employment of indigenous community
residents. Equally challenging will be the oppor-
tunity of working closely with individuals who are
keenly aware of community problems; and are
strongly committed to addressing these needs on a

.
priority basis.

Along similar lines; decentralization will also
provide greater opportunities for citizens and local
neighborhood boards; in particular; to scrutinize
and make more forceful inputs into the govern._
mental budgetary process. It should be expected
that this opportunity for expanded citizenpartici-
pation will ultimately lead to demands for new
measures of program productivity and/or effective-
ness. AdministritOM will be Challenged in many
instances to justify expenditures in terms of the
benefits received by residents of the neighbor-
hood. and perhaps the methods used in service
delivery. Thus, as budgetary decision-making
responsibilities are decentralized to the field ad-
ministrator; he will be placed in the potentially
controversial and perhaps tenuous position of
personally challenging central administration poli-
cies and program in the quest for more responsive
government at the neighborhood level.
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In sum; success in carrying out the integrative
function in a decentralized setting will probably be
a product of: (a) the leadership abilities of the
field administrator; (b) the degree of autonomy
given to field administrators to make policy and
operating decisions; (c) the degree of emphasis
placed on the traditional notion of efficiency by
the central administration in assessing field opera-
tions, (d) the ability of management to convince
citizens that field executives and employees feel a
sense of responsibility to them as well as to the
central administration; and (e) the ability of the
administrator to resolve conflicts between "tradi-
tional" management practices and neighborhood
demands for modifications in those activities and
related policies.

Boundary-Exchange Process

The boundary-exchange process refers to the
general relationship between the publicly admin-
istered organization and its reference groups and
clients; including legislatures, elected executives,
auxiliary staff organizations, individual citizens,
organized interest groups, and other levels of
government (14). Within the context of this essay,
an assessment of the boundary-exchange process
would demand a particular focus on management-
clientele relations, management-elected official
activities,_ and on general societal effects of the
decentraliiation move. Major administrative diffi-
culties and problems connected with boundary-
exchange in a decentralized setting include:

may force administrators to take ir.iitical
stances which conflict with those of elected
officials because of citizen pressures;

may lead to greater infighting among local
cliques and competitive groups over policy
directions;

may result in power being placed in the hands
of a few citizens who could tyrannize the
many;

will subject the field administrator to an
increased amount of political pressure from
the neighborhood;

will create a more controversial environment
in which to work;

may create tenuous job situations because of
the controversial positions administrators may
be required to take;

will present many unpredictable administra-
tive situations with which many practicing
administrators have neither academic training,
social background, or experience to deal;
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may force the administrator to become in-
volved in community controversies which will
later hurt him regardless of the position
taken;

may lead to increased conflict between
elected officials and administrators over poli-
cy decisions and implementation practices.

But decentralization could induce the following
administrative benefits in the boundary-exchange
process:

provide closer physical proximity to the
people being served;

can strengthen the administrator's position
with superiors and elected officials because of
clear community support;

may provide administrators with an opportun-
ity to become major social change agents;

may lead to closer working relationships, as
well as a greater mutual understanding and
feeling of respect between administrators and
citizens;

provide opportunities for administrators and
employees to see more clearly; and "feel' the
impact of their efforts to improve the quality
of life for citizens in their neighborhoods;

may lead to -a reversal of citizen attitudes
regarding the lack of governmental responsive-
ness to their needs;

may lead to a reduction of many feelings of
hostility and frustration currently evident
among t income groups in particular;

may er.. many of the misconceptions public
employees have about the "average" citizen,
and particularly thane in lower socioeconomic
groups;

may help to erase the elitist attitudes held by
some public servants.

The first major administrative challenge which
appears in the boundary-exchange area is operating
a public agency within an ambiguous and poten-
tially frustrating environment. The administrator
in a decentralized setting has tremendous opportu-
nities to work closely with citizens and to see the
products of his more creative efforts, as well as
failures. His relationships with the citizenry can
help him as he seeks support for his neighborhood
programs from the central administration or from
elected officials; At the same time; is is clear that
citizens could object to his policies and become
antagonists- who vigorously fight him over matters
huge and small: If the administrator does not have
a tremendous feel for his community; if he does
not understand the motives of citizens who

approach him (their hidden agenda); if he does not
have a sense of perspective regarding power con-
flicts within the neighborhood; and if he does not
have a sense of timing to maximize his efforts and
minimize opposition, decentralization would prove
very frustrating; The challenge is that of learning
the dynamics of the neighborhood so that lie (the
administrator) can work effectively with citizens
to more effectively meet their needs.

To some administrators, becoming more politi-
in a decentralized setting will be especially

challenging: Administrators traditionally have
attempted to avoid the spotlight in carrying out
their functions; and have been especially anxious
to avoid conflict whenever possible: Citizen partic-
ipation will make this more difficult. It will
become harder to pass the buck to avoid snaking
difficult decisions. Such proximity to the citizen
will carry with it responsibilities to make decisions
daily which could lead to controversy. It will force
the administrator on occasion to assume politic-al
positions that he otherwise would not, primarily
for survival reasons. The challenge will be the of
accepting the inevitable and becoming an effective
politician; one who will on occasion be forced to
take strong political stances in the public interest.
The right of elected officials to make policy would
not be questioned, but the administrator may be
required to more vigorously work to convince
these officials (directly or indirectly) of the
importance of the programs he advocates.

Essential Managerial Skills

The problems and challenges mentioned above
suggest the need for several managerial skills that
seem essential for effective administration in a
decentralized governmental operation which elicits
citizen participation. The most important of these
skills are:

1. An ability to operate effectively in conflict
situations. The administrator must possess bargain.
ing skills such that he ean_deal with both citizens
and employees when conflict arises, and he rnust
possess skills of negotiation which enable him to
work with elected officials and central staff
personnel in resolving conflict once is arises or is
anticipated.

2. The administrator roustbe -veryfansiliar
with group dynamics. This means an ability co
understand why and how groups are created and
die; what they are attempting to accomplish; and
how one might best work with them.
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3. The administrator must able to under-
Stand the feelings, demi:, frustrations; and
hopet of thole citizens with whom he works.
Frequently- this May mean relatinto persons with
totally different economic and racial chiaacteris-
ties, as well as values.

4. The administrator must be able to work in a
setting where he it accountable to several bosses;
and of greater significance, where the desires of
thOte botset may conflict

S. The adminiStrator must be able to work in
very tenuous, highly uncertain work situations
where dear=eut solutions are difficult to define
and environmental conditions are constantly
Changing.

6. The administrator must be willing to accept
the inevitability and perhaps desirability of greater
mobility within the profession. just as city man-
alters tend to move every three to five years; so
should many field administrators as conditions in
their communities change and/or as their personal
interests or needs change; Some of the strains
which accompany this type of employment also
may demand such mobility.

7. The administrator must become more astute
politically; He must realize that he does make
political decisions and in a sense, thateS the
policy-making function with elected officiali. His
proximity to the citizenry may, in fact, place him
much closer to the people than many of their
elected representatives. This ultimately will force
administrators to become more political than
many would probably prefer.

8. The administrator must be an extremely
effective communicator, able to relate his feelings
Up and down bureaucratic lines; to citizens and to
elected Officials. He must at the same time be a
good "listener" who can pull from the mulutudi-
nimii data he receives the information essential to
Carrying out this administrative task effectively.

9. The administrator must be able to shed the
aloof, elitist image that any citizens hold of
professional administrators.

Although proficiency in these areas will not
guarantee success while operating within a partici-
pative administrative setting; it is a_ critical addi-
tion both to work experience and to fundamental
understanding of basic management concepts; It
must be emphasized; however; that skills; like
technologies, can be used for good or evil pur-
poses. The pertinence of these skills ultimately
depends upon the administrator's 11:.1o..nphy and
related sense of ethics. The critical cr... :r:4n which
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we in the profession must address is whether our
public administration programs are attempting to
assist both students and practitioners in developing
these management skills along with a philosophical
frame of reference built around fundamental
democratic principles.

Implications for Schools of Public Administration

Citizen participation in public affairs carries
particular significance for schools of public admin-
istration. The administrative skills suggested above
as being essential to effective management within a
decentralized administrative system also carry
implications for public administration education.
There follows a discussion of emphases which can
be considered for inclusion in the management
curricula of each of the policy areas considered in
this special issue (law enforcement, education;
social services, health) as well as for general public
administration programs. These areas of emphasis
in turn suggest techniques_ which might aid
students in developing the aforementioned com-
plement of administrative skills.

While it is difficult to make any comprehensive
listing of the many phenomena our professional
programs should emphasize, those discussed below
seem to be of special significance within the
decentralization framework as developed herein. It
is proposed that public administration programs
should place greater emphasis on human inter-
action, experiences, capabilities, and processes;
and rely less on rules, authority procedure; Specif-
ically this implies placing greater emphasis on the
development of communication skills with profes-
sionals and nonprofessionals, including informa7
t:Ion on how more effectively to initiate and
sustain communication with citizens. To accom-
plish this; the utilization of gaming and stimula-
tion exercises will be important. Equally impor-
tant will be the provision of opportunities for
small group interaction on research projects,
policy formulation sessions, and problem-solving
exercises.

Adminittratori will likely have to begin to deal
More v-plicitly with major value questions and
issues that are clearly related to human needs and
the provision of public services. Workshop and
field experiences which require assessing not how
and to Whoin Services are distributed; but how
people feel about their services will be increasingly
common. However useful it was in its time;
Students must do more than read cases and write
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papers describing value implications for the actors
in these easea. And it is important to deal
explicitly with the decentralization - citizen partici-
pation question in seminar settings; examining
irnplieptio ehillenges, innovations, and experi-
ences in the field.

Students of education administration need to
devote more attention to the analysis of important
and Centrovers6S1 public policy questions. It is
essential to give students a background in the
analysis process and to equip them to dell with
controversy befOre they are on the firing Um This
suggests placing greater emplassis on in-depth
policy analysis which demands that students de-
vote attention to issue formulation, the identifica-
tion of policy options, implications and possible
consequences of the alternatives identified.

It is important to provide students with oppor-
tunities to work in conflict situations. Various
forms of socio-emotic. -al training (sensitivity
training. organtsation devetopment. etc.) are useful
here. It is also holpful to provide assignments
(perhaps in the workShop faShi* used by planners
and architects) Which allow students to conduct
major field projects demanding interact:As with
citizens, bureaucrats, and elected officials. and
which include a presentation of findings before
critics.

Future education for public administration will
likely place greater emphasis on student awareness
of the social, psychological, and economic realities
of urban life, and on the interrelated nature of
these factors. These can then be related to the
spccific professional areas in which the student is
to work. Field experiences are essential to broaden

- the background of students in the area of urban
social problems and human needs.

It will probably be necessary to give greater
attention to employee-management relationships
to assist new adMinistrators in more effectively
addressing the soeio-emotional needs of public
employees;

Public affairs education, in short, must become
more action, value, and policy oriented if it is to
prepare students adequately _to operate within
participatory environments. The importance of
familiarity with fundarriental management_ con=
cepts must not be minimized, but these funda-
mentals no longer can be the soli emphasis.
Schooli- of public affairs are usually not well
equipped to teach values, but such schools can no
longer avoid discussing values and demanding that
students assess their own perceptions and orienta-

tions in relationship to major public issues and
problems. It also Is suggested that more attention
be given to the issue of governmental responsiVe-
ness and greater social equity. Similarly, greater
attention must be given elitist tendencies in the
public service p ro felisi on.

Such shifts in public affairs education would
not guarantee that government ultimately will
become more responsive to citizen needs. Nor does
decentralization guarantee responsiveness. When
combined; however; they paint a picture of hope
during times of great despair. We must begin to
educate public administrators with the expectation
that greater decentraliution-citizen participation
is both desirable and inevitable. Regardless of what
may follow, we will likely have produced more
able, committed; responsive, and humanistic
administrators and public employees. In the final
analysis, this may be what citizen participation is
all about.
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10. WoL7d you agree that Herbert places most of his emphasis on inter-
personal relationships and human relationships rather than
efficiency and economy? Do you agree that human relationships are
the most important objectives of government or do you disagree?
Explain your answers.

11. Can you describe, briefly, how the New Public Administration
differs from the old? What impact does that have on our concern
for participation?

12. Study Herbert's three categories of managerial implications, i.e.,
for Socio-Emotional Process, Integrative Pocess, or Boundary-
Exchange Process, and his "benefit/cost" projections. Re-do one
projection in your own words. Add to it if you can.
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13. List and briefly describe in your own words_the nine skills neces-
sary for an adminisrator in a decentralized government operation.

14. Suggest -where attention or addition6! Qmphasis stiould he given in
the training of future admiristrator In ..7,ols of public ad-

ministration.

3 14'2

I
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FOOTNOTES

1; Adam Herbert, "Management Under Conditions_ of_Decentralization
and Citizen Participation," PabLic_Administration_ Review, Special Issue,
October 1972, p; 623;

2; Robert G; Healy, Land_Use_and the sltimore, MD; Johns
Hopkins University Press, 19'6), Chapter 6. , ideas are applied in
a somewhat different context.)
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ASSIGNMENT

The following questions should be answered as completely as possible on

separate paper. Two copies of your responses should be mailed to the

instructor. One copy will be returned to you with the instructor's com-

ments and the other will be retained as part of your course record.

1. Aszume the ez.tahtizhment o6 a newtmft in the United Statez,
one o6 about 100,000 ptanned popaZat2on. In many tespeet6
th.L6 new community may tezembte Cotumbia, Matytand, on
Re6ton, Vittgi.n.Ete. The devetopeu o6 the new :town deAite
that govetnment in this new municipatity be denntAatized
and that ind,.o;duatz Aeziding in the town have a voice in"

deteAmining the 6utuke o6 the community. You cute tatted in

az a conzatant and a4ked .to recommend=

a. The 4tAatta4e o manicipaZ_goveAnment which wite
meet 6titekia {or deatntAoUzati.on andpaAti.4;ipation;

b. The iidAM and means of otganizing xezponzibte ci,tizenz'
p,.:/1:0.6 £n the community.

Ctitetia OA decee.tatization and
paiLtileipatibn.

d. Indicatokz which mitt oi6et zome meazuAc of the eiiec-
tivenezz o6 citizen pan ticipation in the new .town.

A4 a conAuttant, you zhotad prepare a repo. t (apptoximatety
10 typemitten pagez) which addtezzez theze iAzuez and which
tecommendz a ptocezz 04 .the devetopet6 to 6ottow tb achieve
their objeetive4.

Ube an outtZne liokm whenevet po44ibte to cAam
adequate in0Amation into yout tepoAt.

You 4houtd take a page on .t to pkovide
4ome a64umpt4lon4 which you ate mak2ng te-

gaAding the new town.

Raatt yawt tecommendationz to the in6oxmaZion
.%n the ten modutu o6 the cow se a4 Bar az tad.-
Vail-C. On the other hand, do not heztate .to be
Oiagimat.

3 7e

(SEE THE FOLLOWING PAGE.)
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REPORTS WILL BE JUDGED ON THE FOLLOWING POINTS:

0 CLEAR INDICATION THAT INFORMATION FROM ALL

TEN MODULES HAS BEEN ASSIMILATED;

APPROPRIATE SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLEM;

4, INTERNAL LOGIC AND CONS 3TENCY;

0 CREATIVE AND ORIGINAL IDEAS;

0 CAREFULLY WRITTEN AND PRESENTED REPORT;

ONE=THIRD OF THE GRADE FOR THE COURSE WILL REST UPON THIS

REPORT; AND TWO-THIRDS FOR ALL OTHER REQUIRED SUBMISSIONS OF

MODULE ASSIGNMENTS,
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See bibliography attached to Adam Herbert's article, "Management
Under Conditions of Decentralization and Citizen Participation,"
PP. 633=637 in original (pp. 10.28=10.32 in this module).

NOTE ESPECIALLY: Frank Marini (ed.), Toward_a_New_AdmIntstration:
The Minnowbrook Pers ective, Scranton, PA.,_Chatidler,-1971,_and the
st ngs un er Symposia on Management and Participation (1968-1971)."
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